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ABSTRACT 

1ne present work i s concerned with the explication of a philo-

sophy of good life that could possibly be discerned in the ancient 

Tam.il classic, Tirukkur.a:).. Though the Classic itself does not go into 

the details of 'definitions' and analysis of 'rival views', on a 

careful study of the text and the commentaries - both classical and 

modern -- we find that the CI3.ssic incorporates a philosophy of good 

life ",hieh is at once reflective of the Indian view-point and is 

also suggest:ive of ne~ler approaches and perspectives. 

The argument of the thesis is that the philosophy of good life 

found in the ~l is directly derivable from the philosophy of r e ligion 

inherent in it. The method adopted by the author of the ~lral to get 

at the essence of religion, we have argued, is not by referring abs-

tractly to religion ~~ but by accepting certain aspects and reject-

iug certain Gther aspects of the religions current in the Indian scene 

during his time. The methodology adopted by Tiruva~luvar, the author 

of the Ta:nil classic, when investigated, reveals that it is not possible 

to label the Classic either as a Brahmanical Hindu work or as a Jaina 

work or as a Buddhist \vork. Hence, after indicating our own methodology 

study in chapter 1, we have exami.ned the relationship between 

Tirl'kkura~ on the one hand and the three Indian traditions on the 

other, in chapter 2. We have arrived at the conclusion that the Kura!, 
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,.;ithout rej ecting in _toto, Brahmanical Hindu ideas, Jaina ideas and 

the Buddhist ideas, accepts aspects of them which do not smack of a 

lA."cl ~ 
sectarian character " "'~~;g-~ ..<-:./ . A: .. ,~ subtle but significant modifica-

tions in them all to arrive at the essence of religion. Tiruvalluvar .. 
seems to imply that the essence of religion consists in aiming at and 

realizing the Good. 

rne good life, from this point of vi~w is seen to stand for a 

transcendent goal inherent in human life which, all the same cannot be 

realized in a sphere distinct from or outside of life in society. In 

its barest outlines: our argument is that the qualitative improvements 

to life in society that a prime moral principle effectuates, when ad-

hered to, indicate~ aspects of the good life. We have suggested that 

both the ultimate Ideal and the idealizations of inter-personal rela-

tions in society help the individual in r~izing the Good. In more 

specific cerms: the realization of the ultimate Iaeal itself is syno-

nymous \lith reo.lizing ideal perfectibility in the 'more immediate' 

spheres of life in society. Such a philosophy of Good life,characteris-

tic of the Lamil classic has been responsible for its exhorting an 

activisti~,this-worldly ethics, without belittling the value of or 

disregai~ding the importance of 'ultimate realization', we have main-

tained. The cue for our interpretation has been that even though the 

Kura:j. refers to Ar,am, .E0ru]. and iupam (ti1e t:1ree vaJ.ues.) in three 

different sections, the thrust of the whole work is to maintain the 

supremacy of~. This is the basis of our considering porul and 
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"illP~m as extensions of ~ and not as independent values. In 

suru we have argued that the Kura~' s philosophy of good life is 

illustratively evident from the vlay in \vhich it treats of ~. as 

underlying every aspect of human life. Chapters 3,4 and 5 are 

respectively devoted for ~ and its 'extensions'. In chapter 6 

"(·le have drawn the strings of our argument together and summarized 

the results of our investigation. 
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PREFACE 

The aim of the present work is to argue that the good life is a 

recurrent theme in the ancient Tamil classic Tirukkural (also referred 

to as the Kura],) and that it is understandable best against the back-

drop or the Indian religio-philosophical traditions. The idea of the 

Good "lhich has had a peculiar attraction for the Indian religious 

philosopher, ,.;re have maintained, is seen reflected clearly in the Tamil 

classic as \\Tell, though it is subjected to an analysis which has resulted 

in an emphasis on this-\.;rorldly concerns without overlooking the meta-

physical aspirations of man. He have arrived at this position on the 

following grounds : 

(i) the value-scheme accepted in the Tamil classic resembles 

closely the Brahmanic.al Hindu view; 

(ii) the idealistic view of life that it presents is symptomatic 

of its acceptance of strands of thought which are typically Jaina and 

characteristically Buddhist; and 

(ii.i) the elements of commonality in the three religious 

tradit:Lons of India have reflected themselves in, rather than determined 

wholly the }(u;t;.at_~ attitude to religion as such. 

The analytic-interpretative approach adopted in this study has 

accordingly been 'designed' to suit and reflect the methodology adopted 

by Tirnva1luvar (also referred to as Val1uvar), the author of the Tamil . ~ . , 
classic, in his spelling out, on the one hand, the essence of religion 

and, on the other, the essentials of good life. Some of the dominant 
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aspects of our contribution tC,vards an understanding of the perennial 

theme (the good life) as we find it in the ~ may be indicated briefly. 

We have sought to interpret: 

(i) the way in which a happy synthesis of ,,;hat may be termed the 

transcendental and empirical approaches to human life is arrived at (in 

the Classic), indicating at once what we would term the religious per

spective and the good life that it results in; 

(ii) the two-fold significance of such synthesis, viz., the 

transformation-potential that religion (as incorporating the essence of 

good life) offers for the individual and the idealization of inter-personal 

relationshi.ps resulting from the normative orientation given to the 

.Eer~onal aspects of human life; 

(iii) the deeper psychology of "personality-development" calling 

for not a destruction of the instinctive-emotional structures of life but 

sublimation of them; 

(iv) the rationale behind t.he enormous importance accorded to the 

econoIDic and political aspects of good life, i.e., the clear recognition 

of the foundational character of the 'basic securities' that the economic 

and political institutions offer; and 

(v) the dimensional and 'extensional! significance attached to 

the concept of 'morality' at the basis of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). 

In view of the fact that (v) provides the nerve for our whole 

argument in regard to (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) we may succinctly 

indicate an important point that we have made in regard to the principle 

of morality, viz., the subtle but none-the-less significant difference 

bet~veen the implications of the concept of dharma in the Brahmanical 
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Hindu tradition and those of ~, in the philosophy of Tiruk~. It 

seems to us that the protean significance of dharma can be explicated 

more in ten,iS of 'integration' than in terms of 'extension' which, vle 

have maintained, offers us an insight into the nature of _~m. By 

adopting the model of the extension-principle we have sought to account 

for the predominantly activistic, this-worldly ethics conspicuous in the 

Tamil classic. 

The distinction that we have suggested is admittedly complex and 

controversial. The concept of dharma, one may argue, can likewise be 

interpreted \vith plausibility. Our submission is that even if it is 

argued that way, it would strengthen rather than weaken our case. For, 

\vithout denying the social implications of the ethics of the Sanskritic 

tradition (we have ourselves investigated this issue in an earlier work) 
\.\: C4&.<o:>"Nk ~~ ~o.L.-Mo.\.d. ~ 

\"e submit that j.!;n overall preoccupation ",lith the metaphysical is its 

dOr.linant motif. ~l!f.,t G.) li;,..:. ... '-< :L..:. . If the extension-principle is argued 

to be valid in regard to such a system of ethics, as T,ve have sought to 

demons trate, it would only mean that the Tamil ethics which intentionally 

steers clear of any metaphysical underpinning, should be considered to 

in2orporate this principle in a much more 'direct sense'. 

The scope of the present t.vork is thus restricted to an investi-

gation of the theme of good life in the Kurat, E' .. mploying the category of 

tbe ex tens'ion-principle of ~. Accordingly we have neither gone into 

a detailed analysis of the various chapters constituting the text of the 

Kurai nor dwelt at length on the differences between rival points of 

view reflected in the various commentaries, though these are important 
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areas of literary and exegetical research worthy of attention of the · 

scholar. Similarly no reference has been made to the proliferation of 

the Kural's ideas in the subsequent religious thought of the Alv~rs _ 4________ .. 

and Nayanmars in South India, this being an undertaking of stupendous 

proportions and reserved for a future study. 

Though we have used available English translations we have 

generally sought to give our m·m renderings sometimes resorting to a 

free paraphrasing of the terms and phrases in order to bring out the 

implications of the theme of good life. We have adopted the notes on 

the transliteration of Tamil and Sanskrit terms respectively from 

A.K. Ramanujan' s Th~ Interior Land~.cape and N. Tatia':3 Studies in Jaina. 

yhilosophy. 

The speedy execution of our work would not have been at all 

possible but for Professor K. Sivaraman's devoting long hours, even 

after his office hours, to discussing with us, minutely, the various 

aspects of our argument. His making some extremely significant 

suggestions even after the final draft was made ready, h~ been help-

ful in our making improvements in the quality of the argument even as 

the final typing was being done. We would like to convey our grateful 

thanks to him for all the help rendered. We are grateful to Dr. H.J. 

Mol for his enlightening us on the deeper implications of social analysis 

both through the courses in sociology of religion we took with him and 

through frtquent discussions of the specific theme of our research; also 

for his making valuable suggestions when we were writing the thesis. 

Our thanks are also due to Dr. J.G. A~apura for his evincing keen interest 
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in our work right from the beginning, for his devoting time to go 

through our drafts and making useful suggestions. We are also thank

ful to Dr. T.P. Meenakshisundaram, retired Vice-Chancellor, Madurai 

University, Dr. T.H.P. Mahadevan, ex-Director, Centre for Advanced 

Study in Philosophy, University of Hadras and Dr. V.A. Devasenapathi, 

Director of the Centre for all their valuable suggestions when we were 

working on the thesis. To the authorities of the University of Madras, 

our thanks are due _for their having permitted us leave of absence to 

do research at McMaster. 

He are profoundly grateful to the authorities of the McMaster 

University for making available the financial grants but for which the 

execution of our vlOrk would not have been at all possible. We ,,,ish to 

record our thanks to Dr. Paul Younger, ex-chairman, Department of 

Religion, for all his help during the earlier part of our stay at 

l'1cMaster and to Dr. Ben F. Meyer, ,\Tho was the Chairman during the 

major part of our stay here for his unfailing help and his kindly con

cern in the progress of our work. 
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Stops** 

Nasals 

Liquids 

Semi vo\17els 

TKANSLITERATION ANi) PRONUNCIATION 

Short 

a 
i 
u 
e 
0 

Lips Teeth 

p t 

m n 

v 

Vowels 

Long 

a 
I 
u 
~ 

0 

Diphthongs 

ai au 

Consonants 

Ridge behind 
Upper teeth 

n 

r 

r 
1 

* Approximate place of articulation 

'X* Manner of articulation 

TAMIL 

Hard Palate Soft* 
Retroflex Palatal Palate 

t c k . 
n 

I 
r 

y 

The charts indicate very roughly the phonetic values of the 
letters. A few striking features of Tamil pronunciation may be men
tioned here: 

1 The Tamil long vouels are simple long vowels, unlike their 
English counterparts, which are diphthongs as in boat, b~at, boot and 
bate. Final -.ai is pronounced -~. 
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2 Arrlong other things, Tamil has two kinds of consonants 
unfamiliar to English speakers: the dentals t, n and the retroflexes 
t. n, ~ and r. The dentals are pronounced with the tongue stopping 
the'breath at the teeth, positioned somewhat as in CYIl~hia. The 
retroflexes are made by curling back the tongue towards the roof of 
the mouth, some\vhat as in some American English pronunciations of 
paK!y, morning, girl and sir. 

3 The Tamil sounds represented by p,t, t and k are not 
aspirated like English Ein, ~in and ~in, but unaspirated as in 
sEin, stain and skin. 

4 There are long consonants in the middle of Tamil ,vords. 
English has them only between words: ho~ ~in, seven gights, sick fOW, 
etc. They are indicated by double letter as in muJJ,ai. 

5 The Tamil r is flapped or trilled somevThat as in the 
British pronunciation of rin[, berry. The r is most like the i-..meri
can variety; rand :r are not distinguished in speech by most Tamil 
speakers today. But doubled J:I is pronounced like tr in English 
!Eain; ~E is pronounced n~I as in lauud:ry. 

6 The absence of voiced sounds like b,d,j,g and of s, 
sh and h nee ds some reference here. The Tamil of the classical 
period does not represent any of these sounds, though later Tamil 
orthography found letters for sounds like j,s and h. But p,t,t,c and 
k serve for these sounds also in certain positions: (A) after nasals, 
these consonants are voiced into b,d,d,j and g; (B) between vowels 
p,t and t: are voiced into b,d and 9- and pronounced laxly, but k and c 
are p ronounced h (or g ) and s; (C) initially, most Tamilians pronounce 
c as s. For instance , ,,,hat is written cankam is prorrounced sangam and 
akam is pronounced aham (or agam). 

N.B. We gratefully acknowledge our debt to Professor A.K. Ramanujan 
from whom we have adopted verbatim the phonetic scheme of transliteration 
and notes on pronunciation. (vide Preface) 
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TRANSLITERATION AND PRONUNCIATION SANSKRIT 

Vowels 

Short Long 

a a 
i I 
u IT 
r . 
f 
e 
ei 
0 

au 

Consonants 

k kh g gh tt 

c ch j jh n 

t th g <J.h n . . . 
t th d dh n 

p ph b bh m 

y r I I lh 

v s s s h 

-dt or m, h 

The vowels in Sanskrit present lit tIe difficulty, exc.ept that 
the sound of a approaches that of a in rural, and ~ that of a in father. 
A vmvel with a bar (-) above it is-long;-! and ± a~e respectively pro
nounced as ri a nd Ii. The consonants are almost like in Englisg., 
except that .8. is ahvays hard and the sound of ~. approaches that of ch 
in church; t. ~> etc. (indicated by a dot below) are cerebrals and are 
the same a s-i n"-t urn , i in drum and so on; !.' i and ~ are pure dentals; 
the aspirated letters kh, .8E. and ch have the sound of the first letter 
plus an aspiration; h is like ~ in sing; ~ is like ~ in tinge; s is like 
s in sure; b. is a pure aspfrate; Ifl is the symbol of a nasal. 
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CHAPTER mm 

INTRODUCTION 

The present study is concerned with the theme of .fL0a'!. lif~ in 

"~l~1.·UKku~~1_, an ancient Tamil classic:. The good life has ahlaYs been 

a theme of serious discussion in the Indian religious tradition and, 

in spite of the sharp differences (characterizing the view-points of 

ehe various religious traditions \vithin the Indian scene) in the 

details of the analysis of the theme, there has been a significantly 

mLique area of agreement regarding the core--idea of ~vhat constitutes 

the ultimate good. Without considering the per~pectival differences 

disce!:nible in them (for, they are not important for our immediate 

task, viz., indicating the lines on Ivhich the philosophy of good life 

in the §~ needs to be approached) it may be stated that the 

ultimate good in human life has been visualized by them to have the 

significance of inspiring man to aim at and achieve a state which is 

an epitome of spiritual perfection. They seem to agree that man is 

basically possessed of an amphibious nature, livin?, on 'the good earth' 

and looking forward to entering a 'brave new world' which is, at the 

moment it is thcught, a concept. ~rely, but which nevez'theless begins 

to haunt him sooner or later and create a stat8 of restlessness and 

discontentment with the existent state. They thus seem to point to 
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two phases of human life which are distinct (but not discontinuous) 

and are transparently evident for a person of discernment : one, the 

stage describable most aptly a.s the 'biological ' (since the individual 

complacently acquiesces in the ' physical mode! of living - being 

oblivious of 'metaphysical questings ~ and two, the state of ' ultimate 

concern', ~vhich brings with it a tremendous attitudinal transformation . 

This has been responsible for their seriously suggesting a reordering 

of hwnan life by Ire-considering priorities' and has resulted in the 

concept of ~ood life . 

In more precise terms : the term .8..0od life. is used in the 

Indian religious tradition to indicate the ultimate ideal in human 

life as also the id_<:.~ls to be pursued in the 'immediate present'. In 

both case3 the difficulty posed by the 'ideal' (the difficulty becomes 

apparent ~vhen we go into the details about the nature of the ultimate 

ideal in life suggested and also about the other ideals to be pursued 

as the ' means of attainment') for man is indeed evident and leads to 

the question whether an ideal should afte r all be far removed from 

the actualities in life . It seems to us that in postulating the goo d 

life as an ideal which is not near at hand and yet not too distant for 

achi.evement, the Indian religions tacitly accept that keeping the 

ideals distinctly removed from the actual life-situations is .9ne h'~ 

of helping man to attain transformation of personali t y. This is more 

clearly evident from a consideration of the ideals in life stipulated , 

since each ideal reveals an idealization of inter- personal relation

ships which ultimately effec~transformation of human life. 
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As long as man is content with the 'immediate ' and the 'actual' 

and not concerned with 'what lies beyond' and with the 'ideal' and the 

'ideals:, he may not be motivated at all by any consideration other 

than the actual and the immediate. The sole concern ~vith the i mmediate 

may itself be responsible for purely egoistic and self-regarding tenden-

cies and activities . To get out of oneself, to become other-regarding 

is synonymous with developing an attitude of nOIl-attachment tovrards the 

immediate environment and this basic idea of ' expansiveness ' in the 

Indian religions has resulted in the articulation of a highly metaphy~ 

sical Heltaetrrul ng. l 

The subtle distinction referred to above, between the good 

life conceived of as an ideal life and the ide als in life ( a s means ) , 

is extremely significant since it is highly suggestive of the lines of 

demarcation within the various strands of thought which go to make up 

the Indian religious tradition ; it also points t o the metaphysital 

implications of an idealistic world -view. Interested as we are in 

high-lighting the Tamil classic's reconceiving the Incian ideal, we 

need not labour on the point that the 'unity in diversity ' so 

characteristic of the Indian scene is attributable to the same ideal 

being conceived and reconceived in ma nifold ways within the Indian 

context itself . ,But, what mus t be rei t erated is that t he reciprocal 

1 In one of the rar e passages the author of the text (whi~h 
is about to be studied in the body of the text of the thesis ) gives 
us a description of the pursuant of such an ideal in life as a l s o on e 
who is disposed benevolent l y towards others (3.10). 



relationship between the' ideal of good life (1vhat may be referred to, 

in the Indian terminology, as attaining self- real ization or realizing 

the ultimate pm'pose in life) and the ideals in lif e which need to be 

pursued scrupulously, has been emphasized in different ways in the 

different traditions and offer us an insight into the 'Indian view

point' . 

The significance at tached to the ideals to be pursued in the 

immediate workaday world is tha t they help the individual in realizing 

his ultimate goal. In fact, without the pursuit of the latter, the 

former cannot b e realiz ed, it is maintained. It is because of this 

that the term good_ life in the Indian tradition, may be interpreted 

to refer both to the ultimate e nd o f human life and the immediate 

means that are suggested. ' The various Indian religious traditions 

have wo r ked out their own models to reiterate the point. And our 

present study of the theme of good life in the Kural, it is hoped, will 

bring out the careful reformulation and the comprehensive treatment of 

the n e c essity of idealization of huma n relations that it stands for. 

Without anticipating the distinct standpoint that the Kural 

takes on this issue of the n a ture of the relationship between the 

immedia t e idea ls and the ultimate ideal, we may mention here that the 

auther of the Clas sic conceives this r e lationship in a very unique 

~vay. Hhile certainly he speaks of multiple ideals which concern man 

in the immediate cont e xt of life in answer to the different aspects 

of his personality make-up, he does not speak of the ultimate ideal 
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as entirely different from the non-ultimat~ ones. The structure of 

the text itself evidences this fact in two important respects: (i) no 

separate section is allotted for a consideration of the ultimate 

1 

ideal.!. and (ii) even when the immediate ideals are spoken of, there 

is a clear suggestion that pursued in an ethical way they themselves 

'constitute' the realization of the ultimate ideal. 

Even the brief reference we have made above to the way in which 

the theme of good life figures prominently in the Kural would indicate 

how well the Classic reflects the I ndian view-point. But, due to the 

fact that till recently ancient Indian culture and philosophy have been 

subjected to close study and deep analysis by adopting the focus of 

concern on San;3krit ,vorks, not many studies on the Tamil classic (from 

the perspective of Indian philGsophy and religion) have appeared. It 

8e2ms to us, therefore, that a study like the one we propose to make, 

would contribute its bit to 'ans,ver' to such a 'need'. It is important 

to take note of the fact that it is increasingly being realized that 

other classical languages of India, especially Tamil, reflect and pro-

ject, through ethico-social treatises, the Indian view-point. A.K. Rama-

nujan, a contemporary writer who interprets Tamil literature to the 

2 , 0 Of 0 I 0 d h 0 f dOl 0 West nas slgnlolcant Y pOlnte to t e necesslty 0 stu ylng c aS81CS 

written in other Indian languages like Tamil to get a good insight 

1 vide~n£~a, pp. 7 and 9 . 

2 He is Professor of Dravidian Studies and literature in the 
Department of South Asian Languages and Civilizations of the University 
of Chicago. 



into Indian tradit i on. His views a re worth quoting at some lengt h 

nere. He has said: 

For a l ong time, Indian civilization ~TaS thought of only 
as the civilization of classical India expr e ssed mainly 
in Sanskrit. For over a hundred years in Europe and 
America they have had San skrit studies. No\" people a re 
beginning to realize that there are many Indias. It is 
noe one India and India is r not just in the past. India 
h&s a live, l ongs t anding, continuous tradition and it is 
a multiple tradition. In the study of this multiple tra
dition we need the living languages. We n e ed a ll the 
ditferent linguistic traditions to be represented, not 
only Sanskrit but also Dravidian t raditions ••. Until we 
have some idea of , and some acquaintance with all of these , 
. . . the picture of India will n ot be complete. It will 
be partial and it will be ~nbalanced. The recognition 
of such imba l ance is one reason why Dravidian studies n I L 

and particularly Tamil studies are increasin gly receiving 
attent ion ... Fo r a total picture o f Indian civilization 
and Indian linguistics we need both these classical but 
c ontras ted lang uages. 1 

Thu~kural is considere.d to be a ~"orld-classic 2 
and, among 

the classical works in Tamil it h a s earned the praise of being the 

greatest e thical treatise. The work reflects the characteristic 

1 Cited by K.C. Kamaliah , Preface in the Kur,al, Hadras : 
M. Seshachalam & Co ., 1973 , p. xxi . 

2 The term classic used to refer t o the Greek writings in the 
context o f ti1e Western \vorld is applied to the KU.Ia~ here . It is 
interes ting to note here t hat at lea st three i mpor t ant aspects of the 
notion of a classic are significant in regard to the Kur.~J. . In brief, 
the three aspects are : (i) adherence t o a n established set of methods, 
(ii) possession of a n enduring inceres t, quality or style and (iii) 
being a literary production of the first r ank. (For other aspects of 
~he notion of a classic see The Random_ Hous~ Dictionary .£f the Eng lish 
ban.3!:~~ , unabr i dged edn., 1966} The counterpart of the notion of 
classi c in India would be s"as tra in the terminology of Sanskrit and 
nul in Tamil . They claim universal relevance, addressed as they are 
tc' man as man. 

6 
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feature of Tami l literature,. viz., its confidence in human pouers ..... ..: 

expressing itself in a positive affirmation of life on earth . Th~ chief 

concern of the work is with the fundamentals of good life and, in 

contrast to the Sanskritic division of human values into four, viz., 

dharrii2 (virtue» artha (material wealth) , kama (desire) and moksa 
1 

--- ---- --- ----
(liberation) we find in it a detailed discussion of only the first 

2 
three. The distinctive feature of the work is its maintaining that the 

good life consists in living up to the ideals of the first three values 

and in the process realizing the fourth. 3 The questions that immediately 

arise here are: IiHas the deliberate ' omission' of the fourth value, in 

the Tamil classic, resulted in a ~.alitatively different approach to 

the concept of good life?" "If not, how has the Tamil work managed to 

'convey the meaning' through the first three values alone? " a nd, 

"Can it be said that T~rukku,$:a:j, repeats in Tamil the Sanskritic ideal 

with little variation?" The present thesis attempts to answer these 

1 For an elaborate treatment of these four val ues see 
P.H . Prabhu, .Hindu Socia l Organization. Bombay: Popular Prakashan , 
1963; S. Radilakrishnan, Religion and Society. Lundon: George Allen & 
Um17in Ltd., 1954; and P.S . Sivaswamy lye!", Evoutio~ 9.i the Hindu Horal 
Ideals. Calcutta: Calcutta University Press, 1935 . 

2 A1:a~,_.E.£ru~, iupam and ~ are the four corresponding 
values recognized in the Tamil tradition. In the Ku!,aJ. we do not find 
a section for yi~. vide infra, pp. 9 , 46,48,74,~O. See also pp . 92 & 116 . 

3 vide supra , p . 5 . 



and related questions with pointed reference to the treatment of the 

theme in the text itself and is not presented as just a ' study in 

vari.ation' in Indian philosophy and culture. An at tempt is made to 

study the Classic as not merely an expression of the spirit of Indian 

philosophy which surely it reflects but also to see how far the philo-

sophy of good life portrayed in it has implications for human thought 

1 ~ 1 
itse. t . 

Hhile \vriting a pre-publication revie~., of an English tr.ans-

lation of the Ku~~ by the Rev. G.U. Pope, R.C. Temple observed : 

The ~uIaJ. is not only the first work of its own language, 
but as 'one of the highest and purest expression of 
human thought' has also interest far beyond the ten 
millions of speakers of Tamil ... The KuAal is divided 
into three books, ~nbracing really in a series of short 
stan~as the whole ethics of the daily life, not of any 

.pallticular race or people but of mankind generally . . . 
In its ovm land the Kur~l O\ves its popula:.:ity as much 
to the beauty of its~ersification as to its morality , 
but it is in its breath of view and its speaking to the 
heart of ~an that mus'!: n:ake it a favourite vlith the world 
at large. 

If morality is considered distinctive of man irrespective of 

questions relative to distinctions of class, caste, sex, time or 

clime. , then it may be said that any ethico"'social treatise \vhich has 

come to be considered a classic, of necessity, must also be 

1 Its implication for modern understanding in terms of what 
may be described in the words of a contemporary sociologist as the 
problem of sacralization of identity , also will be considered . 

2 Cited in Kamaliah , ~. cit ., p . l. 
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considered to contain \"ithin it root-ideas of the good life for man 

everYT,vhere. And, the KU1:al as a world-classic can naturally be ' 

expec.ted to offer guide-lines for humanity as a \"hole on the subj ect 

of good life. Our main focus of concern '"auld be to examine the 

philosophy of good life as can be gathered from the couplets of the 

!~f-a~ and to see how far the Indian soil in which the philosophy of 

the Tamil classic has grO\ffi, has supplied the vital sap to it. 

A paradoxical situation that arises even as we commence the 

scudy of the theme of good life in the ~ is this: On the one 

hand, the enumeration of values (four in the Sanskritic tradition and 

three in the Tamil classic) seems to imply some clear-cut distinctions. 

An importa::lt ques tion here is whether the KUli,al breaks away from the 

Sanskritic tradition by treating the values as it does. In this sense 

-I 

the significance attached to ~ in the Ku!a~ has to be considered 

also as a contextual study: in Indian philosophy. On the other, 

the simila~ity characterizing the core-ideas of the first three 

values accepted in the Sanskritic tradition and those of the Tamil 

tradition smacks of an identity of views between them. It is in the 

light of su~h I pre-views' that we conside r the question of studying 

the philosophy of Tirukku~~ in relation to Indian philosophy 

extremely important and significant. 

Before proceeding further it may be useful to consider some 

details about the author of the Classic, the ' d~te of the work , the 

style adopted and the commentaries that have been wri t ten, for 



they may help us to provide the b3ckdrop for our study in the thesis. 

The age in which Tiruva}1uvar, the author of Tirukku~al, lived 

i s shrouded in mystery. He was probably born during the Cankam age 

(colnci~ing with the pre-Christian and early Christian era) when Tamil 

civilization was at its peak. The Tamil people were enjoying a high 

degree of material prosperity ~ thanks to trade a.nd commerce vlith many 

foreign couat.ries.
1 

The period in the history of the Tamils was 

10 

characceri~ed by contentment and happiness. Such a material prosperity 

in the Twnil country might have provided an edge to a philosophy of 

good life with its this-worldly emphasis in the Ku,rat . 

1 V.Kanakasabhai, The Tamils Eigh teen .!lundred Years Ago. 
Madras: TIle South India Saiva Siddhanta Works Publish i ng Society, 
Tinnevelly, Ltd., 1956, p. 31 writes: " From the earli~st times, the 
products of Taluilakam appear to have att.racted the merchants of 
distant lands . It was most probably from TamilakdJ.ll that, during the 
reign of Solomon (about 1000 B.C.) 'once in every three years, the 
ships of Tarshish came bringing gold and silver, ivory, apes and 
peacocks!. The names of t he l as t two objects kapim and tukim as 
found in the Hebrew Bible are the same as those still used in Tamil, 
kavi and~~~ai. Subsequently the Arabs and Greeks appear to have 
kept up the trade vlith Tamilakam. The Greek names for rice (~~), 
ginger (~ing:Lber) and cinnamon (.!-:-arpion) are almost identical with 
their Tamil names, aris i, inchiver and karuva, and cleariy indicate that 
the Greek mercllants conveyed these articles and their names to E1JrOpe 
from the Tamil land. The Egyptian Greeks under the Ptolemies carried 
on an extensive t1.-ade in Indian commodities and Alexandria became, at 
an early FE:riod, the chief emporium of this lucrative commerce . " 
The authOi: quotes (i.bid., p . 32.) Pliny as stating: "The subj ect 
is one worthy of attention, there being no year in which India 
does not drain our Empire of at least 55,000,000 sesterces (486,979 
pounds) sending us in return wares which are sold for a hundred 
times their original value . " 
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It is i mpor tant., however to flOte that the close relationship 

which is discernible b et~veen the ethos of the work of Tirukkural and 
------~ 

t~e ethos of the Cankam classics can be asserted. ~1at is generally 

conceded in the case of Great Men of History, viz., that they are both 

the creators aud also the creatures of their times may be said about 

Tiruva~luvar in relation to the Cankam Tamil classics. The latter are 

full of references to the terms and expressions of Tirukku,ral. And, 

the Ku .. ¥-& ~_tself reflects the values and ideals cherished in the 

Cankam period. 

In regard to the life of Tiruvalluvar: it is accepted by •• 

eminent researchers that nothing definite is known. The great Tamil 

scholar, R.A.P. Sethu Pillai, for example states that Tiruval-1uvar' s 

birth-place, details about his parents, caste, upbringing und education 

1 
are treasures that cannot be unearthed. Some details that are knmm 

are from certain traditions that have been handed over and from certain 

legends about the author. According to these, the author, probably 

a ",eaver by profession, lived and worked in Mylapore in the city of 

modern Madras. His traditional name Tiru-~~~-nayanar literally 

meant 'the sacred devotee, priest or sooth-sayer of the pariah class'. 

1 Ti_ ruvalluvar Nool Nayam. Hadras: Tirunelveli Saiva Siddhanta 
Publishing H~use Ltd., 1961, p . 1:- d . G.U. Pope, Tirukk~, t.rans., 
:'iadrCis: The South India Saiva Siddhanta Works Publishing Society, 
TinneveLLy Ltd., 1962, p. xviii and E. J. Robinson, Tamil \\Tisdom , Madras: 
The South India Saiva Siddhanta Works Publishing Society , Tinnevelly 
Ltd., 1957, p. xxvii. 
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He is said to have gone to Madura with his great work to submit it to 

the Colle ge of poets (Cankam), founded in the days of Vamca Cekhara, an 

ancient king of the Pandyan kingdom. The high-caste as s embly would not 

permit Tiruvalluvar to take his seat along with the learned professors 

of the Academy on account of his 'lOlv caste' . 1 The poet meekly subI1litted 

and requested for permission to lay his book on the end of the seat. un 

this being granted, the book ~laS placed where the poet should have been 

seated and t he ~vhole bench at once dis a ppeared leaving the learned 

(l. 

professors aflo~ in the lotus tank. Realizing then the worth of 

2 (of previous page) The term valluvar has been subjected to 
a lot of analysisfince it is considered to offer us evidence regarding 
the cas te of Tiruvallu var. S.S. Bharati draws our attention t o the 
fact that some vers~~ in the Cankam classics "refer to the function of 
heralas (val~uvars), who ;Jroc laim by royal commands a uspicious announce
ments in t he palace and the inner courts of the city of kings" and 
observes that the context makes it clear that the valluvars had access --'-..... :-C....c:..:.:._ 
to the innermust shrines in kings ' palaces and rode the roya l elephants 
in the discharge of their duty. Furthermore he refers to valluvars 
being spoken of as uyarnthon (the high officer) in a verse o~~-
Palaikouthamanar. Tiruv3:}.fuvar_, Hadura: Tamil Sangam Power Press, 1929, 
p . 28. ) 

It is possible that though during the Cankam age the word 
~a++uvar had no reference to the ~untouchable' class, the word 
gradually lost its origin~l significance and began referring to those 
whc proclaimed the orders and commands promulgated by the king by beat 
of drums fromehe back of an elephant. It is thus possible that the 
author of the KU.li:al held such a position in the Pandyan court . His 
eminence in the literary world might have overshadowed his official 
gY2atne,ss just as Kal!~ilya' s f arlle is more due to his authoring the 
Arth£-Sastr~ than because of his having been a minister of the great 
King Chandragupta. 

1 Bharati (J-bid., p. 3Q.) cites another reason to contest 
the idea that the word va~~uvar referred to one of lowly birth . He 
refers to other persons known to Cankam literature by the same name 
but who were not of a low caste. He ",rites : "Nanjirkurisil, a great 
Vellala chieftain, who was eulogised by three great classical poets , 
Orusirai Periyanar, Maruthan Ilanahanar and Karuvurkatha Pil lay , was 
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the poet, they sang , in praise of Tiruvalluvar and it is known as 

Tiruvc.:nuvamalai (Ga r:land of TiruvaHuvar). 1 It is interesting to find 

a statement in the Tiruvar!_uvamiHai 
2 

to the effect that fools slight: 

the author as a mere ~uvar. while the learned will not accept that 

statement. 

It is important to observe that the speculations touched off 

by the chance. association of the name vat~uvar ~.;rith the anonymous author 

of tIle work are quite significant . The picture of the author that 

emerges from his work is that of a man of universalist vision and 

understanding but one who defies understanding merely in terms of 

caste obligations and station in life. It is quite possible that he 

was a man involved in and committed to action and that he was also a 

contenplative and one ~.;rho could identify himself with the 'low' and 

1 (of previous page) (contd.) also known as va~~uvar •.• 
.Y~ll.u~:::.. was originally the official designa tion of the author of 
the ~~1 but in courS8 of time it came to be his only name known 
knm.;n in Tamilak.am, i. e ., the causal surn2.me derived from the poet's 
office got fossilized in time into a mere personal name. II (ibid_., p. 31.) 

We also find the above view directly challenged by another 
s cholar ,;-]ho ';lrit es: IIWhile Sri Bharati has given good reasons for 
refusing to believe many of the old legends about Tiruva~~uvar, it 
is hardly possible without further confirmation, to accept his 
hypothesis and to throw overboard the tradition which connects 
Tir1.lvalluvar with the humbler classes. 1I (H.A. Popley, The Sacred Kura~ 
_'?..E. the Tamil yoda of _Tiruva·J,:tuvar, Calcutta: Y.M.C.A. Publishing 
House, 1958, PI' . 18-19.) 

1 Even though the story is perhaps not historicaily true, 
it is signific3nt to note that it could last even the most devas
tating at .tack of critics and vindicate its position among scholars. 
The Tiruva:t.luvamiHa.i was, very likely, a composition of a much later 
date, but it reflects the intention of the Tamil literati to show that 



the poor, one who was not prepared to accord dis tinction for rnere 

lea rning., learning unaccompanied by virtue, a citizen vlho was equally 

aware of his duties Hithout an undue assertion of his rights, a \varm 

human being sensitive in his personal r e l a tionships and above all, 

a \vise man who was not without a \vord of advice alike to the ascetic 

and to the lovers. 

Regardigg the more specific question of the date of composi-

tion of the work, there are mainly three views. One is that it could 

1 not have been written earlier than the sixth century A.D. The other 

2 
is that it was produced sometime ill the first century A. D. The third 

3 is that it is the product of the first or second century B.C . The 

cumulative evidence seems to favour the third view. 4 

1 (0£ previous page) (conLd .) all outstanding Tamil poets 
must accord recognition to the Ku,al . 

2 (of previous page) verse 8 . 
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1 Pope., .92_. cit., Introduction; Robinson, E.E.. cit., Introduct ion . 

2 V. V. S. Aiyar, The Kural or the Maxims of Tiruva :p.uvar , 
Tiruchirapalli: V. V. S. Krishnamoorthy &Co-=-:- 1952 ,-rntrod~~ 

3 V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, Studies in Tamil Literature 
and History, London: Luzac & Co. , 1930 , p . 132. 

4 Some of these may be cited here: (i) According to Ceylon 
chronicles ' Alara or Elara \Vas a noble of the CoJ,a kingdom who invaded 
Ceylon with an army, had the local reler Asela defeated and slain , 
got himself crowned king of the island, and reigned for for t y-four 
years from 145 to 101 B. C. If this is historically t r ue the da t e 
of the !ura+ could be fixed as the 2nd Century B. C. ( ii) Even if , 
for argument's sake it is accepted that the section dealing wi th 

'" porul is indebted to Kau~ilya ' s Artha-Sastra (We shall consider 
this quest i on in some detail later ,on . Suffice i t t o s t a t e a t this 



As for the style of the work: the poetic form with the usage 

of the int~'icate a nd most difficult metre of the Tamil language 

characterizEs it. It is one of the earliest works to adopt the 

4 (of the previous p age) (contd.) point that t~ PorutpiH 
of the l~.I.~ was not just a re--production of the Artha-Sas t ra .), the 
Kural must be cons ide red to h ave bee n written one or two centuries 
__ '2r- _ _L -' 

aft e r the Artha-Sa s tra which is genera lly accepted as the composition 
of the 4th Cen t ury B.C. (iii) The Kura l seems to have won the 
approval of Cltta l a i Cattanar, the au~~r of Ma~mekalai) who is 
considered to hav e lived during the 2nd Century A.D . From the fact 
tha t ~imekalai conta ins an unquestionable reference to the Kura\ 
idea s (~imekalai, 22.59 . 61 seems t o b e an echo of TirukkuIa{, 6.5 ) 
it may b2 inferre d tha t the .!Sur,at must h ave been writt en earlier than 
~3E-mekalai. ( i v) Ano the r Tamil e p ic) the. Cila p patikaram which is 
not dat2d as la t er than the end of t h e 2nd Century A. D. approvingly 
quotes from the ext a n t Tirukku~ (Cilappatikaram, 21.33.34 seems to 
be an echo of TirukkuJ; al, 32.9). To quote a work as authority) as 
Ra.'1lachandra D.i.k s h itar points out (~. cit., p. 135), it must have 
been popular f or some time and there is thus an irrefutable testi
mony lo point out that the Kur a l- was a composition much older than 
Cilapp at ik~r~~. ( Fo r a more detailed discussion of the question 
see Ramachandra Dikshitar, ibid., pp. 132-135.) 

In spite of the se historical details that we now have it is 
well to obser v e the c a ution suggest e d by Popley (£E.. cit., p. 10): 
"The date of the production of the Ku~ is open to considerable 
doubt, and it c a nnot c e rtainly be settled until the dates of the 
other Tamil lit e ratures o f the first h a lf of the first millennium 
of the Christian e ra h a ve been fix ed. All that we can say with 
certainty is tha t it was produced betwe en 100 B.C. and 300 A.D. 
The style and s ubject-matter make it clear that it mus t have 
preceded the ag e of sectarian revival which began in the 7th 
Century A.D." 
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1 
k\l~-:,!el}l?a form. Though adop ting t.he most difficult metre in the 

l anguage , tr one permitting no deviations from strict rule and requiring 

2 such wonderful condensation for a long work" , Tiruvalluvar's work 

exemplifies complete mastery of the style. 

But, wi th al l the technical excellence that characterizes the 

~l it should not be thought that Va~~uvar \vas merely a scholar \vho 

had an appeal to the intellectual world . If his work is considered 

poetry par excellence it ,vas still not poetry \"hich was ',vrit ten for 

paetry's sake. The inunortality of the work is due to Tiruva~~uvar' s 

1 ' 1ZuJ~a +' in the Tamil language litera lly means ' anything 
short' and r efers to the couplet-form . It is interesting to find that 
the ku~l-fo rm is comparable to the ~utra-style adopted in the Sanskrit 
lit eratur::o to cor,vey ethical and philosophical ideas. What i> of 
significan~e about the em~l6yment of the kural metre in addition to 
its interest for a s tudent of litera ture is the quality of br"evity 
and suggestiveness that is expressly intended by its employment. 
Though in tnis res pect it is comparable to the sutra-literature of 
Brahmanical, Jaina and Buddhist \vriti.ngs, it must be sai d that brt'bevity 
in t.he case of the l a tter is executed 'almos t ,vith a vengtri.ce. Intended 
as perhaps a pedagogic medium, the sutra , in the form of ~n algebraic 
formula was used as a mnemonic aid. B~vity seems to be the handmaid 
of lucidity, as employed in the kural form of the Tamil language . It 
should also be noted that ~.' unlike the sutra form , is elegant 
poetry, a ,vork of art. (For a discussion of the points of comparison 
between the su-cra-style in Sanskrit and the ~~-form i n Tamil, 
t hough written witt:J. manifest prejudice against the former , see 
Maraimalai Adikal , Tirukkural Ar~ychi , Madras: Pari Nilayam , 1957, 
pp. 20 £:::.) 

Pope (~. _cit ., p. xxii) observes: "S ome thing of the same kind 
is found in Greek epigrams, in Hartial and the Latin elegiac verse. 
There is a beauty in the periodic character of the Tamil construction 
in many of these verses that reminds the reader of the happies t efforts 
of Propertius." He also opines (ibid., p. xxii) th2.t prcbably Va~luvar 
adopted it as being the best rep;esentative in Tamil of the Sanskrit 
'{laka '. 

2 Pope, ibid., p. xxii . 
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prophetic exhortations to his people to lead a good life \vhich would 

exemplify the deepest humanity in them. The very fact that he chose 

the couplet verse form is interpreted by a scholar as a deliberate 

choice for mass communication. He observes: 

Va~1uvar was a democrat in t hought and form ....• 
And so \'laS the kuraJ. metre chosen ... it was the 

-~". 

aptest medium of communication for the achievement of 
the poet 's purpose . In that age when literacy by ear 
was as important as literacy by the eye, memori. s ing 
piayed a vital ro l e in the imparting of education; 
and nothing could aid this audio-education better than 
a simple couplet , almost as easy to get currency as 
a housewife's aphorism, and as likely to be effective 
in the guidance of day-to-day conduct in life. Ten 
i.;ras the number beyond Hhich counting was difficult 
for the masses , and imprisoning al l essential thoughts 
on a sub j ect wi thin ten couplets was to ensure that 
no thing worthwhile was missed. 1 .•. No t once does the 
form f l ag or begin to s t ale ... as the work moves on ,' , 
to the themes of love and war , which ordinarily might 
have been better expressed in freer and spacious 
metres , the ti.ny couplet riGes to the occasion a nd 
performs ever imaginative fea ts ... 2 

Special mention must be made here of the fact that the 

language of the work is pure Tamil, less than fifty Sanskrit words 

being used in the who le work of about twelve thousand words. 3 

1 The work is divid ed into one hundred and thirty-three 
chapters and each chapter consists of t en couplets . The ten couplets 
constituting a chap t er treat with clarity, the essentials of their 
subject-matter, observing br evity. 

2 B. Natarajan, "Economic Ideas of Tiruva:nuvar" in 
M.S. Venugopaula Pillai, ed., Thiruma thi Sornammal Endowment 
Lectures on Tirukkural, Hadras : University of Hadras , 197 1, pp. 61-62. 
This Volume ~.,ill henceforth be referred to as TSEL . 

3 S. Dandapani Desikar, Tirukkura J. Alakum ~wn, Madras: 
Tholkappiyar Nulakam , 1961, pp. 142- 143 lists out the Sanskrit words. 
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The gentle but effec·tive art of poetry employed by 

Tiruva{~uvar would become evident from the fact that humor and 

irony are couched in gen~le expressions and from the way the verbal 

melody is deftly managed by the choice alteration or arrangement 

of vovlels and consonants. Telling phrases, apt simil~s and compa-

risons, striking personifications, gentle hyperboles and innuendoes, 

kl d 
1 

spar e at every page an at every turn. We shall cite a few 

examples to indicate these aspects of the Ku,£at. Va~~uvar's humor 

and irony are strikingly evident in the soliloquies and dialogues 

- -1 2 in the section Kamattuppa . Telling phrases abound in a number 

3 f}, of couplets. Simil~es and comparisons derived from cOlrunon objects 

and circumstances lend a realistic analysis of the human situation 

1 . 4 
by tle autl1or. Striking personifications and portraits in brief 

1 M.S. Purnalinga.m Pillai, Critical Studies in Kural, 
Tinnevelly; The Bijliotheca, 1929, pp. 90 ff. 

2 See especially Chapter 132 entitled "Feigned Anger". 

3 See Jir~kku~at, 31.6; 58.5; 87.7; 93.6; 113.3; 126.8; 
130.3; and 133.6 . (TirukkuLa! will henceforth be referred to 
as TK in the foot-notes.) 

4 'Like the hairs from off the head that fall to the earth', 
(97.4): to illustrate loss of status; 'Like those that warm them
selves at the fire' (70.1): to explain conduct in the presence of 
a king; 'Like the moon seized by the dragon' (115.6): to point to 
slanderous rumour; 'Like the cmv in tiger's skin' (28.3) : to 
portray inconsistent conduct; 'As man's shadow dogs his steps 
wherever he wends' (21.8): to picturize the ruin chasing sinful 
deeds. 
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1 . 2 
are also found. Hyperboles are found in abundance. It is also 

iwportant to note that the literary excellences of the Kura+ have 

d h 
oS. 

not prevente t e rise ~ voluminous commentorial literature. 3 

;;,nlen the literary e.xcellences of the ~~ are closely 

considered it becomes also evident why studies on the Classic till 

recently have been focussed on these aspects , especially attracting 

the attention of literary eyes. Withou~ belittling:the value of 

1 'Poverty a sinner ' ( 105. 2) 

'Envy a sinner ' ( 17. 8) 

"Her frame tender shoot, her teeth pearls, her smell 
fragrance, her eyes darts, her shoulders the bent bamboo " (l 12 . 3) 

2 Vide chapters 112, 113 and 127 respectively . 

3 The following are listed as the ten classical commentaries . 
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Parime:Lalakar' s, Ma9-akkutavar' s, Parithiar' s, Ka~illkar ' s, Paripperum;:q' s, 
Tharumar's, Thama1;attar's, 'old commentary', Nunporunmalai Asiriyar's 
and Ramanuca Kaviroy2ar' s . (The last-menU.oned may be considered to be 
a forerunner of the modern cOlnmentar.ies which are many in number .) 
Of these conrnentaries (the ones listed above), Parimelalakar ' s is 
still considered to be the 'most classical', even though-the Brah
manical tone of the commentary has attracted a lot of criticism. 
The cOlmnentary is noted for the sharpness of its logic and dignity of 
its criticism. The commentator is considered to have had a master y 
0ver Sanskrit and Tamil and probably lived during the 13th Century. 
l1ar:-akku1;:avar's corrm1entary is known for its lucid Tamil , but it is 
obs cure at places and is clearly lacking in logical rigour in the 
matter of classification of chapters and syrr®etry of treatment . The 
tone of this co~~entary is definitely less Brahmanical . 

Recently, vulgate editions of the commentaries have been 
brought out. While the cOIlLrnentaries of Par irne'la !,.akar, Manakku~avar, 
ParithHir, K1Hinkar and Paripperumal have been brought toge t her 
in respect of·Porut£Fl and Kamattuppal, the volume on the Arattuppal 
does not include the commentary of Paripperuma~ . The Volumes entitled 
Tirukkg& Uraikkotthu (~.£~), Tirukkural Uraikkotthu (Ar.attuppal) 
and .Ti!.·~}:s:~ur a l Ura ikkotthu (Kamattupp a l) were published by Kasi Mut t, 
Thiruppananrlal in 1960, 1969 and 1970 respectively . As for the o t her 
conunentaries : they are e i ther lost or very lit t le i s known about them . 



s uch studies we would like to urge that interpreting and delineating 

the various aspects of the philosophy of Tiruva~~uvar is an equally 

important \-Jork \vhich deserves to be undertaken. The numerous t ransla'-' 

tions - both in other I ndian languages and in non-Ind i an languages 

tha t have been made of the Kural (see Bibliography ) a s also the 

cOITlluentaries that have appeared on the work stand testimony to the 

import ance of the theme of the work itself. 

Coming now to an outline survey of the ground to be 

traversed: it s eems to us that the K~ is ext r emely illuminative 

of the Indian view-point
l 

on matters concerning the individual and 

his precise role and place in society inasmuch as it is highly 

2 
suggestive of a philosophic approach to the good life which needs 

to be based ult imately on an analysis of the personal and insti-

tutional aspects of human life and on the situat ion of continual 

inter ac tion between the individllal and s ociety. 

1 We are mentioning this even at the commencement of the 
thesis t o 'put the !~ in perspective'. Though the thrust of the 
argu,ment of the thesis is tha t t he Tamil classic contains an analysis 
of the good life which differs from that of Sanskritic ethical works 
in many respects, it needs to be emphasiz ed here that the ~ is 
as much representative of the Indian view-point as are the other 
Sanskri t works wh i ch have received more serious at tention from both 
Indian and non-Indian scholars. We shall, wherever necessary, refer 
to the view'-point taken in the Sanskritic \vr itings to indicate both 
similarities and diss imilarities between the two approaches. 

2 While the Sanskritic philosophical literature under the 
heading of da rsanas are attempts to answer questions like: "What is 
the nature ~Reality?" "How do ,ve know?" etc. , the philosophical 
approach i mplicit in the Ku,ral is more of the nature of answering 
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TIle metaphysical aspects of man in such a view are 

considered significant since the good life is a lived eff ort at 

achieving the ideal constructed and projected. Ideal-construction 

and proj ection of such an ideal constructed seem to be taken as 

being symptomatic of the metaphysical aspirations of man, and the 

approach to the individual's personal and institutional life gets 

modified as a result . It is this aspect of TirukkuraJ, which seems 

to us to give us a clue to its philosophy of good life, which is 

in a nut-shell, a process of transforming one's life in the light 

of ideals envisaged and aimed at. 1 

----------------------------------------
2 (of the previous page) (contd.) questions like~ 

"lv11at are the norms of :noral life?" "vlliat is the meaning of good 
life?1' etc. It is needless to - say here that in both the cases 
the tenrr philosophy is understood as synonymous with religion , 
not only at its periphery but at its core. 

I Hans Hal, in his recent book Identity and the Sacred, 
Oxford: Blackvwll, 1976, offers a significant frame of reference for 
understanding the sociological significance of man's religious 
aspirations . He defines religion as sacralization of identity (p. 1) 
and maintains that the sociological aspects of man's religious life 
have deeper significance than it is generally construed . Our 
interest in Mol 's theory stems from the fact that it seems to be 
highly suggestive of an approach to the good life which balances 
the claiPl3 of the metaphysical and the social approaches. And, 
particularly froIn the. point of view of the study of the Kural, 
HoI's making a distinction between the Sacred and the prc;c:e;,s- by 
means of which it can be attained~: is extremely significant, for 
it seems t() us that a distinct feature of the Kural ' s philosophy of 
good life is its concern for .the _proces~ 2.£ transformation of the 
rm.,r, unregenerate aspects of man's social living than for the 
'end product' of a perfected spiritual life. 

cf. the language of exhortation that the Kural often adopts 
as well as the language of designation: 4. 3-6; 6. 10; and 7. 4-6. 
These are a feH among the scores of illustrative couplets which 
indicate the intention of transformation. 
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The effect of the transformation on social life (or attitude 

to~vards life in society ) is obvioUs and offers us an insight into a 

methodology which ~vould do justice both to the metaphysical and the 

social dimensions of human life \vhile philosophizing on the good life. 

But the aspect \vhich has been more seriously consi.dered in the Sans-

kritic Indian tradition is the metaphysical dimension of human life. 

Because af this, the metaphysical approach has popularly come to be 

considered as the philosophic approach . 

What seems to us to be important is considering both the 

social and the metaphysical dimensions of human personality not as 

t,vo realms which can be compartmentalized and treated as if they -----
do not have any influence ~vhatever on each other but. as two aspect.s 

of the same problem - the problem of analysing man and his signifi-

cance to the wider reality of which he is an integral part. Over-

emphasizj.ng either the social or the metaphysical - hmvever important 

and significant each of them may be - needs to be scrupulously 

avoided , and the pitfalls inherent in the approach of over-

enthusiastically exhorting the contribution of either of the 

approaches to the total understanding of man ought to be carefully 

guarderl against .
l 

1 This seems to be HoI's view as well (though his context is 
different) as is evident from his recording his difference with Emile 
Durkheim: "To Durkheim the sacred was complet2ly separate, even anta
gonistic to the profane. It was something given . Although I agree 
with Durkheim that almost anything can be sacred, the emphasis in this 
book will be on the process, on the fluid transition from the profane 



(sometimes raised) whether the social or the metaphysical aspect of 

man is more important for philosophizing about man is meaningless. 

For, on analys i s it becomes evident that they are so inextricably 

~roven together :i_n the t exture of human nature that it i s only by a 

dogmati:t: assertion t ha t either of them may be said to be more pre

dominantly significant than the other in analyses of man. l The 

pec'Jliarity of hum.an nature is that it proj ects itself now in the 

social, now in the metaphysica l rea lms and each time it seems to be 

exhausted in such projections. The meaning tha t we read into this 

is not that it is a projection of eterna l contradiction in human 

na ture but that the social and the metaphysical are organically 

related and hence also that we can meaningfully refer to the 

mstaphysical roots of the social and the social significance of 

t he metaphysical . 

The r eciprocal nature of the relationship between the 

social and the metaphys ical aspects of human life further points 

1 (of the previous page) (contd .) 
(~. ~ it., p. 6 • ) 

to the sacred." 

Apart from the fact that Hal's approach to sociology of 
religion is symptomatic of a concern >vi t ti the deepe r aspects of 
the human personality, it is significant in ano ther important 
respect , viz., that it seems to lend support to our view tha t the 
metaphys i cal foundations for building a philosophy of good life 
b~comc extremely meaningful in so far as they have an effect on 
the patterning of social life itself. 

1 That this is the understanding of human nature accordiog 
to Tirukku~ ca n be borne out by scores of references. However, 
iLl oae sigTlL'icant phrase "vaiyatthu1 v:'iJ.van~ valpavall" the 
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to the fact that in considering the human situation the purely social 

and the essentially metaphysical necessarily intersect and yield a 

re.alm of analysis in which the metaphysical dimei.lsion of the human 

personality is accepted without overlooking the social dimension. 

Though our intention here is not to go into the relationship between 

thE social and metaphysical approaches to human life, reference was 

made to them because of (i) our concern in indicating the pers pective 

from which we propose to study the concept of good life in the Ku.r a -t, 

(ii) the distinction between two approaches to society that the 

Classic seems to draw and (iii) the philosophical thrust of the KU1;:al 

in its treatment of the individual and society . 

In regard to (i) vle would like to reiterate that a perspective 

which does justice both to the ·social and the metaphysical aspects of 

human existence holds in it the key to unravelling many problems con- · 

cerning human life which seem to be elusive of our grasp. If the 

metaphysical and the social dimensions of man ~re important in our 

search for meaning and purpose of human life itself , neither of them 

can be disregarded without leaving the imprint of an incomplete 

analysis. Conversely , the treatment of both as intrinsic to human 

nature has an effect on the metaphysical as well as the social analyses 

of man. 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) au thor implies the 
inter-wovenness 'Jf the two natures in man when he describes human life 
on earth as 'participating in heaven' when it is led in the light of 
the ultimate ideal. (5.10) 



miKt is perhaps more important in our context is that the 

l~..§l ' s emphasis an the social cannot be appreciated fully either 
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by considering it as a purely secular text or by approaching it merely 

as a metaphysical treatise. We get the cue for our approach from the 

great concern for social weal expressed in the Classic by ' fixing 

the responsibility' on every individual in society. It is in 

referring to individual responsibility that the metaphysical aspects 

of the philosophy of the Classic becomes evident. But the character

istic feature of the Tamil work is that it emphasized the social 

aspect - what in Indian discussions of the Classic is referred to 

as the this-worldly as against the other-worldly aspects of human 

life - almost to the point of making the cursory reader of the 

Classic believe that metaphysical analyses of man are significant 

by their absence in it . Whatever might have been the historical 

reasons fOl" such an emphasis being laid by the author, it is 

significant to observe here that the metaphysical roots of social 

life are clearly indicated by him. By a skillful synthesis of a 

social and a metaphysical analysis of man and his ult imate significance 

the author has indicated both the importance of the social aspects 

of human life and the deep metaphysical significance of individual 

and social living. 

In regard to (ii) it needs to be stated that we shall be 

taking the normative rather than the empirical approach to society. 

In an important sense this approach is dictated by the approach of 

the Classic itself. Constant reference to society and its 
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institutions is a characteristic of the Classic, but it is scrupulous-

ly mentioned in many significant couplets that the institutions them-

selves are made what they are and shaped and reshaped by the disci-

plined aspirations and actions of the individuals \l7ho contribute to 

1 
and are part of them. The individuals' subjective appropriation 

of the objectives envisaged for the institutions is emphasized in 

the Classic without any ambiguity and the resulting view of society 

is idealistic without its losing sight of the empirical aspects of 

life on earth. 

The inter-tHining of the normative and the empirical 

approaches to society found in the Classic seems to be intrig uing 

especially if we pOBe to ourselves the question: "Is the KUL~'S 

approach to man anel society empirically oriented or is it normative-

id ealistic?" For, some of the couplets clearly indicate an 

empirical approach to society and its institutions, '_7hereas in 

SOI~e, the idealistic approach of the author (to man and society) 

1 Mol's making a distinction betHeen sacralization and 
institutionalization is interesting in our context. Though the 
distinction is only indicated in the earliest r eference to this 
sub ject by him (~. ~it., p. 2.) and explicated in some detail a 
little J._Clter (p. If .) the significance of both the references seem.$ to be 
to point to the Hay institutions "_may degenerate unless 'taken 
care of hy individuals'. Mol writes: " •.• I should like to use 
sacralization when institutionalization acquires qua lities of un
t ouchability and awe, qualities which reinforce the rock (or better, 
which c ement the sand) on which the house of identity is cons-
tracted. Sacralization is the inevitable process Hhich safe-
guards identity when it is endangered by the disadvantages of 
infinite a dapta.bility of symbol-systems." (ibid., pp. 5-6.) 
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is quile evident. But when we consider tha t understanding the 

substance of any Hork involves not 2. consideration of jus t any section 

or chapter of it in isolation from the rest of the work, but 

considering the sections and chapters as forming an integrated 

patte.rn and one continuous argument, Tile get at the proper approach 

to the ~l. The couplets Hith the positive overtone Hill then 

not be i ll1mediately interpreted as revealing the empirical approach 

of t he author and , similarly the couplets ~l1hich sound idealistic 

will not be taken as indicatiilg the 'normative preference ' in the 

work. In this sense the normative-empirical approach of the Kural 

seems to be adequate to the human situation, acknml11edging res-

pectively the getaphys ical and social dimensions of human personality. 

Due emphasis Ls laid i n the Classic on both the aspects of human 

persorality and hence vIe find a c8r e ful avoidance of laying tbo much 

. 
stress 0n either of them. Our suggestion, therefore is that an 

rjt\Z.0.o.;} 
appropria t.e A(inclicac2d above) of studying the ~~ be adopted . 

In regar d to (iii) a \vord of caution seems to be necessary . 

The emphasis on discussing life in this world rather than considering 

a world to come (that we find in the ~~), while being symptomatic 

of the concern with the social ought not to be mistaken as completely 

non-philo s ophic in chara cter . 
1 

We have already indicated our view of 

the usage of the term 'philosophical' and, in the light of that it 

1 vid e 31lpr~, pp . 20-22 . 



will be conceded tha t the social ethic ~hich the Kural offers us, 
-~--

is a clear pointer to the philosophic approach of t he Class ic. The 

approach of reflecting about the significance of the institutional 

structures as also of interrogating the impact they have on individua l 

values, aspirations and development that we find in the Kural also ---------
points to its philosophic approach. If reflecting about the meta-

physical categories of Reality is philosophic in the traditional 

Indian sense , reflecting about the near-at-hand inter-persona l 

relationships characteristic of human living is no less philosophic, 

sugges t s the Classic . Fur t h e rmore , the emphasis on the normative 

as against the positivist ic approach to which reference was made in 

the last section
l 

explicates t he philosophic orientation of the 

Ku.r_~ but the philosophic view of life \vhich forms the backdrop of 

the argument of the !u~~ requires to b e highlighted here. 

The Ku"tal, as r ef lective of Indian culture, bas es its view 

and way of life on many s i gnifica nt traditional Indian philosophical 

c once pts. The type of intimate relationship that we f ind between 

the lpurely' philosophic concepts and the patterning of life that we 

find in the Sanskritic Indian tradition is also found clearly in the 

~ural. From the point of view of this study it is not necessary for 

uS to go into the historical question whe ther (and if so, how) the 

Sanskr itic Indian tradition influenced, in one way or the other, 

1 vide supra, pp. 25- 26. 
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the 'l.'amil tradition as reflected in the KS~~, no t withstanding the 

similari t y o{ approaches to the problem of the end and the means in 

~tman l iving that we find in it. Our main concern wil l be to offer an 

nxio logic<il analysis of the views on many of the important questions 

chat arc~ considered in the Ku~~ as constituting the good life. The 

d:i£ferences of stress t hat we find in the Ku,tat in some places and 

als o the positively critical approach of it to certain currents of 

thought prevalent at that time will also be considered . 

The Indian philosophical background agaj.nst vlhich the KU."J;.~l 

could be approached - not merely for the sake of convenience but 

because of the 'rootedness ' of the Ku~al in Indian philosophy and 
-~-

cul~ure - needs some specific reference here. I n an important sense 

Indian philosophy itself c6uld be described as a phil0sophy of values. 

Fr0~ the point of vi ew of a social analysis of the I ndian philosophical 

argument ec,pecially , t he method of axiological analysis is extremely 

significant i nasmuch as it has the merit of keeping track of the 

metaphysical ideal even when the purely ethico-social values are 

e.xhcrted upon . The highest ideal that is accep t ed in Indian philosophy 

referred to as param::lPurusartha, liberation or self-realization (moksa ) 
-A. 0 . • 

is a value to be rea.lized. That is why it is referred to a s value 

f or man (.r.uru-Z..§:. at:tha) . It is a n end (s iddhi ) to be achieved (realized) 

and achieviag <'< siddh~, in the Indian terminology, is possible only 

through adopting the appropriate means (sadhanas ). In an over-

simplified way, the puru~arthas (the. human aspirations ) of dharma 

(righteousness), artha (material well-being) and kama (fpleasure') 



- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

may be ref2rred to as the sadhanas. 

III terms of the terminclogy of the siddhi and the sadhanas 

(the 'end' and the m~ans): our point (socially analysing the Indian 

philosophical argument) may be expressed as emphasizing the efficacy 

of the latter in order that the former becomes actualiz e d in the life 

ih 
of the individual andA.not 11 ,, ~: construed merely as a theoretical concept 

which could be r e ferred to for purposes of academic discussion . 

sadhana, in its more specific meaning in Indian philosophy , is 

discipline so that, applied to human life, it signifies disciplining 

cnesel£ continually in order that the ideal is actualized . In terms 

of the ~u~arthas (human aspirations): the .Earamapuru~artha (the 

supreme human ideal), to be realized, requires the instrumentality 

of the other ~~arthas and , as the end to be actualized, requires 

that they be realized as well. 

The 'ult imate value' has, in Sanskritic Indian philosophical 

works, received specific treatment just as the other values h ave 

been elaborately dealt with in works specifically dealing with them. 

We have, for instance, the Dharma-Sastras, the Artha-{astra and the 

Kama-Sutra respectively dealing with the values (puru~arthas) of 

dharm~, artha and kama. For the sake of convenience a distinction 

between these treatises may be made by r eferring to those which are 

predominantly concerned with ~~ as metaphysical works and those 

dealing with the other three values of dharma, artha and kama as 
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non-metaphysical works. 
1 

More. specifically here w'e want to emphasize that the descrip-

tion of Indian philosophy a s a philosophy of value s signifies precisely 

that the metaphysical characteristic of the highest value coheres with 

tue other va lues \"hich are instrumental to its realization. It is 

because of the integral nature of the rela tionship between the Supreme 

value and the other values that we can identify the metaphysical 

orientation of the instrumental values and the empirical significance 

of the intrins ic value. From this point of view it may further be 

argued that dwelling on the instrumental values, studying their social 

and metaphys ical i mplications and drmving out their reciprocal 

involvement clarifies the spirit of Indian philosophy itself. And, 

the study of the KUl;a-l- becomes significant in this context. 

The procedure of axiological analysis adopted is thus to 

to 
consider man in quest of values as our focus of concern andJ...studT~ ' .:'" 

the pattern of life that it offers to him. The axiological approach 

1 This is only for methodological convenience. In actuality 
every _S'..Estra (treatise) including the Kama-Sutra understands its goal 
eventu2. l1y to be in the service of realizing the paramapurw~artha 
(the Supreme value). These treatises indeed do not refer to mok~a 
as a label of legitimation in conformity with good practice but 
conceive the relation of their respective values to the highest value, 
mokja in a positive sense. Despite this one cannot ignore the fact 
that the real and the professed aim remain other than the metaphysical. 



is also a pointer to considering man as the individual 'bearer of 

values' who has the responsible function of 'sustaining' the various 

institutions of which he is an integral part. I'l\dividual values are 

thus the sustaining elements in the institutions in which the indi

vidual participates. The philosophy of values in the Indian tradi

tion is in this sense basic to its philosophy of institution . The 

point to notice here is that the Kura{'S philosophy of good life can 

be appreciated better in the light of the Indian philosophy of values 

sketched above. The argument in the Indian philosophical tradition 

(which is also accepted by the Ku,ra:p is that both in terms of a 

yiew of life and in terms of a way of life, the value-aspiring and 

institution-building activities of man are organic to each other. 

Such an intimate relationship betvleen the subj ective and 

the objective aspects of the individual's life that the Indian tra

dition accepts is perhaps accountable in terms of the clos~ relation

ship between philosophy and religion. In our context we note that 

there is a clear reflection of this idea in the ~~l. We may 

further state that the intimacy of relationship \vhich stems from 

their both being concerned with 'exploiting' the potentiality (for 

spiritual perfection) with which man is endowed is indicated by the 

KUj;al by its critically analysing religion while attempting to spell 

out the true ~2aning of religion. Looked at from this point of view, 

we may consider ti1at the KUJ;al spells out its philcsophy of good life 

by getting at the essence of religion. That our suggestion here is 

'hot born out of a penchant for tracing the doctrine and argument 
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of Indian philosophy in the one thousand odd couplets in the KUJ;'.ai 

would become evident in the thesis wherein we shall point to the 

affinities (expressed as well as implied) of the author to the three 

religious traditions of India, viz ., Brahmanic Hinduism, Jainism and 

Buddhism . Our endeavour in this connection would be to show tha t the 

non-s2cta~ian tendency of the Ku~al is found reflected in its 

accepting Brahmanism, Jainism and Buddhism on the one hand and , on 

the other, refusing to be reduced to anyone of these religions, 

in their narrower meaning. 

One significant point that emerges when ~ve look at the KULal 

from the point of view of the three religious traditions of India is 

that the author of the work has explicated the meaning of religion, 

not by abstractly referring to it but by concretely illustrating 

principles of it. The best way of doing this, it must have occurred 

to the author, would be to refer to religions current in the Indian 

scene during his time and, through an appreciation and criticism of 

aspects of them, indicating what true religion meant to him. On a 

study o:fi "::he text of the ~l and the various commentaries that have 

been ~vritten upon it by classical as well as modern scholars it 

becomes evident that the views expressed by Tiruva~~uvar !l::end ~ 

themselves easily acceptable to the Hindus, the Jainas and the 

Buadhis ts. The views expressed are also such that the adherents 

of the three different traditions claim the Kural to be a work 

reflecting the views of their traditions. On a deeper analysis, 

however, it becomes clear that the Kura{. incorporates within itself 
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principles which may be described as Hindu, Jaina and Buddhist, no 

doubt, but at the same time it goes beyond the three traditions, or 

may be, it 4as diligently distilled principles of religion from the 

three trctditions near at hand and has projected a per spective which 

could be described as universal. We should not, however overlook 

the fact that the other three trad itions too contain universalistic 

elements, but the characteristic feature of the KUbat is that the 

social perspective is thrO'iVIl into bold relief in it, without cutting 

the metaphysical roots of the ethical. The social perspective being 

more easily comprehensible than the metaphysical , the Ku~al has 

naturally had the advantage of appealing to the COIDluon man as well as 

to the scholar. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

TIRUKKURAL AND THE INDIAN TRADITIONS 

The suggestion in the last chapter that the philosopilf of good 

life as "('Ie find it: in Tirukkural can best be ,understood in terms o f ___ -JO'~ 

its rootedness in Indian philosophy raises the question as to which 
~. 

school of Indian philosophy it bears affiliation It seems to us 

that dtie to some spesific reasons - historical and philosophical -

.Tirukk~~ elucief:! a simplistic description implie.J in the 'quest for 

categorization'. Though i t · is true that a historically precise date 

for the lZuQl is yet to be fixcd~ from the available data about the 

1 
history of the Tamil peopl e it seems to us that to categorize the 

1 TIle Tamils ar e considered to be one of the most ancient 
peoples of the world, with a very old literary tradition . Kanakasabhai 
(op. S-it., pp. 2-3) writes: "The vast field of ancient Tamil lite
rature is like an unknown land into which no traveller hath yet 
set foot. Hany of the ar.cient classical works in Tamil have but 
recently seen the light. Hitherto they were preserved in manuscript 
on pal~yra leaves and zealously hidden by those •. . into whose hands 
they had fallen . .. . Most of these manuscripts lay neglected in t he 
libraries of Saiva or Jain monasteries: and there they would have 
crumbled to dust but for the enterprise of a few scholars who have , 
with considerable labour and research , rescued most of them from obli
vion and published them .• • Several valuable \-lorks however stil l 
remain in manuscript , accessible only to a few individuals . " 

The Tamil civilization was per.haps co-existent wi t h t hat of 
the Indus Valley Civilization dating back to the thirci or the fourth 
mill ennium B.C . The reco r ded his t ory of the Tamils goes back to 
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philosophy of Tiruva~~uvar in terms of the \vcll-known schools of 

Indian philosophy is to do him scant justice. On the philosophical 

side too, we find that only by overlooking i mportant aspects of the 

three traditions of Hinduism , Jainism and Buddhism can we ' claim ' the 

allegiance of the Kura t for them, or conversely, only by abstracting 

aspects of the Tamil classic from the point of vie.w which we want to 

favour can we give it such a categorical description. 

The similarity between the ideas in the Kur a1 and in the 

Sanskritic works of Indian philosophy and religion are indeed so many ' 

and so striking that it is quite often maintained that the Sanskrit 

~vorks are themselves rendered into Tamil and that their terms and 

concepts have influenced more or less completely the philosophy of 

the Tamil classic. Without making specific references to such views 

and without going into all the details here (since we shall be discuss-

ing the issues at some length and making references in the next two 

chapters of our thesis, to the Sanskrit works to indicate parallels) 

we deetH it sufficient to suggest that the seminal ideas which we 

today associate with Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism, were all probably 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) at least 2500 years. As 
Natarajan, ~.£. • ..s2:E_., p . 58 observes : "The earliest work in Tamil now 
extant is the gran@ar of TO~~~Tam, the date of which is placed 
generally by scholars around 500 B.C. But Tolkappiyam reveals a 
civilization already mature and organized in many ways. It refers to 
nwrrerous literary works that had existed before and postulates that 
graIT~ar is the distillate of literature ... The literature that went 
before the grammar of Tolkappiyam should have taken several centuries 
to evolve." 
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present in a germinal form in the hoary past of what we today call 

the Indian tradition. Especially when we remember that the three 

major r eligious traditions of India (Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism) 

in their formative stages are more or less indistinguishable from 

one another and are understandab le only in terms of the earli.est 

phase of the Indian religious tradition (what has come to be referred 

to as Brahmanism), maintaining categorically that the Kural ideas 

are clear 'borrm.,als' or mere Ire-productions' of the Sanskritic 

ideas seems to need a careful reconsideration. In view of the fact 

that the Tami::" literary tradition has had a long past as indicated 

above, it seems to us that we can well visualize an earlier phase in 

Indian thought y,Thicn :nay be referred to as proto-Hinduism. 1 This 

might have been the stage that contained ideas which were later on 

to take a more definite shape in Brahmanism and contained in them 

also seeds for the more precise development of later Hinduism, 

Jainism and Buddhism. 

The term proto-·Hinduism may be effectively used to refer to 

the world of ideas which were linguistically pre-Sanskritic (no~ non-

Saaskritic), culturally pre-Aryan (not non-Aryan) and religiously 

p-.:-e-Brahmanical (not non-Brahmanical), since the ambiguities 

associated 'with the terms Hinduism and Brahmanism are conveniently 

1 lowe this expression to Professor K. Sivaraman of the · 
Hcl1aster University. Ris vieivs on this issue are extremely signi
ficant since he has done extensive work both in Tamil philosophy 
and in Sanskritic thought . 



got over by the usage of the expression. We should not, however , be 

mistaken as introducing a term which is ' less loaded' and ' mo re accept-

able' for getting over the difficulties involved in the linguist ic 

debates a.bout the Tamil and the Sanskritic traditions. What , .. e are 

t " . h . h B" 1 A 2 d . d' 3 sugges lng lS t at Slnce t e terms ranmanlsm, ry an an Hln Ulsm 

have acquired vas t meanings, thanks to the painstaking researches of 

1 See for instance , the Article on Brahmanism in .The_ Encyclo~ 
paedia Amer i cana , 1973, Vol. IV ,,,hich refers to Br ahrllanism as "the 
most ancien t and orthodox core of traditional Hinduism as expressed in 
the religious scriptures known as the Veda and related materials." 
The i mportant point about the Article in our context is that it 
maintains t hat the post-Vedic era "'hich exhibits the growth of reli
gious and philosophical ideas under the over-arching authority of the 
Veda also be considered Brahmanism and instances Hauu Dha:-ma-Sastra --- - - --- --- --
to be rep resentative of classical Brahmanism. 

R.Weiler, in his I ntroduction to the ~ection on Hinduism 
in Sources £f Indian Tradition, ed., Wm . Theodore de Bary , New York: 
Columbia Univers ity Press, 1958, pp. 3-4 writes: II Brahmanism, ,,,hile 
not necessarily representing the most ancient religion of the Indian 
subcontinent, is that system of belief and ritual practice to which 
Indians have, his tor ica.lly, looked back as the source of their religious 
tr ad itions. Hhether in later Hinduism, '-ihich tenaciously holds to much 
of the Brahmanical tradition, or in Buddhism , which re j ects much of it 'J 
there is presupposed this hig~ly conscious and articulate cult, the 
central feature of a way of life made kno'Nn through the ages by the 
earliest body of formal literature , the Veda ... Though it is difficult 
to establish a definite continuity in the development of religious 
ideas in Ind i a da t i ng from the Indus civilization to modern times, 
it is, however, possible to distinguish a clearly non-Aryan - which 
mayor may no t be pre-Aryan - source for many of the concepts which 
characterize tha t religion which is known as 'Hinduism' in India 
today. II 

2 It is now increasingly being realized that the terms 
Aryan and Dravid ian probably stand more for groups of languages than 
for divergent races pit ched against one another for asserting their 
superiority. 

3 Hilfred Cantwell Smith, T~ Heaning and End Ei Religion, 
Ne\" York: The New fullerican Library of Wo rld Literature, Inc., 1964 
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SeriOl!S scholars, the usage of those terms have quite often to be 

delimited to particular phases of the development of Indian thought 

while discussing specific issues. It is indeed symptomatic of a 

paradoxical situation that while the research-findings referred to 

just now are valuable in indicating that extreme caution is to be 

observed while using the terms to explain the development of Indian 

thought, they are by themselves less helpful for an unambiguous 

-----------------------------------------------"--------------------------
3 (of the previous page) (contd.) brings out the complexities 

in the usage of the term Hindu. He writes: "The t erm Hinduism is, in 
my judgment, a particularly false conceptualization, one that is cons
picuously incompatible with any adequate understanding of the religious 
outlook of the Hindl'.8. Even the term 'Hindu' was unknown to the 
classical Hindus." (p. 61) "The term 'Hindu ' and its dialectical 
alternative sindhu, are the Indo-Aryan words for 'river ', and , as a 
proper noun, for the great river of the north-west of the sub
contir,ent, still known locally as the sindh and in n,e ~.Jest through 
the Greek transliteration as Indus. As a designation for the terri
tory around that river (tha t is, meaning roughly 'India ') the word 
was used by foreigners but not internally, and indeed it ... is still 
primarily an outsiders' name for the country ... The use of Hindu in 
the meaning 'Indian ' survived in popular English into the 20th Century; 
I can remember as a boy thae: in Canada we discriminated Red Indians 
from Hindu Indians and I have heard the phrase a 'Hindu Mus lim' as 
distinguished from an Arab or Turkish l1usli m." (p. 249) " ... . the 
classical Hindus were inhibited by no lack of sophistication or 
self-consciousness. They thought about what we call religious 
questions profusely and with critical analysis. But they could not 
think of Hinduism because that is the name that we give as a totality 
to vlhatever might be tha t they thought, or did , or thought worthwhile 
doing ." (p. 61) "The t erm 'Hindu' as a religious designation was 
developed by the rluslims after they had invaded the country in the 
second millennium A.D . For the Mus lims it served to designate these 
aliens ~.;rhom they conquered, and whose not being Husl im was now for the 
first time significant. It retained for some time its geographical 
reference: 'Indian', 'indigenous', 'local ', virtually 'native'. And 
the indigenous groups themselves also began to use the term, 
differentiating themselves and their traditional ways from these 
invading Muslim foreigners . It covered all such groups: those whom 
we now call Hindus, but also Jains, Buddhists and all the others. 11 

~p. 62) 
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~wrQb 
apprecia.tion of the fact thatt..an earlier phase of development of Indian 

thought. when pei:haps ideas, especially on ethical issues, co-existed , 

and there Has also a freer flow and a more ~.,hole-hearted acceptance of 

certaia ideas from 'different sources'. 

It is significant in t his context to refer to the couplets in 

the Kural. itself ~.,hi ch clearly echo the voice of Va~~uvar that knowlegge, 

from whichever quarter it comes, should be accepted. In an important 

chapter entitled ' Knowledge of the True', Va~~uvar says: " True know:-

ledge is the perception concerning everything of whatever kind, that 

that thing is the true thing ."l In a later chapter entitled 'The 

Possession of Knm"ledge ' the idea is put forth even more emphat.ically: 

"Though we learn diverse things from different sages' lips, wisdom 

consists iI', discerning the truth in each of them. ,,2 

In the light of these sentiments expressed by Va~~uvar himself 

and in the light of our theory of proto·-Hinduism, it is not surprising 

at all to find in the Ku£at ideas which may be identified either as 

typically Brahmanical, or as characteristically Jaina, just as they 

may also be referred to as basically Buddhistic. Mo re important in 

our present context is the need to avoid expressions like ' borrowal' 

and 'reproduction' Hhen we find similarity of ideas among the ancient 

classics or between the philosophies or religious views of great 

I 36.5 

2 43.3 



sages and thini.(ers of the past precisely because it never oc cur red to 

the:n that accepting Horth\vhile ideas rrom wherever they originated was 

' \vrong' 'undesirable ' • 
1 

This is nbt that there or to suggest are no 

differences at all between the ideas of the Kural on the one hand and _ .:..:....-.s_ 

those of the three religious traditions of India, the other . 
2 

on 

1 It is indeed heartening to note that a recent writer who is 
not wel l -known for his sympathy for the Sanskritic tradition , has 
emphasized the necessity for a more sober and objective approach to the 
question of parallelism of ideas between the Sanskrit and Tamil tradi~ 
t.ions. Bharati, 2.£. cit . , p. 22 brings out the futility of taking 
extreme stances v7hen he observes : "A morbid passion to deduce or derive 
everything good in Tamil literatur.e from a SanskrH: original 'viII be 
as unreasonable or unacceptable to sober thought, as the equally 
culpable modern craze in evidence in some quarters to deny to Sanskrit 
literature all originality , and try to convict all Aryan writers of 
plagiarism and perverse vandalism, and proclaim all Sanskrit books to 
be. second-hand translations of non-existing or imaginary Tamil 
originals said to have been deliberately destroyed by the plagiarists 
to prevent discovery of t~eir sins and to pretend originality . " As 
a typical instance of the former craze we do not have to go anywhere 
but to point to the celebrated corrnnentary of Tirukkuraf by Parimelala
kar and its modern apologists like P.S. Subramania Sastry. As ins
tances of modern craze which Bharati concemns, the literature, parti
cularly in Tamil, originating in the 20th Century in protest of 
Parimflalakar is in legion, but special mention must be made of the 
works of Maraimalai Adikal and K. Subramania Pillay. The latter, 
not with much textual support, tried to turn the table and impute 
borrowal to all Sanskritic writings . 

2 It is a lso interesting to note that a devout and pious 
Christian as he was , Pope unfailingly spotted the sayings of Lord 
Chcist in the Kura~ . The ten couplets constituting the fourth 
chapter entitled ~o~nendation of Virtue ' fascinated him most and 
he wrote: "I translate the ten couplets of which it is to be noted 
that they are perhaps on the whole the most polished in the book; 
absolutely per.fect, fla\vless gems in Tamil. The teachings of this 
chapter are obviously to some extent that of the 18th chapter of 
the GIti: action is not to be forsaken: great as a r e ascetics , it is 
in the performance of virtuous deeds that men are to partake of the 
highest enjoyments and merit . the greatest rewards ••. And since the 
writer (1) was an avowed eclectic (2) was unfettered by caste, 
(3) was an inhabitant of San Thorne and so in the midst of Christians, 



y,That might have been the reas on for the di ffe rent traditions a ccording 

such great signif ican.ce to the Tamil vlOrk , it is dif f icult for us to 

precisely point out. But, if we can hazard an inference : the qui n-

tessence of the highest and the deepest any religion ;night HClnt to 

stress is probably presented in the Kurat in such a lucid and clear 

way that no religion can help looking to it as a book of i nspirat ion 

and a source of light . The deepest desire in the human hear t is 

perhaps to get over the imperfections and limitation~ of the exis tent 

state and proj e c t for the future the highest ideal in whicil the 

1 
contradictions of human life are once for all got over. Hence we can 

2 (of the previous page ) (contd.) it seems to fue a natural 
s uppos ition that he had heard the Sermon on the Mount. To such a 
man the lives and words of our blessed Lord and of his holy Apostles , 
especially St. Paul , wo uld have a peculiar charm." (Cited in 
Kamaliah, .£1?' ~jt ., pp . 3-4.) Kam3.1iah also refers (ibid ., p. 6.) 
to Pope ' s seeing in the ~~l Hohannnedan influences as well and 
remarks : "It is patent that the Ku,ral is acceptable to all strat a of 
people in the community of mankind, irrespective of their religious 
persudsions, social status and even political affilia tions. But 
verily can it be said tha t the Ku~ is forthright in appeal, never 
compromises on fundamentals , with its affirmat ion of truth and 
negation of evil. " 
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1 Mol 's vie\v (~. cit ., p. 15) of obj ectification as one of the 
mechanisms of sacralization is here helpful in understanding this 
aspect of religion . He defines objectification as the prOjection of 
order in a beyond where it is less vulnerable to the contradic tions, 
exceptions and contingencies ... The projection is a process by which 
the manifold elements of empi.r ical existence are made to ap~ear more 
orderly and systematized in the transcendental realm. Looked a t from 
the empirical level, t he transcendental provides a reference-point 
which helps transformation of personality. The structural aspect of 
the category of the transcendent provides it wi th a f unctiona l ~s igni

ficance) viz., providing a conception of reality, a system of values 
and a meaning s tructure , whi ch by its very difference can create a 
sense of awe and reverence, consequently also inspiring the possibility 
of overcoming the corruption and t he contradictions which characterize 



visualize two levels in man's attem~ting to realize the good in his 

life - the level of actuality (the realm of imperfection) and the level 

of the ideal (the region of perfection). The significance of the Kuxai 

consist.s precis ely in st8ering clear of the two extremes here -

dwelling only on the 'actual' and flying into the 'ideal' - by 

presenting religion not as a flight into the ideal but as an attempt 

at transforming the actual in the light of the ideal. 

The transformation-po t ential that religion as an instrument 

of integration offers, has significance both for personal and social 

aspects of human life. It results in postulating an ideal code of 

conduct for individuals and an ideal-pattern for institutions , 

delineating the ideal code to meet the realities of all major situa-

tions in life . If this can be 'referred to as attempt.ing to effect 

transform~tion of human life, religion signifies precisely that, the 

. . 1 
Kura±. seems to mal.ntal.n. Hmv exactly the Kural offers an analysis 

of this type is to be considered in the next three chapters of the 

thesis but before entering into such a detailed analysis of it 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) empirical existence . 

Mol's an ticipating and resolving a difficulty (ibid . , pp . 
209-210.) is equally significant in our context. The difficulty is 
that logically a 'dialectic' between the sacred and tr.e profane _ 
entails the ::losed system vJhich the conception of ' other ' may 
provide . Hal says that paradoxically, the otherness (read along with 
the dialectical relationship between them), far from contributing t o 
the ' closed systems' ",vould indicate that there is scope for openness 
that the vagueness provides . 

1 See also chapter 6. 
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we shall consider asp~cts of the Classi~ which are deemed to represent 

thE: Brahmanical Hindu, the Jaina and the Buddhist vi.e~vs, for they 

offer us an insight into certain aspects of the Class ic itsalf . 

One of the mas t popular notions about the Kur;aJ
i 

is that its 

author is a spokesman of Brahmanic Hinduism . 1 To Gome extent this 

opinion is based on the Section (pal ) and Chapter (athikaram) 

divisions of the work
2 

and to a major extent , on the elaborate 

commentary on the "jork by Parimelalakar . 3 Scholars are agreed that 

Parimcla1.akar ' s is the most comprehensive comment ary to t his day . 

Even the critics of Parimelalakar concede the profound influence 

this commentary h&s han on st L!dies rela t ing to the Kural, though 

they add strong dissenting notes to the thesis of Parimelalakar • 

. ---------------------------------------------------
1 For the sense in which the term is used in this thesis 

s ee p . 38, Ln. 1. 

2 Chapters 1-38 constitute Section I entitled ~rattuppil 
\-Thich :L8 considered to correspond t9 the Section on Dharma in the 
Sanskrit.ic 1:vorks like l!~u ~"t1arm~-.§.aGt:!:.2 ; chapters 39-108 :fo rm Section 
II with the heading PCLut~i'n and t h is group of cl1ap ters is inte:t;.Pret.ed 
as the counte.c·-p a r t, in the Tamil classic. of Kaut;:ilya r s Artha-Sastra ; 
chapters 109-133 grouped under Section III, KJmat~pal, are consider
ed to be modelled cOIllplf~tely on the Sanskrit work, ~ama-Sutra , by 
Vatsyayana . Suffice it to state at this point that we do not accep t 
t his type of interpret.ation in t ot~. 

3 This estimation of Parimela1.akar is the basis of t he 
critique by Iraiyanar , Valluvar Kolkaiyum yadavar Kolkaiyum , Trichy : 
Tamilakam, 1949; Namakkal Kavijnar, Valluvurin Ullam , l1adras : I npa 
Nilayam , 1963; Sethu Pillai , .£E. cit.; T. P. Meenakshis undaram , 
"Philosophy of Tiruvalluvar" in TSEL ; and M. Somasundaram Pillay, 
Tirllva.lluvar And Brahmanism , Madras : Avvai Ill am , 1969. 
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The critics mai.ntain that Pari.mela1.akar reads into ' TirukK~~l all the 

l3rahmanic ideas . The task of thoG,~ Idho ,,,ant to contend this idea is 

inde~d stupendous and hazardous, for even though there were nine other 

cl::,ssical corrunentaries, they h.ave all paled into insignificance after 

Par isZHal'lka·r '"rote his commentary. T:',e striking thing about the 

popularicy of Parimelalakar's commentary is that it is seldom remember-

ed that it was written nearly fourteen centuries after the original 

was written and that therefore there is room for misunderstanding 

of t~1e origiI'.ai. import of the author of the ~A even in::he 

classica.lly accepted commentary . 

It becomes therefore necessary to take a closer loo~ at the 

,,,hole question of the KUIa~_ being considered a pu:.ely Brahmanical 

TtJork. . We dC?_ .~ot, ho~ve'ver, propose to review all ~~ncepts of Erar...maliic 

HirLduisrn for the reason that our prime concer n here is examining the 

question whether the philosophy of good life as we find it in the 

~.lt1- W2.S derived solely from Brahmanic Hinduism. In more precise 

terms: fGr our purposes here \~'e need to consider whether the concepts 

~)f ~I~, 2oruJ,. and 2-J.1Pam of the ! ural are based on the concepts of 

!::lEaJ.E':.~' l1_rtha and k~a (~"hich are also referred to as the 'group of 

three' or trivarga) of Brahmanic Hinduism , since the philosoP§1y of 

goo<i life of the Ku~~ is explicable mainly in terms of 'mupp1H ', 
1 

1 Just as the term trivarga is used to refer to the values of 
dhanna_ , Cirtha and kama in Brahmanic Hinduism, the term I!luppal may .also 
be used to refer to the values of ~, porut and il1.?am of the Kura:).. 
Ibis is the sense of the expression 'mupp~~ based on trivarga ' which 
is sometimes used. 



a term \..rhich is a l so ,used in Tamil cl.assical writings to refer to 

Tirukkuhat · 

The fact that the term Muppal is . used synonymously as s t anding 

for the name of the Cl assic , Tirukkub:uJ.. is quite sigrlificant and 

sugges ts, 2ven to start with an important difference between the ~uI~ 

on the one hand and the Brahmanical Hindu works dealing l..rith the 

~ruiarthas , on the other. The difference referred to here is that 

-:- 1 an ana lysis of all the human valaes (~, porut, i npam and V~tU, --.-

in the terminology of the Kur,al ) and their significance are found in 

the former \vhereas the focus of concern in the latter gro up of \..rorks 

is limited to one or the other of the four puruqarthas.
2 

What is 

significant here is tha t t he works dealing with the purujihthas have 

chosen for special emphasis , specific puruqarthas , as t heir names 

" would reveal. The Dharma-Sas t ras attach considerable significance 

1 It has a lready been noted that vittI is not analysed expli-
---<>-

citly in a separate sect ion in the Kurat . (vide p. S.) 

2 This will be seen from the fact that the writ ing of treatises 
on each of the puruE,jarthas has been a characteristic of Brahmanical 
Hinduism. Among the treatises on the concept of Dha rrna, Hanu Dharma
§,1istra, Yajii'avalkyasmrti, Vasi'}tha Dharma-SU:tr~ Buudhaya~J5h~
Sutra, Apastalhba. Dharma-Sutra, Gaut a~ Dharma-Sutr~ and Pal"i'isara-
smr ti. are particularly i mportant. Though only Kautilya 1 s Artha-
-.;::;;'- . - ---
Sas tra is well-known as a source-bGok for ~rtha, it should be noted 
her e that in the very opening section of his treatise Kau~ ilya observes 
(1. 1) tha t his work is made as a compendium of almo s t all the Artha-
'" Sastras. Similarly it is not often r emembered that Vatsy5yana 's Kama-

Sutra is at best an abstract of a whole seri es of ,,70rks on the concept 
of Kama . In the introductory invocation in the Kama-Sut r a (I. 1) we 
read.:"'fhe Kama- Sutras \..rritten by Nandi i.n one thousand chapters ,..rere --/----
compressed by Svetake tu in five hundred chap ters. These five hundred 
chapters were further reduced to one hundred and fi f ty chepters by 
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" . to dhc:nna and similarly the ~rtha-Sa:'3tl'a accords importance to artha, 

just as the Kama-Sutra and the mok~~-{astras concern themselves 

primarily with kam~ and mok:p respectively. In this connection the 

fact that the philosophers \\7ho have considered mokja as the subj ect-

ma tter of their treatises are g::-eat in number needs hardly any mention. 

It may be noted, however, that this great concern with mok~a resulted 

in the emergence of divergent schools of thought on the subject, often 

sharply differing both in their conceptions of the nature of mok§a and 

in their analyses of the means to be adopted for realizing mok~a . This 

situation of the ~~ dealing in detail with all the values and the 

Brahmanic Hinau treatises not doing so may appear on the surface to be 

but a minor structural dif£p-nmce bet",een them, but it will be shown 

later on that it is not so. · Suffice it to state here that the Ku;t;al's 

conc~rn with the values of _~, porul and ~npam does not connote 

merely that it 'treats them all' in one work, but has a deeper si~nifi-

cance, viz., that all the values are considered as ex t ensions of one 

basic value, 
1 

aram . 
-""--

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) Babhravya . These one hundred 
and fil1ty chapters were classified under seven heads and seven authors 
wrote on the seven topics but these works became unob t ainable in the 
course of centuries. Therefore Vatsyayana composed t h is work in a small 
volume as an abstract of the \.;rhole of the works of the above-named 
authors and authorities." The various sourc.e-books on the six systems 
of Nyaya, Vaite9ika, Sankhya, Yoga , Purva-MImamsa and Uttara~MImams~ 
may be referred to as important in connection with the concept of mokia . 

1 vide infra, pp. 82-86. 
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This takes us on to the other distingu~shing feature of the 

~~, viz., its including~, the fourth value (corresponding to 

moks~ of the puruf,l artha-sclleme) within the first three values of aI-am , 

The reason for such a treatment of vitJu is perhaps -
that Tiruval1uvar wants to indicate his concern with l ife as it ought 

to be lived in this world.
l 

He probably suspected tha t the concept 

may be totally mistaken as an exhor tation to the peop l e to lead a life 

characterized by a negative attitude towards the world. His view is 

that leading a good life (defined as following the pr i nciple of aIam 

in every aspect of one's earthly existence ) in this wor l d results in 

spiritual pe~fection referred to as~. Parimelalakar suggests 

that since vitu is beyond ~vords and mind Tiruva1+uvar did not al lot -- 2 
a separate section for discussing the concept. Furthermore, a care-

consideration of chapters 35, 36 and 37 of the ~aJ, entitled respec-

tively as "Renunciation'!, "Knowledge of the True" and "Extirpation of 

Desire" will also reveal that there. is a definite acceptance of the 

3 idea of spiritual perfection in the KUIa1-. 

1 This is referred to by the Kura1 as vaiyattu.} vi:ilvailku 
valtal. (5. 10) 

2 See his Introduction to chapter 1 of the Kural. 

3 V.A. Devasenapathi in his "Ethics of the Tirukkural", in 
TSEL, p. 323, commenting on the importance accorded to the concept of 
vIitl in the Kural writes : "If Heaven or release is not necessarily a 
----i'-- M • 

.20st mortem state but can very well be here. and hereafter, if Heaven 
is the quality of our life, if the Kingdom of God is within us and, 
if release is a matter of release from egoism and self-centredness, 
from the sense of 'I' and 'Nine', I submit that this Heaven or State 
of Release is the underlying theme of the whole work." 
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It may then be maintained that Tiruvalluvar dealt with all the .. 
four values in the three concepts of aram, poru], and iwam . This is 

indeed an original contribution of the Ku,rat , a difficult task for 

accomplishing which it has received encomiums . 1 
But we have to be 

careful not to make an over-statement here on behalf of the KuraJ,. 

While it can claim originality for the conception and the elaborate 

analysis of the three values of a!:am , porui and inpam and also for a 

remarkably novel way in which the three ends are interpreted so as to 

convey the meaning of the fourth end of vitu as well, a similar origi--
nality in regard to the conceptualization of the thre e-fold (or four-

fold) scheme itself cannot be claimed for it. As Meenakshisundaram, 

referring to the purujartha-scheme as the Pan-Indian framework aptly 

observes: "It is itself a product of the common efforts of the 

itltellectual ,;.;orld of India spreading from the Himalayas to Cape 

Comorin and therefore there is •.. a common heritage and a common 

2 harvest." The very modification made by Tiruva~~uvar in the 

1 ilThis is the book of m.;eet ku£al veIJpas, composed by 
Val!uvar, so as to explain the rules of the four great truths ending 
with rnok9a,within the three-fold (classification of his)." (Tiru
yal),uv"amlHai, 40) See also TiruvaHuvamalai., 4 and 44. 

Tiruvalluvar is praised as one "v1ho expounded within his 
trivarga ,the f~~r purui?arthas. " (ibid., 19) and as "the great Lord of 
Speech who has classit~e«( tnefour great truths which are difficult of 
achievement, and expounded them as three." (ibid., 22) 

2 E.P..' ci!., p. 234. 



value-scheme would show that he did not accept the ~ru~artha-scheme 

(the four-fold value scheme) in its entirety. 

Though a reference to the celebrated Asrama1 and Varna
2 

____ _--A--

theories (the stages--in-life theory and the theory of t he social 

classes) of BrahTIlanical Hinduism is perhaps not necessary here 

1 According to this theory the life of an individual is 
divided into four graduated stages known as the As'ramas . The first is 

~ . ------
known a s brahm<lcarya-srama (the stage of the student), the second is 
referred t~ as~rahasta~rama (the stage of the house-holder, which 
entered into after the brahmacarya' stage by the individual by 
getting married and setting up a home) , the third is vanaprastha 
(t~e forest-going stage, the stage in which the individual, after 
leadi.ng a married life, gradually 'withdra,,,,s from the ~vorld ' and 
starts developing a sense of non-attachment) and the fourth asrama 
is sanm~~~ (the stage of renunciation i n ,,,hich the individual seeks 
spiritual perfection or mok~a). The first may be described as the 
stage of preparation tor life, the second may be considered as the 
stage of civic life, the third may be called the stage of the recluse 
and the fourth stage may be designated as the ascetic s tage. The 
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The idea behind the t heory, it is generally accepted, is that the ulti
mate ideal of self-realization (mo~) can be attained only progress
ively by passing t~rough the various stages which help t he individual 
in his quest after spiritual perfection. For our purposes here the 
only point which needs to be noted is that the ASJ.:'amas are four 
clearly demarcated stages through which the individual should pass 
before he can attain mok~a . It may also be mentioned t ha t the 
theory allmvs exceptions - permitting, under extraordinary circums
tances, 'instant renunciation'. For a detailed treatment of the 
sUbject see Prabhu , ~. ~it., pp. 284-335. 

2 This refers to t he four-fold division of society into the 
brahma~-var~<l (the 'intellectual ' class), the k~atriya-varDa (the 
martial class), the vais~-va~ (the trading class) and the s'TIdra
varna (the 'commoner class'). Hithout entering into a detailed 
~~.~ ~ 

discussion of the sc~eme here, we note that in the Dharma-Sastras 
a clear demarcation of the duties of the various varnas is found • • 
It is extremely difficult to say whether functional division of 
society ,oms all that was meant (,,,,ith no superiority-claim attached 
t.o any class) or whether the social classes connoted a hierarchical 
division (with the idea of privileges built into it). Opinion is 
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to maint ain that the KUIal does not accept totally all the. major ideas 

of Brahmanical Hinduism (for a detailed considerat i on of ~~, porul 

and i11Pa~ in the three chapters of our ~hes is will show mere than 

amp l e evidence in this r egard), in vie,v of the importance of the t,,,o 

schemes, a passing reference may be made to them as well . 

-/ 
Taking up the Asrama-scheme (the stages-of-l ife scheme) 

first: ~.,e find that. Tiruva:nuvar, in his own ingenuous way, r econceives 

it. The system of ent ering one atrama af ter another till the final 

stage is reached towards the fourth qua rter of oneis life does not 

see~ to be acceptable to Va~+uvar. This is evident from the 

!mod i f ications ' effected by him . The f i rs t a~rama a s the initiation 

s tage into civic life proper is not mentioned anywhere in the Kura]. 

and, naturally we do no t find an enumeration of the obligations one 

has to fulfill in it. The Class ic does not e spouse the ideal of 

Q~ahmac ary'a understood either in the sense of student life or in 

- dd fl· 1 the exten e sense 0 sexua contlnence. The illa~am-state (the 

state of the house-holder) of the KULa1 r esembles the second stage 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) sharply divided on this. 
For the tvlO :opposing interpretat.ions, see Prabhu, ~. cit., 
pp. 284-335 and K.M. Panikkar, Hindu Socie t y at Cross Roads, London : 
Asia Publishing House, 1961, pp. 29-50. 

1 The thir teenth chapter of the Kural is on self-control 
lmderstood in terms of control ove r one 's tl10ughts , words and deeds . 
the sixth couplet of the chapter which refers to the ' frui t ' of 
self-control may be stretched to refer to sexual continence. 



in the Xs'rama--scheme of Brahmanical Hinduism, but is not its exact 

equivalent or counter-part. The way in which the hous e- halder's 

stage i s conce ived of l!1 the Kura tl s e ems to us to connote that 

Tiruva++uva r: considers it more as an 'autonomous" ' s tage' than as 

a sta ge of prepara tion for entering the ascetic mode of life . In 

ef f ect then, asceticism, according to the Ku~at, does not counote 

t he idea of the individual isolating himself from society for the 

sake of attaining self-realization. It seems to us that a part 

2 
perhaps from noting the fact there wa s the stage of the recluse , 

Va~~uvar does not discuss it as an independent stage in life , i . e ., 

as a stage which t he individual needs to enter into a fter leading 

a house-holder's life. 

Coming now to a consideration of the Va~-concept: In the 

Kural we do not find a delineation of the duties of the different 
-""--'-

1 "-sections of society, un ike in the Dharma--Sa s t ras wherein clear 

demarca tion of the duties of the various social groups is found . 

This absence of a spelling out of the duties of the social classes 

offers us the indication t hat the Kurat's approach to the whole 

1 Vide chapters 

2 It is an open question whether the first couplet in the 
fift.h chapter of the ~l vlhich refers to the hous e-holder' s 
'sustaining' 'the three orders' is at all a pointer to the 'three 
other a £ramas' , for, the very next couplet (5.2) re f ers to another . 
set of three, viz., the f orsaken, the poor and the dead. 
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question is different. The KUf.al simply takes ' note of a hierarchical 

division of society as the given but does not anywhere plead for its 

. f' b . 1 malntenance or or lts suverSlon. Whatever might be the type of 

interpretation that is given to certain ,Kural..-couplets which denounce 

2 
caste, .there can be no two opinions tha t the type of controversy we 

referred to earlier
3

, in connection ~"ith the Dharma-Sastra views on 

It 
VarQa is significantly absent in regard to the discus sion of the 

Tamil classic's vie\\Ts. The type of denouncement of caste found in 

the ~~ may be accepted in the same spirit in which it is meant, 

viz., that mere· birth-criteria without the high ethical qualities 

cannot and ought not to be played up in a just social order . 

1 Ce rtain couplets, for instance, 98.2 which reads: "All 
men triat live are ane in circumstances of birth and diversities of 
works give each his spec.ial worth" and 14 . 4 ~\Thich r e ads: " A 
brahmin, even if he forgets the Vedas can recover it by reading, but 
if he fails in propriety or good conduct, even his h igh birth is 
destroyed" may be interpreted as iconoclastic and intentionally 
revolutionary. 

2 The two couplets cited above may be considered typical 
instances of denouncement of cast~ . 

3 vide supra, p. 50, Ln . 2. 

4 Th~ controversy stems from two considerations : ( i ) in 
'" terms of the purport of statements found in the Dharma-Sastras and 

(ii) in terms of the animosity feeling being entertained by people 
belonging to the various castes and the cons equent climate of dis
harmony witnessed in some parts of India. In regard to (i) it ffiay 
be stated that while there are certainly some statements in the 

" Dharma-Sas tras which refer to varga purely in terms of qualities 
(rather than in terms of mere birth), as for instance Hanu , X. 65 
there are also . certain statements which go counter to them , as 
for example, Man u, VIII . 263, 271 and 276. In regard to (ii) In
justice done to certain sections of society in the name of vania
dharm~ are pointed out. Some of the modern apologetic writings on 
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Coming no", to cons i der the Ku~ in relation to Jainism and 

Buddhism , "'2 s uggest that the ent ire quest ion be ap proached, keeping 

in view the difficulties i nvolved in referring to J ainism and Buddhism, 

especially in their early stages of development, as t",o distinctly 

diff8rent traditions of India alongside Brahmanical Hinduism. 1 

4 (of the previous page) (contd .) caste tend to overlook 
tllis feature of invidiousness and the stratification in terms of 
higher and lo",er cas tes. 

One of the ways in "'hich the ",hole question may be reconsidered 
may be to drm'l a distinction bet",een varna as an idea l of a social 
organization and caste as the actuality whi ch has fai led to even 
approximate the grand and nob le ideals enshrined in t he Hindu tradi
tion. (See the ?resent author 's The !lip.du_ Philosophy £i. Social 
R~_~<:?.t2~truction, Hadras : Centre for Advanced Study in Philosophy , 
1970, pp . 24-61 , f or a detailed discussion on the concept of yar1J.~') 
Tnis ,.;ould .:..ccount for the injustic.es some sect ions of society have 
been s ubjected to, tho u8h the difficulties i n reconciling conflict-
ing passa.ges in one and t - e same Dharma-S~stra "lvo uld still remain. 

1 Srrlith, £.E.- ~it .. , pp. 250-251 is quite appreciat ive of this 
aspect and in clear and unambiguous language thro",s valuable light 
on the ';·jhole issue of the three traditions. He ,\Trites: "That the 
Buddhis t and Jain communities constituted separate rel i gions outside, 
rather than particular movement s "lvithin, t he total complex of 
'Hinduism' is, I ",auld ho l d, impossible to maintain "'ith e ither his
torica l or logical consistency . One ",auld hardly even at temp t it 
except from purely arbitrary or any",ay purely modern premises. By 
formulating t i1is sentence on the basis of 'communit ies' I have taken 
sides on an impor tant issue , but the same position ",auld stand if one 
set it forth i n terms of Buddhist and J ain doctrines. Let us suppose 
someone reasonably "lvell informed about such movements a s these and 
those of the Ajivi kas and of the Buddhis t sangha , t he subsequent 
development of Buddhis t separatism, the later intermingling of Bud
dhist and Shaiva motifs " ', the final dissolving of 'Buddhism ' 
without ' Hinduism' in I ndia , and emergence of ' Buddhism' ",ithout 
'Hinduism ' outside India . I doubt that any such person could seri
ous ly maintain or wo uld even "'ish seriously to maintain that the 
his tory of the fifteen hundred years preceding the Huslim invasion of 
India can best be conceptualized in t e rms of three separate religious 
entities labelled Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism " 
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No doubt, when we today refer to the three traditions, it is difficult 

to keep this in view since Jainism and Buddhism are nmv established as 

two autonomous religious traditions . It seems to us that observing 

this caution will yield us rich divide s in the matter of understand-

ing the contents and the thrust of the thoughts contained in the Ku~aJ" 

for it will effectively prevent the situation of arr iving at conclu- . 

sions (as regards the religious persuasion of the au t hor of the 

Classic) which may not be warranted on the basis of in ternal evidence. 

Markedly dominant strands of thought "Thich may seem t o pin down the 

Kur.a.l to one or the other of the religious traditions may then be 

reconsidered both in the light of the intimate relat i onship between 

the three traditions in their early beginnings and in the light of 

1 
the r:ontexts in the ~ in ''''hich they occur - the lat ter being 

understood as conno ting not merely the section or section~ in which 

the presence of the ideas in question are 'detected' but as signify-

ing their meaning in the total context of the philosophy of the 

1 It is a truism to state this, it may be pointed out here, 
for it is widely under stood that the !Cu~~ contains strands of thought 
,,,hieb. may be identified either as symptomatic of Brahmanical Hinduism 
or of Jainism or of Buddhism, but it seems to us tha t a specific 
mention of this fact i s called for at this stage in view of the 
'claims r on the Ku£l made by scholars belonging to or in sympathy 
with, the di ffe rent rel i gio-philosophieal traditions of India. 
Furthermore, the 'claimants' also give us the impression that they 
mean to deny the presence of other st r ands of though t as well in the 
Kura~. (Of course, such an extreme claim is not made from the side 
~f~Buddhism.) It is hence important to underline the fact that the 
Ku~. cannot be reduced to be a book of one particular tradition in 
the narrow sense of the term. 
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Classic as a whole. The presence of the same or similar ideas in the 

'oth~r ' traditions ,,:ill then not merely be not over l ooked but acknow-

ledged positively and this again will pave the way f or an unbiased 

analysis and interpretation of the KUf,at . And, more importantly , 

the 'caution' will help us t o appreciate that the originality of 

the KuF.~ itself did not consist in its completely breaking away 

from all the re l igio-philosophical traditions prevalent in India at 

that time but in its standing aside from them not with a view to 

rejecting them who lesale but with a view to accepting aspects of 

1 them which did not smack of a sectarian approach . 

Since t he re have been ' stronger claims' from the side of 

J a inism than from the side of Buddhism, we shall consider the issue 

more elaborately in regard to Jainism t han with reference to Buddhism. 

The diff erence between the assertion that the Kura+ is a Jaina work 

and the view-point that there are reflections of the early Buddhistic 

ideas in the Class ic, is indeed great and warrants a more lengthy 

discussion of what ,.;re would prefer to call I the Jaina ideas in t he 

~.l' . There are a number of arguments put fon.;rard by a particu lar 

1 Emphasizing this aspect of the Kuill. , Winternitz observes : 
"Tiruvalluvar's Kural . .. is one of the gems of ,.;rorld literature . . . ~- '" 
Buddhists, Jains, Vai9~avas and Saivas have claimed ... the poet of 
the Tamil land as their own . , But he belongs to none of them or rather 
to all of them . For he stands above all races, castes and sects, and 
what he teaches, is a general human morality and wisdom. No wonder 
that the Kurai ha s not only been much read , studied and highly prized 
in the land o f its origin for centuries, but has also fo und many 
aamirers in the West , ever since it has become kno\Vll ." (Cit ed i n 
Robinson , £R. cit ., p . lvi . ) 
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scholar in support of his vie\v that the KL~~_ is an out and out J aina 

work . We shall consider it both from the point of v i ew o f the internal 

evidence avail able in t l1e text of the Classic and also in terms of the 

presence of similar ideas 'outside ' the J aina tradition. The argument s 

themselves are so s trong that we also de'2m it necessary to refer in 

brief to the general philosophical position of Jainism itself to show 

t hat the 'cJ.a i m' gets weakened, as a result. We shall not consider 

al l t he arguments put f o rward in this connection but shall be selective 

si~ce our aim , in this section, is to prepare the canvas to project 

the philosophy of goo d life as found in the Kura~ rather than :to take 

sides on the issue whether or not Kural was a Jaina work. Our task --....... 

with regard to early Buddhism is comparat ively simple since we have 

only to cite the presence of similar ideas in it and to indicate 

the significance a ttached t o ther.l in the ~~l;aJ.~. 

A. Chakravarthi, a reno,YUed Jaina scholar of the early part 

of the present Century a rgued at length that Tirukkura l was a J a ina 

1 
work . ~vo of the many points he makes deserve clos e scrutiny here. 

Firs tly he relies very much on the historicity of the first TIrthah

kara
2

, ~~abha, a position which is hard to s ustain. Secondly he 

.-_._--_ .. _---
1 See .'f'jrukkura l E.Y Thevar, Had ras: Sadhu Press , 1949, 

pp. 5-32; s ee also his Presidential Address to Tiruval luvar Kural 
Conference, Hadras: Nercantile Press , 1949 , pp. 1-15 . 

2 This is a Jaina term which is used to refer to those 
who have 'crossed the ocean of existence '. (lit., on e who has 
crossed the waters.) According to the Jaina tradition in every 



refers understandahly to Jainism as the religion of Ah imsa 1 (non-

violence) and argues forcefully that only a person belonging to tha t 

fai~h could have authored a classic like Tirukkura+. Our basic 

difficulty \Vith regard to this argument is that emphasis on non-

violence \Vas not peculiar to Jainism and as such Tirukku,a\ cannot 

be referred to as a Jaina work on this count. In addition we also 

nocice certain differences bet\Veen the doctrine of non-violence as 

propounded in Jainism and as it is foun d in the Kurat. 

Chakravarthi maintains that Jainism (he prefers to use the 

term Ahimsa Dharma ) \Vas revealed to the \Vorld by Lord ~~abha, the 

first of the t\Venty-four TIrthahkaras, who was the son of Nabi 

Hahihaja . Relying on the Jaina myth that there \Vas long long ago 

a time when everything man wished fo r could be obtained because 

of the presence of Kalpaka trees (which- are b~lieved tb have-given 

to people whatever they wished for) and tha t during ~gebha's days 

people were put to a lot of difficulty because of the disappearance 

of the Kalpaka trees. arid because people did not knm.; how to produce 

food, r.hakravarthi maintains that people approached ~~abha who 

taught theTa agriculture as well as the method of distribution of 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) ~ (long period of time 
in human history) there are t1;venty-four Tirthankaras. 13-~abha is 
considered to be the first Tlrthahkara of the present age referred 
to as ~ali_-~, and Mahavira is believed to be the twenty-fourth. _ 

1 He gave the title of Religion of Ahimsa to his book on 
Jainism, published in Bombay: Ratanchand Hirachand , 1957. 
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the produce by traders . Furthermore, ~~abha is bel i eved by the learned 

author to have taught society the method of setting apart able-bodied 

people for defense and also the principle of non-violence after he him

self r2al:lzed olll'1.iscience (kevala-jl'i'an~) • 1 Reliance on the historicity 

of l:'~abha is also shmvn by the author "'hile accounting fer an actual 

event tha t is believed to have taken place in the history of J ainism ) 

the migration of eight thousand Jaina monks , under the leadership of 

Bhadrabahu during the 12-year famine experienced by Hagadha during the 

reign of Chandragupta Maurya (around 310 B.C .). The author accounts 

for the migration of the monks by stating that unless Jainism was 

already popular in South India, "entering into an alien country ~vould 

2 
have been a fool ···hRrdy adventure." The sum and substance of the 

",hole argument here is that Jainism was the prevailing religion in 

Tamil Nadu at the time Tj.rukkuIat was writ ten and the Classic naturally 

reflected the prevailing religion . 3 

1 Tirukkural.£i: Thevar , p . 5. 

2 ibid., p. 6. 

3 Chakravarthi (ibid., p. 11) also maintains that. the Kural 
\-7as written by a Jaina saint Kundakundadirya (kno1".-m also as Ela-~a) 
aroTJlld t he Is t Century A. D. The t erm thevar in Tamil, referring to 
a Jaina saint also referred to Kundakundadirya. The misunderstanding 
that Tiruvalluvar was the author is due to the fact tha t he was dele
gated by Ku~dakundacarYil to intr.oduce the work to the scholars assembled 
in the Cankam at l'1adura, maintains Chakravarthi. (ibid ., p. 13) 



Since Chakravarthi relies on the historicity of ~I?abha for 

upholding his thesis,l it seems to us that we should point to the fact 

that the historicity of the last two Tlrthankaras, Parsva and HahavIra 

alone has been established. The Kalpa-Sutra: an important Jaina work 

mp.ntiolls the fact that ParS'va came to a hill in Patna befo re his 

'release from bondage'. The hill is named 'ParCl.s'nath Hill' and it 

seems to be a monumental evidence in regard to the historicity of 

Pars;ua From a number of references to Pars'va and the Jainas in the 

Ut~aradhyana-Sutra, another important Jaina classic it seems certain 

that Jainism was certainly older than Hal1'avira. The J aina classic 

records the meeting of Kes'i (a follmver of ParS'va) and Gautama 

(a disciple of Manavira) and a l so the discussions they had regarding 

3 the differences between their two creeds. The dispute is mentioned 

as having ended by the former accepting the latter's vieus .
4 

1 We are well a~vare of the fact that in the Jaina canons 
mention is made by name, of all the twenty-four Tirthahka~as in the 
order in which they appeared and about their life-span. ~~abha, the 
first Tfrthai1kara, is believed to have lived for 8 , 400,000 years 
(one traditional Jaina year is considered to b~ equivalent to 
70,560 ,000,000,000 years), the t\venty-second Tirthankara, Nemi, for 
1000 years, the twenty-third Tirthankara, ParS-va, fo r 100 years and 
the twenty-fourth Tirthankara, Mahavira , for 72 years. (See Kalpa
Sutra , ~~7) 168, 182 and 22/.) Hermann Jacobi's referenc e to the first 
t\yenty-two Tlrthankaras as belonging to mytholgy rather than to 
history is quite signif icant here. (See, "Jainism" in Akshaya Kumar 
Jain, ed., Lor~ Hahavira in the Eyes_ ~ Foreigners , New Delhi: Heena 
BharaU, 1975, p. 18 . ) 

2 168. 

3 XXIII. 9. 

4 ibid. On this a gre<l:t Indian scholar urites: "The story in 
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The renowned authority on the subject, Jacobi has also maintained catego-

rically after his extensive rese~rches, that the historicity of only 

Par6va and Hahavira can be established. 1 In view of all these facts 

Chakravarthi's first argument gets weakened. 

Witi1 regard to Chakravarthi' s vie,,, of Jainism as a religion of 

non-violence (ahimsa) , it should be conceded that no one can dispute it. 

The ethics of J ainism attaches supreme importance to non-violence and 

makes it the focus of a >Thole doctrine. The great significance attached 

to non-violence in Jainism can be seen from the fact that there is an 

insis tence on mental purity (,,,hat may be referred to as 'renunciation 

of the will to kill or damage other beings') in addition to t.he exhor ta-

tion to giving up the actual act of committing violence. In the 

Tattvartha-Sutr~ ,,,e read that himsa is injury or violence caused by 

the living organism due to carelessness and negligence, and actuated 

2 
by passions like pride, prejudice, attachment and hatred. It is 

clear, the physical act was not considered in isolation from the mental 

attitude. 

4 (of the p~evious page) (contd . ) the Utta radhyayana that a 
disciple of Pars'va met a disciple of Hahavira and bro;:ght about the 
union of the old Jainism and that propounded by Mahavira seems to 
suggest that this Pars'va \"as probably a historical person ." (See 
Surendranath Dasgupta, !:.. His~ of Indian Philoso~, Cambridge: 
University Press> 1963, r. 169.) 

1 ~. cit., pp. 16-17. 

2 VII. 8 : "Negligence brings sin; and the soul is defiled 
even though there may not be any actual injury to life . On the con
trary, a careful and a pious p~rson who is not disturbed by passions 
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The strict adherence to the principle of non-violence advocated 

-by Jainism is perhaps most evident from its doctrine of jiva (the prin-

ciple of consciousness) l\vhich emphasizes that there i s continuity of 

" f 1 1 f" b" 2 h h " h conSC1ousness rom tle owest 0 an1mate e1ngs to t e 19 est stage 

of perfection in which purity of consciousness is regained, - the stage 

which is clearly far above the ordinary human level. The logic of such 

a theory of consciousness is that at no stage is any jlva to be des-

pised , looked down upon or injured. The Jaina theory of non-violence 

is thus reflective of its ' reverence for life ', in the terminology of 

Albert Schweitzer. 

Turning nor" to the importance accorded to the principle of 

non-violence (the word us ed in the Kura+ is kollamai) in the Tamil 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) and whQ is kind towards 
animals will not suffer the sin of violence, even if , by accident, 
injury is caused to life." 

1 It is important for a proper understanding of the theory 
of non-violence of the Jainas, to note that the term jiva in Jainism 
does not refer to the human soul alone but to the principle of 
consciousness in general . Consciousness is discernible in four states 
of existence, the different 'levels' representing the states of exis
tence of the animals ( tiryali'c ), the huma.ns (manmlY~)' the inf ernal 
beings (naraki) and the celestial beings (devata). These stages 
represent the progre8sive steps through which the j iva passes before 
attaining perfection . 

2 It is significant that the Tattvartha-Sut ra (IV. 28) 
refers to animals as "those beings which remain in the celestial, the 
infernal and the 'human world'." This definition of animal read 
along with the concept of continuity of consciousness explains the 
rigourous doctrine of ahimsa which excludes injury even to plants 
and seeds that we find in Jainism. 
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classic: no one would contend the idee that there is an ins istence on 

the principle here which bears a remarkable resemblance to the Jaina 

vieH-poillt. It must be conceded here that the KUIa~ does not con,promise 

at all on the principle of non-violence as is evident f rom its rigourous 

views on meat-eating . The uncompromising attitude of t he KULaJ.:. very 

much reminds us of the Jaina attitude which was cri t ica l of the 

compromise introduced by Buddhist teachers who came aft er Gautama the 

Buddha by ordaining that the Buddhists must not kill any animal but 

that they need not necessarily reject meat as food, i.e., they could 

purchase meat from the butcher. The KUIal, almost in the words of 

the Jainas points out: "I f the world does not buy meat in order to 

eat, there will not be available those who would sell it.,,1 Heat-

eating i s considered sinful, whatever may be the circumstances and , 

the Kur.~rs emphasis on non-violence is unqualified.
2 

In another 

important respect too, there is a similarity between t he Jaina atti tude 

and the attitude of the ~~, viz., that great impor t ance is attached 

3 
to the mental attitude by the Kura:} as well. lfuether these striking 

resemblances in the views on non-violence, by themselves can be taken 

as conclusive evidence for maintaining the vie~" tha t t he !ura~ was a 

Jaina work is an open question. For, we find no l es s an emphasis on 

1 26. 6 

2 33. 1: "Never to destroy life is the sum a nd substance of 
virtue. The destruction of life leads to evil." 

3 4. 4 
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non-violence in the Brahmanical Hindu tradition as well. l 

One possible objection here may be that in s o far as there is 

an important difference between Brahmanical Hinduism and the couplets 

of the Kural, viz., that killing animals for sacrif i ce was permitted 

by the former, reference to the concept of non-violence in the 

Brahmanical Hindu tradition is not of much value as far as the study 

of the KUEal is concerned. The objection would signify that differen-

ces in regard to some. det a ils even, while listing the various acts 

or deeds which may be deemed to be non-violent, woul d straight away 

disqualify the 'claim' of a tradition on the Kurat. It is in the 

light of possible objections like these that a ~alitative difference 

between the Jaina teaching of non-violence and the Kura~'s view 

becomes extremely important. 

A deeper analysis of the Jaina philosophy o f non-violence 

would reveal two strands of thought which are not easily distinguish, 

able at first sight. On the one hand the doctrine of continuity of 

consciousness (referred to above)2connotes that no j Iva (conscious 

being) has any right to impede the progress Gf any other jIva . This 

would certainly imply the necessity to develop an other-regarding 

1 Manu, X. 63; Yaj~avalkya, I. 122; Vasi9tha , IV . 4; and 
Apastamba, I . 8 . 23.6; cf . Maha bharata , 12 . 256 . 6 . 

2 vide supra., p. 62 . 
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ethic. On the other, the principle of non-violence is considered to be 

essential for attaining one's own spiritual perfection - what is 

referred to as the attainment of purity of consciousness in the Jaina 

d
.. 1 t ra ltlon. r-robably Albert Schwei tzer has this in mind when he writes 

that the origin of the ideal of non-violence in Jainism does not lie in 

the mater.ial feeling of compassion and sympathy, but in the idea of 

keeping the purity of the undefiled .
2 

His opinion is that Jainism 

belongs to the ethic of becoming more perfect , and no t to t he ethic of 

. .3 actlon. 

The Kur.al ' s attitude towards non-violence shows a qualitative 

difference in that killing is shunned because it is not kindness .
4 

1 For a mo re detailed discussion of the concept of purity of 
consciousness, s ee the present author 's Outlines Ei J a inism , Ne~-l Delhi: 
Wiley Eastern Private Ltd . , 1973, pp . 98, 171-172 and 188. 

2 India~ Thought and Its De'lelopment, trans . , Mrs. Charles 
E. B. Russell, London: Hodder and Stoughton Lt:d ., 19 36, p . 80 . 

.3 ibid. It is interesting also to note here that Acarya 
Tulasi, one~the living J aina saints of India who has inaugurated a 
movement for regeneration of mankind (known as the ~uvrat~ Movement ) 
emphasizes that even in this movement, considerations of spiritual 
evolution characterizing classical J ainism are not r eplaced by social 
concern, but t hat the beneficial results for society are clearly 
envisaged . Explaining his point of view he ~.Jrites : . "A devotee at the 
time of initiation takes a holy vow that for the good of self he 
accepts five mah.ivrat a s (' great vows') as his dis cipline throughout 
life. The end of a vrata is freedom from bondage . Its incidental 
r esult is also the control of society, but this is not the main 
consequence of it." See Can Intellect Comprehend Re ligion? Churu: 
Adarsh Sahitya Sangh , 1969 , p . 18 . 

4 For a more detailed discussion of this idea, see 
K. Appadurai, The Mind .?nd }hought of Tiruvalluvar, Hadras : Sekar 
Pathippakam , 1966, p. 90 . 
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. 
No doubt, in the KU1;a1 also ~ve find the idea that killing has a 

retributive effect in a future life 
1 

but that is not the chief 

preoccupation. This is evident from ancther couplet -';vhich emphas i zes 

that tile advantage which may accrue from destroying life in a 

sacrifice is dishonourable to the wise even though it may be said 

2 
to be productive of a great good. There is thus a broader meaning 

and a positive significance attached to non-violence . 3 

We may therefore distinguish between two types of posit i ons 

in regard to the ethics of non-violence . The first type suggests a 

mere avoidance of certain actions like killing animals as also an 

avoidance of certain types of attitudes l ike not hurting the feelings 

of other people, harbouring no ill-feeling towards anyone, etc . The 

second type contGins within it root-ideas of a positive norm of social 

1 33 . 5 

2 33.8 

3 This aspect of the Ku.t:,<'.f is noted by Sch-.;veitzer when he 
writes: flln the ethics of the l\-ul:a1- as in those of the Laws ~ Hanu 
the idea of re-';vard has a place. The way of virtue is recommended 
because it leads to a better reincarnation or to liberation from 
rebirth . .• Nevertheless, ethics in the Kura-l- are not so entirely 
dominated by the idea of re\vard as in Brahmanism, Buddhism and the 
BJ:lagavad-GIta. We already find here the knmdedge that good must be 
done for its mvll sake. It shines out from various maxims .. . vlhilst 
tne Bhagavad-GIta in a forced and chilly manner gives as a motive 
for remaining in active life that it is in accordance with the order 
of the universe, the Kl~ justifies it - what an advance - by the 
idea of ethical a~tivity . Work and profit place man in a position 
to do good . fI (~. cit., pp . 20 1-202 .) 
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action . Here it is not the 'vithd'rawal from certain temptations and 

self-denial of certain norms that connotes non-violence but the culti-

1 vat ion of certain virtues in the behaviour of man . In this type of 

ethics of non-violence love becomes the prime--mover of the 'cultivated ' 

man. The Kura+'s philosophy of non-violence belongs to the second 

category and hence the tone and tenor of the work shows a marked 

deviation from the Jaina attitude. 

One other important difference may be pointed out here t o 

show that Ti_rukkura:t, though it contains ideas cherished by the 

J ainas , is not probably a Jaina work. The Kural makes a clear 

reference to God as the creator of the world
2 

whereas Jainism opposes 

3 the idea of a Creator-God vehemently. It is no doubt true that the 

1 T.K.N. Unnithan and Yogendra Singh, Traditions ~ Non
Violence, New Delhi: Arnold Heinemann India, 1973, p . 12. 

2 107. 2 Probably no other couplet in the Kural can be 
more opposed to the Jaina idea than this. One of the most linportant 
philosophical tenets of Jainism is that the world is uncreated and 
indestructible. The tradition dispenses with the idea of a Creator
God altogether in this way . 

3 Some reference to the strong arguments of the Jaina philo
sopher against accepting God as the Creator of, ~nR'world : he~e;is'n~
cessary to point to a basic philosophical differe\.lce between Kc:ral 
and Jainism. In one of the Jaina texts we read: "If God created the 
universe, where was he before creating it? If he was not in space, 
where did he localise the universe? How could a formless or immaterial 
substance like God create the world of matter? If the material is t o 
be taken as existing, why not take the \vorld itself as unbegun? If the 
Creator was uncreated, why not suppose the world to be itself self-
existing? ... Is .God -self-sufficient? If he is, he need not have 
created the world. If he is not , . .. he would be incapable of the 
t ask • . . " - Jinasena , ii.dipura~ , Chapter 3 (Cited in C. J. Shaw , 
Jainism in North India , London : Longman Green & Co . , 1932 , p. 35. ) 
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1 
Jainas are not totally against the usage of the t 'erm god bu.t our 

main point here is that t he Jainas are completely opposed to the idea 

of a Creator-God and hence that it is difficult to conc ede that the 

Kur~l was a Jaina work. 

A similar argument can be put forward against the interpreta-

tion of scholars (s~pport ing the J a ina 'claim') citing the very opening 

couplet of the Kur a t2 wherein the term Jithi ~kavan is made use of . 

The interpretation from the J aina side is tha t the t erm refers to the 

3 (of the previous page ) (contd .) The Jaina philosopher 
Hemacandra a sks : "If every exi3tent object must have a maker , that 
maker himself would be explaine:l by another - his maker, etc . To 
escape from this vicious circle we have to assume that t her e is one 
uncreated, sel~-explaining cause, god . But then, if i t is main t ained 
that one being can be self-subsistent , Hhy not say t l1at there are many 
others also who a re uncreated and eternal similarly?" Hence "it is 
not necessary to assume the existence of any f irs t cause of the 
universe." -- Syadvadamanjari , 6 

R. Garbe draws a significant distinction between naive atheism 
and philosophical a theism : "The forme r, far f rom indulging in any 
philosophical reflection simply refuses to believe what it cannot 
visualize . Traces of it are found in many passages of the M Veda 
(II. 12 .5; IV. 2Lf.10 ; VIII. 100.3; X. 119) and in a marked form , in 
the materialist ic system of the Lokayatas . The latter is one which 
has grown into a conviction as a result of serious philosophical 
3peculation'.', he maintains. (S ee h i s Article IIAtheism (Ancien t Indian) It 

in J ames Has tings , ed ., Encyclopaedia of Religion & Ethics, 11(1910),185.) 

It is obvious, Jainism needs to be classif i ed under the second 
type of a t heism and poses a serious difficulty in r egard to categoriz
ing !~!:l as a J aina work. 

1 The term ' god ' is used in J ainism to denote a higher sta te 
of existence of the jrv~ or the conscious being . Jainism believes that 
this state of godly existence is only a shade better than that of the 
ordinary human beings, for it is not free from the birth-death cycle. 



first Arhat of t he Jaina tradition, Rsabha. Chakravarthi maintains 
•• 

that the term ~ whic.h ; occurs Jinthe operiing couplet refers not to 

the world but to society, obviously anticipating the fundamental 

philosophical objection raised above, viz., that according to Jainism 

the ,weld was tL)t createci by god. We certainly concede the point that 

thecerm ula~ in Tamil does not refer merely LO the world of objects 

but also to human society. We would also accept that in the Kural 

the term quite often refers to human society. It is obvious, then, 

that Chakravarthi relies mainly on the second meaning of ulagu as 

human society while interpreting the op ening couplet . We would like 

to counter the argument on two counts. Firstly, though it is not 

stated explicitly, there is again a reliance on the historicity of 

~~abha - this time not maintaining that he taught society agriculture 

and non-violence but that he created society. This is clearly 

inconsistent with Chakravarthi' s mvn references to ~~abha as the 

'first revealer of ahimsa-~harma to the vlOrld' and as 'the ruling 

sovereign of the land at the time. ,1 Secondly the term ~.rhat in the 

Jaina tradition signifies more a state of the individual who has 

'gone beyond society' (and who is hence not affected by what happens 

in it) than the 'creator' of society. Due to all these considerations 

we find it difficult to accept the view that the Kur,at was a Jaina work. 

2 (of the previous page) Athi pakavan refers to the 'first 
Being' as the cause of the world. Chakravarthi takes the 'first 
Being' to mean Rsabha, the first Tirthankara. 

1 Tirukkural by' Thevar, · Introduction. 



With rega~d to the relationship between Buddhi sm and the 

philosophy of Tirukkut;&, our observations will be confined to a 

discussion of some of the ideas of early Buddhism , and especi ally t o 

1 those which can be gathered from the DhaIllillapada . We may adop t t he 

term normative Theravada Buddhism as used by H. E. Spiro
2 

(and , fo r 

convenience' sake, use the expression ?ormative Buddhism) to refer 

t o early Buddhist thought, since it offers us the advantage of 

averting ambiguities while referring t o such a complex tradition a s 

1 It is well- knmvn that early Buddhist i c t hou ght i s to be 
found in what is referred to as the 'three baskets of tradit i on ' 
(Tr_i P}.!akas ), the .?uttapit~ka, the Vina~..2-taka and the Abhidhamma
pitaka. These three ' baskets' respectively deal '('lith the ethi cal 
teachings, the monastic do~trines and certain advanced Buddhi s t 
theories . Our il1 terest in Dhannnapad~ is in its forming part of 
Su~~~itaka and reflecting the .early Buddhist ethical teachings . 
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Though the Dl1<Jmmapada, unlike Tirukk~, is not a systematic 
treatise written by its author bu t is only a collect i on of the Buddha ' s 
ethical utterances on various occasions, it seems t o us that its value 
does not get diminished by this fact. As such the comparison offers 
us some insights into the ethical precepts of normative Buddhism and 
of the Kural. .... ' 

2 Buddhism and Society., New York: Harper & Row , 1970, pp . 6- 7. 
Spiro defines normative Theravada Buddhism as the doctrines contained 
in the Theravada canon, which mayor may not correspond with the 
teachings of the historical Buddha. He observes that the ques t ion of 
the historical Buddha is 'irrelevant ' because t he distinction itsel f 
i s foreign to believing Buddhists , for , to them all t he words which 
the canon attributes t o the Buddha are indeed his words and all the 
doctrines contained in the canon r epresent the t eachings of the Buddha . 



Jo.ddhism. One of the ambiguities we have in mind here is regarding 

t he. teachings of the historical Buddha. As Spiro observes (though in 

a slightly different context): 

even if Buddhist historical s cholarsnip were unequi
vocnlly s uc cessful in distinguishing the teachings of 
the Buddha hi~self fr om those which represent later 
additions and emendations to Buddhism, t he 'ques t for 
tile his torical Buddha 1 i s irrelevant to our inquiryl 

si.nee our a im here is just to examine comparisons and points of 

cont r dst between the Tamil ethical work TirukkuI~. and the canonical 

J3~ddhist ethical work Dhamm.?-J?ada . 

As there is no 'claim ' as such from any Buddhist scholar that 

2 
~~i rukl\U~a+ was a Buddhist \vork, He do :.lot propose to go into a 

detail ed d:i.scu.ssion of any of the fundamental tenets of normative 

Buddhism to show its differences from the philosophical position of 

the Tamil classic. We shall only indicat8 lciiss imilarities' and 

1 s imilarities' purely with 2. vieTH to continuing the t hread of the 

argument that the Tami.l classic has certain unique features - in our 

ifilmediate context - features not possessed by normative Buddhi sm . 

1 ibid. 

2 Some scholars have indicated that i n the KUl"al we do find 
~'--'-

Buddhistic ideas . y,;c Illay mention the following : S. Venkataswamy , 
lIBuddhism and Jainism in Tirukkural" in ! . Subba Reddiar , ed., 
.?E'lp~~ium Paper~ on Tiruldc\~ral, Tirupati : S. V. University, 1974; 
Ramac.handra Dikshitar, 9...£.' cit .; Poppley, ~. c i!:.'; K. Na tesa Udaiyar, 
li r ukkural Tiravu - 2, Sa l em: Salem Tiruvalluvar Society, 1955. 
'rtis impo'rtantto note that none of these scholars maintain that the 
Kura l was a Buddhist work. This is in clear contrast to the 'Jaina 
-;:~ , which was considered in some detail by us. 
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Interestingly enough , some scholars have claimed that the 

religion of tIle Buddha ,vas unique 1 in many respects, and these 

features themselves may be referred to here to show the dissimilari-

ties between normative Buddhism and the philosophy of Tirukku~a~ . 

We shall refer to four of the features delineated by Bateson and the 

one referred to by Spiro. 

The first of the unique features listed by Bateson is 

'ma t e rialism '. This has reference to the doctrine of non-soul. Man 

is an aggregate of five material factors ~'lhich disintegrate at death, 

1 · 'd 2 eavlng no reSl ue. Edward Conze of fers us an analysis of the 

i mp l ications of this doctri"le for the t ranSfOTIllation of the lif e of 

the Buddhist . Only the last part of his analysis needs to be referred 

to here to prevent any misunderstanding of the serious Buddhist 

phi l osophical t eaching: 

Those v7ho look to Buddh i sm for s tartlingly ne,v and 
unheard of ideas on t he p rob lem of self, will find _ 
little. Those who look to it on how t o lead a self
less life may l earn a great deal . The great contribu
tion of Buddhis t philosophy lies in the methods it 
worked ou t to impress the truth of not-self on our 
reluctant minds , it lies in the discipline which the 
Buddhists i mposed upon themselves in order t o make 
this truth into a part of t heir own being . 3 

1 Spiro;!2.12.. Eit.; J.H. Bateson, "Creed (Buddhist)" in 
the ,Encyclopaedia .£!. Religio~ and ~thics, IV (1912) , 234 -237. 

2 DhaITllnapada , XI. 147 &148; xx. 279 . 

3 Buddhism , Its Essence and _p.evelopment , Hew York: Harper & 
Row, 1959, ~iO-21.--
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It is obvious, though the term 'materialism' is used here, it does 

not have the same connotation as it,has in the Carvaka materialist 

thought of India, f or instance. 

The Ku~al does not at all enter into a discussion regarding 

the soul, and offers a clear contrast from normative Bu~dhism in this 

respect. This is in keeping with Va~+uvar 's method of avoiding 

elaborate metaphysical discus~ions in his treatise. The existence 

1 
of a soul, hm.,ever, is clearly presupposed in the Ku"!;:at . 

The second feature of normative Buddhism, according to 

Bateson is 'atheism '. Buddhism does not believe in the existence of 

God 2 
as tile Creator of the universe. In the Kural , however, God as 

the Creator is assumed and , in fact clearly referred to in some 

3 
couplets. The Kura+ also avoids, - and in this respect it resembles 

Buddhism - detailed discussions regarding the origin and creation of 

the universe, but this absence of discussion does not seem to be 

because of preoccupation \.;ith 'deliver nce I. 

Bateson menti9ns 'nihilism' as the third feature of normative 

Buddhism. Everything in the universe, including the universe itself 

1 Couplets 21.1 and 36.4 are particularly significant. 

2 Conze, £.E.. cit., p. 39 maintains that the Buddhist tradi
tion does not exactly deny the existence of the Creator, but that it 
is not real ly interested to knovl who created the universe. 

3 1.1; 10 7.2. 
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is impermanent. 
1 

There can be no Supreme Reality since anything that 

is 'real' - anything that exis t s - is in a perpetual flux, in a 

const.ant state of creation and dissolution, of coming into and passing 

out of existence. In the ~~ we do not find any t r ace of nihilism. 

Just as the nihilistic doctrine in Buddhism is attributed to its not 

accepting a (permanent) soul, we may maintain that t he acceptance of 

an enduring soul, by the Ku~at, ,vas responsible for its not contribut-

ing to the nihilistic position. 

Pessimism is referred to as the fourth characteristic of 

nornlative Buddhism. This aspect of Buddhism points out that even the 

happiest man is not free from painful experiences . Suffering is 

ingrained in the very texture of life.
2 

In the Kural we do IlOt find 

a. description of the world or human life in comparable language. 

Certainly the KUrd~ exhorts man to do good deeds and avoid evil ones. 

The exhortation to do the good is on the count that that alone befits 

man and the discouragement to do evil is on the ground that the evil 

man has to himself suffer the cons equences . The ~~'s view that the 

ultimate v8.lue of vitu ( release) is automatically realized when the ----
individual leads a life of virtue and pursues porul and inp am in an 

ethical way would go to show that there is no suggestion at all that 

1 Dhammapada , XI. 146. 

2 ibid., III. 4 1; V. 72; VI. 85; XI . 146; XIII . 174; XVIII . 
2:34-238; XX . 278, 286-289 ; and XXV. 369 . Conze (£.E... cit., p. 21.) 
concedes that according to Buddhism this world is wholly evi.l , is 
wholly pervaded with suffering, is so~ething to be rejected totally, 
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this world is evil. The ~ura~'s view seems to be that man's uniqueness 

and duty consists in leading a virtuous life and giving no room for 

Spiro adds renunciation as the fifth characteristic of Buddhism. 

It consists in rejecting the world since worldly life is a fua jor 

obstacle to the at tainment of the goal of salvation. Vie\.,ing attach-

ment to the world as the cause of suffering, Buddhism emphatically 

maintains that suffering can only be escaped through detachment from 

and renunciation of the world.
2 

We should not, however, overlook the " 

fact that the Buddha , while referring to renunciation, was insisting 

on cultivating the inner springs of it rather than merely conforming 

3 
to its out\.,ard forms, and this is evident from the Dhammapada . But 

" h 1 k the institution of the Samga and the insistence that one shou d ta e 
K 

refuge in it just as one should take r efuge in the Buddha and in the 

2 (of the previous page) (contd .) abandoned totally, for the 
one goal of nirvarp , (spiritual perfection) though he disagrees vlith 
the usage of the term pessimism on the count that if the world is a 
vale of tears, "there is a joy in shedding its burden." 

1 This would also exrlain the general thrust of the ~'s 
philosophy, viz., its insistence on man's doing virtuous deeds in 
.!=.Eis world:: In a significant couplet Vat~uvar says : ;tlf men acquire 
ample glory in this world by doing virtuous deeds, the world of the 
gods ... Till cease ~laud the sage who has attained tha t world ." (24.4.) 

2 Dhammapada, V. 75; XIV. 181; and XVI. 2]1-214 would be the 
basis for this interpretation. 

3 I. 9; X. 141 & 142; XIV. 184; and XXII. 312 . 
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Dhamma go to show that actual' (in the sense of physically renouncing 

everything) renunciation formed the core of the Buddha ' s philosophy of 

renunciation . 
1 

In the KUha+ we see an entirely different approach to 

renunciation . May be, the implicit critique of renunciation as an 

institGtion that the KUJ;al contains was itself born out of the 

observation of the spirit behind the institution being lost sight of, 

~ut th~ most outstanding characteristic of the treatment of the 

subject of renunciation in the Tamil classic is its not considering 

renunciation as a definite ~stage'(in the sense of the individual 

giving up his status as a house-holder). This cons i stent emphasis 

on the renunciation-spirit 2 as against renunciation as a formal 

'stage ' (involving the abandonment of home and kith and kin) makes 

for a totally different ~ind of philosophy of renunciation. 

In spite of this difference in the treatment of renunciation 

1 Explaining this aspect of the Buddhist philosophy , Conze 
(£e... cit., p. 53.) writes: "The core of the Buddhist movement 
consisted of monks. A monastic life alone will normally provide the 
conditions favourable to a spiritual life bent on the highest goal 
. . . The monks ... are the only Buddhists in the proper sense of the 
word . .. The life of a house-holder is almost incompatible with the 
higher levels of the spiritual at all times. This has beeri a convic
tion common to all Buddhists at all times. They differed only in 
the strictness with which they adhered to it. The Hinayana was , 
on ti1e whole , disinclined to grant any exceptions . " 

2 3 . 1 ; 28 . 2 , 6 & 7; 35. 6-10 . 



in the pnaJ.r.ll12~da and TirukkuI.'!l, it is ama zing to find more or less 

identical couplets in both : Dhammapada's couplet: "Not by shaven head 

does an undisciplined man, ",ho utters lies, becomes an ascetic . How 

\vill one be an ascetic who is full of desire and greed?"l is more or 

less identical \"rith the Ku~l couplet ",hich reads: 111'here is no need 

of a shaven head nor of long hairs if a pers on abstains from the deeds 

condemned by the wise.,,2 

Similarly the Dhammapad~ couplet: "What is the use of your 

matted hair , 0 witless man! What is the use of your antelope garment? . 

vl.ithin,you are full (of passions), ,vithout, you embellish. ,,3 reads 

like the couplet of Tirukb.!J;at: "There are many men \-1ho bathe in holy 

waters but leading defiled lives; they a r e of masked conduct and 

4 
'appear' great . 1I 

Like,'lise there is a close similarity between Dhammapad a. and 

5 
TirukkuJ;~ i.n regard to their views on desire. In this case more or 

less the whole chapter of the one shows a parallel to almost a full 

chapter in the other . The key-note in the Dhammapada is that desire 

1 XIX. 264 . 

2 28. 10. 

3 XXVI. 394. 

4 28 . 8. 

5 Chapter XVI of the Dhammapada and Chapter 37 of T~rukkura1 
are remarkably simil ar to each other. 
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is tne spring-board for all suffering. Grief and fear, the symptoms of 

suffering can be got over only by cutting at the root of desire . The 

parallel chapter in the KuI.~ is entitled "The Extirpation of Desire" 

and points alit that desire is the factor responsible for the round of 

births and deaths . The most significant point about the parallels 

between the Kural's and the early Buddhist's ideas seems to be that 

the former took note of the latter. 

Before concluding this chapter and passing on to a detailed 

consideration of the !:heme of good life as presented in the Kura1 

it may be h21pflll to reiterate our position in regard to the rel ation-

s~ip between the Kut~ and the three Indian traditions . We have , 

by pointing to the differences between aspects of the K~'s 

philosophy of gO'Jd life and those of Brahmanical Hinduism , Jainism and 

early Buddhism, endeavoured to maintain that the distinctive features 

that the Kural offers do not warrant a simplistic reduction of them ___ -L 

pt.:.rely in terms of a :: .. y one of the Indian traditions . In this task 

we have naturally had to highlight the '~issimilarities ' rather than 

the ' similarities ' . No cioubt, we have pointed out , in the course of. 

the pres ent chapter , tha t the Kurat does not reject in toto ideas 

characteriz ing and ideals enshrined in, the ' three traditions '. Yet , 

it seems worthwhile to reiterate that the ' elements of cOllliUonality' 

are as significantly important as ' aspe.cts of dissent ' , to get an 

insight :Lnt o the philosophy of good life in the Kur.a}. 



The 'ethics of responsibility' that 'we find in the three 

traditions is indeed helpful in understanding the Kur~'s idealistic

activistic philosophy of the good life. Exhorting the individual to 

do the good and achieve the Good that we find in the Kural may not be 

e.xplicable only in terms of a la,\., of causation at the spiritual level, 

yet the importance accorded to the causal principle is considerable 

and the moral tone that the philosophy of good life reflects is 

largely due to the acceptance of the principle that a person reaps 

as he sows. 

The transcendental aspect of the good life (as a necessary 

corollary of the law of enjoying or suffering the fruits of one's o~vn 

actions) that we see in the three traditions is also accepted in the 

J(ura.!-, though by reconsidering and reformulating the whole ideal. 

The characteristic Hay in which the transcendent goal is interpret ed 

iIt the ~Zu1:a±' accounts both for the normative treatment of the theme 

of good lif e and for the insistence on the positive-affirmative 

approach to life in the \.,orld. The latter':"s responsible for the 

social orientation of the Classic and the forme::::- provides the 

metaphysical roots of its social ethics. 

It is because of such a careful blending of the normative 

and the positive approaches to the good life that the concept of 

asceticism gets differently interpreted in the Classic. Here again 

the necessity of cultivating the ascetic virtues that the KULal 

reiterates, is reminiscent of the exhortations found in the three 
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traditions. The attitudinal changes that are considered essential 

for the good life by the three traditions are neither obliterated nor 

underplayed, but are in fact given a more positive significance in 

the Kura~. In brief, the attitudinal change can be described as 

'developing altruistic love' as the positive virtue, though a state 

beyond altruism is clearly envisaged by the Kura{ on the ground that 

even in altruism there is still a trace of the ego which comes in the 

ylay of 'complete self-giving'. While the genius of the Tamil classic 

has expressed itself in highlighti.ng the Eignificance of the former 

in the context of ljfe in the world, its affinities with the three 

~ 
traditions : , apparent in its accepting the latter as providing the 

'system of meaning' for altruistic love . 

It is needless to point out that our referring to certain 

converging aspects of the three traditions should be read along 'vith 

the uniqueness of approach of the Kurat to make possible a proper 

appreciation of the richness of its analysis. It is in the light of 

such a glimpse of the intimate relationship between the Kura:t. and the 

three traditions that we just had, that the study of the philosophy 

of good life in the J.Z~ becomes extremely signifj cant. To this 

task of de l ineating aspects of the phjlosophy of good life we shall 

now turn. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

AP~l Al\lD THE PHILOSOPHY OF GOOD LIFE 

Our exami ning the rootedn;2ss of the philosophy of Tirukkt:J;a~ 

in the fertile soil of the religlo-philosophical traditions of India 

has indicated certain subtle but significant li.nes of deviation that 

are apparent in the Tamil classic. The acceptance of certain of the 

ideas characterizing Brahmanical Hinduism) Jainism and Buddhism on 

the one hand and the modific:aU.cn of certain ideas as also a total 

rejection of some others have indeed given us a pre-view of the 

philosophy of the K~l. Still it may be helpful to state more 

explicitly though briE:fly, a £m.,l points '.,lhich make fo r the uGiqueness 

of the K~' s view--point since that would set the bearings to have 

a closer and clearer look at it. 

The three values of ~, poru~ and ~pam_ are dealt ,.,lith 

separately in three major divisions of the Ku]!at entitled A;I;.attuppal , 

Porutpal and Kama~~lpp"in , no doubt, but the way in i"rhich the three 

values are treated indicates at once the originality of Tiruva++uvar 

in reconceiving them against the backdrop of the scheme of the 

four-fold values (puru~artha)lof Brahmanical Hinduism. We have 

1 Please see the next page . 
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already indicated
1 

that the aIa.In-..eoru+-:-iDpam pattern of analysis of 

the philosophy of good life that is found in the KuraJ. is not to be 

considered as a proto-type of the dharma-aJ:"th~-kama-mok9a pattern of 

mapping out a life-ideal that is found in ,yorks like the Dharma-

/-
Sastras. Apart frorn the fact that the Kurat re-structures the four-

fold value-scheme in terms of three values while re-conceiving them 

(reference to which was made earlier) it makes yet another important 

modification in the treatment of the values. The modification is in 

terms of replacing the integrated pattern of the four-fold value-

scheme by envisaging one key-concept, viz., .§t~in such a \l1a)' that 

the other two values, viz., porul and iupam become but extensions 

of ~am. 

1 (of the previous page) It may be helpful to state briefly 
the general philosophy of the puru$artha-scheme here. The scheme is 
generally considered to be based on t he principle tha t tile ultimate 
aim of human l ife (mob;; a ) can be achieved progressively and not at 
one stretch. It is based on sound psychological principles and hence 
significant. If the ultimate goal in life is attainable only by 
bringing under control the various sense-organs, and not by simply 
suppressing the various desires, what is required is a healthy 
subordination of certain desires to certain others, which are higher . 
The Brahmanical H.indu scnerr,e of working towards the goal of IP.okqa 
is based on this principle of gradually making man realize the 
irllportance of pursuing certain ends in order to elevate himself on 
the spiritual plane. Artha (ma terial wealth) and kama (pleasure) 
are the lower values and are normally sought by man. A definite 
place is accorded to these in the Hindu scheme since these represent 
the natural inclinations or cravings of man. Killing of these values 
is no t ad'located. Yet, the subordination of these to the ultimate 
spiritual value of mok§ a through the regulating value of fharma 
(the ethical principle) is insisted. The idea behind the whole scheme 
seems to be that a healthy subordination of the basic human urges 
is much more effective from a longternl standpoint than a mechanical 
repression of them. 

1 vide supra , p . 46 . 
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Looked at from this point of view the concept of aJ;:am holds 

in it the key which unlocks the philosophy of good life in the Ku.rat . 

The subtl ty of the pr.esentation and analysis of ~~am that is found 

in the ~l matche.s inde8d the subtl ty with which ~am pervades the 

entire life of man - both the personal and the inter-personal aspects 

1 
- and makes him truly human. The imperceptible , though not in-

effective, presence of ~~ in the workaday concerns of man paradoxi-

cally is responsible for the presence of the warmth of feelings and 

2 
depth of emotions in man and for the idealistic motivations that are 

. h . 3 seen ln uman actlon, suggests the Classic.
4 

The result is that 

the very idealizations of man are seen presented not as exhortations 

to maa to become seriously and strenuously ethical and spiritual , 

but as gentle suggestions (though characterized by firm conviction) 

that extending principles at work at the personal level to inter-

personal life-situations constitutes the very essence of the ethical 

and spiritual life of man. 

1 vide inf~, -pp . 173,187,189,190,205,206,214-218,220 & 221. 

2 This indicates in brief, the treatment of t he theme of 
i.!1pam as extension of ~ in the IGimattuppal. See chapter 5 for 
an elaboral:ion of our statement . 

3 · The idealization of the economic and political aspects of 
human life (what \018 vlOuld refer to as extension of aram in the 
economic and political spheres) are specifically fou~din the Porufpal, 
the subjec t -matter of chapter 4 of the present thesis . 

4 8. 7 : liAr-am vJill burn up the man who is devoid of love, 
just as the sun burns up the worm which is without bone." 
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The concept of aram extended thus offers us the concept of 

"porul and inpam. The pervasiveness of ~ in them is seen in the 

objectifications of ~am itself in two types of human situations, -

one the situation of the individual participating in the economic and 

political institutions and two the most intimate man-woman relation-

1 
ship . The 'light' of ~ which is essential as constitutive of the 

good life reveals a clear spectrum in \-lhich poru-t and iupam stand out 

most distinctly. Looked at from the side of the ' media', viz., 

economic and political institutions and the face-to - face man-woman-

relationship-situations, ~ is seen as the principle at work in 

human life. Looked at from the side of 'light' itself, porut and 

illP~ are seen as objectifications or panoramic projections of an 

abstract principle trying to find concrete expressions in real 

inter-personal situations of human life.
2 

1 It is to indica~e this unique type of treatment that is 
given to the other t"l0 values in the Kur..§:l that we propose to title 
the two following chapters not as 'Analysis of Poru1-' and 'Analysis 
of Iupam' but as 'Diversif ication of Aram : I' and 'Diversification 
of Aram: II II respectively . 

2 This abstract principle may be termed the Good, and the 
concretization-attempts made by man may be referred to as indicating 
aspect s of the good life. ~ as referring to the Ideal of the Good 
is a transcendental category, notwithstanding the fac t that it is also 
definable concretely wi th reference to man in terms of what is condu
cive to the enrichment of his life. Both the aspects of ~ are deri
vable from the etymology of the term itself. Etymologically ~ is 
derived from aru, which in Tamil means 'to cut', 'to define' and 

--""-

'to delimit I • ~ thus signifies \ .. hat is definitive ~ what ought 
to be done. 

cf. Our definition of the Good and good life according to the 
Indian religious traditions in chapter 1 of the present thesis. 
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The idea of 'extension' is more clearly grasped by asking 

ourselves whaL_the_res.ulting difference would be for a philosophy of 

good life if .£9ru:t or .~pam is considered as the central or core-

concern. Conside r ing porul as the chief concern - not only in 

individua l but in institutional life as well - would certainly result 

in consider ing ~1;:~m not as an extension of poru:t but as an inevitable 

and indispens able accessory , and would be a true representation of a 

predominantly ma terialistic approach to life (if porut is considered 

as material pursui t) or as a typical treatment of man as a political 

animal (if 1)orU1 i s understood in its extended meaning). Likewise, 

if ~am is looked at as the core-value, it can be described in no 

terms other than the ancient Indian mat erialistic philosophy (the 

Carvaka view-point). The accomodation of aLam in s uch a scheme of 

materia list i c-hedonistic approach to life can a t best make room for 

an ethical-hedonis tic outlook as it happened in the case of the 

development of the Carva ka philosophy. 1 

1 See I.e. Sha rma, Ethi c.?_l Philosophies ££ _India, London : 
George Allen o.nd Unwin Ltd ., 1965, pp. 118--119. for a more detailed 
treatment of this as pect of C~rv~ka philos ophy, viz . , the ' later' 
Ca:t:vakas r evealing an ethical stra nd in their thought. cf. C. Kunhan 
Raj a , The S ~inkhya-Ka:::ika ££ IS'var akr!?pa , Ho s hiarpur: V. V. Re s earch 
Institute, 19 63, op. 13-14. who point s out tha t propounding, a mok~a

s'astra (treat ise ;n moksa) is not necess a rily the way of counter
bla sting t he Carvaka~i-point, since even in t his predominantly 
hedonistic t ype of philosophy, ' ethics' was 'admitted'. 
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The significant point to be not ed here is that even the 'ethical 
reconsideration' of their stand, by the Carvak2.s, provided only a 
secondary place to dharma. Considerations of dha rma were resorted to 
to augment the sumo-total of pleasures attainable-and enjoyable by man. 



On the other hand, considering .?:t;;am as the nucleus of the 

good life does not amount to r elegating either poru} or iApam to a 

secondary place. Whether vle consider J?oru~ and:i:nP.am as indispensable 

for the pursuit of ~ or look at them as outward manifestations of a 

principle inherent in human nature, ~ does not suffer devaluation 

nor does its signi ficance get diminished.
l 

In either case each of 

the'll \vill be looked upon as attempts at institutionalizing the value 

of aI.am, though in the one case the institutionalization is in the 

large arena of economy and polity and in the other case, the process 

(of institutionalization) is in the comparatively smaller area of two 

human persons coming together in 10ve.
2 

The modification effected in the axiological analysis of 

life found in the !;u1;al is so subtle that it may be pointed out 

that the resu~ting view of life is not much different from that of 

the four-fold value-scheme of classical Brahmaaism. We would concede 

1 He are deliberately stating the case negatively to show how 
carefully the concept of ~ is to qe approached and understood . The 
positive statement of the role and content of a1;am is, in a sense, 
the theme of the present ch~pter . 

2 It is important to notice that in such an approach to the 
good life, sex and love are not .~tst permissive but form integral 
aspects. The precise significance of this approach to the subject 
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of love will become clear in chapter 5. Suffice it to state at this 
point that t he man-woman relationship is, in this scheme, institutiona
lized both before and after marriage . The importance accorded to the 
institutionalization of the 'pre-marital' as well as the post-marital 
relationships would itself indicate the great significance at tached to 
love in human life in the scheme of good life in the KUIal . 



that the difference between the two 'approaches' is not easily or at 

first sight, seen but maintain that the modification effected makes 

for a different ~ £f emphasis . 

To make our point more concrete: the integrated scheme of the 

~~rtha would no doubt have the effect of pointing to good life 

as also achieving personality-integration 
1 

through the pursuit of 

dharma) art l~, kama and mok§a . He are therefore not under-playing 

the significance of dharma in the Brahrnanical Hindu scheme f or 

1 The term personality-integr a tion is not used here in the 
purely psychological sense of achieving mental health. Personality
integration in the Indian tradition signifies, in addition to a t tain
ing equanimity, experiencing a state of being in which 'unity of all ' 
is r ealized. Notwithstandi ng the plethora of meaning the term has 
acquired jn the various schools of Indian religious philosophy it 
may be pointed out that there is a general consensus of opinion that 
integration of pers onality has a deeper significance than what ' mental 
equilib:ciurn' connotes. May be, the deeper meaning of personality is 
attributable to tt1e non-acceptance of manas (mind) as the ultimate 
category. The term self (j}.va, atman etc.) ( in spite of the varying 
approaches and definitions that the Indian tradition offers us ) 
offers us an insight into the fact that real integration connotes 
the transcendence of t.he level of the mind . 

Troy Wilson Organ (The Hindu ~est _~or th~ Perfection 9.i Ma~, 

Ohio: Ohio University, 1970, pp. 89-91), analysing Hinduism as ' the 
quest for integration! observes : " .. . there is one factor within 
Hinduism upon which she can build, and that is the integrating quest 
itself . Inclusiveness, not exclusiveness, is the principle of 
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Hinduism . . . The Hindu looks for a corrunon element among apparently 
different .things, for the reality below the appearances, for relation
ships among the 'unrelated' . According to the Hindu there are 8)400,000 
forms of flora and fauna; yet his empha sis is not on the multiplicity 
of living forms but on the fact that th"e same class of being , the jiva, 
occupies these species . . .. The great strength of Hinduism as integrator 
of the life of man is its deep sense of the relatedness of things , 
rooted metaphysically in the concep t of the jiva wh i ch vitalizes al l 
living forms. " Though Organ's observations are made in the context o f 



effecticg t he integration of human personality. The supreme role of 

iharma in human life consists in its function of regulating the pursuit 

of .:ntha (wealth) and kama (desire) so that mokfJa (the ultimate goal 

in human life) could be realized. In this sense surely dharma is the 

pervasive value in human life. It should also be granted that the 

very concept of the integrated pattern of the value-scheme stems from 

the fact that the different aspects of human personality have been 

care:ulJ.y taken into consideration. Artha, for example, would connote 

the acquisitive instinct in man and the institutions of property and 

state would connote the concrete expressions of this basic instinct 

in human nature. Kama would indicate the instinctive and emotional 

aspects of man and the institut:i.onsof marriage and family would be 

evidences for the instinctive and emotional aspects objectiviz~lllg them-

selves. Mok~a would stand for the aspiration for spiritual perfection 

~:n 
that is deep downJ."the human heart and religion (as an individual pur-

suit and also as an institutional effort) would be an instance of the 

spiritGal value projecting itself in human concerns. However , in the 

absence of artha and .!<ama. being regulated by dharma., mok§<.!. would be 

difficult, nay, impossible to achieve. 

Dharma then becomes the instrument of integration of human 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) explaining the 'quest' in 
Hinduism, they are relevant in our context inasmuch as they are aimed 
at explaining that the quest reveals depths which are not readily 
apparent and point to an underlying state which lfiay be referred to as 
the state of self-realiz~tion. 
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personality in the sense that in the absence of its regulating role, 

artha and kama may be purs ued as ends-in-themselves and mok~a may not 

be realized at all . The instrumental character of dharma thus con-

sists in its playing the difficult role of a moderator of artha and 

kama with a vie", to making the realization of mok~ possible. This 

also explains the distinction that is made bet\Veen the puru§arthas 

theQselves, - naming mok9a as the intrinsic value and dha~~a , artha 

and kama as inst rumental values, designating mok,p as an end-in-itself 

1 and the other three values as means merely. Mok§a in this sense is 

referred to as the supreme end in human life (Eramapuru1'jartha). 

The signIficant point about the integrated pat t ern of the 

Euru9artha-scheme , in our present context is that in the scheme artha 

ar..d kama come to he considered not as exten.sions of dharma but as its 

accessories .
2 

In this sense "dharma is both the process and the 

instrument of integration that underlies all modes of association . ,,3 

1 It should, however, be noted that in the history of Hindu 
thought, there \Vas at least one school which considered dharma as an 
intrinsic value . The Mimamsa school of Prabhakara upheld the view 
that dharma is an intrinsic value , that it is an end- in-itself . But , 
it is significant to note in our context that the term dharma 'vas 
nct understood as common morality but as referring to such acts of 
duty as would lead to success in the life beyond . It should be also 
mentioned here tha t the Prabh~kara school later fell in line wi th the 
other systems of Hindu philosophy in accepting mok~a as an intrinsic 
value. 

II, 8 , 
..§utra, 

2 See !'1ah~bharata, 12. 123. 3; 12. 161. 25- 26; Apastmhba, 
"-20, 19- 2(); Kau~ilya , Artha-Sastra , 1. 7; Vatsyayana , Kama- , 

1.1. 

" 1958 , p.14.Keval Motwani , Manu Dharma-Sastra, Madras: Ganesh & Co., 
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It is thus obvious that artha and kgma cannot be considered extensions 

of dharma. 

The concept of ~ram being cons idered as the key-value in the 

KUIat shows that the emphasis is on aIam itself. The concepts of 

poru.} and iupam are accordingly considered extensions of ~ ~~ 

and this accounts for the fact that the this-~·JOrldly concerns receive 

a more explicitly important treatment in the ~.l. Hav e ,I this is 

one other reason vlhy the concept of vitu .is not considered expressly 

as the fourth value but as built-in in the very structure and func-
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tioning of~. Furthermore, just as ~ gets realized automatically 

as a comsequence of the individual electing ~ as value ~ excellence 

integration of personality also becomes effected in a natural way . 

The modification in the value- 'scheme that the Kural makes is thus not 
-------'-

at the cost of ignoring the ·necessity of achieving personality-

integration. It seems to us therefore that the sub t le modification 

effected in re-conceiving the puru9artha-scheme has resulted in the 

Ku~'s shifting the emphasis on ~ completely . 

We are thus suggesting that the ' extension principle' is 

presented in a very subtle way in the first section and is more concre-

tely perceptible in the second and third sections . At this point 

the expression extension of ~ needs some analysis~ For , both from 

the point of view of indicating the nerve of the argument in our thesis 

and from the point of view o f the perspectival difference in the Kura! 

that we are intending to project in our analysis of Tiruva~~uvar ' s 
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philosoplry of good life, we cdnsider the extension-concept significant 

ly important. Without anticipating fully al l that we are go i ng to say 

in regard to our interpretation of aram as the extension- principle 

we may observe that first and foremost it is proposed as an attempt 

at getti.ng at the rationale behind TiruvarJ,.uvar ' s exhorting man to 

envelop the uhole of hUlnanity and the animate creation through 

expansiveness of love and secondly to maintain that the ex t ension

principle itself would indicate another dimension of t he hwnan poten-

tiality made evident by Va~~uvar in and through the concep t of v~~. 

It seems to us that the extension-principle that aram inherently is , 

if understood in such terms , would be helpful in appreciating the fact 

that Va.l-)uvar is not thinking merely in terms of altruism (vlhich 

certainly is an important ingredient in his philosophy of good life ) 

but goea beyond altruism and conceives the good life neither humanis t i

cally merely nor as a state which r.an be realized only in t he here

after. The Good is thus not just &n ethical principl e which regulates 

inter-personal relationships nor is it a ' given virtue ', - 'given ' 

from an external authority totally differen t from , and outside of, 

man. This is indeed the perspectival difference we were referring 

to i n the beginning of this paragraph and hinted at when we stated 

that the .~~-2..~:'t:±_-E,;pam pattern of analysis of good life is not to be 

understood as synonymous vlith the dt:-arma-artha·-kama-mok~a analysis of 

Brahmanical Hind uism . 

In more explicit t el-ms : ~, understood a s the ext ension

principle , wo uld also be a clear pointer to t he metaphysical d imension 
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of the human personality which is organically related to its ethical-

social dimensions, so that considering man as potentially capable of 

realizing the Good does not merely connote the altruistic possibilities 

that man should aim at and achieve but entails the position that 

actualizing the human potentiality is incomplete (1. e., \\1ill not be 

possible) without transcending the altruistic ideal even . The 

'transcendence' (which is as difficult of achievement as it is to 

visualize) may be referred to both as ~ and as actualizing the 

potentiality that man is inherently capable of. In this sense 

realizing ~ may be visualized as 'becoming truly human ' . By 

considering vitu as a state potentially realizable (and hence as an 

ideal which ough t to be striven after) by everyone and ~ as the one 

sure means which helps man in actualizing in his own life the inner 

potentiality, i.e., in raising him to the fullest potential to which 

he can rise, it may be said that ~ reveals its multi--dimensional 

aspect~ . tooked .at from the) poirlt of ~ie0 of it~ ad~qun6yho.the -

complexi ty of human life, ~ seems to cohere well \\1ith the multi-

dimensional aspects of human personality and) in fact reveals the 

richness of the human potential clearly. Our argument thus is to 

cl.. 
suggest that just as l ength , breath and height coexist, complement 

/.... 
without contradicting each other and, in ;the process, contribute to 

the 'richness of the figure' by revealing its dimensions, ~ as 

the principle of extension in human lif"e is conceived by Va~~uvar to 

indicate that the good life is a totality in which the dimension .of 

viJu does not have a tyrannizing effect on poru), and illpam . ---
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By understanding 'extension' not merely in a 'linear' or 

'horizontal' sense but also in its more deeply 'dimensional' aspect 

He are also able to get at the content of aJ.am that Va1~uvar speaks 

of. Hhereas the first aspect of extens ion (the linear aspect) is 

1 helpful in understanding the altruistic content of a,!;;aTIl , the second 

aspect (the dimensional aspect) introduces us to the trans-empirical 

aspects of ~ and may, in this sense, be referred to also as ·the 

fvertical' dimension. It is obvious, the horizontal and vertical 

dimensions of ~ , though ' distinguishable are not distinct. The 

intertwining of both the aspects is perhaps as much true in the 

realm of idealization (of the personal as well as inter-personal 

aspects of hurnan life) as in the realm of 'actual striving' of man 

to realize the Good and stands testimony to the very possibility 

2 
of ~iis realizing the Good , It may not be an exaggeration to 

1 vide infra, pp. 104,116,117,126-127,132-134,161,165-168,189. 

2 This is evident from the methodology adopted by Tiruva++uvar 
while introducing us to the concept and content of the good life. The 
presentation of the fundamentals of good life by Va~~uvar is as 
interesting as it is illuminative. He indicates the intertwining of 
the metaphysical and empirical aspects of good life and also outlines 
his philosophy of good life even at the commencement of his treatise r 
though suggestively, in the first four chapters . It is important to 
note that tile cOlmnenta tors on the .!Zulli consider the first four chap
ters to be extremely significant for setting the stage for their own 
interpretations. 

It seems to us that it is not simply in conformity \l1ith the 
literary convention that the author 'invokes' God as Parime1alakar 
and other comTnentators opine. The generality of Hindu literary 
works, Tamil an~ Sanskrit alike , invoke t he Deity (either of the 
author's sp ecial choice of worship or one specially relevant to the 
theme of the text) so that the literary writing may be completed 
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sugges t that interpreting the KULa). I S pht1osophy of good life in terms 

of the horizontal and vertica.l dimensions of aram \.,rill pay us rich 

dividends also
1 

from the point of view of delineating the contents of 

a~~ and from the point of view of resolving some problems that arise 

when we consider certain interpretations of the theme. 

The dimensional (vertical) aspec.ts of ~ may be presented 

-, 
best against the backdrop of the Asrama-scheme , for it is relevant 

in our context of indicating the way in which the theme of good life 

is presented to us by Tiruva~luvar in his , core-Section on A.r;:am in 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) Isuccessfully' without 
hindrance. There is no invocation intended by the au::ho r as one may 
see from a complete paucity of mention of God in the second person 
or of himself in the first person. 

In the first chapter Tiruva~~uvar speaks of God and his nature 
and the good of 'abiding at His Feet' which is the goal of man . The 
s~mmum bonum is bluntly stated at the very outset of the treatise as 
God, as if suggesting that a philosophy of good life without acknow
ledging God, the alpha of the world , the very apotheosis of goodness 
and the ultimate refuge from 'the unspannable ocean of birth' will be 
like H&lliet \.,rithout the Prince of Denmark. Consistently ~.,rith acknow
ledging God's eXis~ce one must also accept God's free self-giving 
nature of Grace, (exemplified visibly and concretely in relation to 
the world as the Rain ) as equally the f oundation of go od life. Then 
follows acclaiming of God-men who in rela tion to the world of mammon 
can only be described as men H~l.O have 'iUenounced' stich a world 
through opting for the world of God, and of the lead that they provide 
for good life. 

1 We have outlined above the way in which the extension
principle provides us an insight into the institutionalization of 
~ in the economic and political realms and also in the man-\voman 
relationship situations. We shall be more specifically concerned 
with these in chapters 4 and 5 . 
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the Classic and has als o a direct bear ing on the problems \ve have in 

regard to certatn aspect s of the standard understanding 'made available' 

through the celebrated comnentary of ParimiHa:J.akar. But before coming 

to that it is necessary to refer to the 'essent ials' of his philosophy 

\vhich the author himself has indicated, as a preamble to the discus s ion 

of ~am, and also to his views on the question of freedom of the human 

will as foundational to good life. 

At first the 'essentials' provided by the author are not clear 

at all for they seem to be nothing but an ~ssortment of topics: the 

praise of God, the excellence of rain, the greatness of ascetics and 

1 
assertion cf the strength of :::.~: On a careful study, hmvever, it does 

become clear that the author indicates the lines on which he proposes 

to analyse the gooJ life. But since the good life is not something 

given, an actuality but an ideal that can be realized only through 

1 TIlese topics are also respectively the titles of the first 
four chapters of the KuB.. We are immediately tempted to ask our
selves whether these chapters indicate also an order of priority in 
the values suggested in and through them . It seems to us that such 
was not the intention of the author, because if he had intended to 
speak of a hterarchy of values, or values in the order of their prio
rity, he would have devoted the four chapters either to treat of 
aram, porul, irlpam and vi;.~ or of God , ~, EErul and 2J!pam respecti
vely . From the fa ct t hat the introductory chapters are included in 
the Section on ~Iam and not as chapters preceding the commencement· 
of the discussion on E:.r..:un , it is evident that the centrality of aIam 
was all that was intended to be emphasized by the author. This seems 
to be made clearer by the author by concluding the introductory 
chapters with a reiteration of the significance of aram in human life, 
of the necessity of accepting aram as the prime-mover in one's life. 



a lived effort, the various factors which help the individual realize 

the Good are indicated even at the outset by the author. 

By not go ing into any theological argument or philosophical 

1 . 
discussion of the concept of God the author seems to suggest tha t 

superior to intellectual attainment is 'realizing God'. The descrip-

tion given of God is in terms of perfe ction of all conceivable quali-

2 
ties . He has no equal. H h d · . 3 e as no eSlres nor averSlon. He is un-

4 
affected by karma . H· . h - 5 e lS t e ocean of aram . One of the most 

striking thing s a bou t the description is that each couplet containing 

a description of an aspect of God a lso suggests that the individual 

\-1ho surrenders unto God gets over his imperfect state . The signifi-

cance of each couplet incorpo r a ting a description of perfection and 

an exhortation seem3 to be that man is suggested to seek the ideal 

of perfection in his life.
6 
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1 The characteristic feature of the opening chapter on God is 
that \-1ithout offering any empirical 'proof' for the existence of God 
nor even by making any appeal to authority (like the Vedas, for example) 
nor entering into any metaphys ical analysis of the concept of God it 
offers us a philological analogy : "As all alphabets have A as their 
first, the world has the 'Primal Deity' as its first. " (TK , 1.1 .) 

2 ibid . , 1. 7 . 

3 ibid .. , 1.4 . 

4 ibid . , 1. 5 . 

5 ibid . , 1.8 . 

6. Devasenapathi (~. cit . , p. 327.) explains the significance 
of the chapter on God as stressing the : need for attaining integra t ion 
of personality . This is evident from Va++uvar ' s exhortation to man 



The treatment of 'the excellence of rain' shows that Val-~uvar 

is not suggesting ideals in the air. He shows a clear recognition of 

the material requirements that need to be fulfilled before an indi-

vidual can even start aiming at the good life. By dwelling at length 

on the advantages that accrue if the seasonal rains do'not fail and 

en the difficulties experienced by man when there is no rain or when 

there are only inadequate quantities of it; Va:t, J.uvar impresses upon us 

that there must be basic economic stability , for rain is ultimately 

required for food production. 

ih 
The emphasisJ...0n the necessity for basic material well-being of 

man. - both for his everyday physical routine and for his treading the 

. f ' h.~ 2 patn a r~g (ousness. The implication clearly is t hat since the 

6 (of the previous page) (contd.) to worship God in thought, 
word and deed, he maintains and draws our attention to the couplet 
which reads: 'They alone can escape from anxieties of the mind who take 
refuge in the feet of Him \o)'ho has no equal' (1.7.) • 

1 "Rain produces food and itself, as water forms food ." 
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(TK, 1.12). "By the continuance of rain the world is sustained; so it is 
worthy to be called ambrosia" (ibid., 1. 11). "If the rains fail , 
hunger will stalk over the earth and torment the world; the plough-man's 
labour must cease; even a nomadic existence will be impossible, for not 
even a blade of grass can (then) be seen; there will be no religion 
l~ft; nor will there be any generosity or charity" (ibid., 1.13, 
1.14,2.6, 2.8-9.)."Life is impossible without \o)'ater; nor is right 
conduct PQssible" (ibid ., 2.10.). 

2 A similar i dea is apparent from a significant episode of the 
great idealist yaj i.'i'avalkya going to King Janakawho asked the philo so
her whether he desired wealth or debate and victoryin it. The philoso
pher asked for both. It is evident that he desired both material as 
well as spiritual good ; and in spite of his otherwise supremely 
idealistic teaching, he possibly wanted to set an example by showing 
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ecor,omic ~lell-being of man is an indispensable pre-condition for the 

satisfaction and realization of his v!ants, the economic aspect of life 

is extremely important. The instrumental nature of the material in 

affording fulfilment of human desires makes it organic to human life. 

When even the elementary feat of self-preservation and dignified 

independent living is impossible \vithout a moderate competence, hmv 

can one realize the Good? Va~1uvar seems to ask . 

v.Thether T,ve look at the b.:l.sic material requirement of man as 

an innate 'urge' in him (what is some times referred to also as the 

acquisitive ins t inct) or as pointing to actual acquisition of 

property, the significance of Tiruva++uvar's emphasis on the economic 

value cannot be gainsaid . Vat+uvar's firm conviction in regard to 

the 'economic base' of good life is evident from his denouncement of 

poverty in the strongest possible l anguage and also from his positively 

affir ming the i mportance of ' making ' wealth. Poverty is referred to 

by him as the incomparable si~ce there is nothing which affects one 

as poverty. 
1 

He points out that penury, the misery, brings with it 

many more miseries.
2 

He describes poverty also as the matchless 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) that t he consideration of 
external good cannot be entirely ignored even by idealists as consti
tuting a moment in the conception of the highest good . (Cited by B.G. 
Gokhale in Indi. an Ti:lOught Through the Ages , Bombay: Asia Publishing 
House, 1961, pp. 51-52.) 

1 TK, 105.1. 

/ 

2 ibii., 105 . 5. cf. Hahabharata, 12.8 . 16-18 & 21; Sukra, 
Nitisara, III. 352-355. 



1 malefactor which blasts the joy of this world and the next. Even 

one's own mother regards (the person reduced to absolute poverty) as 

a stranger, he exclaims . 2 The depth of Va+J;uvar' s feeling on the 

subject is reflected fully from his observation that one may sleep in 

3 the midst of fire but not in the midst of poverty. 

It seems to us, therefore, that Va~~uvar is firmly of the 

vie\v that life must be possible before we can philosophize (even) on 

the good life .
4 

It seenlS to be a conviction of Va++uvar that virtues 

1 TK, 105.2. cf. Hahabhara t a, 12 . 8 . 22 : "From wealth one's 
merit increases. He that hath no wealth hath neither this world nor 
the next . " 
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2 TK, 105 .7. cf. Bharq.-hari, Nitis'ataka , 40: "All these 
identica l sense-organs, the same actions, the same undamaged intellect , 
the same speech; yet Ivithout the wannth of wealth , the same man be
comes quite different in an instant." 

3 TK, 105 .9 cf. The Pancatantra Ylhich points out that poverty 
is a curse which is worse than death and adds: "Beggary is a shrine of 
wretchedness, the dwelling place of tears, the thief of mind , the soil 
of doubts, the treasury of fears, concerted meanness , home of woe, 
honour's knell, a form of death to self-esteem and no different from 
hell." (Cited in Gokhale, .9.£.. cit ., p. 53. ) 

Valluvar's positively affirming the importance of wealth is 
evident fr;~ TK, 76.8: "The poor are for ever held in contempt, the 
rich are always belauded, for the wealthy man is like one who in joy 
and security wi tnesses an elephant figh t from a secure hill-top , far 
away from ~h~ turmoil." 

4 We are deliberately using the Aristotelian terminology here 
to take note of the remarkable parallelism. The classical defence of 
property by Aristotle (The Nicornachean Ethics , . IX .) precisely 
states the necessity of material possessions in human life. With a 
stern sense of realism he refuses to look upon possession as a deter
rent of the human goal and as a corruptive influence . He defends the 
institution of property with a humane and psychological touch. He 



are impracticable without a moderate competence. It may be that even 

when the individual has a secure 'economic base' it does not follow 

thaL he will grow automat ically spiritual. But the implication in 

Vap.uvar's theory is that the absence of material well-being is 

likely ~o have the effect of retarding moral development in the 

. d' 'd I 1 In lVl ua . It may not be illogical to draw the corollary that the 
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chances of a man who is free from worries regarding his basic material 

4 (0£ the previ ous page) (contd.) argues that personality
development requires a certain amount of material equipment, a supply 
of external goods without l..rhicn man vlould live as animals and expend 
all his time towards the struggle for existence. I t is the business 
of each of us to provide as far as we can fo r our own individual re
quirements and for the whole process of our development. The genaral 
unfolding of human personality and the grO\.;r~h of individuality are 
impossible ,·lithout the basic material possessions . 

1 It is interesting to note that the significance of the 
I economic base I is pointed out in clear and unambiguous vlords by the 
classical economist, A. Harshall (Principles of Economic~~, London : 
Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1952, Introduction). He writes:--TI Hhen we 
consider the lot of the unfortunate who have to live and grm.;r amidst 
the most unsatisfactory surroundings, it becomes evident that the 
mat.erial conditions of a complete life mus t be present if the higher 
faculties in man are to be developed. The most unfortunate section 
of society has litt-le oppor tunity to taste the joy of frieGdship; 
they know nothing of the decencies of life and very lit tle even of the 
unity of family life; and religion and philosophy often fails to 
:ceach them. There may be other causes than poverty for this un
fortunate state of affairs, but poverty is the most important cause . 
There is another section of society which has men who have only in
sufficient ::ood, clothing, and shelter, \'1ho because of this , have 
to engage themselVeS i n exhausting toils \'lith imperfectly nourish?d 
bodies and consequently also unable to develop their higher mental 
faculties. Rejoicing in their ordinary affect ions and common enj oy
ments , they may still feel that they are leading a life which is far 
less complete than their more fortunate brethren vlho have more 
ma terial wealth . Even when they are well, their wear iness often 
amounts to pain, while the ir pleasures are fevl ; and \'1hen sickness 
comes , the s uffering caused by poverty increases ten-fold; and 



needs developing into a perfected man are more than of a man who is 

in dire need of material wealth. He may thus maintain that accord-

ing to Valluvar "rains symbolized the substratum of material life and 

unless that is assumed, ethics, right living , good life and ordered 

existence (become) impossible,1I1 and also accept the interpretation 

that since rain is the compendious exp r ession of all economic factors 

that luake for material life, it is the single and the most visible 

element knmvn for life-affirmation in the Kurat 'S philosophy of ' 

d I , - 2 goo ·He. In addition to indicating that a strong economic base is 

one of the pre-requisites of good life Va~luvar seems also to hint at 

the content of good life, viz., cultivation of the attitude of 

3 
benevolenc.e. Va++uvar seems to suggest that the benefits we get from 

the rains point not merely to the necessity of satisfying ourselves 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) though a contented spirit 
may go fartowards"reconciling them to these evi:Ls, there are others 
to Hhich it ought not to reconcile them. Over-worked and under
taught, weary and care\vorn, without quiet and without leisure, they 
have no chance of making the best of their mental facul ties." 

1 Natarajan,~. cit., p. 10. 

2 ibid. 

3 This is evident from an extremely significant couplet: 

"Benevolence seeks no r eturn. What does the world 
give by way of recompense to the clouds?" (TK, 22.1.) 

In his commentary on this couplet Parimela:.J.akar explains 
that (the great ) men who are benevolent, like the clouds, do not 
expect any reciprocation. Mat).akku(ava r goes into the meaning of 
the word katappa~u in the couplet and comments that it stands for 
~~avu (in the context) which \vord means benevolence. Benevolence 
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'materially ' but also to the fact that benevolence as an attitude 

in life ought to be c ultivated by man . 

The possibility of cultivating this quality is also concretely 

illustrated by Val~uvar by referring to the ascetics who may be aptly 

called the ex~lars of good li~~ . It may be pointed out here that 

just as the discussion of the benefits conferred by t he rains on man-

kind paints to Lhe life-affirmat ion e lements in the Km;;al' s philosophy 

of good life the praise of the greatness of ascetics probably signi-

fies that Va~~uvar expresses a preference for a life-negating philo-

1 
sophy. We concede that there is definitely a problem here - of 

determining ~vl1ether or not t he 'affirnative prefere nce I expressed 

by Va++uvar earlier is to be 'take n seriously' . But it seems to us 

3 (of the previous page) (contd.) means an act done without 
the expec t ation of a return, he comments. ParithiCV},." opines that 
an indi.vidual's att itude of want ing to r eturn the help done unto him 
by somebody in the past is comparable to the attitude of one wanting 
to 'return t he courstesy' to the rains. The g reatn ess of the a tti
tude o f returning t he help is brought out by the comp a rison with 
'trying to do the impossible', viz., recompensing to the clouds. The 
chapter in which this couplet occurs explains what is befitting man 
and so this commentary helps us to appreciate t he' greatness of the 
person who is benevolen t as Hell as the greatness of the recipient 
of the help. The g reatness of the former cons i s ts in not expecting 
anything in return (for the help h e has rendered) and the greatness 
of the other person consists in his att itude of wanting to return 
the help . . Tiruva~+uvar 's concep t of 'being human' is thus made 
apparent in this commentary. KEqinkar makes a similar comme nt . 

1 This difficulty seems to be uns urmountable since the 
chapter entitled "Gre atness of Ascetics" (ch. 3) immediately follows 
the one entitled "The Excellence of Ra in" (ch. 2) But even a perusal 
of chapter 3 would show that the difficulty is only seeming and not 
real . ~10 couplets especially can be referred to here in support 



h . ' . d . 1 Id 1 1 h f h t at certalu conSl eratlons wou not mere y revea t e .act t at 

Va!luvar is not suggesting the cultivation of a life-negating atti-

tude but, on the other hand, indicates his position on the question 

of life-affirmat i on and life-negation. The very context in which 

reference is made to the greatness of ascetics points to Va~~uvar's 

insistence on the necessity of cultivating the spirit of asceticism 

rather than on renounc i ng the world. The ascetics, as exemplars of 

good life, show to the world how it is possible to be in the world 

but with a sense of non-attachment which connotes not non-concern 

but the attitude characterizing the state wherein narrow attachments 

have been transcended. All this become evident from the fact that 

1 (of the previous page ) (contd.) of our position, - the 
one in which the reference to the ascetics is in terms of what they 
do, implying that they ~ave not renounced the world (TK, 3.6), and 
the other in which the world is considered to be within the know
ledge of the five sense-organs of the ascetic4, indicating that the 
great men (ascet i cs) are in t~ world and have not abandoned it 
(ibid., 3.7). 

lOne of these relates to a peculiar difficulty inherent in 
the text of the Kura~, viz., that to understand the significance of 
a particular couplet, some times vle h ave to look for a guide-line in 
another couplet. The l atter may be found in the preceding chapter, 
in the immediatel y fol l owing chapter or in a chapter far removed f rom 
the one in which the couplet under cons ideration occurs. The result 
is that the full significance of a couplet (or even a whole chapter) 
cannot always be understood by considering it alone, i.e., by trying 
to understand its literal (or even figurative) meaning. The cita
tions from other chapters of the Ku~ that ,ve have given to suggest 
what possibly Va:quvar signifies by the chapter on the rains have 
been necessitated prec i sely by this consideration. 

The other relates to the poetic artistry with which the 
author presents the two aspects of human life - the materialistic 
and the non-mate r ialistic (also sometimes referred to as the 
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the description of the greatness of the ascetics is more in terms of 

wnat they do in the world than in terms of what they achieve for 

themselves by renouncing the world.
l 

Furthermore, the understanding of the significance of asce-

ticism is to be had both in t erms of the reference to benevolence 

and in terms of the significance of the term ~ itself, according 

to Va~luvar. Since ~ in its deepest sense signifies benevolence 

(arul) and since the ascetics are also referred to as ~ and 

~ pu~tar (which terms signify a person who has accepted aram 

1 (of the. previous page) (contd.) life-affirming and life
negating aspects) . The curious mixture and the almost imperceptible 
blending of the t\m that is found in human life cannot be expressed 
by putting the life-affirming and life-nega ting elements in \"ater
tigh t compartments, suggests the style of the author . (Of course , 
the term 1 life-negating' here connotes the trans -empirical aspira
tions of man , - his 'looking beyond' the purely empirical level of 
existence.) Inevitably, therefore, the style has expressed itself 
not merely in the ar r angemen t of chapters (for the presentation of 
!ue philosophy of good life) but also in treating the subject
matter of each chapter. 

1 The couplet in the third chapter (3.6) which singles out 
the ingredient of greatness, viz., 'do ing the undoeable' (lit.) is 
significantly spotlighted by MCi.~akku~avar in his commentary. He 
emphasizes that the 'doing' aspect. is more primary than renouncing 
itself. In tile couplet the ascetics are described as those who 
\\Tho are able to do \"hat is gen,,-,-rally considered to be impossible or 
extremely difficul t. Mo re specifically here: the description of the 
human ideal seems to sound 'description of the impossible' . The 
greatness of the ascetics consists in realizing the ideal and by 
their actions characterized by benevolence, they set the example 
to the world . 

l04 

Couplet 3.3 which reads: "The greatness of those who have 
weighed both the ,,,orlds and take their stand in this world shines forth 
beyond all others" clearly indicates that the greatness of the ascetics 
consists not merely in experiencing 'transcendence' but in ' exempli£ying '. 



as his mission), the concept of asceticism needs to be considered as 

synonymous with Tiruva~~uvar ' s concept of the id~al man. Since the 

ascetics are considered as the exemplars, asceticism in the sense 

eX9lained may be considered also as pointing to the ideal ~f man . 

The description of the ideal man as ~ who has renounced thus seems 

to signify clearly that he is a personification of self-sacrifice . 

His greatness consists in the very fact that he sacrifices everything 

1 
for the sake of aram . 
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1 In the light of what we have stated already about the 
concept of asceticism in the Kur,a1 it seems to be necessary here to 
take note of Parimelalakar's interpretation of an important term 
occuring in the opening couplet of chapter 3. The couplet (3.1) reads : 
"The ideal of every corle requires, as the hig~est good , the greatness 
of them, who, renouncing everything, L1ave stood true to their state." 
The Tamil word o lukkatt~ nIttar which is translated as 'renouncing 
everything' is int erpl"eted differently by Parimelalakar and MaI).akku
tavar • . 

Parimelalakar reads the Brahmanical Hindu var~asrama ideal 
(the ideal of t he social classes and the stages of life) and inter
prets the term ol.ukkattu nittar as "one who has renounced, after 
performing duly, the duties of one's vanta and 1is'rama (vide his 
conunentary on 3.1.). He explains at length how, when the duties of 
one ' s vaql.a and as'rama are fulfilled, dharma "ill grm." hm.,. with the 
growth of dharma , adharma (unrighteousness ) decreases, h(l~", conse
quently, ignorance vanishes and paves the way for a discriminatory 
knmvledge of the abiding and the ephimeral, how, ultimately it helps 
one to get over the feeling of 'I' and '~ine'. It is difficult to 
accept this interpretation in the light of our view that the philoso
phy of good life in the KUIa! is not to be understood as based on the 
yar~atram~ scheme . We have already adduced reasons for our position 
and hence we shall simply state here that if asceticism, according 
to the Kural is not an 'isolated station' which is 'reached ' after 
giving up"l:Lfe in society (the house- halder's status ), Parimelalakar 's 
commentary does not seeln to reflect the spirit behind the couplet 
under considera tion. Na1Jakku~avar interprets olukkattu nittar simply 
as ~ the great men who renounce everything for the sake of good con
duct" (vide his commentary on 3.1.). As Heenakshisundaram 



The prime importance acco,ded to ~ is thus clear and, 

the more significant point to notice here is that by portraying the 

picture of the ascetics as 'exemplars ' Va~~uvar seems to consider 

~ as the pervasive principle in human life, for the 'exemplars ' 

would imply that the ' others ' are to emulate the examples set. And, 

in terms of good life, it \vould mean that the ascetics 'demonstrate' 

that the Good is achievable in life and suggest that accepting aram 

as a pYinciple in life would be a sure way of realizing the Good. 

As such Va+~uvar's specifically reiterating the efficacy of ~ 

is significant in two respects. On the one hand it seems to be 

'addressed' to those who have accepted ~ as the 'prime mover' 

in their lives - to assure them that aram has its oym rewards, 

and, on the other, (the 'reiteration of aram') seems to be meant 

as a clear preamble to the discussion of the pervasiveness of aram 

in individual and institutional life. "Virtue begets honour 

as well as riches and so can there be a greater good for mankind 

than virtue'?" Tiruva+~uvar asks 1 and it is obvious, he wants aJ;anl 

to b2 understood not merely as a trans-empirical but as a supreme 

human value as well, - 'human ' being understood in the sense of 

applicability to ordina ry, everyday-aspirations of man . The 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) (~. cit ., p. 238 .) 
observes, Ma~akku~avar's simpler explanation and interpretation seems 
to bring out the importance of this chapter in relation to the whole 
of Tirukku~l. Hence this commentary is more acceptable to us. 

1 TK, 4.1. 
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assurance itself is in the form of explaining how ~ as the inner 

or moving spirit of of one's actions yield all kinds of wealth (porul), 

h~ppiness (i.llpam) and glory (puka}.). 1 The pervasiveness aspect refer-

red to jus+.: now is epitomised in the words: "Be spotlessly pure in 

mind,,2 , for, purity of the mind is the sine .9~ ~ for happiness 

' \Ji thin' (for the individual) and for ensuring the same in his deal-

lngs with the others in society. This is evident from Valluvar's 

spelling out the meaning of the expression 'being spotlessly pure in 

mind': IIThat is righteousness which is free {rom these four things: 

3 envy , lust, wrath and harsh word. II 

1 It is significant to note here that the concluding part 
of the section on Illaram (The House-halder's Duties) is on puka;1.. 
In th~t chapter (ch . 24) puka;i; is spoken of as the this -worldly 
achievement of the life of virtue. 

2 TK, 4.4. There are striklng parallels to th i s idea in the 
Sanskritic writ i ngs, \"here the 'satis f action of an enligi1tened 
conscience ' is referred t o as one of the sources of dha r ma: 
~an~> 11.6 & 12; r~i[avalkya, 1.3-5 & 7; Baudhayana ,~-l,l & 1.1, 3-5; 
Vas..:~ha , 1. 4-5; d. Hahabh;hata, 12.251.3. 

Referring to the significant place a ccorded by the Hindu 
philosophers to the 'voice from within ' and to the importance given 
to the moral codes themselves in the Hindu tradition, T.M.P . 
Hahadevan, Out l ines of Hinduism, Bombay : Chetcma Ltd., 1960, p . 33 . 
writes : IIHe are not to stifle the inner voice in order to conform 
to external codes ... As the ears of the generality of mankind , 
however, are not tuned to this small voice, there is need for law
givers aI1d leaders. 1I 

3 TK, 4.5. 
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Va~~uvar's insistence on mental purity and his concretely 

listing the quali ties which make for mental purity point to the fact 

that aram is not some thing extraneous to the mind of man, that it 

is only a process wher eby mind is cleansed of its accretions of 

impurity. ~ theref ore is a principle of growth in the life of 

each individual. . Such an approach to a!:am offers us also an insight 

intr) Tiruva:p .. uvar' s i TI'.plicit critique on mere 'display of aram ' 

by only adopting the 'ascetic apparel'. It may perhaps be said 

that the significance of ~ in the individual 's life may thus 

be conceded but not in the realm of inter-personal relations, but 

on a deeper analysis ~ve find that the impression is due to Va~+uvar I s 

insistence on the development of the basic human quaLity of ~ 

by each individual. The insistence thus signifies the validity of 

the principle to all h uman beings and the applicability of it to 

" 1""" b "1"' d 1 1 lnte:c persona sltuatlons lS, y lmp J.catlon, rna e c ear. 

1 We should no t, however be mistaken as maintaining that 
Va~J;uv,qr, only by impl i cat.ion refers to the applicability of ~~ 
to inter-personal situa tions. We are only saying here that the 
app-:;al to the ' spotless purity of the mind' vlhich may be mi~laken , 
especially because of :the \vay in which \ve ~ have. :tnterpret ec~ as a 
reference to the individual merel.z, should be considered to have 
':vithin it, an important implication for inter-personal life-situations 
as ~vell. Our long di.scussion of ~ as the principle of extension 
as conceived in the Ku:;:at vlOuld certainly have 'conveyed our meaning' 
that the applicability of ~ to human relations was not just a 
stray thought in Va+~uvar's mind but was meant as the natural corollary 
of~. Furthermore, the content ~ ~ram to which we shall make 
r eferences presently would also show the great concern of Va~.tuvar 
for the social applicability of aram . 



The specific discussion of the efficacy of ~am - pointing 

to the 'benefit it brings! both at the secular and at the spiritual 

levels - and the insistence on adopting ~ as the prime-principle 

in one's life seems to be a preamble to the discussion of the 'stages ' 

through which the ideal of the Good can be realized and as a 

preliminary to the discussion of the diversifications of ~~. 1 

It seems to us, however, that for a proper understanding of 

the way in which the theme of good life is developed by Valluvar in 

the Kllral we should, at this stage, refer to his views on the freedom 

of the human will. Rather than p:coceeding on the basis of a generali-

zation that a system of philosophy which speaks of the ingredients 

of the good life - the materj.al as well as non-material aspects , 

the 'exemplars' and the efficacy of ~Ii1 - must necessarily pre-

Suppose the freedom of the human will, He Hould like to refe r to the 

1 This seems to explain ~.hy Va:quvar indicates the importance 
of a];:am in many different Hays . He exclaims : "There is no greater 
good than aram nor a greater source of evil than forgetting it." 
(TK, !+. 2) .-The same idea is s lightly differently presented by him in 
the concluding couplet : "That is axam which one ought to do and that 
is not ~~ \.hich ought to be shunned" (ibid., 4.10). The signifi
cance of ~~ is further highlighted by suggesting that the attitude 
of procrastination in regard to it is to be completely avoided: liDo 
virtuous deeds now, defer it not to a future date for it Hill be a 
never-failing friend ' at the dying hour " (ibid., 4,6). The idea is 
driven home more forcef ully by the observati;n that the individual's 
passing no day without doing virtue is tantamount to his placing a 
block of stone to the passage to other births (ibid., 4.8) . "True joy 
of living flows only from virtue, all else is sorrow and deserve no 
praise", Val~uvar emphatically points out (ibid., 4 . 9) . Parimt!lalakar 
and KaFnkar interpret ~ here as standing for illa~ (the ~ of 
the hearth) and explain that the couplet indicates the importance of 

1P9 



question here for t -';'lO rp'C>.sons; one, Va+~uvar himself has not left 

this aspec t of good life as an unstated presupposition; and two, 

we feel that specifically from the point of view of this study 

the positive, life-affirming aspects of Va++uvar's theory of good 

life need emphasis . 

Va~+uvar indicates his vie\vs on this complex question by 

offering us the concept of ~ which is sometimes mistaken as fate . 

The exact scope of this difficult notion and its place in the scheme 

of values according to the intention of the author is a subject of 

some debate. The commentators are of some help in determining the 

meaning of the term. According to one of them the term is to be 

understood as synonymous with niyati1 ('laT,,', 'order') whicrLimports 
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the sense of a l aw according to which the consequences of the two-fold 

deeds (iruvinaip...E.ayan) - good deeds and bad deeds - accrue to the 

' agent ' (the doer of the ~eeds) with intransmissible specificity ; 2 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) the house-holder's life . 
Ha~akkui;avar and Parithqar interpret ~am as a general ethical 
principle here and this seems more helpful in the present context 
since the chapter sets for th, in general terms, the 'principle' and 
not concrete illustrations of it which are taken in the subsequent 
chapters . 

1 There ,vas a whole school of philosophy go ing by the name of 
Niyat iv§da which advocated a most uncompromising law of determinism 
and rejected freedom of any kind. References to this school are to 
be found in the Hindu, Jaina and the Buddhist literatures. vide 
A.L. Basham, History and Doctrine of the Ajivikas, London : 
tu:ps: > 1.9,.51 . 

2 yide Parimela1akar, Commentary on TIl. 



According to another, the term signifies the fact that what was 

previously uone bears fruit later.
1 

Regarding the first interpre--

tation vie would like to point out tha t niEti refers to the deter-

ministic aspect of '12w' whereas vinai which is the equivalent of 

karma ~of the Sanskritic terminolo gy ) signifies not merely the 

deterministic aspect of human experience but the aspect of freedom 

of the human will. Va:nuvar' s understanding of Q1 includes carefully 

2 
the freedom aspect. 

1 vide Maljakkutavar, Comment a ry on iU.. For explaining the 
causal relationship be tween 'deeds ' and 'experiences' he refers to 
the structure of the text of the Kutal. its~lf,especially . to the 
fact that the chapter on Qb comes after the chapters on ~am but 
before the sections on poru+ and iDpam. Hithout knowing tha t because 
of virtuous deeds (~) wealth (poru:p and pleasant experiences 
( inpam) result and similarly because of t he ignorance of the fact 
that poverty and unpleasant experiences result from bad deeds, 
people may consider that their experiences are because of their mm 
efforts. To counter this ~ is explained af ter aram and before 
porul and ~am , he observes. Though the commentator seems to 
equate ~ with fate it is not really so. Hhat he means is that our 
present experiences are not directly related to our present attempts. 
Our present experiences are the results of our past actions and our 
present actions will bear fruit in the future. 

2 This is evident from a significant couplet in which 
Va+~uvar emphatically points out: "Those who strive hard, without 
fear and without getting discouraged, will even see fate (put) 
behind their back. 1I (TK, 62. 10) Apart from the fact that this 
couplet revedls that Va++uvar was not a fatalist it also points to 
the fact that VaJ,.J,.uvar's vie"ls on the question of fate vis-~-vis 
alree-\vill can be gathered not merely from the chapter on Q1. which 
seems to sound fatalistic but from subsequent chapters as well. 
It seems to us that VaJ,.luvar wants to deliberately sound fatalistic 
in the: chapter on~. (chapter 38) which comes at the end of the 
Section on Aram. The 'fata listic tone' seems to be symptomatic of 
the author!~ution in reminding the individual of the role of karma 
in leading a good life, a caution which amounts to saying that the 
indiviuual, by not doing virtuous deeds, is going to be responsible 
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In this sense ill is not to be understood as fate but as the 
---LL 

la~v of karma . In this context it needs to be emphasized that though 

sometimes the term fate is used synonymously with the term ~arma , they 

are not the same. The term fate gives us the meaning that the 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) for building an arsenal 
possessing destructive potentiality, a pmver which ~vill come down 
heavily upon the individual by making him reap the consequences of his 
own actions . 

The following couplets deserve to be cited in f ull to reinforce 
the idea that the author is a great believer in the initiative of the 
individual in doing the good. These may be contemplated in answer t o a 
possible misgiving(tha t the author subscribes to fatalism) that does 
arise if attention ' is confined strictly to the chapter on ~: 

"He is said to ' possess' who is devoted to Hork; he ",ho is 
without it, can he be considered to possess anything at al l ?" (TK , 60 . 1) 

"The strong-hearted will not faint, even in case they fail just 
as the elephant stands maj estically even \vhen wounded by deadly arrows" 
(ibid .• , 60.7) . 

"Exuberance of spirit alone is strength; those who are devoid of 
i t are only trees having the form of men" (~bid . , 60.10). 

"Let die laziness, the death of effort if you Hish the esteem of 
your house-hold" (ibid., 61 .2). 

"Shirk not from any work saying : -It is impossible for me ' , for , 
strenuous effort yields prevailing power" (ibid. , 62. 1) . 

"Do not give up your task in the middle; for the Horld will 
abandon those who leave their task unfinished" (ibid . , 62 . 2) . 

"Before a man who is like a bullock pushing its way through 
uneven tracks, obstacles meet \vith obstruction" (ibid ., 63 . 4). 

,-.,r;.y "If those who plan (an undertaking) possess steadfas t ness o f 
will, ~will achieve what they Hant to achieve" ( ibid ., 67.6). 

"Deliberation enw:, with the resolut ion (to ac t ) but delay in 
executing it i s wrong " (ibid . , 68 .1). 

c f . a l s o ibid ., 61. 3 ; 61.5; 63. 3 ; 63. 5; 66.1; and 67.1. 
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individual is utterly helpless before it, that he himself is not 

responsible for his own experiences. Probably becaus e of the wrong 

equation of ~arma with fate, a belief in the karm~ theory is considered 

to imply that man has no free-will and then it is pointed out that 

a positive, this-\'lOrldly attitude tmvards life becomes impossible 

(because of the belief) . Such a distinc.tion betl-leen fatalism and 

karma would reveal that a belief in the latter does not deter human 

action. The Kut al's acceptance of the karma doctrine needs to be 

understood against this background, and no wonder, Tiruval~uvar 

emphasizes the efficacy of human effor t : 

They s ay that the black goddess of ill- luck ab ides 
in sloth and that the goddess of wea lth whose abod'~ 1 
is the lotus in the effort of them who are not slothful . 

The need. for human effort is even more clearly emphasized 

in another couplet: 

To be without a fate that is favour able is no dis
grace to anyone, but to be without manly effort

2 
based on right knmvledge is indeed disgraceful. 

In this connection it is significant to note that Schweitzer 

who is generally critical of Indian ethics writes of Kural: 

Maxims about joy in activit~, such as one would 
not expect from Indian lips bear witness to 
the strength of world and life-affirmation pre
.sent in the Kura14 

~--'-

and refers to two couplets in support of his argument : 

1 TK,62 . 7 . 



Although fate may make one's labour vain, yet the 
reward may be proportionitc at lea~t to the extent 
of one's bodily exertion and 

Hho painS as pleasure takes, he shall a~quire the 
bliss to which his foes in vain aspire. L 

2 (of the previous page) TK, 62.8. 

3 (of the previous page) This is too much of a generali
zation on the let~~cs of inactivity ' in the Indian tradition. Pro
bably the failure to appreciate fully the spirit of Indian ethics 
is due to a misunderstand ing of the significance of karma . All 
the Indian schools ~vhich believe in the 1 a \ '1 or karma maintain 
that the individual reaps as he sows. Karma in Indian philosophy 
has t,yO meanings ",hich are not ahvays distinguished. Karma denotes 
action as well as fruits of action . _~arma as action signifies that 
every action has its after-effects. The after-effect aspect is 
also referred to as ~~ma and gives us the meaning of fruits £f 
action. The moral responsibility of the individual ",hen he per
forms an action is emphasized py all t he three t raditions of 
Indian thought, Hind uism, Jainism and Buddhism. It may also be 
point e d out here that the moral responsibility aspect of the doc
trine of Kar~a becomes evident from the fact that according to the 
theory every act ion produces a predisposition for its recurrence. 
Once a predisposition is created in the individual (by the indivi
dual himself) it becomes difficult (tnough not impossible) for the 
individual Co go against it . 

The exhortation to a life of action as against leading 
an inactive life which is the theme of th2 Bhagavad-Glta is a 
concrete example of the insistence on leading an active life that 
we find in India n thought analogous to the type of activistic ethics 
that \lTe find in the Kural. ..... 

4 (of the previous page) ~. cit., p. 202. 

1 TK, 62.9 . 

2 ibid. , 63. 10. 
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The deeper aspect of the life and world-affirmation not 

referred to by Sch\<1eitzer but ~hich gives us t he real meaning of 

karma in the KUJ;;aJ, will become evident if \.;re pause here and reflect 

on what is suggested as an implication for the good life in terms 

of "'overcoming karm~". The idea underlying Va~J/uvar I s treatment of 

the theme is one of emphasizing, on the cne hand, the inescapability 

of karm~ and also of a simultaneous overcoming of it through trans-

mutation. It is in this sense that .illz. becorees an integral factor 

of good life. In a sense this is also the accept ed doctrine of 

Indian thought, and Val~uvar is only reflecting here the maturest 

understanding of t he problem and the resolutions of it attempted by 

the generality of the Hinuu, Jaina and the Buddhist traditions. 

Karma has its s,.;ray in strict proportion to the sense of agency and 

1 
possession with which one acts. If one does good deeds and abstains 

from evil ones one surely creates for ones e lf a ' good fate' just as 

by doing the opposite, one is only sowing the seeds for an evil 

destiny. This is the commonplace doctrine of re~'7ards for good 

actions and punishment for evil ones, constitutive of the very 

essence of the Law o f Karma. The problem with which the different 

Indian religious systems aYe faced here is one of resolution of 

1 Devasenapathi (~.sit., p. 343.) referring to this aspect 
of the karma theo r y observes: "It is only so long as we act with a 
sense of agency, t rying to claim rewards for good actions and to es
cape punishment for evil ones that karma can keep us under its control. 
~lhen through long ages, we realize that duty has to be done irrespec
tive of consequences, .• . we cease to be under the control of karma . " 



karma, for it is only 'by overcoming karma one realizes the ultimate 

Good. 

Realizing Good life accordingly is described as transcending 

the cycle of birth and death \vhich is intrinsic to the life of karma. 

What the author of the ~ seems to suggest in the company of the 

different religious systems of India here is that if one lives a life 

of aIan~ in its comprehensive sense and exemplifies this sense of aram 

in the form of compassion and concern for fellowmen and fellO\v-

creatures and achieves complete conquest over the sense of 'I' and 

'mine!, the deeds of such a person mean the Good and that he is no 

longer under the control of karma, 1. e., that he is also one \vho 

~ 1 
has r ealized Vl~~. 

-
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In this sense, realizing vitu, the ultimate Good may be refer-

red to as the culminating point of the vertical dimension of ~ 

and the practice of ~ in the altruistic sense may be considered 

synonymous with the horizontal dimension of~. Since realizing 

the Good involves basically a progressive striving towards over-

coming the innate sense of an egotistic approach to life, the 

1 It is interesting here to refer to the connotation of the 
term iliY-, Etymologically the term is derived from the Tamil term 
vi1Ju \-7hich means 'to leave'. Even though etymologically the term 
imports the sense of giving up, the term vitu enjoys , in actual , 
popular and literary usage , the highest p-;s:itivity of meaning . ~ 
in Tamil also refers to ~o~e. 'Realizing vItu' is therefore like home
coming . .Just as i n one \ s own home one is ~ from any sense of cons
traint, 'realizing~' in the religious sense becomes a synonymn for 
the ideal of real freedom . 
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'horizontal dimension' of ~am itself gets suffused with deeper 

meaning and significance. Such a state of coalescence that we 

1 
suggested above as a plausible interpretation of the philosophy of 

good life that t he ~~ offers needs to be reiterated here for two 

reasons: (i) the reciprocal relationship bet\veen the horizontal and 

the vertical dimensions of ~ would point to the fact that the 

various stages through which the ultimate Good can be realized in 

hmnan life gets infinite scope for reinterpretation in terms of 

developing expansiveness of concern for all that is and (ii) the 

altruistic tone with which the horizontal dimension of ~, 3S an 

integral aspect of good life, is expressed, will not be understood 

as connoting merely the develo pment of the attitude of universalism. 

Our first suggestion would necessarily relate to the question of 

, -I 
understanding Va+~uvar s theory against the backdrop of the Asrama-

2 
scheme of Brahmanical Hinduism and our second suggestion would 

bring out th e sod.al content of aram a nd its deeper implications. 

In and through his analysis of ~ Va~+uvar suggests tha t 

the ultimate Good in human life can be realized through two stages 

which connote a gradual development. He refers to these as illaram .. 

(~ o f the hearth) 2nd ~~ (a.ram of the cloister). This 

at once raises the question whether such a concept of 'two stages' 

2 See also pp. 50,94,141,146-147. 



-I' 1 
is based entirely Oll the four- f old Asrama-scheme . It seems to us 

that the four stages of life ~ecognized by Brahmanical Hinduism 

. 2 
~"ere .re conceived by Va~~uvar in terms of .:..illar,am and _~avar.am . 

1 In view of the importance of the bas ic idea behind the -, 
Asrama t heory i n our present context \-7e may give a few more details 
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of the scheme here . (We have made reference to the ' st ructural layout' 
of the xtrama-scheme earlier, vide supra , p. 5G ) In the xtrama-scheme 
each one of t he asramas preceding t he Sarimyasasrama is cons idered to 
help the i ndividual to become well-equipped to enter into the final 
stage in li fe vlhich may also coincide with the " realization' proper 
(i. e ., attaining mok9a) . The brahmacaryaS'rama is the initiation-
stage 'Nhere the individual gets educated on the essentials of good life 
and t a ught the sj.gnifi cance of dharma as a r egulat i ve value in life. 
The ~ra(1astasrama is the stage vJ}~ere the individual, in an ethical 
way, fulfills also his acquisit ive and emo tional n eeds , what is 
r eferred to as aspiring and realizing the values of artha and kama. 
The vanaprastha'S'rama stage sees the individual slowly 'vJithdrawing ' 
from t(;;-~,orld of -;:-~~tivity (the individual is to r et ire into a 
fores t, in this stage), t hough the wi t hdrawal is not complete in the 
sense that the individual takes his wif e along. In the sari~y!'saS'rama 
stage the individual leaves his wife behind and concentrates solely 
on mok~_ . (Vasi:H:ha, VII. 1-2; B3.udhayar:a , Il,6,1l ,1 2; Gautama , 
IIL2; f£as t_anlha, II,9,21,1; l1anu, V1.88; Kau~i1ya , f-rtha-S1rstr8. , 1.3.) 
Exceptions are admitt ed i n the Upani~ads - of those who are asked to 
renounce the world the moment they fee l fed up. (Jabala ~_ani~ad, 4) 

2 The two sub-sections, Ill~r.aviyal and ~uravaraviyal under 
'-'hich the chapte r s under the Section AI,attuppal i n Tirukku.rat are 
organiz ed , ~ due t o the classical commentato:c, Parimelalakar. While 
we have reasons t o be l ieve tha t the chapter arrangements of the entire 
work wi th ten coup l e ts in each chapter could pOSSibly be part of the 
inten t ion of the author we canno t be so sure with r egard to the two 
sub-sections, believed to connote two dist inctly di ffe r ent ' stages' 
of life. We find some basis for distinction in the general tenor of 
treatment in terms of a mere distribution of emphasis . There is no 
warrant for acquiesci ng in the commentator's principle of division 
and to a ccept his vie'.,' that the Section ~Epal deals with two 
dissimilar life-styles or institutions. 

Al l that can be accept ed here is that the distinction between 
~ and ~~ and especially its significance for good life 
becomes explicable when viewed in the light of the AS'rama-sch eme of 



Meenakshisundaram's suggestion that it may not be wrong to consider 

the ill~ram-tu!ava~ dichotomy as possibly reflecting the idea 

-/ 
behind the four-fold Asrama-scheme is significant in our context. 

He writes: 

The four -·f old asrama life has not been followed in 
full in Tamil-land. But the four-fold life is a 
natural development towards universalism and perfec
tion. There is the life of a brahmacari - the un
married student receiving education. Next is the 
stage reached by the brahmacari when he marries and 
leads a family life \<lith all its social responsibi
lities. The third is the stage of Vanaprastha, 
where the husband and wife retire to forest seeking 
perfection. The next spiritual development in this 
path is that of the sarrmyasin, the man of the 
universe. 1 

Thus we can maintain that the X~rama-scheme as reflective of a 

concrete suggestion in regard to the way in which the ultimate 

ideal can be hoped to be gradually realized is found reflected in 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) Brahmac.ic Hinduism. 
But the relation of Va~1uvar's treatment of at;am to the four stages 
of life accepted in Brahmanic Hinduism is a subject of considerable 
obscurity, exegetically speaking. Can Va~~uvar's description of 
the house-holder as the mainstay of "the three others" be considered 

-" ( as a direct reference to the thFee other Asramas ? See also p. 
It is very surprising that not only the brahmanically inclined Pari
melalakar but all the other commentators of old have, with a consen
sus, though t so. But, it is against the grain of Va~1uvar to intro
duce numerical expressions without specifying what he means, leaving 
it to the commentators to fill the gap. What is more, in the pre
sent case, _ the very following couplet specifies "the three", -
the forsaken, the poor and the dead. There is no textual basis here 
or at any other place in the Tamil classic to support the thesis -- / 
that Va~~uvar acknowledges the .Asrama-scheme as the basis of his 
philosophy of good life. 
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But it is important to note that the distinctive feature of 

Va:q.uvar's scheme is that it does not conceive of a change i.n the 

person ' s status when he 'start s practising turavaJ;am '. The idea is 

succinctly argued for by lleenakshisundaram when he observes: 

in the Tamil country the four-fold life was 
looked upon as a two-fold life, of the family man 
and of the man of the universe, spoken of in terms 
of il}ar.am and .~IavaI.qm . Brahmadiri or the student 
after all belongs to the family . The refusal to 
divide the non-domestic life into t\VO as Vanajlrastha 
and Samnyasa is signi f icant in the Tamilian thought. 
Vanaprastha and Samnyasa are clubbed together as 
Turavar.am . The emphasis here therefore cannot be 
laid on living away from one's Hife in tu~avar.am. 
The couple,no longer co-operating for the greatness 
of the family , nm-1 co-operate for the perfection of 
thei.r universal love. Therefore, 'tuIavu ' is not 
renouncing the vlOrld. One cannot get aHay from the 
world of action. What is important is the change 
in the attitude towards life, that" there is no 
longer an emphasis on the reality of "my family 
and other families", I'my country and other countries". 
Therefore Tiruva~)_uvar emphasizes the liquidation 
of the pride and ignorance involved in one's using 
the terms~ the 'I' and the 'Mine ,. l 

What is perhaps intended by Va~~uvar is to suggest that the Good can 

be attained through two overlapping but distinctive attitudes ~ life. 

There is no gainsaying the fact that Va~~uvar does accord recognition 

to a distinction of two states or stages of life, perhaps as a 

heuristic device for a comprehensive treatment of good life. 

1 (of the previous page) ~. cit. , p. 246. 

". 
1 ibid., p . 24 7. The interpretation gets 

Ku];;,aJ- couplet(J5.6) which reads : "He who cuts off 
and 'mine' enter a world beyond that of the gods . 

support from the 
the pride of 'I' 
It is striking 
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If the ultimate ideal is attaining a state free from narrow 

attachments, a state which clearly sees the individual transcending 

the 'I'-feeling and the feeling of ' Mine ') certainly various 'stages' 

can be envisaged as indicating the gradual progress registered in 

th~~ regard and, in this sense Vaf{uvar may be considered to be 

referring to illaram and ~rava!am as t,.,ro ! st?-ges ' but the under-

standing of the term 'stage' here is clearly in contradistinction 

to that conceived in Brahmanic Hinduism ~.,rherein a definite change 

of status is clearly envisaged when the person 'leaves' one AS-rama 

1 
and 'enters' another . 

Our position that }l~_Cim and tur.avaram are considered to 

form a continuum ia Vaf~uvar's analysis of good life can be 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) that Parim~la1akar and the 
other classical co mmentators here understand the att:i..tude reflected 
in the shedding oft the pride of 11' and 'mine' as symbolizing the 
realization of ~, rather than as expressive of the ascetic ideal. 

/ 
1 P.V. Kane, Historv £f Dharma-Sastra, Poona: Bhandarkar 

Oriental Research Institute , 1941, Vol. II, pt. II, p. 930, observes : 
"He see that Yaj~avalkya \"hen about to become a parivrajaka ( a wander
ing ascetic) tells h t s ,;.,r i fe Haitreyi that he was going to leave home 
and that he wanted to divide whatever wealth he had bet~.,reen her and 
her co-wife Katyayani . This shows that a parivr~jaka had even then 
to leave home and wlfe and to give up all belongings. The same 
Upanisad, in another place (111 .5.1) states: ' those who realize 
Atman·give up the hankering after progeny, possessions and heavenly 
worlds and practise the beggar's mode of life~~. The contrast between 
the KUJ;:al concept of tU1:.avu and that of the sarrmyasin is clear. The 
latter, as much as the former insists on linner renunciation', no 
doubt - but I physical renunciation' in the sense of the 'renouncer' 
going away from his kith and kin and worldly possessions seems to be 
an integral aspect of asceticism as conceived in the idea of sarimyasa. 



derived from his own premise that the ideal 9f ~~ .(lov~ )J exhorted 

1 to be practised in i l la!;am is the mother of aru! (benevolence) , the 

2 
ideal envisaged for achievement in turavaram . The two ends of the 

continuum are re ferred to respectively as illa:;:am and tUl;:avaIam. In 

very general tenns : the first stands for t.he duties of the individual 

as a member of a family and the second connotes the ' duties ' of man 

as a member of humani ty . Var!-uvarls view is that the Good can be 

realized only by the individual 'growing ' ethically and sp i ritually 

and in the process experiencing an expansiveness of concern for the 

' others', enveloping progres sively larger and larger areas of social 

reality and ultima t e ly encoupassing the \,Thole of 2.nimate creatLon. 

Yet this transition from a narrowe r to a broader contex t for 

which 2-l!:..~~ may be considered as p~coviding a kind of schooling 

should not be construed ~erely in terms of a passage from the smaller 

to the larger groupsJ for basically they are all similar inasmuch as 

they are alike hedged in by 'ties' - biological. , social and cultural 

- however large the larea of ~oncern ' may be . ' The concern and love 

1 TK J 76.7 

2 Our using the expressions I in ilIa ram ' and 'in .!:.~rG.':..~ ... I~:21.' 
needs to be explained even at the outset. It is the predicament of 
language that forces us to make use of the exprE.ssions and give the 
impressior: that 'J l~am' and 'turavaram ' are spatial categorj.es 
aLtd that the I passage' from the one into the other involves 'leaving 
the one' and ' entering the other' . All that we mean here i s to 
indicate that there is a I movement , from the 'less perfected' to a 
I more perfected! stage . Hay:'be :. Tiruva1~uvar, by making use of the 
terms 2~_~ and ~varam wants to indicate that the second i.s the 
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that are exemplified even at the level of general humanity may not be 

of the most spontaneous kind
1 

and really context-free unless it be 

that the operation of the ego-motive is also transcended.
2 

This is 
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2 (of the previous page) (contd.) 'result ' of the individual 
'consciously growing' and ' maturing' ethically and spiritually. We 
shall attempt to bring out this idea by using the expressions 'in 
illaram' and 'in turavaram'. 

1 In our context Albert Schweitzer's critical reflections on 
altruism are of some interest. He writes : (The Teachin,8 .of Reverence 
for Life, trans . Richard and Clara Winston, New York: Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston , 1966, pp. 24-25.) "Ca.n altruism be justified Ttlithin the 
terms of a world vie\v? Ethical thinkers have constantly endeavored 
to do this. They have never succeeded. ~fhen they thought they had 
done so , they had in fact been constructing only the requisite naively 
optilllis tic world vie\v that would accord with theil" ethical principles. 
However, a philosophy that proceeds from truth has to confess that no 
spirit of loving-kindness is at work in the phenomenal world. The 
universe provides us with the dreary spectacle of manifestations of 
the will to live continually opposed to each other. One life preser
ves itself by fighting and destroying other lives. The world is 
horror in splendor, meaninglessness in meaning, sorrow in joy. 

Ethics is not in tune with this phenomenal world, but in 
rebellion against it . It is the manifestation of a spiri t that 
desires to be different from the spirit that manifests itself in the 
universe. 

If we attempt to comprehend the phenomenal world as it is 
and deduce principles of conduct from it, we are doomed to skepticism 
and pessimism. On the contrary , ethics is an act of spiritual indepen 
-dence on our part." 

2 Pitirim A Sorokin's drmving the difficult distinction 
between the expressions ' altruistic' and 'spiritual' is extremely 
significant here . In Forms and Techniques ~ Altruistic and Spiritual 
Growth, New York: Kraus Reprint Co., 1971, p. v he writes: 
~ltruistic' ... refers to man and conduct as close as possible to 
the standard of the Sermon on the Mount or similar moral norms of 
grea t religions and ethical systems. The vague term 'spiritual' 
signifies ... a man who succeeds - mentally and behaviorally - in 
identi fying his true being not only and not so much with his organism 
and his unconscious anrl conscious ego-centered 'mind ', but especially 
with the supraconscious Infinite Manifold, transcending man's ego 
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\<7hat Va+~uvnr describes dramatically as the shift in the axis from 

a life of 'I' and ' mine ' to a life which is to tally 'free'. This 

i ndeed deserves the desc ription of context free love. The context-

free disposition of compassion is referred to by Va+~uvar as a rul. 

And , ~lruj;: as the ideal of tur;avar,am signifies thus a total transifor-

mat ion of the human personality. Goodness is conside red as the 

human essence and good life, in its strictest sense , points to the 

individual having attained the full stature of human perfectibility. 

We a re mentioning this important point of distinction between " 

:U la,ram and ~~J;.am here to sugges t tha t Va~~uvar' s theory of 

2 (of the previous page) (contd .) indescribable by a ny 
words and undefinable by any concepts . Symbolically it has been 
designat ed as God, Tao, Chit, Purusha , Brahma, Atman, Nirva~a) 
Oversoul , Jen, Infinite Love , the Cosmic Mind, the True Sel f , the 
Supraessence, the Divine Nothing , the Supreme, the Absolute, the Pure 
Intelligence, the Coincidentia Oppositorum , the Undi fferentiated , the 
All-Pervading , the Unutterable and so on . As a 'component' of the 
total man the s upraconscious has been called ~tman, purusha and the 
true self by the Hindu; ,nous by the Greeks; pneuma by some of the 
Church Fathers. Other names are spirit, soul, the divine in man ••• 

Whatever the name , it is conceived as devoid of any personal 
ego, I or me; as basically different from intellec t and superior to 
man's unconscious and conscious mind; and as the foun t a inhead of man's 
greatest achievenlents in all fields of construct i ve creativity. 

For the partisans of the supraconscious, the t o t a l man 
appears not as a diadic creature, consisting of body and mind, but as 
a t riadic being made up of body , and mind, nous, or of body , and mind, 
and pneuma (or spirit or it sel f) , or of the unconscious, conscious, and 
~he supraconsc i ous forms of being . Accordingly the suwIDit of spiritua
lity i s achieved by those who succeed in identifying themselves - in 
their living, feeling, thinking and acting - with the supraconscious 
by making their body and their unconscious and conscious mind a mere 
instrumentality of the immortal self." 



good life can be fully appreciated not only from the enormous import-

ance he accords to societal concer n (concern for the others) but also 

for the transformational effec t social concern has on human persona-

lity. Since the transformed personality also transcends even the 

state of ' attachment' to humanity at large it may best be described 

as exuding kindness and compassion in a natural way, 1. e. , ~.,ithout 

even a trace of the ego-motive in it . Serving humanity becomes a 

second nature with this type of a transformed personality, suffering 

of ' others' comes to be considered as suffering of one's ml7n self 

and the attitude of discrimination between 'superior' and ' inferior ' 

forms of life is also got over completely.1 In a word, the term 

self-sacrifice achieves its real meaning only in the transformed 

individual. Va~~uver refers to the attitude of the pre-transformed 

and the at titude of the transformed person respectively as illaLam 

and tUJ;avaram. In illaIam the guiding principle is agpu (love) 
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1 What Schweitzer (The Teaching £!. Reverence for Life , p . 47) 
writes on the ethics of reverence for life is of great relevance in 

our context here. He observes: "The ethics of reverence for life 
makes no distinction between higher and lower . .. lives. It has good 
reasons for this omission . For ~.,hat are we doing, ,l7hen lye establish 
hard and fast gradations in value between living organisms , but 
judging them in relation to ourselves, by whether they seem to stand 
closer to us or farther from us. This is a wholly subjective standard. 
Hmv can lye know ' lhat importance other living organisms have in them
selves and in terms of the universe? 

To the truly ethical man, all life is sacred , including 
forms of life that from the ht@an point of view may seem to be lower 
than ours. He makes distinctions only ... under pressure of necessity 
• . . to decide which life he will sacrifice ... In thus deciding from 
case to case, he is aware ..• he is accountable for the lives (killed)~ 



and in tur,avaram the ideal achieved is A~~_l (comp as sion). In the 

first one societal concern predominates - with the ego-motive still 

at play and in the second, social concern is not r eplaced by the 

'attitude of t ranscendence' but is purified of its sloth of ego-

motives. Probably t he most s i gnificant point tha t emerges he re is 

that illaram, as a kind of schooling helps tllravar,am, and tUJ:avat-.am 

as purifying illaram of its ego-motives helps it in effecting 

transforma t ion of h uman personality . The social aspects of ~ 

are naturally highlighted by Va~J .. uvar under the heading 'IllaJ;am' 

and the factors which help achieve purity of societal concern are 

treated specifically under 'Tu~ava~am '. It_is obvious, Ill~am 

and TUJ.:av~~ overlap . We shall illustrate our argument by making 

a brief reference to the ' conten.t I of ~ in Illa1,;am and Tur.av~, 

respectively. 

The great significance of illa£am is indicated unamb i guo usly 

clear l y by Va~luvar by describing what a good household (the home set 

b h f - - d) - 1 b . 1 . d ] up Y t e person a t er gett lng marrle lSi y portraYlng tle 1 ea _ 

2 
picture of the house-ho lder; by referring to the ideal house-holder 

1 "If the married state possesses love and virtue, these 
vli11 be its duty as \\'e1l as reward." (TK , 5.5) 

"The married state is rightly called~. The ' other' 
state is also praiseworthy if it is blemishless." (ibid., 5.9) 

2 The house-holder is describEd as a firm support of the 
forsaken, the poor and the dead . (ibid., 5.2) ~latever might be the 
interpretat ion that is given to t he-'house-holder as being a firm 
support of the dead' - whether we consider it as indicating a 

]26 
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as "not gaining anything by the ascetic state"l, as being the greatest 

among all "rho strive for future happiness 2 and as ' enduring' even more 

than the ascetics who endure pains;3 and by indicatin8 positively that 

he who has lived an ideal conjugal life will be 'pla ced among the 

Gods' (i.e., will attain spiritual perfection or vr~u).4 

The principle of aDpu (love) that should permeate the entire 

life of the house-holder is pointed to by Va~~uvar when he observes 

that "those ,"ho are destitute of love amass everything for themselves 

but those who possess real love give aW'ay even the bones of their 

bodies for others' sake. 11
5 I t is needles~, to add that ~ as the 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) reponsibility towards those 
,,'ho die without leaving any money to cremate them (or ,,,ho have no body 
who w~uld undertake ~o do the cremation) or consider the couplet as 
referring to the traditional Indian belief in offering periodic liba
tions to the dead ancestors, the great significance attached to the 
house-holder is evident. In the fir s t case the direct social respon
sibility become s apparent . In the other case the attitude of cherish
ing, with gra tefulness, the memory of the ancestors is clear. 

1 TK, 5.6 

2 ibid. , 5.7 

3 ibid. , 5.8 

4 ibid. , 5.10; cf. ibid., 8.5 

The ideal house-holder is also said not to gain anything 
bv the ascetic state (ibid., 5.6). v.,J[l.1t is meant obvious ly is that 
b~ merely adopting the ascetic ' garb'"he doesn't gain . This couplet 
may be considered to contain also an implicit criticism of false 
asceticism. 

5 ibid., 8.2 

The importance of love is emphasized also through various 
other descriptions: 
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permeating principle signifies that there should be a clear co-

ordination of the mind (in which it originates), speech (through which 

it is expressed) and body (which actively 'executes' acts of ~am). 

Otherwise, transformation of personality cannot result. Hence the 

content of ~ as the most basic and pervasive principle that makes 

for the good life is i nd i cated by Va++uvar by listing out virtues 

which have specific refer ence to the mind I , speech and body. Va+tuvar 

is emphatic on the point that if there is inner love it will become 

2 3 
manifest in sweat words and in righteous actions . 

5 (of the previous page) (contd .) 

"Aram will burn up the soul ,"hich is destitute of love 
even as the sun bu:!:"ns up the ,varms." (TK, 8.7) 

"The house-holder who is without love is like a withered 
tree flourishing in an arid desert." (ibid., 8.8 ) 

(vh~ --
"O f (use are t he external members (?f the body) to those 

1;"ho are lacking in love, the internal member?" (ibid. , 8 . 9) 

"The body alone in which resides love contains a living 
soul; if not (the body) is a mere bony framm"ork clad \"ith skin ." 
(ibid., 8.10) 

1 The evils of envying (ibid., 17. 5,7-8) and covetousness 
~ibi<!: .. ,,;I8. 1,2,.4.,6_&.'8) . are condemned in strong language. The 
social implications of getting rid of these two evils are apparent 
(especially) from the following two couplets: 

"Of him \"ho does not feel happy at the wealth of others 
it will be said: 'He desires neither virtue nor wealth . '" '(ibid . , 
17 . 3) 

"Those \'I1ho have conquered their senses and are free from 
sordid vision \'I1ill not covet (others' possessions ) with the thought : 
'We are poor ' '' . ( ibid. , 18 . 4) d . ibid ., 21.5 

2 " Why should a person use harsh words vlhen one can see 
the pleasure which sweet words spread ?" (ibid. , 10.9\ and compares 
the preference for harsh words (when sweet word s are ' available ') 
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All the same, the ' possibility of the 'others' not appreciating 

fully the value of these acts of ~ can't be ruled out, there may 

even be positive harm don e to the benevolent person. It is therefore 

necessary on the part of the individual \vho is pursuing the path of 

ar;am to take note of only the positive respoIlses from the world and 

not take cognizance of acts of injury done unto him.
1 

This is the 

virtue of gratitude which enables the individual to be steadfast in 

the pursuit of 
2 

aram. 
--"'"--

2 (o f the previous page) (contd.) to the act of clutching 
at the unripe fruits when s\Ve~t, ripe fruits are available ." TK, 10.10) 

The usele:3sness of ' speaking emp ty' is equally emphasized. 
(ibi~., 20.4,6,7 & 9) 

3 (of the previous page) 

These are made apparent by the concept of cherishing 
guests (viruntom~l). The very purpose of the house-holder's state 
and laying up (prop er ty) is (to be able ) to accord hospitality to 
others, Va.Huvar maintains . (ibid., 9.1) 

The importance accorded to hospitality is also evident 
from the following couplets: 

IIHe who, as a house-holder, has entertained guests and 
looks out for others will be a welcome guest to the inhabitants of 
Heaven. 1I (ibid., 9.6) II 

"To reckon the advantages that accrue from hospitality is 
difficult; the measure (of its virtue) of the guests (entertained) 
is the only measure ." ( i bid.) 9.7) 

"Those who have not been hospitable shall come to grief 
saying: 'He have laboured and laid up ,veal th and are now without 
support. II (ibid., 9.8) 

"That folly \vhich does not cherish guests is poverty 
amidst plenty . It is t he property of the foolish . II (ibid., 9.9) 
cf. ibid., 16 . 1 

1 ibid., 16.7&8; cf. ibid., 21.3 &4 



But this attitude of gratitude should not become a sentiment 

merely and colour one's vision of justice and impartiality, for these 

. . d' f 1 are lmportant lngre lents 0 aIam. Va++uvar seems to be suggesting 

here that the core of ~ consists in impartiality and justice. The 

obligation man Ovles to ~am is greater than an emotional acknmvledge

ment of kindness received.
2 

Considerations of friendship or enmity 
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or strangeness should not constrain the sense of justice expressing 

itself. 3 The importance accorded to ,innner purity (cleanliness of the 

mind) is clear here. Th i s is the basic requirement of justice as 

aIam and is more concretely termed possession of self-restraint by 

Vaffuvar and is also eulogized by him.4 Such a person radiates good 

conduct and propriety and the greatness of this quality, as Meenakshi

sundaram interprets itS, may b~ also considered to be due to the 

deepening of social consciousness \"hich is ultimately traceable to 

the fundamental principle of love . 

2 (of the previous page) 

"If \"e evaluate the excellence of a kindly act done \vithout 
considering the return it gains for us, it is larger than the sea." 
(TK, 11. 3) 

lilt i -s not good to forget a benefit (received); it is good 
to forget an inj ury (inflicted) at the very moment (it is inflicted) '.' 
(ibid., 11.8) See als6 ibid., 11. 9 & 11.10 

1 liTo be tilted to neither side but to remain impartial as 
the balance-rod is !:he ornament of the wise." (ibid . , 12.8) 

2 "Give up the gain even if it should bring (further) advan
tage, at the very moment (it is acquired) if it is without equity . " 
(ibid., 12.3) 



It is significant that Va~~uvar reiterates the mental purity 

aspect ahJO by drawing our attention to the fact that even though 

the individual may ·~scape from serious consequences (in the realm of 

inte.r-personal :!:"slations) by speaking sweet words , avoiding greed 

and jealousy the danger of the tendency to backbite may still lurk 

in the mind of the individual. Backbiting is indeed synonymous with 

the evil of deceit, it is not just pretension and 'living a double 

life', for, basically the pretension of kindness (in the presence 

of the 'other ' ) and speaking sugar-coated words (when the ' other 

person I is present) \<7hile really entertaining unkind thoughts and 

.t:n 
speaking~uncoll'.plimentary terms (in the absence of the other) amount 

to maliciousness. Both from the point of vie\<7 of the individual ' s 

Olvn spiritual evolution and fr.ora the view-point of sociefy , back-

bit.ing is dangerous because "by sowing discord he (the backbiter) 

1 cuts the very root of friendship which binds society together . " 

No wonder , therefore, Va~!uvar expresses his righteous indignation 

2 
against the backbiting tenden;::y . 

3 (of the previous page ) 

".Justice which consists in acting impartially (towards 
friends, enemies and strangers) is a pre-eminent good . " (TK, 12.1 ) 

4 · (of the previous page) ibid., 13. 1- 4 . 

5 (of the previous page) ~. cit. , p . 260 . 

1 ibid ., p . 264 . 
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2 "Let him not speak virtue, let him live in sin, bu t let him 
not backbite." (l'K, 19.2 ) 



Avoidance of all the menta.l evils viz., jealousy , covetous-

ness and the malicious tendency of 'chat tering' not to speak of the 

ability to keep off evil deeds \"ill be possible on.ly by 'develop ing' 

an ins tinctive fear of evil (deeds ). Attaining mental purity 

(which has been emphasized so much) is not possible of achieveTIent 

unless shuddering at t he idea of evil deeds (also) becomes a second 

nature of the individual. Va~~uvar therefore describes ~vil to be 

deadlier than fire
1 

and as following the evil-doer as his shadow . 2 

In Val~uvar 's view it is only the purity of mind so achieved 

that helps t he individual to become ' other- regarding'. It is 

extremely significant that such a deepening of social consciousness 

(referred to as 9Ppur avol.,ukal by Va:quvar) is highly su.ggestive of 

the t ransformation of personality of the individual in i llatam , 

and offe r s us an insight into the "laY in which the principle of 

anp u (love ) at Ivork i n illaram helps the individual to get a 

glimpse of ~ (benevolence ) vlhich marks the culmination of his 

ethico-spiritual evolution. The a ttitude of self-sacrifice, of 

throwing oneself into the service of humanity, which gradually and 

2 (o f the previous page) (contd.) 
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"This pretentiousness of the slande rer i s mo re heinous than 
his committing (ever y other) sin and his destroying (every) virtue." 
(ibid., 19.3) 

"\\Thy does the Ho t.he r Earth support the \veight of the sIan":' 
derer? It is because of (Hother Earth' s ) Compassion ." (ibid., 19.9) 

1 ibid., 21.2 



naturally develops in the individual, is concretely described in terms 

of the individual sharing his ,vealth ~vith others . 1 Hunificence is 

the outward expression of the benevolent attitude that the individual 

is gradually developing, suggests Vattuvar and reiterates the 

necessity to develop the kindly attitude towauJs the p6verty~8tricken 

2 
and the hungry. Benevolence as an attitude of not expecting 

2 (of the previous page) TK, 21.8 

1 "The wise say that ~"ealth acquired by toil is for the 
exercise of benevolence. 71 (ibid., 22.2) By means of three signifi
cant simi es (1b:_d., 22. 5- 7) , as Meenakshisundaram says ,three 
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stages of sacrifice are suggestively pointed to by Valluvar. Meenakshi 
-sundaram's beautiful interpretation of the simi s i~ ,vorth quoting 
in full here. He writes: (o~. cit., pp. 269--270) " •.. three ..• 
simi~s ... describe threeever increas ing stages of self-sacrifice. 
The water reservoir intended for the village is full and overflowing. 
The Vlhole village hastens to quench its thirst. Such is the Vlealth 
of the great man of wisdom and comprehension. He understands that 
Vlhat he has, like the Vlater in the reservoir, is useful only for 
others; if not given , it evaporates or it stagnates and putrifies. 
One has at least to go to the reservoir; but there is another stage 
of self-sacrifice \vhere the self-sacrifice of its own accord occurs 
in the midst of and just in front of those who require it. Therefore 
there is the greater man of self-sacrifice who is full of dharma and 
love. He is like 'the sweet fru~t bearing tree l in the very heart of 
the village, full of ripe fruits~ so ripe in time as to fall into the 
hands of the deserving many . The tree cannot belp ... giving away 
the ripe fruits . This pers on is almost unconscious of his self
sacrifice, though it is offered at the very doo r and at the opportune 
moment to those \-1ho require it ... There is still a higher stage of 
self-sacrifice. There is a tree whose every part is used as a 
medicine; and that tree, in addition, happens to be in a place, easy 
of approach at any part of the year, when it cannot escape being 
easily and completely used mvay as medicine for curing the sufferings 
of others . It is an embodiment of absolute self-sacrifice, a complete 
self-effacement in the cause of love and society. But there is the 
fulfilment. The smaller existence is disso..:ved into the universal 
existence." 

2 "The power of the performer of penance is the power of his 



any return is clearly emphasized by him Hhen he says that offering 

gifts to the destitute (alone) is t rue chari t y . 1 It is significant 

that while exhorting the individual to adopt the benevo l ent attit ude 

Va1~uvar points also to the individual getting fame (puka6). He 

ins i sts on the individual living with glory in this \vorld and doti'l l 

he can to leave behind him fame by adopting the benevol ent att i t ude 

towards humanity . Va~~uvar thus seems to reiterate his po i nt that 

af.am brings its mm re\vards in this \vorld itself, in addition t o 

2 
' gaining ' for t he individual 'that Hor l d '. 

Passing nOH to consider some of the dominant ideas regarding 

tUEavaram, it may be helpful to state even a t the ou tset that the 

"d d l' 3 f d contlnuum 1 ea suggeste ear ler becomes apparent rom a eeper 

consideration of some of the virtues 'prescribed' in turavaIarll . 

The accent in tutava~am is on ' intensity of achievement ', - on 

not merely expansiveness of concern but on ' consolidating the gains ' 
-, 

already achieved in illa~~. --"1' The individual in the sta t e of 

2 (of the previous page) (contd .) 

enduring the pangs of hunger . The pmver of t he on e. who 
removes the pangs of hunger is superior still. " (TK , 23. 5) 

"Unshared eating to keep the garners full is more un
pleasant than begging . " ( ibid ., 23 . 9) See also ibid ., 23 . 5 , 6 , 8 & 10. 

1 ibid . , 23. 1 

2 See TK , 24 .1 , 3,6, 9 & 10. 

3 vide supr~, pp . 11 7 ,11 9- 123. 
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turavarmu not only is expected to firm in on the secure foundation 

laid but is exhorted to 'build up' on it. 
1 

~r~ or compassion is clearly stated to be the ideal to be 

achieved in ~avaIam. It is described as the 'wealth of wealth' 
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and its equation \\rith the Good is irLdicated by Vat~uvar by contrasting 

the ' wealth of wealth ' wit h the 'wealth of property ' which can be 

2 
possessed even by the basest of men. The way in which the ideal of 

compassion can be ' cultivated' is naturally made specific mention as 

a leading principle of _~~. The principle is to treat others as one. 

wo uld like to be treated by them .
3 

The 'accent on intensity' is thus 

1 This idea is implicit of course in the basic principle that 
EDpu is the mothe r of ~ (to which reference was made at the co~cnce
ment of this section) but needs to be reiterated here. The extens i on
principle disce rnible in the usage of the terms 2.UPU and ~ (though 
with more emp h a s is on the expansivenes s idea constituting the connect
ing link betHee n .~lla J;;am and tur ava ram ) is well brought out by F . W. 
Ellis (Tiruk~l ~ Vi r tue \vith Commentary, Hadras : University of 
Ha dras, 1955, p. 282.) who ob s erves: "aupu is explained to mean that 
special affection which man feels for a ll connected with him in the 
several relations of wife, child , kindred, friend , neighbour, etc. , and 
may be rendered love, a ffe ction, tend e rnes s , f riendship . By the second, 
arul, is ictended that general a ffection which man in religious or 
philosophical retirement shoulci feel for all creatures; this corresponds 
\\rith the t erms, b enevolence, philanthropy, .Ei.!:x, c ompas sion , charity , 
me~. In attributing the se virtues to the social and retired man 
respectively, t h e Indian moralist does not me an , howev er , to confine 
them to either; they lliUS t be considered as the special, not as the 
exclusive qualities of these two classes." 

With all the deep insight Ellis shaHS into the significance 
of the two Tamil terms there seems to lurk in him the thought tha t 
illa!;lliu refers to the ' man in society' whereas tur.ava~ refers to 
the one who has 'retired' from it, i.e., renounced it. However, 
since the t erm ret~~~nt itself does not signify renouncing society, 
for a ll we know Ell i s meant to make the point that tur.ava~ is only 
altitudinal, but did not since his in~ediate concern was to throw 



seen to give a deeper meaning to the social ideal cherished in 

illara~. The 'expansiveness attitude' is thus not given up but is 

subjected to a more thorough treatment. 

The 'accent on intensity' becomes apparent from the fact that 

two other ideals suggested, Hisdom and Truth help the individual in 

getti:'.l.g at the 'rationale' behind aiming at i\ru~ and also to know 

the nature of arul itself. The right kind of knmvledge is stressed 

1 
by Valluvar to be basic to arul since in the absence of the former 

the ideal of ar~ will 'l'tot even be thought of. True knowledge is 

defined as getting over ignorance
2
which is the cause of birth and 

the 'perception' of the true Being Hho is (the bestower of) Heaven. 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) light on the significance 
of the two Tamil 'ivords ~ and ar~. 

2 (of the previous page) TK, 25.1 
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3 (of the previous page) This is evident from the couplet 
which reads:' "When a man is about to approach a weakeT person threaten 
-ingly let him remember how he felt (shook with fear) in front of a 
stronger person." (~.bid., 25.10) cf., ibid., 32.8 

The idea is stated slightly differently in the couplet: 
"The \vise observe that the evils he fears, will not be experienced 
by the man who exercises kindness and protects the life of other 
creatures." (ibid., 25.4) This c?~plet is significant in two res
peets: one, it-directly suggests the idea of non-killing \vhich is also 
equated with arul~ and t,vo, it reminds IJA of the couplets in which the 
'dread of evil'Was consld '2red to help the indi'vidual 'consolidate' him 
on the path of atam. The overlapping of virtues is obvious. 

1 HThose vJho have a clear vision of things shall obtain 
deliveranc2 from future births." (ibid., 36.2) The necessity of 
having a clea!' vision which is required even in regard to the 'ivorking 
of the five sense-organs is also referred to by Va~~uvar to lay special 



Truth is considered to be essential for the purity of the mind 1 

,.;hich in turn is the basic pre requisite for 'realizing' arul. 

It is again from the point of view of intensifying the virtues 

of kindness and purity of heart that the other virtues (which seem to 

be negative but which really connote positivity of meaning) are to be 

understood as integral aspects of tur,avaram. We c an illl1.strate this 

especially with reference to non-violence and non-flesh-eating . The 

~03itive connotation of non-violence is not at all e vident a t first 

because of the negative prefix.
2 

Still the positive significance 

1 (of the pre vious page) ( contd .) e mphasis on the need for 
a ' discriminatory knowledge' in regard to the ultimate ideal of ~eali
zing the Good. (TK, 36.!f) 

2 (of the previous page ) The ignorance referr ed to here is 
obviously regarding the 'I-mine ' outlook which is t o be got over, as 
we have already pointed out (viE~ supra, pp. 121 & 124). Getting over 
such an ignorance would be helpful in attaining the state of freedom 
from the cycle of birth and death. It is then tha t the truth of one's 
own Being is realized and the narrow attact~ents got over. 

1 The emphasis in tur,ava.ram is certainly on the purity of 
mind , and this is not something which is stressed only in tutava,am. 
The various references in the sub-section, Turav a:;:aviyal to the ne
cessity of the pure mind certainly remind us of similar stress in 
the sub-section Illaraviyal. The intensity in the observation of 
mental purity and the related virtues is striking i n the various 
chapters under Turavar aviyal . For instance the chapter entitled 
The Absence of Fraud l a ys great emphasis on co-ordination between 
mind and sp'eech-;'~ell as outward appearance (TK, 29 . 2,4 & 5). 
The chapter Truth att2.ches! lot of importance to~ puri ty of mind 
(ibid., 30. 4 & 8). The chapter with the title Th~ ~~o t being. Angry 
again stresses the importance of purity of the mind: possession of 
anger is considered a positive evil (ibid., 31 . 2 & J) and the absence 
of anger is considered to be a positive~irtue (ibid ., 31.9). The 
overlapping of virtues is again obvious. The difference certainly 
consists in the exhortation for a stricter obHervance in tUJ;aval;am. 

Ul 



of non-violence is clear from Tiruva~~uvar's equating non-killing 

with love (aruV
l

. The elaborate and feeling reference to the ne

cessity of refraining from flesh-eating
2
would show that Valluvar' s 

concept of non-violence is a strong evidence to s upport our view that 

2 (of the previous page ) Commenting on the various shades 
of t.he philosophy of non-violence in the Indian religious tr aditions , 
Unnithan and Singh (£E.. cit., pp . 12-13) observe : "The common fea
ture that prevails in all these approaches to the meaning of non
violence is t he positive attitude in some form or the other, which 
require of man to add something to his personality by righteous 
actions and sublimation of self. Merely to refrain from doing cer
tain things and to follow interd ictions, is not the cardinal aspect 
of t hese conceptions of non-violence, although such interdictions 
do find some place in the norms of behaviour set by them . For 
instance, the following of dharma both in Hinduism and Buddhism 
i.ncludes eschewing certain kinds-of conduct, eg., falsehood, greed , 
malice, etc . , but these are not central to the doctrine which lies 
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in creative transformation of the whole personality and socia-cultural 
relations. In other words ... the distinction between the active and 
the passive forms of non-violence is a relative one and heuristic in 
nature. In reality , these two categories are inalienable from one 
another . For example, the idea of 'non-resistance ' in Christianity 
and 'i.,hjpisa in Gandhian thought, do not only stand for abnegation of 
cer tain types of so cial conduct or emotional conditions, although 
apparently there is evidence to support it. It is well-kno"m that 
both Christianity and Gandhi an thought have laid great emphasis on 
the cultivation of positive virtues, e.g., love, fearlessness , emo 
tional pmver of self-restraint and compassion, etc . I: 

1 TK, 26.4 See also 33 .1, 3, L., 5 & 8 for Va++uvar ' s insis
tence on refraining from killing any living being . 

2 "The mind of man who tastes flesh turns not towards v i rtue 
even as the (murderous) mind of him who carries ' a vleapon (in his 
hand)" (.:!-bid ., 26 . 3). 

"TNe ea t the killedl yo u say, ' by us no living creatures 
die' ' wilo "(vould kill and sel l? ' I ask , if none came to buy t he 
flesh 'l (ibid. , 2.6.6 ) 

"Not ~illing and eating (the flesh of) an animal is bet t e r 
tha .1' performing thousand sacrifices in the sac~ificial fire " ( ib i d ., 
26 . 9) . See also ibid ., 26 .10. 



it is the development of positive, unl imited love that he is 

insisting as the human ideal. 

The other virtues r eferred to in negative terms are also to 

be understood as helping the individual in attaining the compassionate 

attitude . KalPimai (The absence of fraud) conno tes the idea of the 

individual pur ging his mind of fraudulent designs which vlill \vreck 

· 1 
the at t ainment of the ideal of arul. Similarly kuUivolukkam 

(inconsisten t conduct) signifies tha t wha t is positively r equired 

of the person adopt ing !uha~ is that the at titude of non-

. 2 
attachment should be cultlvated. Cinavamai (not getting angry) 

is likewise to be understood as help ing the individual to develop 

the attitude of kindliness even towards those who are positively 

unkind. 
3 Innaceiya~ai (not doing evil) signifies positively 

1 "Th=y cannot steadfastly walk on the path of virtue 
who desire fraudulent gains." (TK, 29.6) 

"That bl ack- knowledge known as fraud is not in them who 
desire the greatnes s of rectitude." (ibid. , 29 . 7) 

2 "vlhat is the use of an appearanc e (o f sanctity) high as 
heaven, if his heart is afflic ted by (the i ndul gence in) conscious 
sin?" (ibid., 28 .2) 

" The 'bad' conduct of those \vho profess to have renounced 
all desire will pring them grief and will make them cry out: 'Oh! 
~fua t have vIe done, what have we done . " (ibid . , 28.5) 

"As, i.n its use, the straight ar:cmv is 'bad' and the 
crooked lute is 'good ' , so by their deeds (and not by their 
appearance) let (the uprightnes s or crookedness of ) men be 
judged ." (ib id . , 28 . 9) 

"There is no need of a shaven head nor of long locks of 
hair if a man abs t ains from the deeds which the wise have condemned 
(as wrap-g). II (ibid ., 28 . 10) 
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/\. 
~esisting the temptation to do evil to others even if 'immediate' 

benefit like wealth may accrue from it.
l 

toSSi.bl~ 
For making,(the cultivation of such an attitude of kindness 

towards all (suggested in and through the virtues we have just now 

referred to), tavam ('penance') is suggested. Here again it is 

important to note that Valluvar's emphasis is not on the mental and 

physical mortification one can subject oneself to by austerities 

prescribed in the form of ceremonial observations. The physical 

and mental torture which tavam in the Kura~ indicates as having the 

purificatory effect 6n the individual consists precisely in the 

'experiences' the individual undergoes by means of the various 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) 

These should be understood in terms of the definition of 
:-enunciation ('IK, 35.6) as "destruction of the pride of 'I' and 
.l I'line'" that Va:j.+uvar gives. 

3 (of the previous page) 

Valluvar ' s clear implication is that not getting atl;Jry 
is the first ~tep in this direction. "Get over ~vrath that anyone 
may arouse in you for (wrath) is the fountain of evils", Va:j.~uvar 
says (ibid., 31.3) and adds: "Though one may subject you to 
experiences which are painful (to bear) such as a bundle of fire 
being thrust upon you, it will be well to save your soul from 
burning anger." (ib_id., 31. 8) 

1 ibid.; 32.1 

The idea that returning evil for evil is to be avoided is 
stressed through this virtue as well. (See TK, 32. 2 & 3) 

It is also significant to note that returning good for 
evil is also emphasized: "The just 'punishment' to those who have 
done evil (to you) is to 'put them to shamel by showing them kind
n::.'ss in return." (ibid., 32.4) 
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1 
other virtues prescribed (to which 1>Ie made l:eference above). To put 

up ,"ith the suffer ings that have have been forced on the individual 

by some wicked men in the world is indeed a torture, but this is 

helpful in purifyi ng the individual's attitude towards others and 

in 'training' him to do positive good even in return for evil. That 

is true austerity and it helps the individual to develop the truly 

human qualities of kindness and compassion. 

We may thus state that the deeper meaning of ~ravaIam 

(viz ., that true 'renunciation' is mental or attitudinal, rather than 

the mere au.option of overtly 'identifiable ' 'marks') that the ~ 

offers is the basis for our vie,,, that the substance of the philosophy 

of Good life according to Tiruva~~uvar can be symbolized by the 

illaA:am-tur.aval;am continuum idea. Such an interpretation of ,.. 

'ill~' and 'tu£avar.a~' is also synonymous with our position that 

-/ 
they are not to be unders tood purely in terms of the Asrama-s cheme 

which envisages a 'graded ascent' , involving simultaneously, a 

status-change for the individual (when he enters successively the 

different as'ramas, until finally he enters the sarimyasas'rama - the 

'stage of renunciation - and hopes to realize mok§a). 

We anticipate, however, two fundamental objections to our 

thesis that illaram and turavaram are not to be considered as t,,,o ____ ~-~_ ~ c 

definite a:tramas through which the individual must pass before 

1 vide Paritt,i.ar' s Commentary on TK. 27.1 



attaining spiritual perfection: one, the fact that the Kutat maintains 

t\;10 distinct sub--divisions, Il~ and ~v~ and mentions illar,am 

first and then tur;avaLam Hould after all indicate tha t Tiruvalluvar 

modelled them on the alrama-scheme ; tHO, even a perusal of the virtues 

prescribed for turavaram Hould go to shoH that they are not the same 

as those prescribed for illaram. 

We shall consider the second objection first since tha t Hould 

not merely h e lp us to explain the principle of extension already 

referred to at the commencement of this chapter but also to indicate 

the background again~t Hhich the successive en~leration of the 

virtues of illa~~ and tur,avaram as found in the !~, is to . be 

understood. 

It seems to us that the second objection can be met by 8hoH-

ing that the r adical dichotomy read into illa£am and tu~ava!am is not 

exegetically s ustainable. The chapter entitled Inconsistent Conduct 

comes under ~aval.aviyal (the sub-section en tur.ava~am) no doubt, 

but the thrust of the whole chapter is to insist On the development 

of the proper attitude of ~varam . 1 Tir~lV;;q~uvarclearly states 

in a couplet in this chapter that there can be no one wlw is more 

hard-hearted than a person ~~ho appears to have forsaken desire, 

while he has actually not done 
2 

so. This is a critique of false 

1 vide chapter 28 . None of the couplets in this chapter give 
us the meaning that ..s~X,avaram inv01 ves a change of status. 
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asceticism and unambiguously points to what ' 2sceticism is not . 1 In 

the light of th~s it is obvious that tu~avaram can be practised also 

by a house-holder. 

2 (0£ the previous page ) TK , 28.6 

/ 
1 We do appreciate that the Dharma-Srrstras too insist on 

the development of ascetic virtues and not merely on taking on 
the external appearance of an ascetic. They all point out t hat 
tru~hfulness, not depriving another of his possessions, absence of 
wrath (even against one who harms), humility, purity , discriminatory 
knmvledge, steadiness of mind, restraint of the senses , knmvledge 
(of the self) constitute the essence of dharma and have to be 
acquired most of all by the ascetic, since the outward signs, viz ., 
the scanty clothing, the water-jar, etc., are not the real means of 
discharging the real duties of samnyasa, as anyone can possess 
these outv18rd signs. (i'ianu, VI. 66, 92-94 ; yajn'..§.val~_§:., III. 65-66 ; 
Vasi§tha, X. 30; Baudh~yana ,.II,10, 55 & 56.)/ Thus it will ~e . appar ent 
that we are not maintaining that the Dharma-Sastras 'vere concerned 
only '-lith formal renunciation by suggesting a mere change in one's 
status (by the individual entering the sarrmyasrr£rama) . All t hy 
same we want to insist on the distinction between the Dharma-Sastras 
on the one hand and the !Z~];a} on the other . The Dharm~.-S'5Stras,--
after prescribing the fo ur § iramas to be entered into one after the 
other, insist that entering into the sarimyasas'rama should not be ' 
consi.dered a mere formality Hhereas the KUf;a~ insists throughout 
that ~ava1:am is attitudinal rather than formal. '!'here is no 
mention anywhere in the K~.§l that tur:a'Taram can be ' entered i n t o I 
only after illatam. 

We have remarkably similar ideas - insisting on the 
necessity of true renunciation - in the Jaina book Upasakada£ab , 
I. 2 , 7,9- 12 & 63 and the Buddhist text Dhammapada, XIX . 261-266. 
These again suggest that asceticism proper is much more an at t itude 
of the mind than anything else , a point which the Kural makes 
explicitly clear . 



Tne c.hapter whic.h bears the title The Absence of Fraud has 

two extremely significant couplets which would show that the !address! 

is not merely to turava;t;:am but also to illat;am. Reference in couplet 

29.5 to 'those who aim at universal love and achieve the blessings of 

limited love', as Meenakshis undaram suggests, seems to be to the 

people of illaram since love (~~) is the ideal of illatam and 

benevolence (~~) is the aim to be realized in tu:;,a~am .1 Similarly 

the Tamil phrase ataviuka~ niqru oluka~ occurring in couplet 29.6 

as Heenakshisundaram suggests, may be t aken as referring to the 

limi tation to be observed while aiming at possessions.
2 

This will 

have more relevance to illar,am for it is a suggestion of how the 

spirit of !Yravar,am can be observed. 
3 

In the very next chapter (chapter 30) Va+luvar speaks of 

truth as one of the characteristic of the turavi (one who is 'in 

tu£avaram') and he drives home the point by contrasting the ~avi 

._ a . one in illa.lam. The greatness of the ~avi consis ts in his 

speaking truth with all his heart and this is considered better than 

the person in illaram HIlo combines tavam (! penance') with tan~ (cha-

4 
rity). True tavam is considered to be the characteristic . 

1 .£.E.' cit., pp. 275-276 . 

2 ibid., p. 276 . 

3 To have any thing more than one's mlnlmUffi requirements is 
considered a misappropriation in the case of one who is a tu~avi . 

4 TK , 30.5 
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feature of tur.avat;;_~m and tan~ is abvays associated with the i deal of 

the person in illa£arr:. The reference to the cumbination of both must 

indicate that the attitude of tULavaf.am can be attempted to be syn-

thesized with the virtue of tanam in illaram. \\Tb.at is of more 

specific interest in our context is that tur:ava:J;:am is an attitude, 

otherwise referring to its synthesis with a quality of illa~am would 

be pointless. 

WillIe referring to the necessity of getting over anger which 

is described as the ' killer of kinsmen' in the next chapter (chapter 

31) , Tiruvalluvar warns that it will burn the helpful boat of 

1 
. 1 ,CLllsmen. The term kinsmen here indicates that the reference suits 

better the person in illaram because his love (~) has not yet 

experienced expansiveness. For, if the person has experienced 

expansiveness of love (aru~) he would consider the whole of humanity 

as 'his ow-u family', - loJithout discriminating bet"leen kinsmen and 

non-kinsmen. 

Thus the clear applicability of the virtues l isted under the 

section on ~va.t:am to the person pursuing illar am would indicate 

that ~~~ava~ needs to be. interpreted as an attitude which can be 

cultivated by the individual even loJhile he is 'in illar~~'. Though 

the 'lists of virtues' (for illaram and for tUI.avaJ;.E-m) are not 

identical, there is a large amount of overlapping. This together 

1 TK,31.6 



~"ith""":l-~ t.a;,;.t .t:11 II the way in vlhich tu~~ and its virtues are 

described would ShCH that tu{avaram, according to Tiruva:quvar, was 

not ail autonomous stage in the sense in which saillnyasalrama was 

considered to be an autonomous stage in Brahmanic Hinduism . 

Coming now to the other objection referred to above, viz., 

that the very structural division of ~Iattupp[l into two sub-sections 

(dealing respectively with illaram and turava~) ane! the fact that 

the enumeration of the virtues of the house- holder first and that of 

the 'ascetic' next would be evidence enough to explode our theory : 

we would once again urge that the idea of the 'stages of life' theory 

is so significant for an understanding of an other-regarding system 

of ethics
1 

that it leads us to think that that is the only way in 

1 This is to concede that the 2i£rama-theory of Brahfllanical 
Hinduism is not to be taken lightly as connoting a mere division of 
the individual's life into four distinctly marked stages . Nothing 
can be farther from the spirit of the .:rs'rama theory than to consider 
it as either being concerned solely with the individual or wholly 
with the other ,vorld. The brahmacaryas'rama is certa inly not to be 
considered as a stage of li fe in which the individual is expected to 
simply restrain his sense-organs but mo r e importantly as a kind of 
schooling for life itself , as the stage where the individual is 
initiated into the essentials of good life and as a preparation for 
the individual's ent ering the nE-xt as-rama - the grahas taS'r ama (the 
house-halder's stage ) - which transforms him into a social person 
(man-of-society) and which stands him in good stead in the next stage 
- the vanaprastha (the forest- going stage) - wherein a rnore intensive 
preparation is made f or the ultimate transformation of the individual 
into a man-of-the-world (sanmyasin). 

Since vIe do no t propose the theo ry that Tiruva~1uvar' s 
illa£am-tu1;.:lvaram model of analysing _the good life was an entirely 
original contribution of his to philosophizing on good life, we 
would not consider it at all as an objection or criticism if it is 
pointed out that the Kur,a1's philosophy of illa,ram-turava.l;:am 
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which the theme of good life as an exemplification of em ever·-

expanding concern for others (resulting in r everence for life) can 

be analysed, understood and pract ised. It is because of this that 

the Ku£a:j.'s view of illaram and turavaJ;am is considered to be a 

re- presentation of the a{rama theory after deleting the brahmacaryat-

d •· h- " (h f' rama an vanaprast as rama. t e lrst and the third 'stages ') from the 

scheme . Hhat is important, however, is to apprecIate that the Kur:& 

retains the idea of the individual passing through different stages 

2i~fection before the ideal of perfection can be realized. 

The logical sequence adopted by Tiruva~+l'.var in his treatment 

of A.ram is now obvious. It is based primarily on the psychology of 

the development of love. Love may be a purely emotional-feeling 

phenomenon (to start with) in human life but when sub jected to 

expansiveness and 'converted' into a transforming influence, it 

becomes a spiritual reality permeating the whole being of the trans-

formed individual. The Section on ~ commencing with a description 

of family--life and its ideals is extremely significant from this 

point of view. 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) reflects the spirit of the 
X£rama theory. In fact it would be a welcome comment on our theory 
sinc~that would amount to accep t ing the rootedness of the KuraJ.. ' s 
philosophy in the Indian philosophical tradition, a position for which 
we have been pleading in this study. 
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It is now :;:ecognized that the other-regardi.ng virtues which 

are developed (later in one's life) could be traced to their roots 

in the feNily life. Co-operation, self-sacrifice, service to huma-

nity, unive rsal brotherhood and love of livi.ng beings have all been 

traced b ack to their or i gins to co-operation in the family life.
1 

\b 
The exposure to which each one of the members of the family ~ . .e 

subjected as a result of the face-to-face situation they are in, 

determin , to a large extent , their becoming sensitive to ideas and 

ideals of love which a re deep down their hearts and are capable of 

reaching unlimited heights with just the proper environment . 

1 C. A. Ell~'lOOd , SOciol0.EZ In Its Psychological ~ects , 
pp. 213 ff. (Cited in Prabhu , ~. cit., p . 209. ) 

It is interesting to note that four out of the five soci al 
rela tionships that are envisaged by Confucius as bas ic to the harmo
nious development of society are concerned ~vith the family . The 
five social relationships referred to by Confucius are those between : 
father and son; elder brother and younger brother; man and \vife ; 
elde.rs and youngsters; and sovereign and the subject. Confucius 
maintains that kindness ought to characterize the father and fil ial 
piety, the son; gentili ty should be the characteristic of the elder 
brother and humility and respect, that of the younger brother; hus
band's behc.viour must be righteous, and the wife's, obedience to her 
husband ; elders must al\vays be moved by human considerations towards 
the younger ones and the latter should have deference to the opinions 
of t he elders ; benevolence should be the dominant aspect of t he 
sovereign's personality and loyalty towards him ought to be the trait 
of the subject ' s character . (See J.B. Noss , Man ' s Religions, New York: 
Macmillan & Co., 1963, p. 383 .) 

The reason for Confucius' idealizing the relationships 
within the family is apparent from his theory of rectification ?f 
names , which emphasizes that unles s thE.: relationships, in ac tual 
day-to-day life , accord with the names attached to them, there cannot 
be any peace or harmony . See t he present author ' s Tradition: A Social 
Analysis., Hadras: University of Madras , 1973, chapter Lf for a fuller 
ciiscussion of the ques tion. 
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In the context of the KUla1. we might say that illa,ram provides the 

02casion and the opportunity for practising, consolidating and 

pervasively adopting the virtue of love (~) in order to ultimately 

cultivate it as a 'reality' permeating one's whole being (aru1. ). The 

irnportance accorned to~llaram in the Kutat should also be understood 

from this point of vie,,!. No ,vander, therefore, the virtues of 

illa!am are treated before the virtues of tu£avaram are dealt with. 

The fact tha t the Ku!;:al treats of illar.am first and bestows 

high praise on the significance of the house-holder ' s life
1 

has been 

in some quarters interpreted to mean that Va~~uvar posi tively 

2 
expresses a preference for illaram as against tUf.avaram . Though it 

may sound a good argument for maintaining the vie,v that the !..~~ 

stands for an affirmative, ' this-worldly philosophy it seems to us 

that by taking such an extreme stand the deeper implications of 

VaH.uvar's vlOrld and life-affirming philosophy are paradoxically 

3 overlooked. Furthermore, to say that j.llaram is better than 

1 See TK, 5.5,6,9 & 10 . 

2 Namakkal Kavinjnar , Va~J,uvarin U:l;.:[ .. am, Madras: Inpa 
Nilayam , 1963, p. 53. 

3 In the earlier part of this section we have pointed out 
that the continuum idea in the Kural can be illustrated by the fact 

_-Z""~ 

that turavaram represents the'accent on intensity'. This'accent on 
intensity' is wha t gives the deeper meaning to the Kura{'S social 
theory. By ~verstating the case for the importance accorded to 
:illa.ram by Va:quvar, unconsciously the mistake of understating the 
depth of analysis of the 'this-worldly aspects ' discernible in the 
Kural is committed • . ~'--'-
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.~r;_<~,v~kam. (according to the !Z~) would necessarily amount to 

missiag the point again - this time committing the mistake of 

interpre.ting TiL'uvalluvar to be maintaining that _illar.am as a 

'stage of life' is better than tur,a-yar:aE!.: For , a 'preferenr.e ' 

-§o~'tiJ illa~~ over ;:ur.ilv ,q;;:am 'olould entail the position that an 

absolute standard of judgment ,.,as in Tiruva+~uvar' s mind . But we 

do not think that TiruvaH.uvar addressed himself at all to such a 

question of ana lysing which one of the tvlO 'stages ' is better . 1 

3 (of the previous page) (contd . ) 

Unless ~he deeper implications of Va~~uvar's analysis 
are c )nceded, the whole sub-·section of ~avar.aviyal will have to 
be ~lai:ned away. Particula rly HE: may mention here that the 
significance of the four import ant chapters in Turavaraviyal, 

- ':Instability" (chapter 34), "Renuncia tion" (chapter 35), 
"Knowledge of the True" (chapter 36) and "The Extirpation of 
Desire" (chapter 37) may then be completely lost Sight of . Of 
course, from the point of view of the main argwnent of our thesis 
we did not deem it necessary to go into an analysis of these 
chapters, but the importance of the chapters themselves should not 
be overlooked . 

1 It is topical interest here to take note of the cautious , 
approach to a possible ever-statement regarding the Dha r ma- Sastras' 
encomiums on the .E; rahastaS'rama (the stage _ ~f the house-hold;~)--
suggested by a scholar. Writing on the As rama-scheme, Prabhu 
(o.£.. cit., p . 95) observes: " ... this special eulogy besto\ved upon 
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- -- '" t he grahastasrama should not be misunderstood; we must try to compre-
hend its meaning -in its proper perspectixe. The J~.!ahasta£rama is 
slorified, not in terms of absolute superiority of the al'rama over 
all the others, but from a particular angle of vision and with 
reference to the particular position \-lh i ch that a8rama occupIes in 
the scheme of life. The .. . praise for the gr ahasta , as the best 
a£rama emanates, ,ole must not fail to notice, from the point of view 
of th~' 'social values' of the a-s'ramas . Otherwise, in general , 
since each a:8raICla is regarded as an essential stage for the develop
of the individual, it is the best in its own place, and any compari
son of merits between them on absolute grounds would be surely 
heside the point. But , .from the point of view of a particul ar 



All that he was concerned to emphasize vlaS that tu,ravaf.am is ~ 

attitude to be cultivated and, to the extent that the attitude can 

be cultivated 'in il}~', ill~ itself becomes tur.avaram . So 

it wo uld be trues t to the spirit of Valluvar's philosophy to interpret .. 
his analysis of illar.am and turavaram as signifying a presentation of 

good life as a synthesis of the world affirmation approach (to life ) 

and the spirit of non-attachment . 

1 (o f the previous page) (contd.) 

aspect , viz., the aspect of social valuation, the EEahasta 
is exalted on the grounds of its lending support to the other three 
.atramas, the scope it affords for the practice and cultivation of 
all the three puru9arthas . , . as vle ll as of its direct contact with 
... society and the consequent direct contributions made by it to 
society. On the other hand, from the po int of view of the acquisition 
of knowledge by the individual, the brahmacaFyasrama: would .. evoke·.the 
highest praise; while from the point of vieH of individual salvation 
the saJUnyasas'rama would take the place of honour." 

This long citation is inteded to acknmvledge a paralJ:el 
emphasis laid on the house-heIder's life by Brahmanical Hinduism 
and should not be considered, as it might appear at first sight , 
as an argument against the distinctiveness of Valluvar's view of • • I 

illar:.am since the basic difference bet"\veen the Dharma--Sas tra;:s 
and the KUI,at still remains . The KUl;at (unlike the Dharma-Sastras ) 
emphasizes the social significance of illaram neither by considering 
its value as a 'stage' in preparation to other 'stages' to follow 
nor by underlining its value in enabling the individual to 'reap' 
the benefits of the 'other stages', but by considering the effect 
of leading .~ in such a "('Jay that the attitude o( tur.,avaram 
widens and deepens social concern. (Social concern, in this sense 
is nothing but the logical and psychological culmination of adopting 
the principle of love as the prime-mover in the individual's life .) 
Thus it is can~, the ideal of the person ' in illa~am' get 
transformed into arul, the ideal which is exhorted to be realized 
'in .!-ur;,aval;am ' • 
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This type of synthesis that needs to be effected in one ' s 

life is, j.n concrete terms, what is indicated by the exhortation 

to 'cultivate the att itude of turavaram in illa.r am' . The synthe-

sis is significant both from the point of view· of illa.ram and from 

the view-point of turavar.am inasmuch as the ideal of appu gets 

transformed into the more comprehensive and!purified ' -: love· 

(compassion or ~) and turavaLam gets the more posit i ve and 

affirmative significance. 

We may thus maintain that by a thorough analysis of the 

other-regarding propensities in man and a deep psychological analy-

sis of the human idt~al, Tiruva~~uvar has indicated that a1;am 

provides the surest foundation on which good life rests . Though 

Va~+uvar holds that ~ as altruistic love ingrained in the very 

texture of human life can and ought to be developed fully , it is 

significant to note that "at every stage he points out the corres-

ponding expansion of discernment and comprehension , knovlledge 

d . d "I an w~s om . 

Thus in Va~luvar's analysis of good life there is neither a 

mere reliance on emotional appeal nor on cold intellect . By balanc-

lng the emotional a nd the intellectual aspects , he is able to rein-

state the principle of morality to its real dignity i n human life 

withou~ sacrificing the basic human approach . 

1 Meenakshisundaram , ££.. cit ., p. 278 . 



CHAPTER FOUR 

DIVERSIFICATION OF Afu\M: I 

TOHards the close of the last chapter Vie observed that in the 

Ku~.a~ the moral principle of ~ is clearly I reinstated' to its 

rightful place tn human life by the healthy synthesis suggested by 

Tiruvalluvar bet\.J"een an ethic of e'llotions and an intellectualistic .. 
approach to the c'Jl1cept of good life. The principle of _~~~ was also 

maintained as not merely offering us the core-ideas for a n understand-

ing of the other aspects of human life (and particularly for institu-

tionalizing them) but also as indicating the pos3ibility of attaining 

integration of human personality. It was in this sense that aram was 
.-Jo"---

described as the nucleus of good life from which all other aspects 

grew organically. The clear in-built suggestion in our argument was 

that the principle of growth is also the integration-principle in 

human life. 

In the present chapter we shall be concerned with an analysis 

of 2.2!"ul {economic-politica l aspects of human life) as indicating the 

principle of extension of ~m in human life. The principle of ~ 

is seen to be accorded the same amount of importance by Va~~_uvar even 

while philosophizing on ]2orul) though the specific 'universe of 
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discourse' viz., the diEicussion of the economic and political aspects 

of human life, may "not readily reveal the moral principle to undiscern 

-ing eyes. It is indeed interesting to observe that the two major 

1 
aspects of porul delineated by Va~~uvar evidence the fact that the 

principle £i integration has not been sacrificed by him at the cost 

of the e x tension-principle. For, the economic aspect may be 

interpreted as driving home the integration-principle inasmuch as 

the absence of economic well-being of man proves a positive hindrance 

1 It seems necessary, even at the outset, to indicate the 
nature and scope of Poruljpal, the second Section of the KUI,at in 
which we find Va~l"uvar I s analysis of porul. Parimelalaka:c I s views are 
indeed helpful here but it seems necessary to highlight a point 
which is not so clearly apparent in the classical commentator's 
approach to Porutpal. According to the conunentator porlll needs to be 
interpreted in terms of sovereignty which is a necessary condition 
for securing material wealth. Accordingly he analyses Porutpal in 
terms of sovereignty and its constituents which help the administra
tion of the country and through it, the consolidation and growth of 
wealth. 

What seems to be more plausible is that Va~~uvar accords 
central importance to wealth (which porut literally means) and dis
cusses the prerequisites, sovereignty and citizenship in all their 
aSPects~ Tiruva~~uvar in this section isolates the dimension of 
wealth which is integral to a 4am and is conducive to Happiness both 
of the immediate and of the more enduring kind. An organized state 
is a prerequisite for the creation of wealth >vithout which we cannot 
have either ideal kings or ideal citizens. The king must have a 
filled coffer and the subjects must produce wealth. That is why 
subjects like agriculture, industriousness, poverty, beggary, etc. 
are brought in for discussion by Va~+uvar. Further evidence for 
our interpretation will become evident in the sequel but it must 
be stated here that the significance attached to poru+ in Va~tuvar's 
philosophy of good life can be understood best in terms of the 
economic and political strands of thought that Porutpal offers, 
on analysis. 



on the path to good life; and the political a'spect may be understood 

more meaningfully in terms of the extension··principle in so far as 

it represents more directly the institutionalization of ~ as a 

1 . . 1 1 mora prlnclp e. 

The literal meaning of the Tamil ~vord poru-l- is 'thing', 

'object' or 'substance' and the extended meaning is 'possession' and 

'enjoyment' of tangible objects that are required by man for his 

everyday life. In its wider sense it also refers to the activities 

of production, distribution and consumption of goods besides pointing . 

to the basic prerequisite of economic activity, viz., the political 

organization of society which makes possible the economic pursuit . 

itself.
2 
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1 It is obvious that we are denying neither the institutional 
aspects of the economic value nor the role of the political institu
tions in helping the individual to attain personality-integration. 
Nothing can be more unrealistic to the human situation than drawing 
a hard and fast distinction between the economic and the political 
aspects of life. All the same ,ve .,?re dra~ving the distinction for 
purposes of analysis, especially to illustrate our view that the 
extension-principle does not obliterate the integration-principle in 
the Kural. ... . 

2 It will be noticed that the meaning of the Tamil term 
poru{ corresponds to the significance of the Sanskrit term artha. 
This is evident from the fact that Kautilya, the celebrated author of 

/ . 
Artha-Sastra, refers, even at the commencement of his treatise, to 
both the economic and the political aspects of artha. The intimate 
relationship between economic ac~ivity and the science of goveryment 
(referred to as Varta and ~ganiti respectively by the Artha-Sastra) 
is clearly indicated by Kau~ilya when he observes: "Agriculture, 
cattle-breeding and trade constitute Varta. It i.s most useful in 
that it brings in grains, cattle, gold, forest-produce and free 
labour. It is by means of the treasury and the army obtained solely 

.,'" 



Both the aspects, viz., man's economic pursuit and his poli-

tical aspirations are analysed in detail by Tiruva++uvar while philo-

saphizing on poru~. The intimacy between the economic and the poli-

tical, or the difficulty in considering the one without taking into 

account the other is in a way suggestive of the basic foundation of 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) through varta that the 
king can hold under his control both his and his enemy's party. 
That sceptre on which vart~ depends is known a s .?aI}.qa (punishment). 
That ,,,hich treats ~f danda is the )-a\" of punishment or science of 
government (~qaniti). II - Artha-Sastra, IV. 9) . 
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The extended meaning of artha is explained by Heinrich 
Zimmer (Philos ophies ~:t India, Lond"(;";!R:olltledge & Kegan 1'a'.1l Ltd., 
1953, p. 35.). He observes that the word artha connotes "the 
attainment of riches and worldly prosperity, advantage, profit, 
wealth", also "result": in commercial life "business- illatter", 
"business-affair', work, price and in law 'plaint, action and peti
tion." With reference to the interior world of the psyche: "end and 
aim, purpose, object, wish, desire, motive, cause, reason, interest, 
use, want and concern." 

The similarity of the connotation of the two terms, 
poru.!- and artha and the consequent similarity in the contents of · 
the two treatises dealing with them have led to the view in some 
quarters that the Kur;.a.!- 's approach to porul is modelled completely 
on the Artha-Sastra's approach to artha . Despite obvious similarities 
the Kural's treatment of norul has many distinctive features. The ______ ..a.. L..::.....:--L 

most obvious slant of distinction characteristic of Porutpal is its 
understanding t he concept of porul as ~ i.n extension . ,vhich provides 
an air of idealism to the treatment. This is in addition to the 
ejlually obvious structural difference bet,,,een Porutpal and Ar tha_
Sas tra : the former expressly addresses itself to the economic as 
.. ell as the political aspects of human life ,,,hereas the latter 
proceeds differently in toe analysis of its subject-matter. 
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both, viz., a,l;am. 1 This is not to say that the KUI,at, only by impli~ 

cation, maintains the importance of a tam , but rather to suggest that 

the presentation of the two aspects in the Classic is done in such 

a way that it impresses upon us that the idealized conception of 

good life which is pressing for recognition and realization in human 

life cannot but be taken s eriously by a reflective being. Thus it is 

that the idealizations al::out morality and righteousness that we came 

across in the analysis of ar,aIl}. are seen to lead us naturally and 

directly to their extensions which may here be referred to as their 

institutionalizations. Morality is thus not an abstract concept in 

the Kura1 and the analysis of it shows a realistic appreciation of 

human aspirations and a careful appraisal of the frailties of man.
2 

1 It is fruitful to remember tha t even in the West the term 
politicak econo~ connoted the intimacy between economics and politics 
-and that).,utg1'} af t er the publication of Adam Smith's Wealth .of Nations 
in 1776 that economics became an independent discipline. Even then 
it was political economy and an aspect of moral philosophy. It may 
not be irrelevant to point out here that Adam Smith's Classic .was 
\Ilritten when he was holding the chair of Moral Philosophy in the 
University of Glasgow. Only a century later, during Alfred Marshall's 
days economics launched on an independent career. Marshall's own 
student Keynes questioning the value of such an autonomy for economics 
and expressing a preference for going back to 'political economy' 
would again point to the fac~ that the moral implications of the 
economic pursuit are not to be brushed aside as unimportant. 

2 That w~ ar e not just reading a distinction between the ideal 
of goodness and institutional morality can be made evident from the 
fact that TtJe find Tiruva~luvar using the term arau instead of al;am 
in many couplets i n the Poru1fpiU (vide TK, 39.4; 45.1; 64.5; 65.4 
& 76.4 ). It must however be admitted that the terms aram and arau 
are used interchangably in the A.J;attupp:n (eg., TK, 5.9; 15.2,7 & 10). 
This would add strength to our argument that the institutionalization
possibility is ingrained in the very structure of ~. 
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It should be conceded however that institutionalization of 

ideas and ideals may not always be successful, i.e., ideals propounded 

may not always be realized fully and in that "sense institutional mora-

1 
lity may be considered 'qualitatively of a 'lower type' but, such 

a statement, if not explained properly, is bound to lead to 

misunderstandings both about the value of having ideals and about 

attempts at institutionalizing them; ideals may then be considered 

to be pure theorizing and institutionalizing them may be cynically 

viewed. In our context: the result of such a statement regarding 

'institutional morality' may be that the wholesome effect of Va~~uvar's 

building up a philosophy of good life is completely nullified. 

Our view that Vat~uvar accorded great importance to institu-

tionalization (and hence that he did not consider it 'inferior') 

is based on his insistence that morality and institutionalization 

of it should not be considered as two distinct 'processes' 2 It .is 

1 N. Hurugesa Mudaliar, Polity. in Tirukkural in TSEL, 
pp. 537-538 makes a significant point indeed by drawing a distinction 
between ~ and afa~ in the Kur al but his reference to araq as 
being of a lower order may be mistaken and hence we feel the distinc
tion needs to be carefully interpreted and understood . 

2 This can be substantiated in terms of the significance of 
all the couplets referred to in foot-note 2 on p . 157 (first set of 
reference to Kur at couplets), but we shall illustrate it with reference 
to just two of them to make our point. It is significant that even 
in the 4th couplet of chapter 39, though the term ~ is used, 
Va11uvar is carefully using the term aracu (\vhich refers to the insti
tution of kingship) rather than aracan while defining 'king' as one 
who does not s,verve from virtue and refrains from vice. The obvious 
intention of Tiruva~~uvar in using the abstract term aracu in this 



on this premi~e that we sugges t that poru! according to Tiruva~~uvar 

represents a natural extension of ~ in human life. An even more 

s i gnif ica nt point that emerges (by considering the importance of 

institutionalization) is that the political aspects of the section, 

Forutpal which refer to the 'king' have a deeper significance, 1 

viz., that the suggestions and exhortations that we find in it are 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) couplet (even though 
he uses the teTIl ~~ instead o f ~ to indicate morality or the 
institutiona l ization o f it) i s to impress upon his readers that 
even when he is r eferring to the application of the grand ideal 
of ~ to the day-to-day life of a society, he ,lants not to be 
mistaken by them a s dealing no longer with the ideal of goodness 
but only with the actuality of an 'ethics of the king '. (vide 
Parimelalakar 1 s commentary all TK, 39.4) ---

Si.milarly in the 1st couplet of chapter liS: when the 
'prince' is asked to acquire the friendship of ~he virtuous and 
the supremely wise, the reason, as Parimelal.akar comments, seems to 
be that virtue or ~ is to 'be , kn(nffi not ;nle.re:1y t hrough the sacred 
books but also through coming into contact with those who t ~~ ~. 

through maturity and good conduct , possess a knowledge of it. 
(vide Parimelalakar's commentary on the couplet .) It seerr.s to us 
that the clear meaning of this co uplet is that society is a defiriite 
source of morality . The insistence on the , ma turity and good conduct 
of those who are the sources of moral ity a gain signifies that it is 
not just following the social codes blindly that is meant here. It 
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is in a similar light that couplets 64.5, 65.4 and 76 .4 are to be 
understood, viz ., that institutional morality as such is not considered 
inferior by Tiruva~+uvar. 

1 It ,'ill become evident from the s£quel that the economic 
as well as the political aspects of the discussion in the Poru~pal 
are to be considered as equally significant for any individual in 
society but the political alone is specified above since the usage 
of terms like ki~) ~inist er, e tc., in the relevant chapters in 
the Porut;pal. may be taken to ref er to a monarchical system alone. 
The tenor of discussion of the'political'in the Porlltpil is such 
that the applicability of the moral principle of ~ to the social/ 
political aspects of man's living can be clearly seen. 



relevant to ~ individual (i . e ., significant for human life in 

1 
general) and therefore by a special application, for a democratic 

set-up as well. The clubbing together of the economic and political 

aspects of human life that \Ve see in Va~+uvar' s analysis of porul 

may also be understood as standing for a presentation of the good 

life in which the integrality of the economic and political aspira-

tions of the individua~ as also the social (or institutional) signifi-

cance of the values pursued are accorded importance, without in the 

least sacrificing the principle of morality . The significant point 

1 This is the upshot of the interpretation given by Meenakshi 
-sundaram (.£E.o cit.) to the Poru1;:p~il and we consider it extremely 
significant from our own point of view of bringing out the philosophy 
of good life in the Ku~. For, if the geod life of man consists, 
as we have maintained, in having moral ideals as guidelines for 
living, the substance of good life should surely consist in extending 
the principle of morality to every aspect of his life and th2 politi
cal aspect is extremely important. And, when we consider that the 
great political ideals of a society can be achieved only by every 
one of its individuals contributing to them, the deeper meaning 
underlying the Poru1;:pal becomes especially evident. Furthermore, 
whether we first consider ~~ as the most important principle in 
human life and then consider other aspects of life - in our immediate 
context, the political - as but extensions of the moral or consider 
the political to be meaningful only when the individual's own moral 
resources are brought out for real 'political participation' , we see 
the organic relationship between the ~tuppal and the Porut;pal. 

C. Raj agopalachari , (KuIa~ the Great Book £i Tiruva:p.uvar, 
Bombay: Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 1965, p. iii) also holds a similar 
view. The second book (Poru1;:p~n) is described by him as "dealing 
with policy in worldly affairs including state-craft ." He also 
maintains: "The chapters are not addressed only to princes and 
those around them. They contain principles of conduct that should 
guide a ll persons engaged in secular affairs." 
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to notice here is that Tiruva+~uvar lays as much emphasis on the 

1 
economic-social aspects of ht~an life as on the observance of ethical 

principles in pursuing them.
2 

These two aspects need some elaboration here. The emphasis 

on the necessity of accumulation of wealth is born out of the realiza- -

tion that "it is the unfailing lamp whose light reaches the regions 

3 
desired (by the king/ the individual) and dispels the darkness," 

(i.e., it is extremely useful in the everyday life of man) and that 

it helps a society to attain immunity from diseases, adequate stock 

of food grains, a high standard of living ::lnd a strong defence.
4 

The importance accorded to the economic prosperity of a society5 

1 This is clearly apparent from the 4th couplet of chapter 
74 of the Kuta~ in \vhich Tiruva:nuvar illdicates that a good country 
(society) is one which is free from hunger, disease and fear of 
external aggression and internal conflict. 

~~~ 2 See TK, 76.5 \vhich reads: "(Kings) should rather desist 
~~ accumulating wealth that does not flow from compassion and 

love~" This points to the necessity of observing fair means of 
realizing the 'three freedoms'. 

3 TK,76.3 

4 ibid., 74.8 

5 Our usage of the two terms 'countr y' and 'society' as the 
equivalents of the Tamil term natu needs some explanation here. The 
term ~ is extremely compreh~ve in significance and the. exclu tva 
usage of either of the t\vO terms (country and society) as the equi
valent does not adequately bring out its meaning. May,:)e t Tiruva~
luvar wanted to i mpress upon his readers the 'social' and 'political' 
dimensions of the life of a group of people living together in a 
geographical location that he prefers the specific expression ~ 
to more general terms like ulakam. Moreover, the context in which 



is further evident from Va~~uvar's categorical statement that "that 

alone is a country which is self-sufficient in regard to its economic 

resources and that is not a country which has to depend on external 

. d ,,1 al. . The value of a state or country reaching a very comfortable 

resource-position referred to by Va~~uvar in unmistakable terms 

furthers our view that he was deliberately emphasizing the economic 

aspects of social development : "That is a country \vhich can withstand 

the burdens pressed on it (from adjoining countries) and (yet) pay 

its taxes regularly (to the King/ the State),,2 Tiruva~~uvar 

reiterates. 

5 (0£ the previous page) (contd.) we find the chapter 
entitled natu in the I(ural as well as the relevance of the statements 

_.....a.- " • 

that appear therein to human society in general also warrant our 
usage of the tHO English equivalents. 

It is also important to notice hmv our earlier statement 
that Porutp~l should not be understood as connoting merely 'advi~es 
to the prince' but as incorporating Tiruva++uvar's considered views 
on human society in general is corroborated by the ideas found in 
the chapter on ~. 

1 TK, 74.9 
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2 ibid., 74.3 Parimelalakar brings out this meaning clearly 
in his commentary by his explanation that the real country is one 
which, in spite of having to withstand the 'burden' (caused by other 
countries) is able to payoff the taxes in f ull. We might add here 
that the ability of the country to payoff the taxes in full would 
indicate that its people could well afford to do that and not ask 
for remission of taxes from the King/ State/ Government . Parimelala
kar 's commentary brings out another meaning of the term~, viz., 
that it refers not merely to the geographic al or territorial descrip
tion of a state but also its peoples. 
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The implication that a society is what the people make it 

is too clear to need any specific mention, yet we find Tiruvar!-uvar 

dwelling on the qualities that an individual should possess to produce 

wealth (and thus make the country self-sufficient). The most 

important of these is industriousness, for it is that which paves the 

f 1 · . 1 way or astlng prosperlty. The obvious corollary of the quality of 

1 What Tiruva~~uvar means by ' lasting prosperity' is that if 
an individual is possessed of the quality of industriousness it is 
going to be a perennial 'source' of augmenting his material resources. 
The point is made by contrasting the mere 'possession of material 
wealth ' (which can easily be squandered away) with Ireal mental 
\vealth' (energy and the undaunted spirit of enterprise): "The 
possession of (an energetic) mind is real property; the possession 
of (material) wealth passes away" (TK, 60.2). 

It is significant to note that Tiruva!~uvar reiterates the 
importance of ha rd work both by referring to the necessity for cultiva 
-ting a proper disposition to put in lots of effort and also by his 
criticism against laziness. 

His exhortation to put in ' manly efforts' is evident from 
the following couplets: 

"Health \vill find its own way to the person possessed of 
vigour and unfailing energy." (TK, 60.4) 

" Effort will produce wealth; absence of effort will produce 
poverty." (ibid., 62.6) 

"They say that the goddess of misfortune dwells with lazi
ness and the goddess of fortune, with industriousness." (ibid., 62.7) 

"Bad fate is no disgrace ... To be without effort ... is 
disgrace. II (:!:.bid., 62.8) 

"Although it is said that fate may make your efforts wasted, 
effort will yield its own reward." ( ibid ., 62.9) 

liThe stalks of water-flowers are proportionate (in length) 
to the depth of water; likewise, men' greatness is proportionate to 
their minds. II (ibid., 60.5) This couplet , coming as it does, under 
the chapter on efforts as conducive to wealth, signifies, by implica
tion that only by sheer hard work can a person hope to acquire riches. 



hard Hork, viz., the strong heart Hhich will be ' able to overcome the 

temporary set-backs the individual may experience in the course of his 

1 endeavours to 'make wealth' is also emphasized by Va++uvar . 

As for the means to be adopted for acquiring wealth, Valluvar .. 
categorically states that an uns\verving ethical means is necessary . 2 

1 (of the previous page) (contd. ) 

Val~uvar's 'tirade' against indolence is clearly reflected 
in the following couplets : 
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"The darkness called indolence extinguishes the bright lamp 
of family honour." (TK, 61.1) cf TK, 61.3-4 which also reiterate the 
point that the laziness of the individual \vill destroy his family's 
reputation and dignity. It is also stated that by getting over lazi
ness the reproach that is on the family can (also) be got over . (ibid., 
61.9) --

1 "They who are possessed of enduring energy \vill not despair 
saying: 'We have los t our property'" . (ibid., 60 . 3) 

II lA.--
If you encounrer trofle, laugh (at them) ; there is nothing 

else \vhich can drive troubles (away)." (ibid., 63 . 1) 

"A flood of troubles \vill be overcome by the 'courage ' of 
the wise even while (they are) in sorrow." (ibid., 63 . 2) See also 
TK, 63. 3-5) 

2 TK,76.5 

It is important to note that adopting fair means in the 
acquisition of wealth is a cardinal principle in Hinduism, and the 
latter in turn is explicable in terms of the means-ends question in 
Hinduism. The great Indian statesman, Jawaharlal Nehru who stood for 
the ethical approach to national and international problems made a 
significant reference to the traditional Hindu view on the question of 
means and ends when he observed : II •• • there is always a close and 
intimate relationship between the end we aim at and the means adopted 
to attain it . Even if the end is right, if the means are wrong , that 
will vitiate the end or divert it into a wrong direction. Means and 
end are thus intimately and inextricably connected and cannot ,be 
separated . That indeed has been the lesson of old taught us by many 
great men in the past but unfortunately it is seldom remembered ." 
Extract from his speech at the time of his receiving the Degree of 
Doctor of Laws conferred on him.by Colmmbia Universi~y on 17 .10 . 1949. 



What is striking in Valluvar's economic theory is that while on the 

one hand he pleads for a dynamic action-oriented work ethic, giving 

as its watch-words 'virility' and 'the spirit of enterprise' and 

suggesting perseverance to keep the tempo of work and for overcoming 

the obstacles incident al to a strenuous attempt at attaining economic 

well-being, not even once does he suggest that scruples could be 

thrown to the winds to better one's economic prospects in life. As 

a recent writer has pointed out: 

While the need for a perpetual struggle in the face 
of odds as the sine qua non for success receives ::. 
g r eat empi1as is, what Vafl,uvar delineates is not a 
society where everyone is for himself and the devil 
t akes the hindmost, such as was pictured by some 
economists, about the capitalism of the early 19th 
Century, and which brought it into contempt by men 
like Ruskin and earned for it the odium of the 
Science of Hammon. 1 

The extension of ~ that porul is, according to Va~~uvar, 

it is not considered except in terms of its social utility.2 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) The Kura1's insistence 
on the ethical means to porul may thus be considered to be well in 
tune with the general Hindu view on the question. 

1 Natarajan,~. cit., p. 99. 

2 "Those who have no strength of mi.nd will not enjoy telling 
the world: 'He have been munificent.'" (TK, 60.8) What is signifi
cant about this couplet is that it is found in the very chapter 
\vhich exhorts the individual to work hard in order to get wealthy. 
The suggestion clearly is that 'making wealth' is not for enjoying 
it oneself but is intended to share it with the needy. 

cf J.A. Hobson (Property and Improperty, London: Victor 
Gollancz Ltd., 1937) who maintains that only wealth acquired through 
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TI1e social purpose of acquisition of property1 that Va+~uvar is 

referring to here is explicable in terms of two principles of ~ 

we have already referred to, viz., that morality consists in treating 

the others as one would like to be treated by them and that the 

ideal of compassion Caru.:].) ,vhich, in the ultimate analysis, is true 
2 

morality, can be only gradually developed. In terms of the first: 

the empathetic appreciation of the 'plight of the others' (in the 

light of one's own feeling the necessity for basic material well-

being) is the motivating factor for sharing one's wealth with 

, 2 (of the previous page) (contd.) right means and used for 
social~good purp oses deserves to be called property, and wealth 
acquired through improper means and utilized for purposes which 
do not conduce to the good of society, deserves to be designated 
improperty. 
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1 It may be that Va++uvar's insistence that porul be consider
ed as a means and not as an end in itself was born out of the reali
zation that othenvise the human tendency to assume the superiority
feeling that weal th brings in will be hard to get over. Cliffe 
Leslie points to how this superiority-feeling develops out of wealth: 
He observes: "We do indeed hear of people who pursue money for its 
own sake ,vithout caring for what it will purchase , especially at the 
end of a long life spent in business; but, in this as in many other 
cases, the habit of doing a thing is kept up after the purpose for 
which was originally done has ceased to exist. The possession of 
wealth gives such people a feeling of power over fellow-creatures 
and insures them a sort of envious respect in which they find a bitter 
but strong pleasure." (Cited in Marshall, ~. cit., p. 18.) 

2 It is significant also to note that arul (compassion) 
itself is ·described as the child of anp~ (domestic love) which is 
reared by the wet-nurse called porul (wealth) (See TK, 76.7). It 
is obvious how this couplet brings out the moral purpose behind 
the pursuit of \vealth. The deeper implication of this couplet is 
that the gradual unfoldment of compassion is possible only if the 
individual euJoys a certain amount of basic material well-being. 



others. In terms of the second: the psychological fact that the 

immediate family circle, to start with, and a little later, one's 

own society, provide the tra~ing ground and the opportunity to 
J... 

practise altruistic love, gives us the logic of the exhortation to 

share one's wealth with one's relatives .
1 

1 In a sense the one central theme that runs through the 
earlier and the later parts of the Section on ~I,am is the gradual 
unfoldment of the true moral ideal exemplified in the espousal of 
the ideal of compassion . 

This idea seems to be rep e ated in a subtle but significant 
form in chapter 53 entitled Cher~shin& one's Kindred (Cutt~antola~). 
We see in this chapter Vattuvar realistically putting forward basic 
considerations towards effecting a harmony between the individual 
and society. Rajagopalachari (~. cit., p. 81.) suggests tha t the 
cutt~n~! idea needs to be unders tood against the backdrop pf 
the ancient Indian idea of society as providing certain built-in 
mechanisms to avert the danger of clash of interests . His detailed 
comments are worth r eferring to here: "Individualism with competition 
as the so c io-economic basis of life was neither rejected nor entirely 
accepted in Indian culture. The man a nd all his relatives formed 
an unit, and all such units together formed society . The members 
of a unit shared among themselves equally. Each was expected to 
toil also under the chief's instructions and moral influence, upto 
the meas ure of his capacity . He had the right to be maintained,in 
equal status with everyone else in that group independent ly of the 
measure of his ability to contribute to its wealth. There was thus 
, communism' ,vithin this limited sphere. There was thus recognition 
of the principle of property and competition ... For a man with a 
larger earning capacity to leave the fold, with the selfish object · 
of excluding his relatives from sharing the fruits of his toil, was 
considered a shameful sin against the culture of the land . There 
was thus a semi-coercive basis for the system. The modern conception 
of communism is a state-wide and state-enforced freedom of the 
individual and a ruthless state-wide application of the principle 
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of competition. The cutt~ontolal idea is a very old compromise between 
the two systems. The problems are millenniums old, and the varying 
solutions too are of like age . " 
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Hoarding of wealth naturally comes in for severe attack. 1 

To say the least, it is, even from the point of view of the individual 

who does it, not desirable since the value of wealth is then not 

. 2 realized, the fruits of it are not enjoyed. Secondly, hoarding is 

an anti-social act. Va~~uvar expresses this mildly at first by 

3 
referring to the hoarder as a burden to the earth and then quite 

emphatically by stating that it can be positively detrimental to the 

common good even as the fruits of a poisonous tree in the heart of 

a village. 4 His undisguised anger at the mean people is forcefully 

expressed when he says that they won't even shake the clinging 

grains from their moistened hands till a clenched fist breaks 

their jaws5 and by describing them as not being ready to do 

6 
charitable acts till they are tortured to death. 

From the forceful language used by Va~~uvar, however, it 

should not be hastily concluded that he would wholeheartedly 

1 This is evident from the whole of chapter 101 of the 
Ku£at entitled Wealth Without Benefaction in which Vattuvar strongly 
condemns the selfish attitude of those who do not want to share 
their wealth with others. 

2 TK, 101. 5 

3 ibid. , 101. 3 

4 ibid. , 101. 8 

5 ibid. , 108.7 

6 ibid. , 108.8 
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welcome the violent methods sometimes suggested, for, he is firmly of 

the opinion that only such means should be adopted which will not 

hinder the progress of others. A philosophy of good life \.,hich 

emphasizes so mu ch the necessity of developing the quality of affection 

and compassion can hardly be expected to lend support to such a view 

~.,hich would advocate abolition of the 'owning class' by force. More-

over, the whole tenor of Va1~uvar's philosophy of society would 

suggest that if social interests are at stake as a result of adopting 

a particular method of acquisition, it should at once be abandoned. 

That is, the very basis of Tiruva~~uvar's criticism against the 

irresponsible and unscrupulous attitude of those who do not have the 

heart to share their wealth with others, would itself preclude the 

conclusion that he is unconcerned with the repercussions that a 

violent approach to the question of abolition of the miserable plight 

of the 'have-nots' will have on society. And, as a recent writer 

maintains: 

Va~1uvar, a moralist and a votary of truth and non
violence , could never entertain such a dangerous 
idea; (for), he categorically says that the have
nots have no right to get angry against those who 
do not give. 1 

It should however be remembered that in trying to draw out the 

impli.cations of Va1~uvar's philosophy for modern thought, we should not 

over-state the case by claiming that Vat~uvar anticipated all the 

1 Arasu,~. cit., p. 41. 



problems conce'rning the relationship betwee'n the 'have-s' and the 

'have-nots' of today. It should not be claimed that Va~~uvar, even 

twenty centuries earlier, anticipated all the evils that the 

twentieth century might e xperience and visualized exactly the state 

of disha rmony it will experience as a result of adopting unethical 

1 
means to the institution of property. For, it seems more plausible 

to state that Va~~uvar's philosophy of society stems from his basic 

view that 'indivi dual re-making' under all circumstances is 

2 h ' . h' 1 'd d h . necessary t an l nterpretlng lm to lave conSl ere t e correctlve 

measures to cure an ailing society. Not that he felt that state 

1 Hence we find it difficult to ac cept Arasu's suggestion 
(Kural and Democratic Socialism, Hadras: Thayakam, 1971, p. 4) that 
Va~~uvar hera14Sa socialistic pattern of so ciety. Arasu writes: 
"Va~1uvar is heralding a s ocialistic pattern of society, where 
there must be progressive increases in production by industrioBs 
farmers and equi t able distribution of things produced by traders of 
integrity, who loathe to indulge in profiteering or hoa rding to 
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create any artificial famine, supplemented by s ubstantial help on the 
part of the rich or the capitalists (consisting of farmers and traders 
who through their unremitting toil, valuable expertise and honest 
means acquire \'lealth and turn out to be industrialists) ~vho are 
prepared to hold their wealth or capital in trust for the benefit of 
the society with a view to eliminating poverty." All that can 
plausibly be said is that the root-ideas of some of the solutions 
suggested at the present ti8e for , some of the problems that modern 
societies face, were probably germinally present in Va~~uvar's 
philosophy. This is far from saying that Va!~uvar was vociferously 
arguing for a type of solution that is seriously suggested today. 

2 This is in keeping with his general philosophy regarding 
the efficacy of the individual's self-efforts in being able to even 
countermand the effects of destiny. No doubt, in the earlier section, 
in the chapter on Q1 Va~1uvar says that there is nothing more powerful 
than destiny, because it would antecede and thwart all efforts 
directed against countermanding it. But, later on in the Section on 
Poru1, in chapter 62 entitled "Hanly Effort!! , the concluding couplet ----



action in this r~gard was unnecessary or ineffective (the very inclu-

sian of chapters dealing with this subj ect under 'politics' ~vould be 

proof positive for this) but rather that he was convinced that unless 

the welfare ideas are really ideas in the individuals' minds and 

ideals which would be cherished and worked for, unless, that is, the 

individuals really participate in the process of translating the 

grand principles into positive social welfare programmes, state 

action itself cannot accomplish much. 

In view of such an interpretation of Tiruva~~uvar's approach 

(tp prohlems of man and society) that we are suggesting, we would 

agree with Natarajan who suggests a cautious appraisal of Va~tuvarls 

economic theory - without being tempted to find a kinship between 

the 'economics' of the Ku!a~ and the over-saving and under-inves tment 

theories of later day economists like Malthus, J.A. Hobson and John 

Haynard Keynes and exclaim hm., very modern Va~_tuvar is. 1 The type of 

distinction dr awn by Natarajan is extremely significant in our 

conte1~t and we find it worthwhile quoting him here: 
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2 (of the previous page) (contd.) strikes an optimistic note. 
In the light of a gener al understanding of his exhortations for good 
life not only at the ethical but also at the social, economic and 
political levels we are led to conclude that the second of the above 
sta tements (seemingly contradicting the first) really expresses his 
convictions in t he matter. See also our discussion of ]1, pp. 110-116. 
In this respect Va~tuvar's view typifies the general Hindu view regard
ing social r econstruction which does not dwell on the institutional 
aspects of the question alone. See the present author's The Hindu 
Philosophy of Social Recons truction, Hadras: Centre for Advanced 
Study in Philosophy, University of Hadras, 1970, chapters III & IV for 
a more elaborate treatment of the subject. 
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He ,,,rrites: 

Such temptations must be resisted. For, the con
texts are entirely different. The modern theories 
of over-saving and under-investment are born of the 
analysis of a particular economic situation and at 
a particular point of time. There is nothing of 
the moral flavour about these theories when .they 
are offered as solutions to the unclogging of the 
economic mechanism. Vattuvar, on the other hand, 
had all along, the moral values in the background. 
When he condemns hoarding miserliness, the doctrine 
assumes the attributes of s eminality and timeless
ness about it. It is always wrong to hoard; and 
that because it clogs the springs of charity. 
Perhaps ultimately the doctrines of both , Vattuvar 
and the neo-classical economists arrive .at the 
same point and same goal, .. . better consumption 
and better production ... All that ,,,re have to see 
is that the standpoints are different, the thinking 
proce.ss different, the tools too, but not the goal. 1 

Two other topics which are discussed by Va+~uvar , viz., 

beggary and the importance of agriculture for the economy of 

society need to be interpreted in the same spirit, ie., by 

cautiously avoiding strained interpretations to the couplets dealing 

with them (to find later-day ide.as into them). Here again, it may 

be 'fashionable' to consider Tiruva~~uvar as a social reformer and 

an agricultural economist as we understand the terms today, but a 

deliberate caution is necessarily to be exercised to delineate the 

approach of Vat~uvar to these topics. 

1 (of the previous page) EF_' cit., p. 86. 

j , ibid., pp. 86-87. Recognition of the moral tone of the ' 
economic doctrine of Va~~uvar by an economist like Natarajan is 
indeed significant sincl~t furthers our argument that the 
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to be deliberately cultivated just as the ' exhortations to man to work 

hard imply an implicit acceptance that indolence even in the state of 

1 
indigence is not absent in man. The moral argument may t~len be 

considered either as being capable of effecting a 'change of heart' 

on both sides (i.e., on the part of the rich as well as the poor) 

or as being grounded on the frailties as 'veIl as the. fascinating 

aspects of human nature. 

Thus Va~{uvar's views on poverty and beggary point~ to his 

steering clear of the two easy alternatives while philosophizing on 

the good life: (i) merely idealizing on the goodness of man and 

(ii) cynically pointing an a ccusing , finge.r at the devil in man which 

avowedly prevents any voluntary sharing of good things by those \olho 

h 1 ' , d 2 ave t tem J,n 8Du.n ance. Reference to poverty in the ~uLal is thus 

to be understood not purely in terms of Va~:t.uvar ' s taking up the 

cudgels, on behalf of the poor and the dmm-trodden, against the 

rich and the well-placed but as an extension of the principle of ~~ 

to concrete life-situations , - in our present context, to a reflection 

on the problems posed by pove rty , beggary and related questions. 

1 This is the s i gnificance of TK 107. 1 ~vhich suggests tha t 
the ideal would be not to beg at all even from those generous persons, 
who, without a second thought, 'respond' when 'begged'. 
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2 It is inte resting to note that S. Radhakrishnan's interpre
tation c£ the Hindu philosophy of a rtha (Re lig1-.on aud Society, London: 
George Allen & Umvin Ltd., 1959, p. 97) reveals a strand of t hought 
in the Sanskritic tradition, similar to the Kur al's view on the 
question of affluence and poverty . He write~s : ......... W€ should not • •. 
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Adverting our attention now to Vatfuvar's views on agriculture: 

they have to be understood against the same background of considering 

the foundational elements for structuring the good in human life and 

in relation to the significance of rains adumbrated in the second 

chapter of his Introduction. We have maintained
l 

that Valluvar's . . 
specifically dwelling on the importance of rains is symptomatic of 

his great concern for the economic aspects of life which makes for 

the possibility of aiming at the good life. In view of this fact 

we feel that to simply consider that the importance accorded to 

agriculture by Vaf~uvar was born Ol't of the fact that he lived and 

wrote in a country which was predominantly agricultural, is to offer 

a simplietic account of his ' meaning' and to overlook hig deeper 

thoughts. For, such an analysis would imply that his philosophy was 

just a by-product of his age. Though we are not contending the fact 

that the KUIat'S philosophy is best understood a gainst the backdrop 

of the Indian setting, He do feel that Va~+uvar's philosophy, though 

born out of the soil from which it got its grist, was much more than 

that, possessing as it did, a phenomenal vitality \vhich could help it 

withstand the vagaries of clime and weather that a 'transplantation' 
wO-y 

involves. It seeI!lS to us that this is the only"in which we can 

2 (of the previous page) (contd) conclude that the poor have 
a monopoly oj virtues, administrative capacity, directive ability and 
dis i nterest!?evotion, while the rich have a full share of all the 
conceivable vices, lack of imagination, se.lfishness and corrupti.on." 

1 . vide supra! pp. 97, 101 and 102. 



account for the philosophy of the KUlat surviving the ravaging 

currents of thought since it was propounded twenty ce~lturies ago and 

for its according prime importance to agriculture. The primacy given 

agriculture 
1 

means that since food is ultimately the basis of li.fe, 

producing it is a fundamentally important occupation of man. This 

point is to be reiterated not only to arrest an under-statement 

referred to above but also to maintain that pointing to Vai~uvar as 

having set the precedent to the Physiocrats of the 18th Century 
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France by voicing the value of agriculture, is a clear case of making 

an over-statement. Explaining the Physiocrats' view that agricultu-

rists alone were the true productive class, Adam Smith wrote: 

The unproductive class, that of merchants, artificers 
and manufacturers is maintained and employed 
altogether at the expense of the two other classes, 
of that of proprietors and of that of cultivators . 
They furnish both with the materials of its work 
and with the fund of its subsistence, with the 
corn and cat tIe vlhich it consumes while it is 
employed about the work . The proprietors and celti-

.vators finally pay both the wages of all the workmen 
of the unproductive classes and the profit of all 
their employers 2 

those workmen and their employers are properly the 
servants of the proprietors and the cultivators. 3 

1 111is is transparently evident from the whole chapter 104 
of the Kurat and is especially made clear by the description of agri
culture as the primary occupation (104.1), by considering agricultu
rists as the linch-pin of society (104.2) and by referring to them 
alone as 'truly living' (104.3). 

2 Cited in Natarajan, ££. cit., p. 83. 

3 ibid., p. 84. 



From the similarity of views which is striking, it is 

extremely tempting to refer to Va~~uvar as the forerunner of the 

Physiocrat doctrine,1 but as Natarajan observes, we have to be careful 

to note that non-agricultural pursuits being referred to as 'servants' 

does not at all possess the same meaning in Va~~uvar and the Physio-

crats: 

The Physiocrats held that agriculture alone ,.,as the 
'productive' occupation and so compared the people 
engaged as artificers, manufacturers and merchants 
to 's ervants' who in their concept did not produce 
anything 'tangible' in value ... The unproductive 
class, however , is .•. greatly useful to the other 
two classes (proprietors and cultivators of land) 
... There is no suggestion (in Va!luvar) that the 
servants' production had no vaJue , or that their 
pursuits are 'unproductive'. All VaJ-~uvar meant 
to convey ... ,.,as t he basic dependence of allan 
agriculture for their food requirements •.• The 
others are 'subservient' in the sense that they 
all have to depend on growers of food in the 
ultimate analysis . The economic h:eedom of the 
grower of food is bas ic; that of the others, only 
derived. 2 

Thus we are suggesting that the significance of Va+~uvar's views are 

by a deeper analysis of his own i deas rather than by a superficial 

comparison with other later ideas. 
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Passing on to consider the political aspects of Eoru~, it seems 

necessary to consider, even at the outset, the misunderstanding 

1 Natarajan,.£E' cit., p. 84. 

2 ibid. 
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regarding Va~~uvar's ' indebtedness' to Kautilya ' s Artha-Sastra1 f or 

philosophizing on porul. For , otherwise , the significance of the 

political aspects of the analysis of poru~ in the Kut~, can ' t be 

appreciated fully . No doubt , there are striking similarities between 

the two analyses, but we want to .underline the fact there are some 

fundamental differences as well , a fact which ought not to be over-

looked while evaluating the ' political content ' of Va~~uvar ' s 

analysis . These o;"ill become apparent from the fact that in the 

1 P. T. Srinivasa Ayyangar (Hist£!y 2i th_~ Tamils from the 
Earliest Times ~ ~OO A.D., Madras: Coomarasamy Naidu & Sons, 1928 , 
p. 587.) seems to be right in saying that Tiruva+~uvar might have 
been a good Sanskrit scholar as )"ell and that he must have been 
familiar with Kautilya's Artha-Sas tra, since we do find similarities 
even of a structural nature between the two works; but his other 
suggestion that the Poruf~al (in which the concept yf porul is ana
lysed) Section of the Kur~ is based on the Artha-Sastra does not 
seem to be justified. It is important to note here that even 
Parimela:1akar is at some pains to explain why va~ and ~~ 
are not there in t he KU1:al, his account be ing that the two themes 
are time-bound and r egiona l and since Va~~var's interest consists 
in focussing on what is universal, are not analysed. (Valakku and 
tantam stand respectively for civil law and rules of punishment . ) 

Organ (~. cit., p . 124) similarly underystimates the value 
of the KUla~ as being indebted to Kautilya's A~ha~Sastra, though he 
appreciates that it is not simlPly concerned ,"ith the 'political 
content' alone. It is obvious) the latter part of the statement is 
acceptable to us, since we were ourselves making reference to this 
earlier. (vide supra, p. 156) See also pp . 159-160 . 

Dikshitar (~. cit., p. 126) is more cautious in taking the 
position tha t till more evidence is forthcoming it is better to leave 
it an open question. He also observes: "It may be that Tamilian genius 
developed itself on independent but parallel lines and the process of 
such slow but sure development culminated in the genius of the Tiruk
kural's author." 
-----'-



Ku£al we find some significant 'o;[1issions' of some of the topics 

1_ 1 
found in the Artha-Sastra. From the fact that the omissions are 

not just few, it seems to us that it Hill not do to simply explain 

them away. If the omissions are many, it seems only logical to view 

1 The following are some of the topics that are dealt with 
by Kaut;:ilya, but not by Tiruva:p .. uvar: (i) in regard to kingship: 
origin of kingship, right of succession, classification of rulers, 
the daily routine of the king, the coronation-procedure, and safe
guards against being poisoned (ii) in regard to counsellors: classi
fication of ministers , names and duties of the high officers of 
the state, their salaries, superintends of Departments and their 
salaries and the purohit a (priest) and his duties, (iii) details 
regarding the administration of the capital city, villages, merchant 
guilds, (iv) details regarding different kinds of annies, the four 
elements of the army and their constitution and arrClngement in 
battle, accepted conventions of ",arfare, classification of Indian 
weapons and their use, religious rites to be observed before going 
to the battle field and the interpretation of dreams before battle, 
(v) on the subject of diplomacy: details regarding the classification 
of allies , the !!1.§.~-qili theory and the cam flaging of spies and 
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(vi) discussion of republican forms of government, dyarchy (dvaiy.ajya.) 
the sabhas (assemblies) etc. ---------

Regarding these significant omissions, V. Subrc.maniyam 
C'!7amil Contribution to Hindu Political Thought" in The Indian Journal 
of Public Administration, Vol. XV, no. 2, 1969, pp. 110-111, Ne~T Delhi) 
"'rites: II ••• may be because (a) they are just detaIls (b) they are 
irrelevant to the context of Tamil Nad : and the general scheme of 
his (Tiruva:p,uvar' s) \'lOrk or (c) they would be contradictory to or 
at least incongruous with his main thesis. Details of administration 
and battles would fall under (a), the maq4ala theory would fall 
under (b), while subj ects like purohit a and dvai6ij~ would come 
under (c). The omission, on analysis, seem to be quite deliberate 
and indeed more important than his fe", statements directly contradict
ing Sanskrit works. They also give his \vork a non'-polemical and 
int.ernally harmonious approach." 



t4erm as deliberately ' having been intended by the author. Hence we 

suggest that taking stock of the omissions themselves helps us to 

appreciate the different ~~ emphasis that the author of the 

Ku£al intended to give. 

fu10ther oft-overlooked point needs to be referred to here, 

viz., the clear statement by Kau~ilya about the aim of his work 

and a conspicuous avoidance of such a statement by Va++uvar. This 

would probably revea l best the perspectival difference between the 

,/ 

Artha-Sastra .and the Kural . _ .... 
Kaut;ilya I S concern in the \vork is to ,,,rite a treatise with 

a specific purpos e which is clearly stated by him when he explains 

" the meaning of Artha-Sastr~: 

The subsistence of mankind is termed artha, wealth, 
the earth which contains mankind is termed artha>~ 

wealth; that science which treats of the means of 
acquiring and maintaining che earth is the Artha
S~stra, Science of Polity. 1 

The immediate factor which motivated him to write the treatise is 

also stated by him: 

/ 
This $jistra has been made by him who from 
intolerance (of misrule) quickly rescued the 
scriptures and the science of weapons and the 
earth which had passed on to the Nanda King. 2 

,/ 

1 ~rtha-Sastra , XV.! 
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2 ibid. Citing this same reference Organ (~. cit., p. 123.) 



The clear implication is that the work has a very practical purpose, 

viz., enabling the state to quickly r egain the political stability1 

it had lost and so it is not surprising that ends are even considered 

a s justifying the means in the work. 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) S~lOwS a cl ear appre(}ation 
of the political rather than the economic content of the Artha-~astra . 

He writes: "Shortly after the fo r mation of the Upanisads a number of • 
'-larks were written on the polity a,;pec t of the philosophy of worldly 
success, of which only the Artha-Sastra of Kau ~ilya remains. The 
subject matter of this treat ise is da~qaniti r a ther than vart~ since 
the author defines his topic as the science vlhich treats of the means 
of acquiring and ruling the earth. It is priraarily a handbook for 
monarchs." His succinct statement regarding the contents of the work 
is equally significant here inasmuch as it brings out clearly the 
'practical bent' rather than the moralistic tone of the work . He 
writes: "The program for the education of the king and for techniques 
of ruling is thoroughly Machiavellian. His education is chiefly 
training in control of lust, anger, greed, vanity, arrogance , and 
jealousy, as these will prevent him from absolute :Lule of his people. 
Statecraft is largely an efficient system of espionage . Officers 
must be changed fr equently, lest any become entrenched in pO\ver and 
position. In judicial matters the king maintains final authority. 
General insurrection is avo i ded by secret measures against sedi tion. 
In war total destruction of an enemy is advisable. Internal disturb
ances should be fomented in the ranks of enemies of superior strength; 
personal enemies are to be overcome by causing in them blindness, 
bodily diseases and deformities. " (ibid.) 

1 R.N . Dandeka r, "Artha the Second End of Man" in Sources of, 
Indian Tradition, ed., Wm Theodore de Bary, New York: Columbia Uni
versity Press , 1958, I, 232--233 observes: "The Treatise on Haterial 

/ --
Gain (Artha-Sastra) of Kau~ilya reflects, in a striking manner, the 
social and political forces vlhich were at work in India during the 
fourth century B.C. Alexander's incursions into India (326-325 B.C.) 
had helped to emphasize the need for establishing a central political 
and military power. The Treatise on }~terial Gain has, accordingly, 
laid down policies aimed at Heldingtogether , -into a more or less 
unified pattern and under the control - direct or indirect - of a 
single authority, the multiplicity of smaller states that had crowded 
the stage of Indian history at that time. Interstate relations thus 
constitutes one of the main topics in Kau~ilya's Treatise. Kau~ilya 
... indeed deals with practical government administration more fully 
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Tiruva!~uvAr's writing on Porul, on the other hand, is not 

at all motivated by any such immediate obj ective, at least from \"hat 

we can see from the composition of the writing itself. Our reference 

to the significance of the introductory chapters in the Kurat as also 

to Tiruvaltuvar's considering ~~ as the prime-principle in human 

life Hhich finds a natural expression in poru} by a process of insti-

tutionalization point to the fact that mis main concern in \~iting 

the ~ is to strive for a philosophy of good life, univers alist in 

scope, and independent as far as practicable of any specific reli-

gious formulation of it. MaYJe ~ the comparatively stable political 

condition~ that obtained in South India at the time was one of the 

contributory factors.
l 

The moral tone of his philosophy of politics 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) than with theorizing about 
the fundalnental principles of political science ... 
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To the intense political and military activity of the early 
l1aurya 'period, ,,,hlch is reflected in the science of material gain, 
there was a reaction in the reign of As hoka (c.273-232 B.C.), the 
grandson of Chandr agupta and the third Haurya emperor, who turned away 
from the Machiavellian ways of ~ ~h.~2 trs to the ways of righteous
ness or dharma, and in particular to the teachings of the Buddha." 

1 Subramaniyam (~. ,cit., p . 15) brings out the contrast bet
ween Va~~uvar and Kau~ilya when he writes: "His (Va~~uvar 's) discussion 
of a war - of conquest or defence - centres on making small gains or 
making good small losses . This followed from the more settled condi
tions of South India compared to the North . The latter was , before 
the time of Kau~ilya in a state of disequilibrium, with a number of 
kingdoms and tribal republics changing their borders frequent ly. The 
unification of the flat Indo-Gange tic plain seemed to Kau~ilya a 
natural and desirable ideal. He urged the energetic prince to go after 
it, by deceit and aggression if need be, as North India was Chakravarti
k~etra, the natural arena for empire. In contrast, Tamilna d was divi
ded into three kingdoms of Chera , Chola and Pandya with stable dynas
ties, and this arrangement was popularly considered as eternal as 
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thus stands out distinctly and accounts for the different type of 

approach he takes while anslysing the significance of poru]. 

as a human aspiration. It should however be urged that in the process 

of affirming the moral tone that Va~~uvar brings to the analysis of 

poru~, we should not either deny or underplay the fact that Kau~ilya 

tOO exhorts the 'prince' to have certain high ethical ideals before 

h
o 1 
1m. It will thus be seen that we have pointed to the differences 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) the sun and the stars 
desuite intermittent ,-,rars and border re-adJo ustments. Valluvar' s . . . 
Hark reflects this popular belief in a stable equilibrium and is 
less interested in conquest and empire ?' It seems to us that Hith 
all the significant suggestions that Subramanyam makes, it still in
directly gives the impression that Va~~uvar 's philosophy merely 
reflected the spirit of his times. We should reiterate that it was 
much more than that. 

/ 
1 For instance Kaut;ilya (Artha-Sastra, 1. 7) ,vrites of the 

King : " ..• he shall keep away from hurting the woman and property 
of others; avoid not only lustfulness, even in dream, but also false
hood, haughtiness and evil proclivities; and keep away from1 unrighteotis 
and unecanom±tal ·, transattions~ 

Not violating righteousness and economy, he shall enjoy his 
desires. He shall never be devoid of happiness. He may enjoy in an 
equal degree the three pursuits of life, charity, wealth, and desire 
\vhich are inter-dependent .•. Anyone of these three, when enjoyed in 
excess, hurts not only the other two but also itself." 

" In 1. 19 of the Artha-Sastra_ he says: "Of a king, the reli-
gious vow is his readiness to action; satisfactory discharge of duties 
is his performance of sacrifice; equaJ attention to all is the offer 
of fees and ablution towards consecr ation. 

In the happiness of his subjects lies his happiness; in 
their welfare, his welfare; whatever pleases himself he shall not 
consider as good , but whatever pleases his subjects he shall consider 
as good." 
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between the 'tones' of thOe tvlO approaches not with a view to under-

playing the ethical elements in the one but with a vie\v to indicating 

the perspective of the other. This is only a slightly different way 

of reiterating our thesis, viz., that the key-concept of ~ runs 

throughout the philosophy of good life of Va~~uvar and, more spec if i-

cally in our present context, the political aspects. 

We are now in a position to consider the political aspects 

of ~or~. As we have already indicated, the political aspects of 

poru{ needs to be considered not merely as analysing sovereignty in 

11 . b" h' 11 1 a ~ts aspects ut c~t~zens ~p as we . The very \vay in which 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) Maintaining that the moral 
elements in Kautilya's theory are important, M.V. Krishna Rao (Studies 
in Kauliilya, Deihi: l1unshiram Hanoharlal, 1958, pp. 110- 112) observes: 
"According to Kau~ilya, Kingship and Dharma are closely related and 
the King is the fo untain of justice ... It is the king's responsibility 
to maintain llharma and to protect his subj ects ,.;ith justice, for its 
observance will lead him to heaven ... 

Kautilya urges the organisation of states on the basis of 
law, recognis i~g all the while, that moralisation of politics is a 
slow process, and is likely to be held up again and again by mutual 
suspicions of sincerity. Though as a practical statesman, he often 
justifies the tendency of the rulers to subordinate ethical considera
tions to the need of the state as, when at war with unrighteous rulers, 
there is an umnist akable acknowledgement of the principle of varI]aS'rama
dharma and the manifestation of a desire to a pply it in politics. To 
Kau~ilya , political life is not independent of moral life, because the 
latter always conditions the former. The state has a moral purpose to 
fulfill and tha t is the maintenance of the social order, and if separa
tion of politics from ethi.cs is involved in Kau~ilya ' s work , it is 
rather an incident than an essential in his system. It is the primary 
duty of the prince in Kau~ilya's system to maintain dharma not only in 
the higher conception, as the disinterested life of active duty, but 
also in its conventional sense as the duty prescribed to a n individual 
by his station in the social order ... The King while maintaining var~at
rama dhaLTIa ... is required to checkmate the pursuit of any dharma which 
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sovereignty is discussed points to aspects of citizenship and the 

latter in turn points to how the ideals of sovereignty itself could be 

achieved. We shall now consider the two aspects constituting the 

'politics' of the Kuxal. 

Even at the commencement of the discussion of sovereignty 

Va~~uvar indicates the six elements of the State, viz., army, citi-

zens, wealth, minister, allies and fort in addition to the king who 

2 
is considered to be the pivot on which political administration rests. 

1 (of p. 18LI) (contd.) is li1::ely to turn out to be inimical 
to the purposes of state and performance of kingly duties, and to 
accept as valid every local usage and custom that are not inconsistent 
'>lith king's interests." 

Since we are not denying the ethical elements of Kautilya's 
theory of the state, the long citation given here should not be pointed 
to as countering our position. Rather, it should be considered as our 
duly acknowledging the ethical aspects of Kautilya's political theory . . 

1 (of the previous page) According to this analysis chapters 
39-95 of the Ku~ deal ,vith sovereignty and its accessories and chap
ters 96-108 deal with citizenship which is only an epitome of sovereig
nty. The correlation of king and the citizens is the substance of 
sovereignty and that is what Tiruval!uvar delineates. The king will 
find some hints for himself in the s ection on citizens and the citi
zens find hints for be ing ideal citizens from the delineation of the 
duties of the king. cf. Tiruva:t-J.uvam~nai, 25 according to which the 
author Tiruva:guvar discusses the king first and citizen last (kuti 
towards the close) and the rest in the middle . According to Parime
lalakar, however, mere sovereignty is the subject-matter of Poru~pal . 
(He treats the last thirteen chapters of this s ection - chapters 96-
108 - as dealing with miscellaneous topics.) We are not denying the 
fact that Poru~pal deals with sovereignty, but would like to submit 
that it does not deal with sovereignty alone. If sovereignty alone 
is the theme, why should Tiruva:t-1uvar discuss in detail honour, nobi
lity, etc. all of which relate to the essentials of good citizenship? 

2 Please see the next page. 
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The analysis of the seven limbs of the state clearly indicates 

that neither a mere geographical territory nor a group of people alone 

constitute the state but that a r eal state consists in the territory 

and the people bound together by a sense of allegiance to the king who 

is kind and firm, within easy access of his people, just and upright 

and devoted to his duty of protecting the people and who is assisted 

by a cabinet of ministers, an efficient army, a well-regula ted economic 

system a nd factors which make for 'interna tional' friendship. 

2 (of the previous page) In effect there is here a clear 
acceptance of the ;>even-J.imb (saptanga) theory that we find in _ 
Kauti lya's Artha- Sastra and other Sanskritic writings, e. g., Ma~, 
IX.294; yaj~avalkya, 1.353 ; Vi~~u, 111.33 and ~amandaka, Nit i sara , 
1.16 & IV. 1-2. 

The difference be t ween the ~~'s app,-oach and the Sans
kritic approaches seems to be that the Kut;a.l indicates the pre-eminent 
place accorded to the king by consider ing him not as one of the 
'seven limbs' whereas the latter indicate t he importance of the king 
by mentioning him as the ' firs t element' , though the sligh t differen
ces noticeable in the Sanskritic writings themselves should not be 
overlooked. For instance, Kau~ ilya exp r esses the importance of the 
king by stating emphatically that the briefest exposit jon of the 
elements is to say t hat the king is the state (Artha-Sastra , VIII.2) , 
and Sukra's reference to the importance of the king is by comparing 
the seven elements of the state to the organs of the body and comparing 
the king to the head (NItisara, 1. 61-62). On the other hand) Kamandaka 
states that each of the seven elements is complementary to the others, 
the ministers a re t he eyes, ally the ear, treasury the mouth, the army 
the mind, the capital and di§tra are hands and feet. (NItisara, IV . 
1.2) Manu states that it is not possible to s ay ca tegorica lly tha t 
anyone of the seven excels t he others in merit but that at different 
times a different element assumes importance over others, since that 
particular element i s in the particular circumstances, capable of 
accomplishing the purpose on hand (IX.296-297). 



The description of the qualities required of a king and the 

enumeration of his duties clearly point to the fact that Va~~uvar is 

not merely idealizing on the institution of kingship but indicates, 

in a realistic vmy, the significance of the office. The king is 

expected to have no consideration other than justice while dealing 

with his subjects. 
1 

The importance accorded to the principle of 

justice can be appreciated from the positive statement of what justice 

is
2 

and also from the categorical pronouncements as to what justice 

is not.
3 

it is also clearly suggested that being impartial and 

° d 1 bO °h 4 str~ct nee not mean a so e~ng ~n uman. In short, a very high 

ideal of kingship is espoused by Va~~uvar in keeping with the general 

underst anding of the institution in other classical Indian writings.
5 

1 "That King will be considered a God among his subjects, 
,vho performs his mm duties and protects his subjects. 1I (TK, 39.8) 

IIHe is a king Hho m-lerves not from justice and refrains 
from injustice. 1I (TK, 39.4) cf. TK, 39. 2 & 10. 

2 liTo examine the crimes (committed), to show no favour , to 
wish to act impa rtially towards all and to inflict punishment (decided 
upon), constitutes jus tice . II (ibid., 55.1) 

IIWhere there is rain, creation survives and so when the 
king rules justly, his subjects thrive." (ibid.,55.2) 

"Thg king protects the whole world; and justice when admi
nistered ,.;rithout defect, defends." (ibid., 55.7) 

3 liThe king who oppres ses and acts unjustly is more cruel 
than a murderer. II (ibid., 56.1) 

"The king who ... is unj us t will lose a.t once his vleal th 
and his subjects." (~., 56.4) (See also 56.2,7 & 10; also 57. 
1,2 & 5) 
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The rigourous standards of personal conduct and tne high ideal of 

devotion to duty set for the king no doubt sound extremely idealistic 

but nothing short of the highest idealization, the author seems to 

think, is adequat e to portray the duty of men \vho hold public of f ices. 

The realistic element in Va++uvar's theory is obvious from 

his reference to quali ties (in the king) which may be referred to as 

4 (of the previous page) liThe prosperity of the world is 
due to kindliness (on the part of the king); the existence of those 
who have no kindness is a burden to the earth." (TK, 58.2) 

"Kind looks are the ornaments of the eye; \vithout those, 
they are two sores." (ibid., 58.5). See also 58. 4 & 6. 

liThe vmrld is the kings' i~ they are capable of showing 
kindness vlithout watering down justice. II (ibid. ,58.8) 

5 (o f the previous page) W~find such a high ideal being 
placed before the king by the Artha-Sas t ra, Hallabharat a and other 
works . We have already refet~o Artha-?astra 1 .1 9 (vide supra, 
In the Hahabharata, 12.90.1 & 5 it is stated: lithe king is there for 
the upholding of dharma and not for acting as he likes" and that 
"all beings have to depend on dharma which in its turn depends on the 
king." The idealization of the king 's du ties is also expres,ged oy 
stating that the king should favour like a father . . (Ar tha-Sastra, 
II,l; d . Hahabharata, 12.139.104 & 105 and YLi!:favalkll, 1.334) 
Similarly in the RarnayaI).a , 11.2.28-47 and V.35.9-14 the virtues of the 
prince Rama are set out in great detail . It is stated that Rama 
behaved like a father , that he sympathized with the people in their 
sorrows and was pleased like a father when the subjects celebrated 
festivals. 

Referring to this aspec t of the concept of kingship in 
ancient India, Ram Charitra Prasad Singh (Kingshi~ in Northern India, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass , 1968 , pp. 11-12) observes: "This paternal 
concept of kingship appears to have been very strong in Indian minds 
because from the beginning of our history we find traces of it. One 
of the Kalinga edicts of Atoka records: "All men are my children, and 
just as I desire for my children tha t they obtain every kind of wel
fare and happiness in this and the next world, so do I desire for all 
men." We are also reminded of the famous proclamation of Queen Victo
ria in 1857: " ... in their prosper ity will be our strength, in their 
contentment , our security and in their gratitude bur best reward." 



being basically and deeply human. The king is exhorted to win the 

1 
hearts of the people by being always approachable, amenable to the 

wise couns e l of the virtuous (whom he is expected to consult): broad

minded.3 g;i,ghly energetic
4 

and not given to procrastination . 5 
It is 

significant to note that Va~~uvar, even while exhorting the king to 

have loving kindness towards his subjects points out tha t punishing 

6 
a crime is not a fault in a king but a duty and compares the act of 

7 punishing to pulling out the weeds in the garden. Misuse of 

1 TK, 39.6 

2 ibid . , 45.2 See also 45.1 & 8. 

3 ibid . , 60.7-8 

4 ibid. , 60.2; 62.1. See also 60.1,3 & 4' , 62.2,3,9 & 10. 

5 ibid. , 61. 5; See also 61.6 & 7. 

6 ibid ., 55.9 See also 56.3 . 

wlla t is suggested here is tha t the function of upholding 
justice is performed in the line of offering protection to the people. 
A~varding punishment is also thus inspired by a loving heart which 
comes to the rescue of society , though it may be unpalatable . 

7 ibid.,55 . 10 

It is important to note that the king is expected to main
tain the scales of justice even and thus offer protection to his 
subjects. A~varding punishment is not just an act of harassment of 
th2 people. It is with a view to protecting all people that the 
institution of punishment is recorr~ended to be used . The idea is 
that if there were no law, there vlOuld be no protectiOn. 
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punishment, hmvever , should not be indulged in . 1 Punishment should be 

proportionate to the offence committed.
2 

&~other aspect of Va~~uvar's exhortations to the king may be 

briefly touched upon here - the emphasis on education . Here the 

applicability of t he ' address ' to the citizen is clearly seen . Educa-

tion is responsible foy. ' making ' a good citizen and he becomes 'better ' 

through the life-long process. Hence education is not spoken of only 

in terms of learning and this is clear from Va~~uvar's description 

of education as culminat ing in real wisdom which is referred to as 

3 
'the greatest fortress ' • 

Coming now to a consideration of the other llimbs' of the 

state , viz., minis ter, friendship , people (or country), fort, arn:y 

and finance, which together with the king make for sovereignty in 

the real sense: we do not, from the point of view of this study , . 

consider it necessary to deal with them in detail. As such ,ve shall 

only briefly touch upon aspects of them from the specific angle of 

our interest here. 

1 TK, 56.1 & 5 

2 ib id ., 57.1 

3 ibid ., 43.1 In regard to the subject of education : the ,,---- ' ~ 
Artha-Sas~ra Sind \:he Dharina-Sastras, in add:Lti.on to thei.:t:" gener'al 
ins:i..s-t 2~ ,c e on nie cultiv;-tion of mo-tal virtues go .lnto niany more .-
specific details. (See Arti1a-Sastra , 1. 2; Gautama, XI. 3.) The 
divergences of opinion in r~gard to the specific subjects that a king 



The importance of the ministers consists in the fact that 

they form the executive 'wing' of the state. We find many practical 

hints given to them by Va1luvar in regard to how policies are to be 

executed. One of the most significant of them is: 

Decide and then act without delay.1 Delay where you 
must, but delay not, ~l7here you should not. 2 

The dynamic philosophy of action is appropriately introduced 3 by 
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Vaffuvar while analysing the office of the minister. Va1~uvar immedia-

tely adds that vigour in action and the unwavering mind which are 

required for 'firmness in action' should be directed towards 

morally good ends even if they cause increasing sorrow (at the 

4 
outset). Va+1uvar's holding the view firmly that the end cannot 

justify the means is most significant in our context. It is obvious, 

the fair rrteans sugges ted here is the observance of the principle of 

aram in action. 
5 

IlAvoid actions which yield neither good nor fame" 

says Va1fllvar, and adds: "Never do any act for which you ~l7ill repent 

3 (of the previous page ) (contd.) should study are evident 
from Artha-S~stra,I.J; ~·ianu..!. VII.43; 1'~Jnavalkya, 1.311, Kffinandaka, 
Nitisara, II. 2 and Sukra, Nitisara, I. 152. 

1 TK, 67.8 

2 ibid., 68.2 

3 Two chapters entitled "Power in Action ll and "Method of 
Acting" r espectively (chs. 67 & 68) are devoted to this important 
subject. We have already made detailed references to them in a 
slightly different context. vide supra, p. 112. 

4 TK,67.9 

5 .!bid., 66.2 



later."l Furthermore, the actions of those 'who have not desisted 

from doing deeds forbidden (by the great) , will , even if they 

succeed, cause them sorrow .
2 

The appeal to the purity of means~ 

is most evident ~vhen VaJ.-J.-uvar says: "Even for appeasing the hunger 

4 of your mother do no act which the ~vise would treat ~vith contempt ." 

5 (o f the previous page) TK, 66.2 

I ibid ., 66 .5 

2 ibid., 66.8 

3 The whole of chapter 66 entitled "Purity in Action" is 
devoted to this subject . In addition to the couplets cited above in 
the body of the the discussion \ve find it worthwhile referring to 
three significant couplets : 

"Far more excellent is the extreme poverty of the wise 
than the store of riches obtained by guilt-laden souls." (TK, 66 .7) 

"All that has been gained with tears (to the victim) will 
be lost with tears (to oaesel£); but what has been acquired by fair 
mear.s, though with loss at first, ~vi ll afterwards yield fruit ." 
(ibid., 66.9) 

"(For a minister) to pro t ect (his k ing) with ~vealth 
acquired through unfair means is like preserving a vessel of wet 
clay by filling it ~.,ith water. II (ibid., 66.10) 

4 ibid. , 66.6 

The distinctive 'moral tone ' of the Ku~' s approach 
can be appreciated by a studying certain sentiments expressed in , 
Kau~ilya 1 s Arth~-Sastra_ and the Hahabharata : 

/ 
In the Artha-Sastra Kautilya discloses how the artha-

I <---- . 
sastra writers did not shrink from tendering advice which was cruel, 
selfish and i mmoral. In 1.17 the views of several teachers are 
explained. Bharadvaja says that princes are of the nature of 
crabs eating up their parents; so it is better to finish them in 
secret when they are wanting in filial affec t i on. Vi£alak9a ab
horred this advice as cruel, as unsanctioned murde r and as des
tructive of the seed of k9atriyas and recommended that it was 
better to keep them confined to a single spot . Vatavyadhi 
recommended that princes should be made addiGted to sexua l excesses . 
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The insistence on purity of means is further evident in the treatment 

of the role of ambassadors
1 

which obviously fosters ' international 

rel ations'. The deeper significance of friendship is made evident 

4 (of the previous page) (contd.) Kau~ilya disapproves of 
this as living death (for the princes), recommends proper care before 
conception and after birth and instruction in dharma. But , in 
1. 18 Kau~ilya does not shrink f :com advising that secret emissaries 
(of the reigning king) may kill an abandoned prince with weapon and 
poison and in V.1 Kau~ilya remarks that Hhen a king cannot openly 
put dOHn the principal courtiers or chiefs who are dangerous to the 
kingdom, he may inflict punishment on them in secret or may induce 
the brother of the officer to be punished to attack the latter by 
promising to give the position and wealth of the officer and then 
destroy that attacker with weapon or poison saying that he was guilty 
of fratricide . In V. 2 for replenishing a depleted treasury Kau~ilya 
coolly asks the king to deprivi~he temples in the kingdom of their 
wealth through the Superintend~of religious endo~Qents. 

, -
In the Hah~bharata (Santiparva, chapter 140) Bhi~ma sets 

out the policy which shoul d be · followed by the king 'when he j.s in 
trouble' . The whole chapter is full of Hachiavellian advice . A few 
verses from the chapter may be quoted here . "One desirous of pros
perity may fold one's hands, may take an oath, may use sweet words , 
place his head on another's feet and even shed tears, one may carry 
on one's shoulders one's enemy till one accomplishes one's object 
and when a fit opportunity arises should break him like an earthen 
pot on a stone. II (17-18) "When one is reduced to a ",retched state 
one may extrica te oneself from it by any act whatever whether gentle 
or horrible and practise dharma after one becomes able to do so . " 
(38) 1I0ne should inspire confid ence in one's enemy by some means 
which appear to be true (to the enemy), but one should strike him 
down at the right moment when he taxes a wrong step ." (44) "Whosoever 
causes obstacles to the purpose of the king, whether son or brother 
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or father or friend, sho uld be killed by the king who desires to 
prosper." {47) IIHithout cutting the vitals of others, \"ithou t commit
ting horrible deeds and without killing indiscriminately as the fisher 
-men in the case of fish one does not secure high prosperity." (50) 
IIWhen about to strike one should utter sweet words and even after 
striking one should use honeyed Hords; even af ter severing another's 
head with a sword one should l ament and shed tears . 1I (54) 1I1f some 
remainder is left in the case of a debt or fire or enemies, there is 
a tendency to grow and so no remainder should be left of these. 1I (58 ) 



. in the treatment of this as~ect of the state, ' by dealing with its 

positive as well as negative aspects. The positive aspects alone are 

of interest here inasmuch as they point to the fact that developllient 

of altruistic love as a possibility signif ies that fellowship-feeling 

in the r ealm of international relations is not an impossibility. 

"Looked at thus, what h a s to be aimed at (in international relations) 

is nothing more than what every human being knows as friendship in 

his worldly relationship with others."l Hence the discussion of this 

aspect is significant both in regard to the individuals in whose 

hearts friendship has to be fostered and in regard to the positive 

effect such a feeling produces in the larger context. 2 The 'negative 

aspects' of friendship point t o certain defects in the individual's 
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1 (of the previous page) It is interesting to note here that 
~ 

Kau~i1ya in his Artha-Sastra devotes one chapter (1.16) to the subject 
of ambassadors in which he dwe lls at length on the qualifications of 
the envoy, ,vha t he is to observe when he is in the enemy territorY, 
hmv he is to behave (such as avoiding women and wine), how he is to 
make use of spies to get the necessary information, etc. The details 
are passed over in the !~~. 

It is also sigpificant to note that the ambassador is 
distinguished from the spy in both the classics and separate chapters 
are alloJ'cated for discussion. \.Jhereas Kau~ilya devotes fo ur cha pters 
(Artha~Sas tra , I. 11-14) for dealing in detail with the subject of 
spies, Valluvar deals with the subject in a single chapter (TK, ch. 59). 
The similarity between the contents of this chapter and those of the 

<I'. 
Artha-Sastra is striking bu t for the fact that 've have a lot more of 
details in the latter. 

1 Heenakshisundaram, £E.. cit., p. 308. 

2 We may cite just a few couplets from the KULal to illustrate 
how the wording of them len meaning both in the context of the indi
vidua l and in that of international relations: 
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attitude which affect friendship "lith the others in one's own society 

and also international relations. The significant point about the 

treatment of these aspects is that they reveal the deep psychological 

insight of Va1-!-uvar, and from the point of view of our specific inte-

rest they need no detailed reference here. 

The fact that natu has the meaning of a geographical territory 

and also the significance of 'people' provides us the logic of con-

sidering it alongside 'fort'. The significance of these two aspects 

of the state seems to be that Va~~uvar is not merely concerned with 

philosophizing about the ethics of politics but is also concerned to 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) 

"(True) friendsh i p hastens to rescue the distressed (as 
readily) as the hand .)f a man ",hose garment is loosened (before an 
assembly). "(TK, 79.8) 

"Friendship may be said to be at its peak \vhen it lends 
support at all times and under all circumstaaces." (ibid.,79.9) 

"The love that dvlells (only) in the smiles of the face is 
not friendship; (but) that which (is seen) in the heart is real friend 
-ship." (ibid., 79.6) 

"Living together and meeting frequently are not necessary 
(for friendship); but mutual understanding alone creates the right 
to friendship." (ibiel .. , 79.5) 

" Ref lect before you decide on friendship." (ibid., 80.2) 

"The old allies have a value of their own, especially 
when there is a longs tanding intimacy, welcoming even the offences 
towards them." (ibid., 31.1) 

110f what use is it to cultiva te the friendship of those 
who love ,,'hen there is gain and leave \-lhen there is loss?" (ibid., 
82.2) 



indicate that the physical protection of a country and its people 

is extremely necessary. It is significant that he considers the 

character of the people who inhabit the country and those who man 

the fort as important as the other 'requirements ' like plentiful 

supply of water and food grains and the invincibility of the fort. 

The aspect 9f finance w·hich points to the importance of the 

economic 'base' in human life has already been dealt with in the 

earlier part of this chapter . Suffice it to add here that this 

aspect needs also to be read along with 'p eople ' and 'fort' in so far 

as finance is important not merely from the point of view of the 

country as people but also from the point of view of its fortifica-

tion and for maintaining a ~l7ell-equipped army. 

The very treatment of army as one of the aspects of the state 

wo uld evidence the fact that Tiruva++uvar is not building an utopian 

state but is realistic enough .to appreciate the fact that human 

nature being what it is, constant vigilence is required to 'protect' 

the state from being subjected to interference from without. Once 

again, in treating the subject we find Vat~uvar dwelling merely on 

the spirit of valour and self-sacrifice that should characterize the 

army rather than going into all the details of organization. 
1 

The 

1 This is in contrast to the elaborate discussion we find in 
'" the Artha-§as~ra (IX.1-7 & X.1-6) about the organization of the 

King's army, the proper time and place for starting on an invasion, 
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army which has the undaunted courage and stands by the state is 

considered the 'chi ef wealth' of .the king. Supreme sacrifice, offer-

iug united resistance to the foe, valour and trustworthiness are 

marks of an army of which a country can be proud •. :.': . Vattuvar also 

speaks of the justifiable pride of a heroic army and points to the 

wayan ideal soldier sacrifices his life for the sake of his country. 

The valiant soldier fighting a fierce battle and laying down his life 

are exemplificati.ons of his love (of the country) expressing itself 

spontaneously in his making a supreme sacrifice for the sake of his 

country. 

In the light of the brief survey of aspects of the state 

made just now and in the light of the analysis of the economic aspects 

of poru{ made in the first half of the ?resent chapter, Va~~uvar's 

concluding the analysis of poru{ by distilling cer tain basic human 

qualities becomes highly significant. By delineating these points 

1 
as a sort of appendage Va~tuvar indicates that these basic qualities 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) internal and external 
troubles and ca lamities and measures against them, means of dealing 
with t raitors and enemies, religious remedies against misfortunes 
like fire and flood, epidemics, famine, etc ., encampmen t of annies, 
treachero.us and strategic fighting, proper battle grounds , encourage
ment to one's m-ln army, free labours and their work, different 
arrangements or formations of armies, etc . 

1 Meenakshisundaram (..s?£.. cit., pp. 315-316) significantly 
points to Parimelalakar's reference to the last thirteen chapters of 
Poru~pn (chapter s 96-108) as I l1iscellaneous " (~iyal) ' as not doing 
justice to th~ spirit of Va~luvar's thought. He points out that the 



ultima tely point to the other-regarding tendencies that are grounded 

in the human personality. No doubt, they are no less significant 

even from the more specific point of vie\v of the economic and politi

cal institutions referred to by him,1 but when it is remembered 

that these (the economic and political institutions) are nothing but 

extensions of aIa~ the de eper signif icance of t he qualities refer-

red to will be app reciated ' in their true setting' . 

The ' f irst level of depth' here is certainly indicated by 

the political aspects of the analysis of poru~, which , as pointed out 

earlier
2

, are not to be construed as being addressed exclusively to 

the prince or as being applicable only to those who are in charge of 

the political management of a society but as having relevance for 

the concept o f sovereignty itself. It is important to reiterate here 
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tha t such an understanding of 'porul', far from diluting the political 

content of it , enhances the magnitude of its conc ep tion. We would 

1 (of tte previous page ) (contd.) idealizat ions of man 
found in these concluding chapters are t aken to mean by Parimelalakar 
as being concerned with treating miscell aneous topics (regarding 
human perfection) and suggests that since all the individuals partici
pating in the state are human beings, there is no necessity for call
ing this part a Imiscellaneous' s ection . Meenakshisundar am's cont en
tion is tha t t he chapters have a deeper significance in that they 
do not simply deal with ' mis ce llaneous' topics but point to the bas ic 
human qualities which make possible the ideal state \vhich, ultimat e ly, 
is the prerequisite fo= the practice of good life. 

1 In this 'narrower sense' the qualities referred to are 
those which make fo r the 'usefulness', 'eff icacy' or 'true value' 
of t he economics and politics of society. Even from this 'limited 
perspective', the details discuss ed under ~he economic and political 
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further urge that by dwelling on the excellences (of character) to 

be aimed at and achieved by all individuals in a society, Tiruva+~uvar 

in effect analyses the qualities which contribute to ideal political 

institutions which in turn make the good life possible. 

The 'second level of depth' becomes apparent from the fact 

that these qualities, in vie~v of the enormous social significance 

they possess, rather than being considered as 'statements made ane\.,' 

regarding the necessity for cultivating the refinements required 

for transforming the rm., individual (who is first made to 'develop' 

concern for the limited circle of his own kith and kin) to become 

really the man £f the world, - radiating the light of kindness and 

transmitting the warmth of his affection and love for the ~.,hole of 

humanity - need to be referred to as qualities which alone make for 

'true humanity'. And, in this respect, the concluding part of the 

analysis of '.Eorul' remi.nd1 us of the reiteration of the value of . 

a~am found earlier in the analysis of the philosophy of good life. 

The meaning we read into the reiteration of the significance of 

'porul' is that it is not to be treated as unrelated to or as being 

discontinuous with aIam but as confirming the explication of the 

principle of ~ram enunciated earlier. We shall illustrate our 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) aspects of society become 
more meaningful in tha t the basic human qualities which contribute to 
the realization of the ideals envisaged in the economic and political 
institutions emerge in a natural way here. 

2 (of the previous page) vide supra, pp . 154-156 & 159-160. 



argument by referring to certain of the qualities 1 delineated. The 

first quality reiterated is nobility. Consistency of thought, word 

and deed as well as fear of doing evil conjointly const itute this 

quality.2 It is important to note that Va+~uvar attaches the great

est importance to refinement of charac ter (~pu)3 and the quali-

ties that go ",ith it, viz., a cheerful disposition, liberality and 

4 
courtesy. These qualities when read with the exhortation that the 

individual should do all his best to contribute his might for the 

furtherance of the great ideals of society seem to reiterate the 

ultimate responsibility of the individual to become a man of the 

world - w'ith altruism characterizing his outlook on life and the 

identity-feeling marking his attitude towards humanity as a whole. 5 

1 These qualities are referred to by Valluvar towards the 
close of his analysis of porut-in chapters 96-108 of the Kura~. 
Some of the ideas treated in these chapters have already been 
referred to by us a t the appropriate places in our analysis of the 
theme of goed life. 

2 TK, 96.1 The Tamil ~'lOrd of which nobility is a transla·
tion literally means noble birth. As Parimelalakar elucidates the 
meaning of t he term: nobility of birth cuts across the f ocr-fold 
stratification of society and is equally to be found or not found 
in the members belonging to the four castes. 

3. ibid. , 96.5 

4 ibid., 96.3 

5 ibid .. , 96.8 
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This significant couplet reads: "If in a man of good birth 
there arises want of affection, then ipso facto his noble birth will 
be questioned." 



Tne next impcrtant quality mentioned by VaJ.1-uvar is honour 

(manam). This quality points to the individual living up to the 

human ideals and his being prepared to even sacrifice his life for 

the sake of ideals. 
1 

Rather than giving up h~gh ideals the people 

possessed of this quality prefer to give up their lives. Obviously 

such a sense of honour accounts for the feeling of dignity (that we 

see in great men) which prevents disreputable action even under 

d
. 2 a verse clrcumstances. 

Greatness (~ erumai ) is the next quality referred to. ?bssess-

ion of this'quality~nakes a person stand exalted from the rest of 
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mankind. The author says that one's greatness consists in accomplish

ing of deeds which others can't do 3 and that this is a trait of the 

mind.
4 

Conversely, one's decadence is nothing other than the desire 

to live destitute of such a state of mind. The other qualities 

1 The foll owing couplets are significant in b~iflging out the 
importance of this quality: 

"It is better for one to be said of him that he died in 
his ovm estate than that he made his living by follcvling those who 
brought disgrace to him." {TK, 97.1) 

"For the 'high people' to continue to live even after their 
is not a remedy against dying." (!:b:;'d .) ; 7.8) 

"Those \'lho give up (their ) life when (their) honour is at 
stake are· like the wild ox which kills itself at the loss of (even 
one of) its hairs." (ibid ., 97.9) 

"The world will adore the fame of the honourable who would 
rather die than suffer indignity." (ibid., 97.10) 

2 .!.bid __ , 97.3 



like perfection and culture are similarly not abstract qualities 

of great men but are transparently evident in everyone of their 

actions. They also account for the quality of modesty \.,hich they 

possess in abundant measure. 

It is significant that towards the very end of the discussion 

Val~uvar also refers to the very opposite of all the qualities 

listed earlier, viz., baseness. What is striking about the descrip-

tion of the base people is the irony with which Va~+uvar portrays 

their qualities with lot of sarcasm, to spotlight the contrast 

between the good men and those who are not. 

The significance of the good qualities referred to as basic 

and the undesirability of their opposites is obvious. Here we need 

only to reiterate the point ~hat according to Va~+uvar the differen-

ce~ between the good and the bad consists in the fact that \.,hereas 

the other-regarding tendencies characterize the former, the asser-

tion of their ego is the trait of the latter. It is obvious that 

the qualities of greatness referred to, whether they are thought of 

in terms of the economic and political institut ions or in general 

terms signify that their presence would add to the quality of life -

and indicate that they are aspects of the go od life in a very deep 

sense indeed. 

3 (of the previous page) TK, 98.5 

4 (of the previous page) A significant couplet points out 
that all men are born equal and become great by actions only . (98.3) 
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· CHAPTER FIVE 

DIVERSIFICATION OF ARAM II 

One of the leading ideas suggested thusfar in our study has 

been that Va~~uvar's scheme of the good life does not overlook the 

necessity fo r a ttaining personality-integra tion. In an earlier 

1 
reference to the concept of personality-integration we stated that 

it has more than a psychological meaning in the Indian tradition and 

also that the Kural reflects the Indian tradition in this regard . Our 

clear meaning (which of course 'vas not spelt out then) was that the 

psychological significance of perso~ality-integration does not 

deserve either to be disregarded or under-estL~ated . In mo re positive 

terms it may be stated tha t a ttaining personality-integration at the 

psychological level is an important prerequisit2 for attaining 

personality-integration in the spiritual sense as well . Tiruva!~uvar's 

2 
treatment of the theme of love and sex as aspects of good life seems 

to have procee ded from this ' angle of vision'. It seems to us that 

Tiruva!~uvar' s view-point is that the good life is not to be construed 

(i) as so~ething which can be 'realized' in a distinctive sphere 

1 vide ~ra, pp. 87-88. 

2 This is found in the KamattuppBI of the ~. 
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and 'achieved' apart from the biological and psychological desires 

and (ii) as involving a violent suppression of the basic biological 

urges and the innate psychological needs of man. 

Nevertheless the treatment of the love-sex theme by Va~~uvar 

has been subjected to some grave criticisms on the count that a 
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'book of morals' according importance to a full-length discussion of 

kamam or the experience of mutual attraction felt by the sexes implies 

a complete watering do,m of all the grand morals explained and 

illustrated in the Kura~. The basic reservation about the signifi

cance of the treatment of the theme has obviously been that sex and 

the description of ~1Uman .love on the one hand and the description of 

the good life, on the other, represent two entirely different realms 

of discourse so much so a detailed analysis of the former does not 

' go well' with an int ensive discussion of the latter. 

A brief reference to the initial biases ente rtained even by 

the scholars who ,.ere otherwise appreciative of the Kurat and their 

'second thoughts' on the subject may help us to indicate more precise

ly the sign i ficance of Va~~uvar's treatment of the theme and even to 

anticipate the discuss i on regarding the deeper analysis involved in 

the treatment of the topic. Pope, who has been a great admirer of 

the Tami~ classic, records, in his introduction to the translation 

of the work, the reservations Mr . Dre\. and he had, to start with, 

on the Kamattuppal : 



Of this (Third Book on 'Love') Hr . Drew said that 
it could not be translated into any European lan
guage without exposing the translator to infamy. 
But this is only true in regard to certain of the 
commentaries upon it, \.j-hich are simply detestable. 
I am persuaded that it is perfectly pure in its 
tendency, and in the intention of its wise a nd 
high-souled composer ... Kaman is the Hindu 
Cupid. Hindu ideas differ from our own. The pre
judice kept me from reading the third part of the 
KUla~ for some years; but the idea occurred to me 
very forcefully that he who wrote: 

'Spotless be thou in mind! 
This only merits virtue's nrume; 

All else mere pomp and idle sound, 
no real worth can claim' (Tirukkura~, 4.4) 

coulCl not have covered himself \vith the spotted 
infamy of singing a song of lust . Thus I ventured 
at length to read and study it, rejecting co~nen
tators, when I was able fairly to appreciate its 
spirit; and, as t~e result, I translate it, believ
ing that I shall be regarded as having done good 
service in doing so. Dr. Graul has published it 
in German . .. l 

The initial prejudice scholars had against the Kamattuppal 

is analogous indeed to the critical comments that Vatsyayana's 

Kama-Sutra
2

evoked It is interesting not merely to note that the 

1 ~. cit., pp. xxviii-xxix 
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2 This is the accl aimed Hindu classic on sex and is generally 
believed to have been composed around 400 A. D. by the author (whose 
persona l name ,vas Hallanaga). It i s considered variously as a book 
on erotics, as a text-book fo r lovers, etc . One of the most import
ant characteris tic features of the work is that it treats in detail 
the various aspects of sex - the 'mechanics of sex' finding a promi
nent place in it. This last aspect becomes evident from Vatsyayana's 
' defending ' the importance of his work . The objection to his work on 
Kama (Sex-desire) is that sex is practised even by the brute creation 
and as such there is no need of any book on the subject. Vatsyayana's 



treatment of the subject of sex in the Sanskrit classic was as much 

misunderstood as the Tamil classic ' s treatment, but has also earned 

high praise from Western writers as the Tamil treatise did . Zimmer 

points out that the Kama-Sutr~ has earned India an ambiguous reput a-

tion for sensuality and recants its ambiguity. He observes that the 

subject is presented on an entirely secularized and technical level, 

more or less like a text-book for lover a and courtesans . He further 

explains that though the kama literature has come down to us giving 

excessively technical details of the subject, some basic insights 

concerning the attitude of the sexes to\vards each other can still be 

had from it - some notions of the psychology of love, analysis of 

the feelings and manners of emotional expression as well as a view 

1 of the recognized task and spheres of love . 

The con®ents of Havelock Ellis, the greatest authority on sex 

of our era, on the treatment given to sexual life in Indian writings 

are also significant in our context. He writes : 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) answer to the objection 
is: "... Sexual intercourse being a thing dependent on man and \voman 
requires the app l ication of proper means by them, and those means are 

I 
to be learnt from the Kama-Sastra . The non-application of proper 
means, vhidL vIe BE!e in th'/a t ruta creation, is caused by their being 
unrestrained, and by the females among them only being fit for sexual 
intercourse at certain seasons and no more, and by their intercourse 
not b2ing preceded by thought of any kind." (Kama-SITt ra, ch.2) 

1 ~. cit., pp. 38-39 . 
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In India ... sexual love has been sanctified and 
divinized to a greater extent than in any other 
part of the world. 'It seems never to have entered 
into the heads of the Hindu legislators' said Sir 
William Jones long since (~orks, II, 311) 'th~t 
anything natural could be offensively obscene, 
a singularity whieh pervades all their writings, 
but is no proof of the depravity of their morals' 
... "love in India, both as regards theory and 
practice', remarks Richard Schmidt (Bei!.rag~ zu:r 
Indis chen Erotil<- , p. 2) 'possesses an importance 
which it 'is impossible for us even to conceive. ,I 

We anticipate that our citing the parallel of the K3lna-Sutr~ 

and the suggested closer scrutiny of it may be misunderstood as cur 

reading into the Kurat the ideas of the ~ama-Sutr<l:. , and as having the 

very 'bias' associated 'vith the commentary of Parim~lal-.akar that 

Tamil scholars have quite often poi.nted out ,,,hile !Nriting on the 

iZamattuppal. \ve ,,,auld certainly not agree with the vie,,, that the 

ideas contained in the JZamattuppal are nothing but reproductions of 

h . , K- S- 2 t. ose l:C: tne ama- utra. I f ,,,e may make references in terms of 
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J. Studies in the Psychology ~ Sex,Philadelphia: F . A. Davis 
Co., 1922, VI ,12 9 . \-Jne ther the author had Tiruvalluvar's Km:-a l 0-':

Vatey~yana's Kama-Sutra in mind, we do not knm". ' Even i f it ..... i; argued 
that he had VITt.sY·a/ana '-s work in his mind we would argue that the 
COinments are mu ch more significant in regard to Ti.ruva~J.-uvar' s work . 

2 Though in the text above we are going to be concerned a 
little more to indicate the contras t between the approaches of the 
Ku;;.§l and the Kam,~ __ 'Sutra, vle find it useful hen" to reflect on some 
otner points conce r niug the various approaches to the subject of sex 
( including Vatsyayana's) within the Sanskritic Hindu tradition. We 
may also mention t~e refreshing contrast provided by Tiruva1~uvar 's 
approach. The mo t ive of sexual love, strictly speaking, according to 
the Hindu tradi tion, is bege tting of children. The latter again i~ 
not for the jay of the progeny in itself but as Parimelalakar would 
say, typifying the standard Hindu spirit (preamble to chapter 6) 
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' deviations from the Sanskritic ideas ', we would concede that the 

' deviation ' is much more evident in the Kamattuppal than in t he 

other t\vO Sections , Arattuppal and PorulipiH . 

2 (of the previous page) (contd . ) for the performance o f 
obsequies of the parents so that the parents might have happiness 
ensured f or them in the life hereafter . The national Epics of India, 
RamayaI}a and l1ahabharata indeed reflect this spirit in vivid colours . 
True , this has not inhibited the higher aesthetic and emotional atti
tudes going ~vith sexual love and making for the rise of love poetry 
and of treatis e s on love. But as one may see especially when cOlT,par
ed \vith the profoundest of the motives \vith which the theme is ap
proached by Tiruva++uvar , there is a certain banality that attaches 
to the approach to man in terms of mere sex-worthiness or defining 
comp l ete happiness in terms of sex-activity (which ref l ects the 
Kama-Sutra approach). 

The standard Hindu scene frOJT, which Kuraf' s Section on 
sexual love stands out contrasted, may be described as falling 
between a prosaic intellectualism which deprives romantic love of its 
very essence and an apotheosis of eros as sexual activity , impersonal 
and autonomous , claiming on gro1.lllds of 'instant happiness ' priority 
over dhar~a, ~~~ and even ~!tha (vide the opening remarks of sutra 
1 of the Kama-Sutra). The former t endency is reflected in the sec
tions relating to the institution of marriage and progeny in the 
Dharma-~astras, the Epic s and the Puranas. The theme of sexual love 
(lrngara) is treated as contextual~~riage either of the kind of 
a ~ (seer) marrying in order to qualify for performing certain 
religious rites or where a king marries for reas ons of state (e.g. , 
Udaya~la and Padmavati) or of the kind where marriage is entered into 
purely for sexual enj oyment (eg ., Udayal;ta and Vasavadatta). The last 
mentioned variety exemplifies the E.§indh~ style of marriage which 
formally approximate s to the Tamil concep t of ka+avu. (vid_~ Nakkirar I s 
commentary, Irayanar Ka{aviyal, sutra 1) The other tendency ~vhich 
hypostasizes sex-love goes to the opposite extreme of viewing kama 
.~ ~ as the highest of life's ideals . If in the forme r case 
sex is made contextual to marriage which itself is contextual to the 
exigence of progeny, 'diplomacy' , pleasure, etc . , in the l a tter case 
sex is ,blown out of proportion and thematized. (The author of the 
Kama-Sutra makes no distinction between a gharyika or profes sional 
hustler and a wedded wife as far as sex activity is concerned ) See 
K.R. Pisharoti, "Sex-life in Ancient India" , in R.N. Dandekar and , 
K. V. Abhayankar, ed., The Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti tute 
Silver Jubilee Volume (1917-1942), Peona, 1943~----
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In fact, our citing the passages from Zimmer and Havelock 

Ellis is with a view to pointing to the way in which the subject of 

sex has been approached in India and also to a contrast which needs 

to be drawn between the two Classics, - a contrast which is not at 

all evident in the passages. Furthermore, the two passages may also 

be understood as representing the do~inant characteristics Iespectively 

of the Sanskritic and the Tamilian approaches to the theme. 

The Kama-Sutra clearly is a great treatise on erotics. Vats-

yay ana discusses in detail, the kinds of sexual union ' according to 

dimension, force of desire or passion and time': 

}1en are divided into three classes: the Hare men, 
the Bull men and the Horse men, according to the 
size of their lingam (organ) 

Women also are divided into three classes: a female 
deer, a female hare and the female elephant, 
according to the depth of their yoni (organ) 

Thus there are three equal unions bet\veen persons 
of corresponding dimensions, and there are six 
unequal unions when the dimensions do not 
correspond. Thus as the following table shows, 
there are nine unions in all: 

Equal unions Han Woman 

Hare Deer 
Bull Mare 
Horse Elephant 

Unequal unions Man Woman 

Hare Mare 
Hare ElephDnt 
Bull Deer 
Bull Elephant 
Horse Deer 
Horse Hare 



There are also nine kinds of union according to 
force of passion or carnal desire, as follows: 

Man 

Small 
Middling 
Intense 
Small 
Small 
Middling 
Middling 
Intense 
Intense 

Woman 

Small 
Middling 
Intense 
Middlin6 
Intense 
Small 
Intense 
Small 
Hiddling 

A man is cd.llelt a man of small passion whose desire 
at the time of sexual union is not great, whose 
semen is scanty, and who cannot bear the ,,,arm 
embraces of a female. 

Those \<:ho differ from this t emperament are caU.E":d 
me.n of middling passion, 1ilhile those of tense 
passion are full of desire. In the same way 
women are supposed to have three degrees of feeling 
as specified above . 

Lastly, according to time there are three kinds of 
men and ,,,omen: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

the short--timed 
the moderate-timed 
the long-timed 

Of these, as in the previous cases there are nine 
kinds of union. I 

The meticulous care with '''hich Vatsyayana mentions 'deta ils' 

are evident from the description of the bed-chamber he gives: 

The outer room, balmy with rich perfumes, should 
contain a bed, soft, agreeable to the sight, covered 
with a clean white cloth, 10vJ in the micidle part . 
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having garlands and bunches of flowers upon it 
and a canopy above it. It should have two pillows, 
one at the top, another at the bottom. There 
should also be a sort of couch, and at t h e hea d of 
this a sort of stool. On this should b e placed 
the fragrant ointments for the night, such as 
floHers, pots containing collyrium and other 
fragrant substances ... 1 

Even a perusal of the broad division of the Work (with a 

cha pter-hea ding given within brackets) would indicate the type of 

approa ch to the topic of sex and love that Vatsyayana took: 

Part I Socia-Sexual Topics (ch. 4: Of the Kinds of 
Women resorted to by the Citiz ens and on 
Friends and Hessengers) 

Part lIOn Sexua l Union - Embra ces (ch. 2: On 
Creating Confidence in t he Girl) 

Part III Union of Males and Females (ch. 3: 
On Kissing) 

Part IV On One's Own Wife (ch. 1: On the Hanner of 
Living) 

Part V On the Wives of Other People echo 3: 
Examination of the St a te of a Homan's Mind) 

Part VI On Courtesa ns (ch. 2: On a Courtesan Living 
like a ~'Jif e ) 

Part VII On the Arts of Seduction (ch. 2 : On the Ways 
of Exciting De sire) 

The mechanics of sex i s thus the focus o f conce rn in the 

Kam~-Sutr~. The psychology of love is not entirely disrega rded and 

the 'ethics of mode ration' which is suggested is again based on the 

inquiry into the conditions under which man can derive the most 

enjoyment out of sex. 
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In the Kamattuppal we do not find any mention about the tech-

nical details about sex . From the complete shift in analysis (while 

treating the subject of kamam) that we find in it - the shift towards 

the suggestive analysis 1 of the finer aspects of love in the human 

heart, the premises on which Va1~uvar proceeds to analyse the subject 

is obvious, viz., that love is more than sex though it is based on 

sex. Va~{uvar does not at all deny the fact that sexual cravings 

form the basis of l asting affections and intimate sharing of joys 

and sorrows by two individuals who are bound by the institutions of 

courtship and marriage. But, Va~.J.uvar ' S Iilain conc.ern seems to be to 

show that the ';.;Thole-hearted partaking of the sweet and bitter things 

of life is impossible unless the individuals look upon love and 

. h hOI·· 2 marrlage as more t an p YSlca lntlmacy. Sheer satisfaction of 

t he sex-desire cannot explain the remarkable attitude of sacrifice 

{fo~ each other) that persons who c.ome to ge ther in love (and insti-

tutionalize it through marriage) develop. 

1 In adopting the procedur e of ' sugges tive analysis ' Va~~uvar 
follows the, Tamilian tradition according to which mat ters concerning 
love cannottt ully explicated. (See also p. 240) Hence we have had to 
'dig out! Va.l)uvar' s analysis as found in the third Section, Kamattup
pal. Nat urally our interpretation of Va~~uvar's analysis is based on 
the wordings we find in the text, the contexts i n vlhich they occur 
and also on the connecting links that can be discerned between this 
section and the section on Aram . 

- -""--

2 It i s of interest here to note that Havelock Ellis, 
\.;Triting on the obj eets of marriage draws a significant distinction 
between the "anima l ends" and "spiritual obj ects" of marriage. 
In broad terms: the latter is an evolution from the former, and he 
explains the 'evolution' as follows: 
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Va+~uvar's treatment of the theme reflects clearly his view 

that of all the human longings, the love of man for a woman i s extre-

mely significant. Va11uvar has shown a remarkably strong psychologi-

cal insight into the basic fact of human love, viz., that it ennobles, 

uplifts and makes man capable of great sacrifice.
1 

He has also 

appreciated the fact that on the purely psychological side, the lack 

2 (of the previous page) (contd . ) " .. . from an early period 
in human history, a secondary function of sexual intercourse had been 
slowly growing up to become one of the great objects of marriage . .. 
This means that sex gradually becomes intex; t\vined with all the high
est and subtlest human emotions and activ:Cties, \vith the refinements 
of social intercourse , with high aQventure in every sphere, with art, 
with religion. The primitive animal illstinct, having the sale end 
of procreation, becomes on its way to that end the inspiring stimulus 
to all those psychic energies which in civilisat ion we count most 
precious. This function is thus, \ve see, a by-product . But, as we 
kno\v, even in our human factories, the by-product is sometimes more 
valuable than the product. That is so as regards the functional 
productions of human evolution. The hand was produced out of the 
animal forelimb with the prima ry end of 8rasp ing the things we ma
terially need, but as a by-product the hand has developed the func
tion of making and playing the piano and the violin, and that second 
-ary functional by-product of tae hand ue account, even as measured 
by the rough test of money, more precious, however less materialJ.y 
necessary, than its pr.imary function. It is, hmvever, only in rare 
and gifted natures that transformed sexual energy becomes of supreme 
value for its own sake without ever attaining the nonnal physical 
outlet. For the most part the by-product accompanies the product, 
throughout, thuE adding a secondary, yet peculiarly sacred and 
specially human, object of marriage to its primary animal object . 
This may be termed the spiritual object of marriage. 

By the term 'spiritual' we are not to understand any myste
rious and supernatural qualities . It is simply a convenient name, 
in distinction from animal, to cover all those higher mental and 
emotional processes vlhich in human evolution are ever gaining greater 
power . It is needless to enumerate the constituents of this spiri-
tual end of sexual intercourse, .. . They include not only all that 
makes love a gracious and beautiful erotic art, but the whole ele
ment of pleasure in so far as pleasure is more than a mere animal 
~~~tM~51~ton." (Little Essays ~ Love ane! Virtue-, Ne\v York , 1922, 
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of the experience called love makes man fugitive , distracted, nervous, 

confused and restless and leads to a lop-sided development of persona-

lity. Perhaps the most important feature of Valluvar ' s 'analysis is . . 
that it shows full recognition of the intimate relationship between 

attaining satisfaction in love and developing the virtue of selfless-

ness. 

The mutual attrac tion of the sexes which is accepted by 

Val!uva r as natural is also considered by him as being instrumental 

to the attainment of satisfaction through sex which in its turn is 

responsible for the attainment of a sense of completeness in life. 

1 (of the previous page) The 'extra-individualistic' signi
ficance of the 'intimate rela tionship' - marriage - is portrayed beau
tifully by Havelock Elli s (ibid., pp . 68-69) when he writes: !lWhile it 
is perfectly true tha t sexual energy may be in large degree arres ted 
and transformed into intellectual and moral forms, yet it is also true 
that pleasure itself, and above all, sexual pleasure, wisel~ used and 
not abused, may prove the stimulus and liberator of our finest and 
most exalted a ctivities . It is largely this remarkable function of 
sexual pleasure which is decisive in settling the argument of those 
who claim tha t continence is t h8 only alternative to t he animal end of 
marriage . That argument ignores the liberating and harmonising influen 
-ces, giving wholesome balance and sanity to the whole organism, im
parted by a sexual union which is t he outcome of the psychic as well 
as physical needs . There is, further, in the attainment of the spiri
tual end of marriage, much more than the benefit of each individual 
separately ... For through harmonious sex relationships a deeper spiri
tual unity is reached t han can possibly be derived from continence 
in or out of marriage, and the marriage association becomes an apter 
instrument in the service of the world. Apart from any sexual craving , 
the complete spiritual contact of two persons ~ho love each other can 
only be attained through some act of rare intimacy. No act can be 
quite so intimate as the sexual embrace . In its accomplishment, for 
all who have reached a reasonably human degree of development , the 
communion of bodies becomes the communion of souls . 1I 
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\~en a man and a woman come together in love and marry, the unity of 

interests they achieve is not a mechanically contrived uniformity of 

outlook but the result of complementing the feelings and emotions of 

one another. In the process of complementing there .resuJ.ts.'ari unique 

mingling of the emotions and from this is born a sense of sacrifice 

for the other. This is the starting point of the development of the 

various ethical qua lities. Va~~uvar's clear view thus is that a man 

\,ho is not accustomed to s acrificing his own interest for .the sake of . 

his family cannot be expected to sacrifice his inierests for the 

larger ends of society . 1 

The deeper significance of Va~~uvar's suggestive analysis 

approach to the theme of love becomes evident now. The love-theme, 

strictly speaking, belongs to the linner side' of man and all other 

themes (including ethical virtues ) fallon the 'outer side,2, 

though the two are intimately related. As correlates for the 'outer' 

1 Va~~uvar does not, however, discuss the ethical aspects 
of the ma.,r- ';jvoman relationship in the section on love, the Kamat tuppin , 
t hey hav" ~een touched upon in the section on a~a,.'ll , the ~at tuppal. 
The feeling-emotional aspects of that relationship whi ch makes possi
ble the practice of a~am are detailed in this section. The finer 
aspects of the hwnan-personality ~,hich corne to the fore when the 
mutually stabilizing effect of love is experienced are clearly por
trayed iq the Kamattuppal. 

2 This, in a very broad sense, is the type of distinction 
tha t the Tamil litera ry tradi tion makes, in the 'treatment of themes', 
between aka~ and puram. The literal meaning of ' akam ' is 'inside' 
and 'puram' literally means 'outside'. We may say that " akam 
represents that which is experienced by the mind alone and , in a 
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can be visualized to be found in the 'inner' (even though the latter 

is only incompletely accessible) it may be argued that the former 

has deeper implications for the latter. Thus it is that on the 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) 

sense, something which cannot be adequately expressed in 
words. ~ refers to all things experienced by all or many in common 
and are more easily describable. 1t (See E.S. Varadaraja Iyer, Tolkappi
yam : yoru:j.at ildiram , Annamalainagar: Annamalai University, 1948, 
Vol. I, pt. I, p. 1) . 

In our present context, what is significant is that the 
theme of love falls on the side of akam. That is, kamam is considered 
to belong to the akam side of the :ai<.am-~ dichotomy'. We may 
also note here that the othe.r two values or ~~ and poru~, according 
to this understanding of akam andpur.am, fallon the side of puram. 
It will be evident then that in effect, the four-fold value-schellie 
(the dharma-artha-kama-mok~a scb.eme) which was referred to by us 
as having been reconceived by Va~~uvar in terms of the three-fold 
value scheme (the ~-porul-iup~ scheme , - the value of vit;u being 
considered as in--built in the three-fold-scheme-strllcture) becomes 
explicable also in terms of akam and puram. We have not, however , 
referred to this akam-.E~!);,am 'base' of the scheme of ~, poru], and 
!upam in this study so far . No t that we consider it unimportant or 
insignificant but because we find a reference to it in our present 
context more significant. 

In our interpreting Va~~uvar's approach to the concept of 
love we are maintaining that the personality-integration idea is 
clearly seen in the treatment of kffinam. We might reiter ate the 
point here. in t erms of the 'inner significance' of kamam considered 
as falling on the ~l(am side rather than on the pur;am side, and also 
suggest that the ak~~-E-~ 'base' itself seems to have a deeper 
significance from the point of view of the development of an integrated 
personality. As Heenakshisundaram (E.£.. cit., p. 227) observes: ItAkam 
and pur,am .•. are but the internal and external aspects of one. and 
the same human life ... All the aspects of the external life h ave their 
corresponding internal aspect . From this point of view human life is 
worth that name, only ~vhen all the aspects of human personality are 
harmoniously developed ... during the course of one's own life . 1t In 
our specific context the significance of the importance accorded to 
karllam becomes more than apparent - in terms of its contribution to an 
integrated -personality-development . In this sense kamam may be consi
dered to hold within it the potentiality for opening up newer vistas 
for the 'seeker'. 



one hand, the experience of love cannot be explicated fully and, on 

the other, in its deepest sense it paves the way for the development 

of the other-regarding virtues in human life. ::lhis seems' to be the 

obvious reason for Va~tuvar's ideas appearing to be elusive of our 

grasp. 

A few leading ideas in Va+1uvar's concept of ~, however, 

give us a clue to an understanding of his vieyls on love. First and 

foremost, his idea of ~am as ultimately pointing to the necessity 

of 'expansiveness' of ht@an love. Second, that the other-regarding 

attitude (~) is ultimately bonn out of affection (aupu). Third, 

that the genesis and development of · affection and love are to be 

found in the most intimate man-woman relationship. In the light of 

these, it seems to us that Va1+uvar's treatment of 'love' needs to be 

approached purely from the human angle to get at its significance 

for the theme of good life. If ~ in Va:!-luvar's system ultimately 

stands for the principle vlhieh makes for the development of the 

other-regarding virtues (or attitude to'vards i1um?-nity), we suggest 

that the beginning phases of it are indicated by him through the 

analysts of the concept of kamam . As we indicated earlier : in 

Va~~uvar ' s treatment of the theme of good life we see the recognition 
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of the importance of the idealistic aspects of the family (the founda ... ~1'l 

for ,.hich is laid by the uniquely intimate man-woman relationship) 

as well as the deep psychological bases of the idealized conception 

of the 'nucleus of altrui sm I. An idealist tha.t he 'l7as, Tiruva~1uvar 
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could not help insisting on the duty-bound attitude of man and wife 

towards each other, towards the children, towards other relatives and 

towards strangers while referring to the 'virtues of family life', 

the stage of 'illaram'. At the same time, the realistic approach 

that he always brought to bear on his task of delineating the essen-

tials of good life was responsible for his never overlooking the 

empirical-psychological aspects of the question. Furthermore, he 

well appreciated the fact that initially the instinctive attraction 

felt between the sexes determined a type of relationship which 

mellows dOvffi in good time, refines itself and truly becomes the 

nucleus of an idealistically other-regarding attitude towards life. 

The obvious implication of this approach of Va~~uvar is that 

the instinctive basis of the man-woman i-elationship needs to be nur-

tured properly so that the inner potential of this innate human urge 

1 
can be actualized fully. In such an attitude towards sex we neither 

1 It is interesting to note that L. T. Hobhouse (in Horals_ in 
Evolution, London: Chapman & Hall Ltd . , 1908, pp. 13 ff) maintains 
that instincts in man (in contradistinction to the instincts in 
animals ) undergo radical and remarkable transformation. The instincts, 
far from r etaining their rudimentary nature are transformed by the 
pressure of experience as well as social tradition. He maintains 
furthe r tha t in the course of evolution man's nature undergoes such 
a modification that his behaviour is seldom, if ever, determined, by 
instincts fixed and specific as they may be supposed to havn existed 
prior to experience and independently of social tradition. '''Love and 
the xvhole f amily life have an instinc.tive basis, ... they rest upon 
tendencies inherited with the brain and nerve structure; but every
thing that has to do with the satisfaction of these impulses is deter
~ined by the experience of the individual, the laws and customs of 
the society in which he lives, the woman he meets, the accidents of 
their' intercourse and soforth. 1I 



see an apolegetic treatment of the subject nor hear'the tone of mere 

legitimation of the inner urges of man and woman which bring them 

together through the irresistible, mutual attraction felt. It is not 

surprising, therefore that Vat~uvar positively and deliberately sets 

aside an anemic presentation of the most universally felt experience 

of sexual attraction and adopts, with a sense of gay abandon, the 

flesh-and-blood approach while analysing it. Yet, true to the Tamil 

literary tradition of akams he takes us on to an imaginative plane 

~ithout articulating fully the intimate experience \vhich, in the 

ultimate analysis, is too deep and personal (hence also unfathomable 

and inaccessible) that it is difficult, nay impossible, for the 

'others' (i.e., those who are not actua lly 'involved') to comprehend 

fully or vividly. The reason why Valluvar utilizes fully his poetic 

resources in the analysis of love now becomes 

ciated better. Lest we should mistake him as 

clear and ca~ be appre
L')'\;J-

givl us only a patched 

up presentation, - the serious aspects of family life ,"hile treating 

of ~ and the sensuous aspects of it in his analysis of ~amam -

Va~+uvar indicates the connecting link between the two even while 

concerning himself with the theme of love. The concepts of."katavu 

(pre-marital love) and karpu (love in the married state) clearly 

evidence this fact and we shall turn our attention to this presently. 

Before tha t, however, it is necessary to refer here to a 

co~pletely different type of interpretation th2.t is given to 

Va~+uvar 's treatment of 'love', viz., that the love portrayed by him 
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. 
is 'divine love't the 'longing' that is described is the one felt by 

the individual soul for 'union' wit~ the Divine Being. Whatever might 

be the basis for such an interpretation it seems to us that it has 

at least one inherent difficulty. It at once raises the question why 

such an allegorical interpretation be not given to ~he concepts of 

~ and porut a s well. If it is conceded that such an interpretation 

should be given to ~ and poru~t the uniqueness of the Kura~'s whole 

approach to the philosophy of good life will seem to be a 'claim' 

which can't be sustained at all. On the other hand t if it is main-

tained that an allegorical interpretation need not necessarily be 

given to the first two va lues t the charge of 'arbitrariness' in the 

interpretative procedure adopted t may be hard to meet. In effect t 

the allegorical interpretation is beset with difficulties both in 

terms of vindicating the unique t this-worldly approach of Va+~uvar 

and in terms of interpretative consistency . 

It seems to us therefore that the interpretation of the 

love theme we are suggesting is quite appropriate to the spirit of 

Vattuvar's approach to the good life. The basis of our suggest ion 

becomes especially evident when we recount that Valluvar is concerned 

all the time with huma~ endOlvments and capacities which need to be 

'exploited' to make man B.ctualize his own potentialities. 1 No doub t ~ he 

1 Indicating the type of approach to the Kamattuppal that he 
would favour t Pope (~E.. cit .. , p. xxix) observes: It •• • many give to 
the whole a mystical interpretation, a n idea with which commentators 
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idealistically approaches the human situation and draws our attention 

to the laudable aspects of the human personality which 'show promise'; 

yet, the realistic appreciation of the 'stirrings of the human heart' 

that we see in the Kura~ is equally significant. We have already had 

glimpses -of this approach and our submission here is that Va~~uvar's 

treatment of the theme of love illustratively evide nces his deep 

psychological insight in this regard. Human love in its early beg in-

nings is ~resented with a penetrating effect, the pangs of separation 

felt by the lovers are pictresquel~ portrayed and the attitude of 

sacrifice that love entails is taken due note of by him. It is the 

last aspect which assures us that Va~~uvar's dwelling on the 'psycho-

logy of sex and home' is int imately related to the idealistic presen

tation
l 

o f man he made earlier. While quite appreciating the fact 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) on the book of Canticles 
have made us familiar. Its interpretations as an allegory exhibiting 
the play ( Skt . lIlEO of the Divine Spirit with the embodied soul, 
would be in harmony with much that is found in Huhammadan literature 
as well as in Sanskrit, especially in Buddhist writers. Yet I can 
hardly t hink that Tiruva~~uvar's tone of mind wo uld lead him to this 
method of teaching spiritual truths." 

1 Devasenapathi (££. cit., p. 323) seems to suggest that the 
two types of interpretation need not necessarily be considered in
compatible with each other. AddreSSing himself to the question what 
the main theme of the ~aA. is, he suggests that it is concerned with 
non-attachment and love and the evolution of personality from the 
state of self-centredness and narrow attacr~ents to a state of God
centredness and boundless l ove (b enevolenCe) and maintains that the 
third section (of the Kural) is t he best description of such a state. 
He also maintains that the '/ery first chapter of the Kura± , 'Praise 
of God', other chapters in the first two sections emphasizing ethical 
virtues which help to bring about freedom from egoism and the who le 
of the third section is also concerned with Heaven or Release, 



that the allegorical interpretations are probably intended to stress 

this idealistic presentation of man, we would suggest that such an 

interpretation need not necessarily be brought in to account for the 

1deali:--ions of the man-\,Toman relationship we find in the ~. 1 
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1 (of the previous page) (contd.) probably implying that the 
'mystical meaning' itself need not be unrelated to the basic human 
approach, provided we give a deeper interpretation of the term 'human' 
as does Tiruva~~uvar. 

It seems to us that the 'meaning ' of the third section need 
not necessarily be understood in terms of or in relation to the chap
ters in the earlier two sections where the concept of God is accepted. 
We are not of course taking the view that the concept of God stands 
in isolation from the rest of the concepts in the !~. In regard 
to the relationship between the ethical virtues exhorted in some of 
the chapters constituting the earlier two sections: we would concede 
that they need to be related to Kallattuppal. We are however suggest
ing that the K"amattupp;n can well be interpreted as pointing to the 
way the intimate man-woman relationship helps the development of 
ethical virtues rather than giving a purely mystical meaning to it. 

1 We are well aware of the fact that the s~nbol employed in 
Indian mysticism and described in God-union is dravln on the model of 
the perfect relationship between man and vlOman. The relationship 
bet\"een man and woman is conceived as holy and perfect and as most 
intimate. Spiritual mysticism employs the language of the lover end 
the beloved to express devotion. The Lord is the eternal lover and 
the longing of the human being for the Lord's eternal love is analogous 
to the longing of the lovers for his love. We are thus not denying 
the significance of the model employed in bridal mysticism but are only 
reiterating the fact that even w~thout employing that model the deeper 
significanc.e of the Kamattuppal can be understood. 

Moreover even vlhen Va~~uvar speaks of the pre-marital and 
the marital stages of 'love' (referred to by the Tsmil terms kalavu 
a.nd karpu respectively ), the idealizations of the relationship of t wo 
persons being bound together in love become obvious. And, ,,,hen we 
remember tilat Va.J,1uvar ' s concep~ of kalavu anel ~ \vere themselves 
grounded on the institutions of ~av~ and _kaIPu. of the Tamil society 
the view that a purely human interpreta.tion of the IGfmattupp"iH does not 
do damage to the spirit of VaU_uvar' s philosophy (we are deliberately 
expressing ourselves 'negatively ') , may be considered quite plausible. 



Furthennore, the fact that the idealization of sex-life was 

not born purely out of Tiruva~+uvar's imagination would add strength 

to our own argument here. As one of the recent interpreters of the 

Kural observes: - . 

We are not sure whe ther the sex life, as depicted 
in this part, was only that actually existed at the 
time of Tiruva~luvar. It is, however, obvious that 
it is not a mere figment of his i maginat ion, a.s all 
the sex habits and behaviour set forth here are well 
corroborated by Sangam literature and the traditions 
recorded in the Tolkappiam . It is apparent that ... 
the author presents an ideal sex life, interpreting 
its significance and aim to his country men for their 
edification and emulation . 1 

The Cankam literature and Tolkap piam traditions referred to here 

clearly indicate that Tiruvar!.uvar I s concepts of ka],avu and kar,pu 

1 (of the previous page ) (contd.) Referring to the early 
Tamil society' s acceptance of the pre-marital courtship idea, K.K. 
Pillay (~ Socia l History-.£E. the Tamils, Hadras : University of Madras, 
1975, Vol. 1) ur ites: " ... there is little doubt that among the 
Tamils, ka1aviyal was ennobled almost into a fine art in which cer
tain traditional conventions were harmonised with rustic simplicity" 
(p. 344). He continues: HFidelity to the lover was rarely, if ever, 
broken. (Kuru~~okai, 3 and 42; ~~ai, 166.) Several poets of the 
classical age s peak of the stead fas tness and intensity of love on the 
part of the girl. (KuIuntoka~, 18, 42 and 366; Na~;iqai, 166; arid 
Ainkurunuru, 2) Little wonder that separation of the lovers caused 
Rcutle agony to them." (pp. 347-348) 

We might thus say that the 'purity of intention' of Va~~u
var can be asserted purely on the basis of his idealizing the rela
tionship between the lovers both before and af ter marriage. (See 
also 

1 K. Kothandapani Pillai, "Tirukkura+-·Kamat tuppin'.' in TSEL, 
p. 108. 

Analysing the question 'l7hether or not the love-situations 
depicted in the Cankam classics were of a contemporary character 
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were in fact based on the social practices of the Tamils prevalent at 

the time, though as Heenakshisundaram argues, TiruvaJ.J.uvar's great 

contribution, here again, is that he has made improvements in the 

original cahkam: conception.
1 

Hence it is all the more necessary to 

take note of the social practices of ~u and kaIPu. 

The literal meaning of kalavu is theft and in terms of social 

practice it may be mistaken as the ancient Tamils' giving recognition 

to the securing of women by 'theft'. Probably it was such a mistaken 
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notion about kalavu which was at the basis of the interpretation of it ' 

in terms of gandharva-vivaha, one of the eight 'forms of marriage,2 

recognized by the Sanskritic tradition. 3 Suffice it to state here 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) K.K. Pillay (~. cit., pp. 
340-341) writes: "The handling of kataviyal or pre-marital love by 
the poets of the cankam age seems to indicate that they portray for 
the most part events and features of a previ~us epoch. By the period 
of the cankam age they had become part of the literary convention." 

: .... ".' 

1 ~. cit., p. 286 . 

2 The expression 'form of marriage ' is generally applied to 
the nume ric variation in the partners in marriage , as Halinowski puts 
it (See the article "Marriage " in Encylopaedia Brittanica L Vol. 14). 
Accordingly, the fOTIns of marriage usua lly listed are monogamy, poly
gamy, polyandry and group marriage . But here in referring to the 
Hindu idea of marriage we shall use the expression 'form of marriage' 
to denote the method ~ consecratin.s ~ marriage-union . 

3 The Sanskritic 'Law Books ' r efer to eight forms of marriage: 
brahma, ~aiva, ~, prajapatya, !sura, ~ndharva, rak~asa and pai£aca. 
The brahma form consists of the gif t of a daughter by the father, after 
decking her with ornaments, to a man, learned in the Vedas, and of a 
good character whom the bride's father himself invites. The daiva 
form involves the gift of the daughter as above , to a priest who duly 
officiates at a sacrifice, during the course of its performance . The 
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that from the fact that gandharva is mentioned as one among eight forms 

of marriage and ~a~~ is not considered a form of marriage but only 

as a stage preceding marriage, 'reading' gandharva into kaJ-avu does not 

do justice to the Tamil tradition. Furthermore, gandharva, as a 

'recognized form' of marriage s eems to point to the Hindu Law-givers' 

great concern for according social recognition to a type of union 

which, in any case, 1 
is not considered to be the tbest' whereas katavu 

is to be understood entirely differently. 

3 (of the previous page) ( contd.) ~ form is the one in 
which the father gives his daughter in marriage to the bridegroom, 
after receiving a cow and a bull or t\'1o" pairs of these from the bride
groom. The prr:tjapatya form is the one in I-lhich the fathe r makes a 
gift of the daughter: by addressing the couple : "Hay both of you 
perform together your dharma (duty)" and by doing dUe honour to the 
bridegroom. In the a~ura form the bridegroom has to give money to the 
father or kinsmen of the bride, and thus, in a sense purchases the 
bride. In the gandharva form, mutual love and consent of the 'boyt 
and the tgirl' are the only conditions required to bring about the 
union. Neither the father nor the kinsmen have a hand in bringing 
about the marriage. The rak~ form is described as the forcible 
abduction of a maiden from her home, while she cries and weeps, after 
her kinsmen have been slain or wounded and their houses broken. It 
amounts to the capture of the bride by force. The pai§aca form is the 
, form of marriage' in \'1hich the man seduces) a .girl while she is sleep
ing, intoxicated or disordered in intellect. In our context we need 
reiterate that in the gandharva form, the bride may be said to allow 
herself to be ' stolen' by he.r lover. (tlanu, 111, 21; Baudhayana, "" ---I1 ll,20,1-9; Gautama, IV, 6-l3; Yajnavalkya, 1.58-61; Kau~ilya, Artha-
Sastra, III. 2. ) 

1 The painstaking researches of Kane into the Sanskritic 
sources have clearly indicated that there has always been (in the 
Sanskritic tradition) an 'evaluative approach' to the various kinds of 
marriage contracted. There has been a continuous debate on the ques
tion of tsuitability' of these different kinds of marriage for the 
different ~~~. There is general agreement that the first four, 
v iz ., brahma , daiva, ~ and prajapatya, are the approved forms. 
(Gautama , IV.12; Apastaiilba, 11.5.12.3; Manu, 111.24) Mos t say that 
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A deeper reflection about the Tamil term katavu points to the 

real significance of its usage in the 'realm of love'. It will be 

conceded that 'theft' connotes basically a 'loss' of something without 

the 'mvner' being conscious of it (he may become conscious of it, 

later.). In the realm of the hearts wh ich are in love, it means 

. 1 
precisely that the 'lovers' find their hearts belng 'stolen'. Hence 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) each preceding one out of 
the first four is superior to each succeeding one and that brahma is 
the best. (Apastafuba , 11.5.12.4; Baudhayana , 1.11.11.) Almost all 
are agreed that pai~aca is the worst. l1anu (111.23-26) refers to 
several vie.vs. One view is that the firs t four are the proper forms 
for brahmaI)as (Baudhayana, 1.11.10; l1am~, III. 24); another view was 
that the fir s t six (i. e., all excep t t he rak~asa and pai~aca forms) 
are allowed to brahma~as and the last four to k~atriyas, and the 
gandharv~, asura and pai~ca to vai£yas and ~udras. (l1an~, 111.23). 
A third vievl was that2E.~ apatya, gandharva and ~sura may be resorted 
to by all va..!Q.:.:'l s . Manu mentions the view that the gandharva and 
rak~asa are proper for a ~triya, or a mixture of these two, viz., 
where the girl loves the bridegroom, but her parents or guardians 
disapprove or cause obsta cles and the lever takes away the girl after 
a fight with her relations. (Ham~, IIL26; Baudhayana, 1,11.13) 
See Kane, ~. cit., Vol. II, pt. 2, p. 521.) In the !ama-S~tra we find 
the view of the brahma form being mentionec~ as being the best referred 
to (i.e., Vatsyayana refers to the Dharma-Sastra views on the question 
first) and its own opinion that gandharva is the best. (111.5) 

1 The great Tamil poet Kampan has indicated clearly the signi
ficance of ka~avu by 'taking the heroine (Sita) of his immortal Epic 
Ramayana, through different stages of love': Commenting on an import
ant quatrain in the Epic (Hithilaikkatchi, 55) K.Kothandapani Pillai 
(oP. cit., p. 50) explains: IIHere is the introspection of a virgin 
heart tossed out of its moorings by the storm which the sight of her 
would-be-partner had raised. Her good womanly heart with its attribu
tes of equanimity, self--possession (niLai) and resoluteness (~iqmai) 
which she has inherited as one coming in the long line of cultured 
womanhood (~Eva~ nalanotu~) her inborn modesty (piran ta na~5tum) 
and her powers of reasoning and intellect from her. She makes a 
thorough search but could find them nowhere within herself (nan yengum 
kaI)kile~). The sta tely person who went along the street with a 
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ka+avu connotes the experience, the lovers have, of 'the stolen heart'. 

It gives us also the underlying implication of the relationship between 

the sexes before marriage. The courtship of young people seems to be 

1 
an old and established custom with the Tamils of that age and Va~tu-

var's analysis of the theme of love may be interpreted as reflecting 

it. 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) languor in his gait (maQ 
~ na~ antati varunttapponavan) is undoubtedly the thief who cou~ 
enter through the eyes (~~ ~aivumor ~anekolam). II 

1 Kanakasabhai (~. cit., p. 120), writing on the social life 
of the Tamils 1800 years ago, observes: "Women mixed freely though 
modestly in the business and amusements of social life. In tmvns a.nd 
cities, women of the poor classes were employed as hawkers, vendors 
and shop-keepers or as servants in rich households; and in the villages 
they \.Jorked in the fields and gardens along with men, and shared their 
hardships. The ladies of the higher classes were more confined to 
their homes, but they were no t secluded from society. From the queen 
down"rards every woman visited the temples. During the evenings they 
came out on the terraces of their houses, and saH the scenes in the 
street: and on festive occasions, they joined the processions and went 
out to invite their friends and relations. (Cilappathikaram , VI. 76-108) 
Owing to the fr eedom enjoyed by women it was possible for young people 
to court each other before marriage. It \vas not considered i mproper 
for a young lady even to elope \..rith her lover, provided they returned 
to their relations afterwards, and entered into a married state. Love 
and not the greed for gold, ruled the court, the camp, and the grove 
in those days; •.. It is no matter of wonder, therefore, that much of 
the poetry of this ancient period, treats of love, and that rules for 
\vriting amatory poems were already in use." 

It is also important to reiterate here that the rpre-marita~ 
love-relations were also governed by strict moral codes. K.K. Pillay 
(£2.. cit., pp. 355-356.) writes: liThe prevalent idea of those times 
was that once the ka:tavu or couiTtship had commenced, it must end in 
the consummation of marriage. Occas ionally it did not have this happy 
outcome, on account of the man wishing to get out of the moral obliga
tion. Some times the opposition of the parents to the proposed marriage 
was responsible for the dissolution of the tie. In this connection 
a common belief prevalent among the early Tamils may be noticed. It was 
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We have already stated that VaJ.1uvar's concepts of ka-lavu and 

ka~pu are to be understood against the cankam background of the pre-

marital courtship period and the married state . In terms of the cankam 

conception: five aspects of love need to be delineated, viz., kurinci 

(the stage where the lovers meet and lose their hearts for each other), 

palai or a period of separation which is characterized by the 'pangs' 

being felt by the lovers, neytal or the feeling of despair that is 

naturally felt by the hearts in love, the feeling which expresses 

itself in the ma n 'posing' as if he is going to die but really wants 

to continue to live only for the sake of his beloved~ mullai or the 

actual living together in a state of wedlock after accomplishing 

their intense and long-felt desire in this regard and marutam or the 

sulky mood which arises sometimes even in the married state. 

We find all these aspects of love being dealt with by Va~+uvar 

though we find him introducing a more refined conception of marutam. 

Whereas the cankam conception of marutam is exemplified in terms of 

extra-marital relations of the hero, Valluvar's conception is in terms .. 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) conside red a serious moral 
breach on the part of the girl to marry any one except her lover 
whose love she had reciprocated; any violation of this was bound to 
bring ruin to the village in wh~ch they lived and to the group to 
which they belonged. A poem in the .Ka~ittokai collection (39: 11-21) 
states that where the girl was not married to her lover , the crops 
would not flourish, the hunt ers would not succeed in the pursuit of 
their game and the honeycomb \,70u.ld not yie.ld honey. It \l7as he ld that 
the violation of the moral obliga tion of ' J<a-l-avu ' Has unjust and that 
the marrying of a different person other than the one loved earlier 
would be tantamount to second marriage (ibid . 114: 15-2.1)." 
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of visualizing "the natural difficulty involved in two different perso-

nalities, nurtured under two different family environments, coming to 

1 commingle and to form a new creative family type." In this sense 

Vaftuvar takes the treatment of love to the psychological plane comple-

tely, with the clear ethical suggestion that true love between man and. 

wife permits no place for extra-marital relationship.2 

We may thus maintain that Va~1uvar's treatment of love is nei-

ther purely imaginary (since it is based on the social practices of 

the Tamils at the time) nor is it completely in the nature of a narra-

tive - recording the actual course of development of love between a 

man and a woman and thus enhances its value for a philosophy of good 

life. The technique of Va~~uvar seems to be aimed at emphasizing the 

important role that love plays in the format ion of home and family. 

By portraying the stages through which love flowers in the lives of 

individuals and the natural attitude of sacrifice it entails, he 

insightfully points to the family as the nucleus of altruistic love. 

1 Meenakshisundaram,.£E.' ci-t., p. 282. 

2 One other considera tion which is helpful in glvlng us an 
understanding of the Klli~attuppal is the dramatic monologue style of 
presentation t.hat \ole find in it. Maintaini ng that this aspect of the 
Kural conclusively proves that it is following the cankam tradition, 
Me;;n~kshisundaram (ib id ., p. 291.) writes: "Carikam poetry has no 
narrative verse. It consists of dramatic monologues capturing the 
poetic moment in beautiful phrases of lightning flashes revealing the 
varied aspects of human love, either from the intrinsic or from ex
trinsic point of view. Kamattuppal similarly consists only of drama
tic monologues; there is no dramatic narration of any story." 
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A brief review of the contents of the third Section of the 

KULat may help us to appreciate Va~~uvar's view better. In his 

analysis of kalavu we find the course of ·pre-marital' love (which is 

ultimately to pave the way for a lasting union) picturesquely por-

trayed. The way in which the lover feels that his beloved is the 

tenderest of all Creation and is ·, more beautiful than even the most 

beautiful things Nature has produced and the inexpressible inner joy 

that the very thought of her inspires in him are also imaginatively 

portrayed. The intensity of the feeling of love is such that they 

cannot 'wait' till they are married, they must meet in secret to 

share the joys of love. For, the social norms are such that they 

cannot enjoy the fruits of love openly and unreservedly and must 

satisfy themselves only by stealing 't ime and place'. Though they 

like to get mar r ied as early as possible, the procedures to be adopted 

are such that there has to be a 'period of waiting' during which they 

have to meet at appointed times and places, there being no alternative 

open to them. Soon, however, the love has to be 'announced' to the 

world and the announcement is in terms of matal, the traditional way 

in which the lover, by undergoing a sort of martyrdom, induces the 

girl's parents to offer his beloved to him in marriage. 
1 Va~~uvar's 

1 V.V.S. Aiyar (~. cit., pp. xxxiv-xxxv) describes the 
tradition vividly: itA few branches of the pa lmyra-palm are joined to
gether so as to enable a man to sit astride on the bundle, the lover 
sits on it, and a numb e r of his friends carry him in that posture 
into the village , singing passionate songs of love. The edges of the 
palmyra branches being rough and'hard and ind€.nted, the riding of the 



analysis of katavu1 thus ends with the happy note of the union of the 

lovers in wedlock. 

2 
In the analysis of kar~ Va1~uvar describes in detail the 

mental experiences of the man and wife
3 

when they have to accept the 

inevitability of periodic separation in the course of their married 

life. Considerations of duty may impose even prolonged periods of 

1 (0£ the previous page) (contd.) palmyra stock or palmyra 
horse as it is called, is veritable martyrdom. The young folks of 
the village mock at the love-lorn pilgrim and perhaps even refer to 
the object of his passion by name. The outcry reaches the ears of 
the parents and other relations of the maiden in the village. They 
reproach her for entering into matrimony without thei~ consent, but 
there is no remedy now but to give their consent, and everything ends 
happily for the lovers." 

It is extremely significant that Tiruvar!-uvar refers 
specifically to the 'mounting of the palmyra hors e' in a chapter 
entitled liThe Abandonment of Reserve". See TK, 114.1-3 & 5-7. 

1 We find this in the first seven chapters (chapters 109-
115) of the Kama ttuppiH of Tirukku;ra-1. 
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2 We find the analysis in the rest of the chapters - chapters 
116-133 of the Kural. _ .... --L 

3 We are using the terms 'man' and 'wife' here mainly to 
indicate that Tiruva++uvar is in this section, concerned with love as 
experienced by the married couple. The 'purity' of the discussion of 
the topic of love and the 'sanctity' of the 'fire of love' enkindled 
in the 'hearts in love' are thus more than obvious. 

It should be noted, however, that in the Tamil tradition 
the terms used 'in the context of love' to r e fer to the man and wife 
are talaimakan or talaivan and talaimakal or talaivi (\vhich terms 
roughly correspond to the terms 'hero ' ~d 'heroine'). It appears 
that the two terms connote the sense of the 'man' and 'wife' pJ.~ying 
the roles of lover and the beloved respectively. The obvious implica
tion is the parts played by 'man' and 'wife' in the 'game of love' 
are equally important and complementary in nature and scope. This 
background of the Tamil literary convention is helpful in appreciating 



separation on the lovers, but this they must bear with a sense of 

sacrifice, enduring all personal hardships. Va~~uvar points to how 

the lovers prove equal to the task by 're-living' the experiences 

they shared and by expectantly longing for the time when they will be 

re-united. Though the strength of their love makes possible the 

endurance, it inevit ably leaves the mark of physical and emotional 

changes and these are des cribed in the Kura l particularly from the 

point of view of the 'beloved'. 

The prolonged abs ence of the lover creates in the beloved 

the yearning for his company and she feels emotionally pained to an 

indescr ibable extent.
l 

She is tormented by the pain of separation 

2 
and experiences s leeples sness. She reflects about the irony about 

her eyes - the very eyes which caused the 'malady' of love are now 

'suffering ' from t he malady and she a lso finds that they can weep 

3 (of the previous page) (contd.) the significance of the 
Kamattuppal s e ction of the Ku~~ bett er. 

We shall hencef orth use the terms 'he' and 'she' or 
'the lover' and ~the be loved' to refe r to the married partners who 
pine for each othe r when t hey have to inevitably endure periods of 
separation. 

1 IIIf he is so c rue l a s to mention his departure (to me), 
the hope that he would bestow (his love) must be given Up.1I 
(TK, 116.6) 

IIPainful is it to live in a fd endless tmro; but far more 
is it to part from one's l over. II (ib i d., 116.8) 

IIFire burns when touched ; but, like the sickness of love, 
can it also burn \.;rhen removed?" (,ibid., 116.9 ) 
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no more, the tears having dried up completely. It is indeed strange 

that they (the eyes) can sleep neither ,.,hen 'he' is away nor when 

'he' is present. 1 Thus. 'he' is wholly responsible for 'her' state 

which is also apparent from her Sickly hue; yet she feels it would 

be good if people deride her for her sickly hue and not call 'him' 

unkind. 
2 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) 

II (As if there ,.,ere) many indeed that can consent to the 
impossible , kill their pain, endure separation and yet continue to 
live afterwards." (TK, 116.10) 

2 (of the previous page) "The joy of love is (as great as) 
the sea; bUl: the pain of love is far greater. II (ibid ., 117.6) 

"I have swum across the terrible flood of love, but have 
not seen its shore; even at midnight I am alone; still I live." 
(ibid., 117.7) 

liThe night which graciously lulls to sleep all living 
creatures, has me alone for her companion." (ibid., 117.8) 

IICould my eyes travel like my thoughts to the abode (of my 
absent lover), they would not swim in this flood of tears." (ibid., 
117.10) 

1 "The eyes that have given me this ' malady ' have t hemselves 
been seized with this (suffering). Oh! I am much delighted." (ibid., 
118.6) 

"These painted eyes have caused me a lasting mortal 
disease; and nm., they can weep no more, the tears having dried Up.1I 
(ibid., 118. i f ) 

IIWhen he is away they do not sleep; ~vhen he is present 
they do not sleep; in either case, my eyes endure unbearable agony." 
(ibid., 118.9) 

2 IIS allov.mess, as if proud of having been caused by him, 
would now ride on my person." (ibid., 119.2) 

lilt would be good to be said of me that I have turned 
sallow, if friends do not reproach with unkindness 'him' who pleased 
me (then)." (ibid., 119.1.0) 
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The effect of the chain of thought is that it pushes her into 

d d . d f .. 1 eep espalr an a grave state 0 angulsn. Her mind keeps returning 

to the subject of love. She says to herself that 'he' is always 

abiding in her soul, but suddenly she begins questioning herself 

v7hether, after all, she is right in thinking that she, likewise, 

abides in his soul. She feels she is wasting m..ray her life without 

him, and particularly by thinking again and again about his 'cruelty ' 

in not returning home early. But yet, the depth of her love for 

'him' is such that she cannot help thinking about him.
2 

Constantly thinking of him she falls into a state of dream. 

She sees 'him' there and considers the dream-state to be a great 

source of solace for her love-tormented heart. But alas! she soon 

1 "Would not Cupid (the god of love) who abides and contends 
in one party (only) witness the pain and sorrow (in that party)?" 
(TK, 120.7) 

"There is none in the world ,",ho is as hard-hearted as 
those who can live without receiving (even) a kind word from their 
lovers." (ibid., 120.8) 

2 "He continues to abide in my soul, do I likewise abide 
in his?" (ibid., 121.4) 

III have never forgotten (the pleasure); even to think of 
it burns my soul; could I live, if I should ever forget it?" (ibid., 
121. 7) 

"My precious life is wasting m..ray by thinking too much 
on the cruelty of him who said we were not different." (ibid., 
121.9) 
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reverts to the state of wakefulness and even starts feeling that if 

there were no such thing as wakefulness her lover would not have 

1 'departed' from her. 

And, when evening comes she dislikes it, for it reminds her 

all the more about her lover. She cannot but 'feel the contrast' -

how, when 'he' was with her the evenings were extremely pleasant and 

how now, without him, they are extremely painf ul.
2 

The consciousness 

of the contrast reveals once again how she feels she has lost all her 
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feminine charm because of his absence. She turns 'critical' - holding 

"'him' responsible for her beauty fading awa.y from her; immediately, 

however, she feels the pain born out of this 'condemnation' of her 

lover and realizes, once aga in, hmv deeply she loves him. 3 No doubt, 

1 "My life lasts be cause in my dream I behold him \vho does 
not favour me in my waking hours." (TK, 122.3) 

"Were there no such thing as wakefulness, my lover (who 
visited me) in my dream would not depart from me." (ibid., 122.6) 

2 "Live, oh evening ! Are you (the former) evening; No, you 
qre the season that slays (married) women. 1I (ibid., 123.1) 

"In the ab s ence of my lover, evening comes in like slayers 
on the field of slaughter." (ibid., 123.4) 

"This mala dy (love) buds forth in the morning, expands 
all day long and blossoms in the evening." (ibid., 123.7) 

"The shepherd's flute nmv sounds as a fiery forerunner of 
night, and i s become a weapon that slays (me)." (ibid., 123.8) 

3 "The discoloured eyes tha t shed tears profuse ly seem to 
betray the unkindness of the lover. !I (}bid .. , 124.2) 

liThe (loos ened) bracelets, and the shoulders from which the 
old beauty ha s fad ed, relate the cruelty of the pitiless one." (ibid., 
124.5) 



she condemns herself also that she is a 'fool' to allow her thoughts 

to go after her lover who has left her to mourn the separation but 

still realizes the irresistible charm 'he' still holds for her. 1 

She now comes out openly, as she has never done before and 

2-37 

says to herself that when he comes her modesty can no longer restrain 

her from openly exhibiting her love. She says to herself that she 

must admit that if in the past she couldn 't but pour her love to him 

at the very sight of him, it is certainly not going to be possible 

2 
for her to 'conceal' her love. Even this very thought that she will 

'succumb' to his love seems to be thrilling to her. And then she 

admits to herself that when her lover rejoins her, she will look at 

him till she is satisfied (and, in the process, regain her bloom) 

and. enjoy allh±s overtures (<iJ.J.d ther.eby destroy all the agonizing 

h . .. ) 3 sorrow s e 18 now exper1enclng . 

3 (of the previous page) (contd.) "I am greatly pained to 
hear you call him a cruel man, just because your shoulders are 
reduced and your bracelets l oosened." (TK, 124.6) 

1 "You are a fool, 0 my soul, to go after my depar ted one, 
while you mourn that he is not kind enough to favour you ." (ibid., 
125.8) 

"0 my soul, to whom ,wuld you repair whi le the dear one 
is within yourself?" (ibid., 125.9) 

2 "The axe of love can break the door of reserve which is 
bolted by the bolt of shyness." (ibid., 126.1) 

"The dignity that wo uld not go after an absent lover is 
not known to those who are stricken by love." (ibid., 126.5) 



The reason for this feeling of re-assurance is that she is 

able to visualize how, on his seeing her expressive eyes, he is going 

to fill Ei~ eyes with Eer beauty. Such is the unbounded love he has 

1 for her even though he is not with her (now). So she is still 

debating whether she can after all feign anger towards him (when they 

2 
meet) when she knows she cannot hold out for long. Also, there 

lurks in her the fear of possibly 'losing ' him again and so she may 

not 'pose' to be angry when , after all she knows she is not really 

" h h" 3 angry Wlt _lm. 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) 

"I know not.hing like shyness when my lover does from love 
(just) what is desired (by me) ." (TK, 126.7) 

"Are not the enticing words of my trick-abounding roguish 
lover the weapon that breaks away my feminine firmness?" (ibid., 
126.8) 

3 (of the previous page) 

"Hay I look on my lover till I am satisfied and thereafter 
will vanish the s2.llowness of my slender shoulders." (;i-bid., 127.5) 

"May my husband return some day; and then will I enjoy 
(him) so as to destroy all this agonizing sorrow." ( ibid. , 127.6) 

1 "Though you would conceal (your feelings), your painted 
eyes would not, for, transgressing (their bounds), they tell (me) 
something." (ibid., 128.1) 

"Unusually great is the female simplicity ' of your maid 
whose beauty fills my eyes and whose shoulders resemble the bamboo." 
(ibid., 128.2) 

2 "0 my friend, I was prepa.red to feign displeasure but my 
mind forgetting it was ready to embrace him." (ibid., 129.4) 

"Like the eyes which see not the pencil that paints it, I 
cannot see my husband 's fault (just) when I meet him." (ibid., 129.5) 
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But then suddenly she realizes that after' all, her feigning 

anger (without carrying it to disproportionate levels) may add more 

charm to their happy reunion. Moreover it will help her to see for 

herself his deep love for her (\vhen she sees him 'suffering' because 

of her feigned anger), 
1 

So, with great difficulty she feigns anger, 

all the time saying to herself that the innocent lover will enjoy it 

2 as much as her pouring her love. She is after all right, and he 

actually welcomes the feigned anger and wishes that it should prolong 

throughout the night so that he could try to pa ify her the whole 

night and at the end of it derive most enjoyment out of the embrace 

h h ., 1 '1' . I 3 w en t ere lS comp ete reconCl latlon • 

2 (of the previous page) (contd.) 

"Like those who leap into a stream which they know \vill 
carry them off, "hy should a wife feign dislike which she knows 
cannot hold out long?" (TK, 17.9.7) 

3 (of the previous page) 

"0 my soul, you : would not first seem sulky and then enjoy 
(him); who then would in future consult you about such things?1I 
(ibid., 130.4) 

"Hy soul fears when it is without him; it also fears when 
it is with him: it is subject to in.cessant sorrow;" , (ibid" 130.5) 

1 "Let us \vitness awhile his keen suffering; just feign dis
like and embrace him not." (ib i d., 131.1) 

"A little dislike is like salt in proportion; to prolong 
it a little is like salt a little too much." (ibid., 131.2) 

2 See TK, 133.2,5 & 6. 

3 "May the bright-j ewelled one feign dislike, and may the, 
night be prolonged for me to implore her!" (ibid., 133.9) 
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What might be most obvious from our review of the contents of 

Krunattuppa~ is the poetic artistry with which Va~~uvar deals \vith the 

theme of love, but what must be reiterated is that his adopting the 

Tamil convention of akam poetry does not point merely to his poetic 

genius but also to the deeper ethical significance he attaches to the 

man-woman relationship. Our remembering that Valluvar' s dealing \vith . . 
the love-theme is organic to his philosophy of good life (itself adumb-

rated in and through the concept of ~) is helpful here. Further-

more, the deeper significance of the akam convention of Tamil poetry 

would also go to shOiv that the adoption of it by Va:Uuvar ",hile treat-

ing the theme of love was perhaps intended to give us the realistic-

idealistic presentation of the man-woman relationship: realistic, 

inasmuch a s love is a feeling in the hearts of the two people (con-

cerned) which can't be adequately expressed and idealistic, in that 

the 'hero' and the 'heroine' are the idealized types of persons - with 

the clear implication that the most intimate man-woman relationship 

has its own norms to follow. 
1 

1 A.K. Ramanujan's remarks on akam poetry and his making refe
rences to Tolkappivam (The Interior Land~pe, Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1967, pp. 103-104) are ext r emely significant in our 
context. He writes: "Akam poetry is directly about experience, not 
action; it is a poetry of the 'inner world''' ... 

"The love of man and woman is taken as the ideal expression 
of the 1 inner ",orld', and akam poetry is synonymous \\7ith love poetry 
in the Tamil tradition. Love in all its variety - love in separation 
and in union, before and after marriage, in chastity and in betrayal 
- is the theme of akam . 'There are seven types of love, of which the 
first is kaikk~, unrequited love, and the last is p eruntiI}a~, 
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We are, however, not overlooking the fact that Tiruvalluvar .. 
was well aware of the genesis of (the feeling-for-the-other aspect) 

human love in the sexual love of man for woman. That he did not di8-

regard at all the physical aspects of kamam is obvious from the signi-

ficant couplet: 

The (simultaneous) enjoyment of the five senses 
of sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch can 
only be found with bright braceletted (woman).l 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) mismatched love (Tolk~pp i
yam, Akatti9ai Iyal, 1).' Peru~tivai or the Major Type (as the Tolkap
piyam somewhat cynically calls it) of man-woman relationship is the 
forced, loveless relationship: a illan and a woman, mismatched in age, 
coming together for duty~ convenience, or lust. At the other extreme 
is kaikk:~ (literally the base relationship), the one·-sided affair, 
unrequited love, or desire inflicted on all immature girl who does not 
unders tand it. Neither of these extremes is the proper subject of 
akam poetry. They are common, abnormal, undignified, f it only for 
ser~ants. 'Servants and wo rkmen are outside the f ive akam types (of 
true love), for they do not have the necessary strength of character 
(ibid., 25-26).' ... 

Of the seven types, only the 'middle five' (already referred 
to by us on p. 229) are the subject of true love poetry. The hero and 
the heroine should be 'well-matched in ten points' such as beauty, 
wealth, age, virtue, rank, etc. Only such a pair is capable of the 
full range of love: union and separation, anxiety and patience, betrayal 
and forgiveness. The couple must be cul tured ; for the uncultured will 
be rash, ignorant, self-centred, and therefore unfit for akam poetry." 

In the light of the implications of akam poetry referred to 
above and in the light of the ,,,ay it is handled-i-;-the Ku;;:at, it seems 
to us that notwithstanding the poetic excellence of t he ~FmattupE§l 
Section, its idealization of the relationship of mutua l love between 
two persons (,,,ho have come together in love) is extremely significant 
from the perspective of the philosophy of good life that Va~1uvar 
offers us. 

1 TK, 111. 1. 



The definition is certainly analogous to that offered by 

V~tsyayana: 

Kama is the enjoyment of appropriate objects by 
the five senses of hearing, feeling , seeing, 
tasting and smelling assisted by the mind together 
with the soul. The ingredient in this is a pecu
liar contact between the organ of sense and its 
object, and the consciousness of pleas ure which 
arises from this contact is called kama. 1 

In spite of the similarity noted above \ole 'VDuld like to 
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reiterate a point of distinction we made already. Though Vatsyayana's 

treatment of the subject does not wholly exclude the 'psychology of 

sex', it needs to be understood still in terms of the importance 

accorded to sex itself
2 

whereas Va~luvar's treatment, without over-

lookjng the physical aspects of sex is concerned more with the ana-

lysis of the finer feelings that a proper satisfaction of the sex-

desire engenders. No doubt, the deeper neaning of the analysis of 

love is not at all evident at first sight, but it is quite in keep-

ing with the Tamil tradition of which kanlHm is a clear exemplification 

1 Karna-Sutra, 1.1. 

2 Our view here is based on the follm.;-i:lg facts: (i) even 
while dealing with the 'mechanics of sex' Vatsyayana does not regard 
sexual love as a random activity or as the expression of wild emotions, 
for he observes: "Pleasures, being as :lecessary for the existence and 
well-being of the body as food, are consequently equally r equired . 
.•. They are ..• to be followed with moderation and caution." (ibid.) 
(ii) the moderation approach suggested is still with a view to enabl
ing the individual to derive the maximum amount of sexual enjoyment. 
The clear implication here is that indulgenc e in sex without a sense 
of proportion is self-destructive ina smuch as the individual is bound 
to lose his capacity for enjoyment. 



Above all, we have seen that Va!iuvar has with great insight, con

fined his attention merely to the intimacy of the man-woman relation

ship while analysing the theme of love, for reasons already referred 

to. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

In concluding this inquiry we would like to draw the strings 

of our argument together and indicate the new dimensions of analysis 

we have suggested for an understanding of the theme of good life from 

the perspective of the Kurat. Though in a sense the Kurat itself 

does not go into the 'definitions' of the good life, we have attempted 

to discern its strands of thought vlhich, when considered together, 

offer us a picture of th~ good life as visualized by its author, 

Tiruva~+uvar. The absence of a precise 'formulation' of a 'philosophy 

of good life' at once offered us a challenge and an opportunity for 

our investigation: challenge, in so far as it set the task (for us) 

even at the outset, viz., analysing carefully the implications of 

Tiruva+luvar's own reactions and responses to the ideas and ideals 

prevalent in the Indian scene at the time, for it seemed to us that 

that would be one of the ways in which we could get an insight into 

the mind of Va~~uvar; opportunity, inasmuch as the study itself proved 

fruitful in the direction of unravelling certain problems in the area 

(chosen for inquiry), as for instance the conspicuous absence of an 

express reference to the spiritual value ( though accepting it as an 

important ingredient of good life)' which is normally considered to be 
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realizable only in a world to come and/or by posi~ively setting aside 

the activistic 'roles' of man-in-society. 

In effect then, the ideas highly suggestive of a philosophy 

of good life needed to be interpreted in terms of the views ~ life 

that the author was wanting to reject, on the one hand and, on the 

other, the ways ~ life he was keen on exhorting. The 'rejection 

aspects' were paradoxically symptomatic of the author's acceptance 

of the essentials of religion as contributing to aD. enrichment of 
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man's life on earth and the exhortation aspects indicated, unambiguous

ly, the substance of the good life by making evi.dent a prime-

principle which vlOuld not merely eniarge the scope and purpose of 

human living but also si.multaneously effect a transformation of it. 

In regard to the essence of religion: we have maintained that 

the Ku!a+ arrived at it not by reje(:ting in toto the ideas characteri- . 

zing and the ideals cherished in the prevalent religions of Brahmanical 

Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism, but by accepting aspects of them which 

did not smack of a sectarian approach . It was in this sense that we 

saw the Ku!al incorporating within its philosophy of religion, the 

'ethics of responsibility' concept from the three religious traditions 

as also the transcendent aspect of the good life envisaged in them -

though by considerably re-structuring the latter aspect in such a way 

that the normative orientation (to good life) does not obliterate the 

positive-affirmative approach to life in the world. It is obvious, 

the social orientation of the Classic is accountable by its insistence 



on man's adopting the life-affirming attitude. while the metaphysical 

roots for its social ethics are traceable to the transcendent goal of 

the Good envisioned in it. The subtle but significant modification 

in the notion of asceticism that emerged naturally from such a careful 

blending of the normative and the positive approaches to the good life 

was, we suggested, in terms of exhorting the necessity of cultivating 

attitudinal changes - by developing altruistic love by stages (i.e. ) 

by progressively realizing it) - and by transcending altruism even, 

on the ground tha t even traces of ego-motives come in the way of 

'complete self-giving'. 

We suggested, therefore, that by visualizing two levels in 

man's attempting to realize the Good in his life - the level of 

actuality and the level of the IdE:al (and introducing refinements in 

them) - we could understand better the Kutat'S philosophy of religion, 

viz., that the essence of religion consists neither in dwelling 
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merely_ on the actual nor in flying off into the Ideal but in attempting 

to transform the actual in the light of the Ideal. Since the 

transformation-potential that religion offers has significance hath 

for the per:sonal and the social aspects of human life, the Kura~'s 

pos tulating an ideCl.l code of conduct for individuals and an ideal 

pattern for institutions, we maintained, followed as natural corolla

ries. 

The effect of such an approach to religion discernible in 



the Kura+ has been that neither by denying outright the metaphysical 

dimensions of the human personality nor by dwelling on its empirical 

aspects entirel y, it offers an in-built philosophy of go~d life which 
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is seriously normative in orientation and adequately social in its 

motivation. Hence we have maintained that the Kura~'s reconceiving 

the four-fold value-scheme in t e rms of three can, only by a purely 

'numerical approach', be characterized as its deleting the metaphysical 

dimensions of Indian philosophy and religion just as the suggestion 

(in the Classic) that the ultimate Good in human life is realizable 

by adopting one p r ime-value (des ignated as .a ram) can, only by over

looking completely the s ocial dimensions of the good life, be character

ized as lending support to a non-social, purely metaphysical concep

tion of the good life. 

What, it may be asked, is the significance of the Kurat'S 

taking such an approach to religion and implicitly to the good life? 

Though answering t he question is not as easy as posing it (for, this 

is probably one of the most unresolved problems in the study of the 

philosophy of good life in the Kurat), we would, rather than inter

preting the author of the Kurat as t aking a "neither-this-nor- tha t

stand" or as adopting a "both-this-and-that-approach" to the issue of 

conceptualizing the essence of religion and good life, suggest that 

he was perhaps convinced not merely tha t paying lip-service to the 

'social bas e ' of the good life will not do but also that in the name 

of giving a social orientation to the good life, its metaphysical 



implications can be ignored only at its peril. It needs to be 

reiterated here that the Kura~ is not as much averse to considering 

the metaphysical dimensions of the good life as it is intent on 

emphasizing the need f or developing social concern. The result is 

that only by a deeper consideration of the social aspects of the 

Ku~at's view-point can the metaphysical implications inherent in its 

philosophy be appreciated fully. 

It seems to us that the social and the metaphysical dimensions 

of the human personality can thus be adequately 'accol~dated' in an 

analysis of good life since they are but the obverse and reverse of 
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the same coin. Parhaps, the coin-analogy is not wholly capable of 

indicating the fact that even when only 'one side' is presented, the 

'other side' can, by a deeper analysis, be grasped. Yet, in so far as 

a coin cannot be visualized as having only one side, the analogy itself 

is not unhelpful in our present context. In more concrete terms: 

since it is difficult to delete either the social or the metaphysical 

aspects of man's personality without doing damage to the analysis of 

man, neither the one nor the other can be overlooked or 'disclaimed'. 

Hence it can also be maintained that in so far as a social analysis 

as well as a metaphysical discussion have, as their reference-point, 

~. from eithe r of them the other can be derived. That is the 

peculiarity of human nature and it is indeed reflected in the deeper 

meaning of the various disciplines which deal with man and his 

significance. 
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It is in this sense that the approach of the Ku.rat can be 

interpreted also in terms of certain categories employed in recent 

studies on religion. One such is Mol's recent book to which we made 

references earlier. In view of the deeper implications of the argu-

ment of the book, viz., that a sociological approach does not necessari-

1 
ly connote ignoring the other aspects of man, we found Mol's 

sacralization-model valuable in our context. We made note of Mol's 

1 This is evident from Mol's reference to 'order' and the 
deeper implications of morality while explaining the significance of 
religion as a transforming influence on human life. In keeping with 
his sociologica l approach to religion Hal suggests that in order to 
be relevant to the needs of meaning and order in mundane existence, 
religion cannot remain content with articulating a totally other
worldly mode of sacredness. Explaining the significance of moral 
rules he \.;rrites: "Horal rules ••. are the almost visible outlines and 
concretizations of ... order. They are the living, t is sues covering 
the bones. They are the working bees busily engaged in resolving 
the practical inconsistencies, ambiguities, injustices, and above all, 
infringements. The master authority of order would be jeopardized if 
these yeoman services were not promptly performed. It is precisely 
because of their importance that traditional religious organizations 
sacralized the major ones such as the Golden rule or the Ten Command
ments and their equivalents in the non-Christiaa religions." (0l2.: cit., 
p. 10) "The importance of the Golden Rule lies, (a) in its general 
contribution t.o an orderly soci.ety, leaving aside the problem of spe
cific prescriptions diff ering from place to place and time to time; 
and (b) in its provision of a discernible and practical axiom that 
nevertheless integrates a whole body of rules, and which, in the 
process, furnish'?s a mutually consistent crit erion." (ibid., p. 97) 
Mol's appreciation of the deeper implications of morality is evident 
from his maintaining that morality becomes ~ess significant if it 
consists merely in a mechanical implementation of visible 'forms' of 
moral behaviour or in obeying moral rules for the sake of avoiding 
punishment. Morality in this narrower sense may still have the effect 
of promoting order in society, hut maximization of order will be possi
ble only when the implementation of rules Jepends on its being believed 
in for other reasons. As Mol explairrs: "Reciprocity in human relations 
and the confidence that flows fr~m the assurance that one's expectations 
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view that the pro c~ss of sacralization is, from thOe point of view of 

social living, perhaps more relevant than concern with the sacred. 

Mol's concern, it s hould be emphasized, is not that the sacred is of 

less value but that the pr ocess of sacralization is more important 

from the point of view of the day-to-day life of man. 

Though Mol's theory of religion as sacralization of identity 

is much more comprehensive than our reference to one of the mechanisms, 

viz., 'objectification' as a sacralization-mechanism, might have indi-

cated, we confined our attention to it alone since it seemed to offer 

us a cue to the way in \vhich the ~a~ might possibly have conceived 

the relationship between the Good as a transcendental category (des-

cribed in terms of the essence of religion) and the good life as a 

.Erocess in which the ideal is attempted to be realized. Thus our 

specific interest in the objectification-concept of Mol's theory has 

been in its offering us an indication as to how ideals are conceived 

and, by implication, the significance of idealizing inter-personal 

relationships. 

1 (of the previous page) (contd.) will be met, are endangered 
,,'hen only discernible rules are r e\\Tarded or backed by punishment. It is 
less comfortable to live in a society in which people are honest only 
so long as one cannot get away \vith dishonesty, than it is to live in 
a soc.iety where there is a basic i ntention and motivation to be honest." 
(ibid.) Our interest in this asp ect of Hal's theory is in its clea r 
implication that if even a mechanical i mplementation of or adherence to 
mora l rules and r egulations have the effect of transforming personality 
at the individua l level and bringing about order at the social level, 
morality i n its deeper sens e of ' doing the right for its own sake' is 
going tO ibe f a r more effective both in individual and collective life. 
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It seems to us that 1-101' s concept of obj ectification, in so far 

as it is considered by him as symptomatic of projecting an order which 

is obviously and significantly absent at the mundane level, may also 

be referred to as a process of ideal-construction or as a direct conse-

quence of the idealizations of the existential (i.e., the actual) con-

ditions of man at the mundane level. Here again, Mol's considering 

the capacity of the human mind for 'abstraction' (in visualizing an 

ideal order or a perfected state) is significant inasmuch as it would 

also indicate that the 'abstraction' - being 'born' out of the actuali~ 

ties of the mundane world - points to the relatedness (interconnected-

ness) of the two 'realms', the level of the actual and that of the 

Ideal. Hence the perfection conceived, the ideal constructed, can 

well be visualized as possessing the ability to inspire approximation 

and realization of it by individuals and societies at the mundane 

level. The distinctness of the ideal from that of the actual thus 

seems to be both a necessity and a predicament. 1 

1 Referring to this aspect of the relationship between the 
'actual ' and the 'ideal' Ho I observes : "The awe of the sacred guaran
teed common loyalty to socially crucial values and beliefs ... The 
separateness of the sacred was a prerequisite for order and security, 
all the lliore so because in the transcendental point of reference, the 
major, relevant archetypes and fea tures on the mundane world were emo
tiona lly anchored ... Yet in spite of their remoteness, these charac
teristics had a significant effect on the mundane order because men 
~vere commit ted to them . .. In this transcendental point of reference 
order could appear less arbitrary, less vulnerable to contradictions, 
exceptions and contingencies. Thus, the arbitr ary, the unexpected, 
the frustrations and contingencies could be absorbed and 'digested' 
as not altogether meaningless, but as part and parcel of an orderly 
world." (.£.E.. cit. , pp. 206-20 7) 
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Thus it is that the concept of an ideal perfection that reli-

gion offers is also highly suggestive of the essentials of good life 

in so far as the latter are, in the ultimate analysis, symptomatic of 

man's efforts at realizing the ideal perfection. Hence in terms of 

VaJ.-luvar's vie\<l : we have suggested that the realization of the ulti-

mate state of perfection which is synonymous with realizing the Good, 

is possible only by adopting a principle which consistently pervades 

every aspect of human living; we have also maintained that Valluvar's .. 
philosophy of good life can be derived from such a conception of the 

essence of religion and the 'means' of attaining the ultimate Good. 

To briefly review the 'substance of good life', according to 

the Kutat: we found it being explicable in teI~S of an all-pervasive 

principle referred to as ~ and visualized as holding within it the 

potentiality to transform human life in all its aspects, - the feeling-

emotional, the ethical-social and the metaphysical-transcendental. 

These various aspects, representing as they do, the purely personal, 

the inter-personal and the trans-p ersonal facets of personality-

development in man point, on the one hand to the all-pervasive nature 

of the principle of ~ and , on the other, to the inter-connectedness 

and the reciprocal involvement of these aspects in enabling man to 

realize the Good. Though the Good is a tr anscendent category, aiming 

at and realizing it does not, in such a scheme, involve the impoverish-

ment of the empirical aspects of the Good which we have referred to 

as the 'means' without minimising their significance. 
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It is to indicate such a reciprocal involvement of the social 

and the metaphysical aspects of the philosophy of good life discernible 

in Vap,uvar' s theory that ';Ie have employed the model of the 'extension-

principle of ~l!!' in this study. By considering 'extension' not 

merely in the usually understood linear sense but also in its deeper 

dimensional sense we suggested that the protean characteristic of 

~ (and t he underlying implications for good life) can be wholly 

comprehended. We preferred to designate these two aspects of extension 

respectively as the horizontal and the vertical dimensions to point to 

Va~tuvar's view that manls capacity to realize the Good ultimately 

signifies more than realizing 'altruistic possibilities'. In so far 

as such a transcendence of the altruistic outlook truly characterizes 

the actualization of the inner potential in man, the 'transcendence' 

itself may be referred to somewhat paradoxically as 'becoming truly 

human'. The transformed outlook that the 'transcendence' engenders 

can obviously be 'detected l in every aspect of one's 'dealings' -

as a member of a family in the multifarious 'roles' he has to 'play', 

as a citizen with his economic and political responsibilities and most 

basically and essentially, as a human person capable of realizing and 

also thereby revealing virtue. 

It should be reiterated here that it was perhaps because of 

the recognition of such a relationship between the ethical-social and 

the metaphysical 'levels' that the Kura:t does not obliterate the 

metaphysical. to sOrstate the position accorded to the 
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metaphysical aspects of human life does not bring out adequately the 

significance of the transcendental plane of reference that the ultimate 

Good (vTtu in the terminology of the Kural) is, but our expressing it 

in a 'low tone' is not intended to 'under-expose' its role but rather 

to indicate that the Kurat, concerned as it' was, with the 'more imme-

diate', 'tangible' 'realities' in human life, was more keenly bent on 

a detailed consideration of the ethico-social aspects of human life. 

It should be conceded here that this is our surmise and, like other 

interpretations of this situation (of the Kura~, though attaching 

significant importance to the metaphysical aspects of life, does not 

allot a separate section for discussing it), is still open to discussion. 

From the point of vie~v of highlighting the importance thus 

accorded to the ethico-social aspects of human life in the Kural's 
-----------

scheme of good life we need simply to recall at this point that th8 

thrust of our interpretation of poruf and iopam in the ~~ has been 

to point out (i) that the economic and political aspects of the good 

life are accorded considerable importance by Vattuvar for the reason 

that unless the basic securities in life (that the economic and poli-

tical pursuits offer) are achieved, it is unreasonable and unrealistic 

to expect man to (even) attempt to realize the Good, and (ii) tha t the 

biological,-psychological aspects of human life (apparent from the ana-

lysis of aspects of the love-sex theme) need to be given their due 

importance, for 'impoverishment' in these spheres of life would cer-

tainly result in a lop-sided development of personality whereas 



achievement of satisfaction in them would pave the way for personality

integration and greater concern for all. 

In regard to both (i) and (ii) ,ve have maintained that their 

significance in the Ku,tat is best understood by considering them as 

extensions of ~ and also tha t such a concept of 'extensions of ~' 

resulted in an idealistic orientation being given to 'life on earth', 

- on idealizing human life in every conceivable respect. Starting 

from a consideration of the type of relationship that ought to prevail 

in the most elementary 'face -to-face social group'- the family 

and passing through the economic and political institutions and culmi

nating in society at large, the individual is exhorted to observe the 

principle of morality which is concretely envisaged as extending the 

area of concern to envelop the whole of humani ty, n<'7, the animate 

creation in its entirety, ultimately. No doubt. the idealization 

of life in regard to the spheres mentioned above may also be referred 

to as laying the foundation for the means by which a perfected state 

of t he individual may be attained, the state of vr~~ in the terminology 

of the~. But since the stat e of vitu cannot be attained in a 

distinct sphere outside society, it should be rei terated, the ideali

zation of inter-personal relations - in respect of every institutional 

structure that man 'creates' and in which he participates, is signifi

cant from the point of view of life in society. The idealizations of 

inter-personal relationships in the K~ thus need to be understood 

as derivable from the i deas' .on the Good and the good life and not as 
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having been born out of Va~~uvar's analysing, for ' instance, social, 

economic and political problems . 

We were suggesting this word of caution in regard to the 

assessment of Valluvar's theory in our analysis of ~ as presenting 

the philosophy of good life and He may_further clarify the point 

before we close this study. It seems to us that Va~luvar's theory can 

well be interpreted as containing \vithin it root-ideas which may be 

helpful to us, a t the present time, to effectively reconstruct our 

economic, social and political institutions. We may further point to 

the fact that it is specially relevant to our age which Hitnesses a 

growing secularization of life and institutions in which the secular 

is accorded the meaning of a studious indifference to religion and 

religious values. Hence the message of the classical work of Valfuvar 

presents itself as challengingly relevant to an age such as ours . It 

is therefore not surprising that this work has received phenomenal 

attention in r e cent decades in India as will be evident from the 

various translations of it that have appeared in other Indian l anguages 1 

1 We may mention the following in this context: 
(i) BENGALI: Nalini Mohan Sanyal . Calcutta: Bangiya Sahitya 

Parisha Mandir, 1939 . 
(ii) GUJARATHI: Naj nklal Choksi. Ahmedabad: Sas tu Sahitya, 

1931 and K~ntilal L Kalani. Bombay: 1971. 
(iii) HINDI : G. Jain. Delhi: 1942; B.D. Jai n. Tirupanan

thaI: Kasi Hutt, 1951; Khemanand Rakat. Ajmere: Sasta Sahitya Handali, 
1924 (first tHO parts) and New Delhi: Sasta Sahitya Mandali, 1959; S. 
Shankar Raju Naidu. Madras : University of Madras, 1958; and H.G. 
Venkata Krishnan. Tiruchi: Tirukkural Prachar Sangh, 1964. (Part I 
only.) 



and the spate of literature that has appeared on it. Furthermore, 

the three Centres for advanced researc;1. in Tirukku!,at, that have been 

established recently in the Indian Universities of Madras, Annamalai 

and Madurai and funct ioning vigourously, are certainly symptomatic of 

the sudden awareness of the relevance of the work of Tiruvag.uvar for 

the task of rebuilding the Nation in India. Perhaps, no single 

classical book has provoked the kind of attention , study and stimula-

ted research as this work , in recent times, in India . 

1 (of the previous page ) (contd. ) 
(iv) lZANNADA: L. Gundappa: Bangalore: 1955 (Part I); and 

B.N. Srikantaiya. Kural Extracts. Bangalore: 1940. 
(v) MALAYALAH: Azhakathu Kurup. Trivandrum: 1875; G. 

Bhaskaran Nair. Tiruvallam: 1963; P. Damodaram PillaL Tirukkural 
Nanikal. Trivandrum: Balan Publications, 195 1 ; V. Gopala Kurup . 
Kottayam: National Book Stall, 1960 (T\'lO parts); A. Govinda Pillai. 
Trivandrum: n.d,; P. Krishna Vaidyan . Kur,a:), (!'art 1.) : Selections . 
Trivandru..m: n. d.; S. Ramakrishna PillaL Trivandrum : Kamalalaya 
Printing Works, 1957; and L.V. Ramaswamy Iyer, ed . Kura.{. in prose 
c.ontaining the Tamil couplets in Halayalam, first written in 1595 by 
an unknown writ e. r and published in the Bulletin of the Rama Varma 
Research Institute, Vol. VI, pt. II; Vol. VIII, pt. I; and Vol. IX, 
pt. I in 1938, 1940 and 1941. 

i57 

(vi) HARATHI: P.S. Sane Guruji. ~l - Teen Purushartha . 
Poona: Continental Prakashan , 1948 . 

(vii) S"l ,TSKRIT: Appa Vaj apeyin . Sunit i Kusumamala . 
Kumbakonam: Gururajachariar, 1922; Sankara Subr amanya Sastri. Sugati 
Ratnakara in the Journal 'Sahridaya': 1937-1940; Srirama Des ikan. 
Madras: Sarasa Kala Nilayam, 1961 (Part I); and Unknovm: Sanskrit 
verse with Hindi prose . Delhi : 1956. 

(viii) TELUGU : H. Jaganna Sas trL H. Godavari: Palleturu 
Granthamandal, 1952; Jalayya. Madras: Vijnamajvala Pracuranalu, 1955; 
C. Lakshminarayana Sastri. 1906; S. Naraslmhalu Na idu . Madras : Chen
galvaraya Na icker's Orphanage Press, 1892; C. Radhakrishna Sarma. 
Madras: 1954; S. Sripathy Sastry. Madras: 1966; P. Sriramulu Reddy. 
Puthalapatty: 1948; and K.V. Vidyananthanatha : 1887 & 1894. 

(ix) URDU: Hasarat Suhrawary. New Delhi: Sahitya 
Akademi, 1965. 
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But, the topicality of no classical work should be exaggerated. 

Whether i,e like it or not, the era in which we live has departed from 

the Classicists' approach to life and culture. There is a growing 

awareness of the significance of the particular and the piecemeal and 

the rejection of the ' approach' in the light of an unifying vision. 

It will therefore be anachronistic to invoke the philosophical solutions 

of a classical thinker for answering questions which not merely happened 

to originate in modern times but are intrinsic to modernity. Hence 

to maintain that Val~uvar, long time ago, with great foresight, visua

lized our modern predicament and offered enduring solutions much before 

the 'problems ' themselves arose wo uld be a clear case of over-s tating 

the significance of his philosophy of good life. Our taking this posi

tion is not in the spirit of under-estimating the siguificance of his 

approach but rather with a view to pointing to the fact that he was 

concerned primarily with a principle in human life which had an in

built pot entiality to transform life in all its aspects and not with 

specific problems that man encounters in the course of his social 

living. Thus we wo uld suggest that the enduring principles of good 

life that Va:nuvar \,as concerned about are 'relevant' for our ovm times 

rather than interpret Val~uvar to have addressed himself to the problems 

of our moTn times long ago. 

But certainly this is not to deny the perennial value of 

Va~~uvar's work. Just as Plato has an unique relevance for all times, 
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in the context of the East , we might venture to suggest that Va++uvar's 

TirukkuLa+ has a timeless significance about it and is therefore, not 

without its appeal even to the modern man. 



APPENDIX I 

ON THE DAT3 OF TIEUIJCmiA~ 

Though the focus of concern in the thesis has been 

on adopting an analytical-interpretative approach to the 

I2.hil0M>Phy of T:lrukJmraJ,;, in vim-: of the fact that a 

recent public8.tion has revived an extreme vie·H held 

during the 40s regarding the date of the TC' .. mil Classic, 

we deem it neces sary to \.;ri te this Appendix. The Appen

dix is intended both to ac}mowledge clearly that the re

cent vie,~ on the date-question goes counter to our own 

vie",1 and also to offer our reactions. 

He "lOuld like to submit that a detailed anaJ.ysis 

of the historical 8..nd social conte:(ts in rela tion to the 

lill[-4 is not 1,olithin the purvie\-! of the present thesis. 

For one thine, the uncertainty in regard to chronology 

has r:iade it Virtually impossible for us to GO into the 

question. For another, our interest in this study has 

been phi1osophicl\l rather than historical; 1,018 have been 

concerned to onaJ.yse the deeper implications and signifi

cance of the thought-contents · ... 'hleh are accepted , on all 

counts, to contain a ~)e r ennial philosophy reflecting the 

best elerlents in Indian relicious thoucht . Furthermore, 
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in the text itself there is no reference to the social 

and political conditions, the focus of interest being on 

the philososophy of society and the state. This has also 

been influential in our choosing to avoid the purely 

historical approach. Hence, we have considered the text 

of the Kuru in relation to the history Qf. ;j..deQ,S ,·;hich 

preceded the work and influenced it both positively and 

negatively and indicated how the author responded to the 

dominant religio-plulosophical climate. Our view is that 

a philosophical analysis such as ours Qay itself open out 

possibilities of further research in which the historical 

aspects may find a nore promnent place e' 

All the same, in vie\-! of the importance of the 

question of the date of the Tawil Classic, some discussion 

seems to be called for even in our context. \..Je may empha

size here that ,,,hichever date is accepted (after a more 

intensive and thorough historical. research) our thesis 

will not in the least be affected since ours has been 

prirr.arily an axiological analysis of the argument of the 

Ku:~. Since a Czech Tarlil scholar, Kamil Zvelebil has 

revived 1 an earlier point of Vie\1 maintained by a Great 

1 ,V1d9 ;The Smile of p:yrugup, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1973; pp: 15~171:~ 
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To.mil scholar, S. Vaiyapuri Pil1ai, \le shall first revie,,! 

the. latter argument. 

Though we consider Vaiyapuri PilIai's argument 

not worth referring to in detail, to the extent that it 

occasions an analysis of the date of the caNcam literature 

and enables us to offer some clarification of our O"lIl vie,.; 

regarding the date of the Kur~, \-le may take note of the 

reason t for his extreme views on the date of the Classic. 

He observes: 

From references to his Kuraj. in Cilappatikaranl 
and l-,$,lJinekalai which are-acclaimed to have been 
written in the 2nd cen. A.D. he has been assigned 
to the 1st cen. A. D. or B. C. But this date 
of the above kavyas is no longer accepted. 
There are very strong grounds for concluding 
that these "lorks ,.,rere composed circa 800 A.D •• 2 

• ! • Kur~, as is v/ ell-knm.'n, is one of the 
Kilk~Ku works (didactic manuals) and these 
are-arways distinguished from the earl ier 
cab1:am anthologies. In point of date they 
are later "lorks and their authors are called 
bl PeraciriYar and other commentators ' )ir
canror' (lit., great men of later times ••• 
hYen the most conservative of scholars hold 
that the caNcam age began only in Rbout the 
2nd cen. A.D. and so Valluvarf~ date could not 
be earlier than this. 3 • • 

1 Vide his History of T~il laD~ugge ~d Litera
t ure , Madras: New Century Book House, 196. 

2 .1Qll. , p. 81. 

3 ibid. 
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His general argument that the callkam \'lorks are not 

didactic at all and hence the KurfL!., NalatiY1i.r and other 

\l ol'l~s 'olhibh are in SODe sense didactic do not belong to 

the cankam age is unacceptabl e, for Pu~anMnrn and other 
. f . " ,, ' 1 

anthologies are found to incorporate unambiguously clearly 

ideas and ideals usually associated vlith didactic litera

ture. Thus it seems to us that making a generalization 

like the one '''hieb Vaiyapuri Pillai makes \wuld be doing 

scant justice to the ancient ca.llkam literature. He may 

mention here that idealizing about life '''as not alien to 

the Tamils of that age.' 

Our vie"", that the Kural belonged to the 1 st cen. - . 
B.c. - 1st cen. A.D. may, in terms of the date of the 

Cahk2~ literature, be expressed also as our taking the 

position that it belonged to the middle-cQru(arn or early

cankam period and goes counter to Vaiyapuri Pil1ai I s vie\>] 

that the caill(am literature itself belonged to the 5th or 

6th cen. A.D. Though a precise date for the cahkam 

period is difficUlt to fix, it is possible to indicnte 

a vIlde period vlithin .... Jhich the literature was produced. 

Historians of South India are in general agreement that 

the cacl~am literature may be placed between the periods: 

5th cen. B.C. - 5th cen. A.D. V.R. Ramachandra DD~shitar 

considered the caTIkar., literature to have originated in 
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5th cen. B. C. 1 and ende d in the 5th cen. A. D. 2 K. R. 

Srinivasa Aiyangar in a similar vein observes: lIlt seems 

to be reasonable to assume that ' the three acadenies compri-

sed a period of about one thousand years ••• and we shall 

not be wrong if we fix 500 B.C. and 500 A.D. as the extreme 

limits of the caliliam age. 113 V.A. Smith is more precise 

in r~s reference to the date of the cankam classics. He 

'"vlrites: liThe scholars "Tho maintain the early date of the 

best Tamil poems are right, and the IAugustan Agel of 

Tamil literature may be placed in the first three centuries 

of the C'nristian era. 114 K • .A. Hilakanta Sastri' s observa

tion: 11\'Je are bound to assume that the caDkam age lies in 

the early centuries of the Christian era 115 goes "Jell 'Hi th 

the vie\"s of S;;rl.th cited above and, needless to add, both 

the views indirectly I corroborate four OVll1 surmise in 

regard to the dat'3 of the cank;:l1!l classic s. 

1 Studies in TQ!];lil. Literature ;J,nd IIistory, 
London: Luzac &: Co. , 1936, p. 21e' 

2 jJ)....iJ:i." p. '+. See also his P~nQ..'lan Kine;do~ , 
London: Luz~c C( (,,;0., 1939, p. 24 and His tor]L of dout:l Indll, 
Oxford, 195~, p. 110. 

3 The ~1e p-[ I~peri~ Unity, p. 293 . (Cited in 
}J. Subrahmanian, s~ngm Polit~, Bombay : Asia Publishing 
House, 1966, p.25. 

4 E:;rly History: of Indi.:l.~ p. 445. (Cited in 
n. Subrahoanian, QQ. cj.~., p:-2i+.) 

5 The Col~s, p. 3. (Cited in n.Subrh2..I::1Cl)1ian, 
Qll. cit., p:-24 •. 
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Since traditionally the t",O Tanil epics, Cilll,DPat.,i

~~:Jl and Ea.11i.m.ek;;0, .'J.i as also the Patinenk11 'Y,:p11wJd.m (the 
• II •• v . 

eighteen 'minor' ,'JOrlcs of 'which the Kural is extremely 

• important) are considered to form part of the carucan lite-

rature, and since the dates of the tHO Tamil epics have 

been historically "Jell-established, v,Te maintain that 1,oJe 

have sound reasons, even historically speaking, for our 

vie\-ls on the date of the Kural . - . 
The Cila:p~8..til<::araL1J. rlentions that Gaj abahu, King of 

Ceylon, attended the ;'lOrship of Ka..ry.!)aki instituted by Cen

!cuttUVal1s the chera ~dng. The Ceylon chronicles refer to 

tilO Gaj abahus, one belonging to the 2nd cen. A. D. and the 

other to the 1 :2th cen. A. D~ As it is very clear that a 

1.Jork of the natur8 and style of Cilappatik~r.J..lll could not 

have been written in the 12th cen. A.D. and that no gr eat 

chera King like Cenkuttuvan lived in the 12th cen. A. D., 

the Gaj abahu mentioned in the T ar:d.l epic must be one \.,rho 

belonged to the 2nd cen. A. D. just as the srune &~te (2nd 

cen. A. D. ) seems to be unmistakably that of Cenh-uttuvan. 1 

Tho date of the Cil8,lJPo.tiklirar:l can , on this evidence, be 

fixed as the 2nd cen. A.D. since the epic was written by 

IJ,ai11co Atikal, the brother of Idng Cenli:ut tuvan. Sif.1iln.rly, 

1 See t~. Subrahr.lanian, QQ.. cit. , pp. 26-27. 



the other Tamil epic, &t;imel4l.hl, ',vritten by C5.ttanar, 

a contemporary of I+ahko 1\~i.kal, may \'lell be considered 

to have belonged to the same period. Thus the Gaj abal1u-

Cenkuttuvan synchronism becomes the sheet-anchor for our 

view on the date of the Kural. Unable, probably, to go 

against the historic:J.l dates of the t\vo epics, scholars 

lL~e Vaiyapuri Pillai do not have any alternative other 

than to 'shift' the ... "hole of the caDkam literature to a 

later date. FroQ the well-established dates of the byo 

Tamil epics and also fron the fact that the Kural (6.5) 
... . 
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is reproduced in toto in the CilappatilcaI'r.l.ill., (xxiii) and in 

the Hq,!1i:ne}~alai (xxii. 59-61) '\';e maintain that the Kural 
II - • 

must have been 'Hritten at least a century or t\vo earlier 

than the t\YO Tar.1il epics. 

Vaiyapuri Pillai argues for the 'late datet also 

on the count that the Kural is largely indebted to ,·]ell-
:.J ,-

knmm treatises in Sanskrit. He .... lrites: 

A study of his worle reveals thst he is largely 
indebted to "lell-lenmm treatises in Sanskrit 
such as tkillu, putilfu, KQ.mandQ.J~ya, Ayurvedic 
treatises and ~1mI-Sutr2. Kural 1 and 47 empha--- -~ sizi:lg the importance of the gr W1a stas:,,' (house-
holders) are based upon ~~n~ III. 78. Ku~ 58 
describL'1g the merits of a r.mrried wonan-wl~o 
besto'vls Iovine care on lfer husband QVles its 
idea to Hanu V. 155. • •• 

1 QQ. c it., p. 81 • 



Our cOLllllent here is that the originality of Tiru-

"Tlalluv'ar is completely overloo};:ed ;)y the learned Tamil ., . 
scholar. One of the unfortunate misunderstandings about 

the Kural, according to us, consists in equating the COl1-- . 
cept of flEam with Qn.;U'Jn.Q", por~ ",ith artha and ka.mam with 

the meaning given to the term kama in the ~-sutra and 

dravling the conclusion that V <il-tUV'ar' s philosophy is 

derived entirely from the Sanskritic sources dealing with 

dharna, artha and kama. Vaiyapuri Pillai suffers under 

this misunderstandi.."1g and :rr:isreading of the Kural. The - . 
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subtle but significant differences bet\veen the connotations 

of the Kur~~ terms and their (equivalents' in the Sanskri-- . 
tic traditions are not appreciated at all by the learned 

scholar. Since one of our major concerns in the thesis 

has been to highlight these differences, our arguments in 

this regard ~ay themselves be pointed out as fitting 

answers to Vaiyapuri Pillai here. 

Furthermore, \.;hile discussing the date s of the 

Sanskri tic ,.;orks to 'fix! the date of the Kural, Vaiyapuri - . 
Pillai, even ,,/l1ile acl{novledging the \-dde varlations of 

opinion among scholars - Innian emd foreign - al"laYs 

prefers the 'later dates' \vithout offering any reason. 

For instance, he \oui tas : 



Of these "lorks, the date of N3nusmrti can be 
fixed only within laree limits and' the date of 
Kautilya's Artha-Sastra is open to grave doubts, 
most of our Indian s cholars placing it in the 
3rd cen. B.C. and the ldestern scholars in the 
3rd cen. A.D. (A.B. Keith, Histor'y of IndiaIl 
Li teratur:e, p. 461; \linternitz , History of 
Ind~Cill. Lite~r~t1.1..Gerl!lan eru:., Vol • .LII, 
p. 523. ~. . -~uvra 1S ass1gned to A.D. 4~0 
by both Y\.8ith (p:-4b=t) and Hinternitz (Vol. 
III, p. 540), though the former is inclined 
to give it a later date, 500 A.D. (p. 469) ••• 
TnlcL'1.g into consideration the dates of these 
Sanskrit works, '\Ile are compelled to conclude 
that the earliest date fO \-,hich Valluvar can 
be assigned is 600 A.D. 
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Thus Vaiyapuri Pillai's argument is not convincing 

at all. Reliance on the dates of the Sanskrit texts 

(which are themselves uncertain) on the unacceptable 

asswnption that the Kura1 is nothing but are-production - . 
in TaJnil, of the Sanskritic ideas nakes for a st-rained 

arg-~ent. From the very fact that even when there is a 

,·: i de variation of opinion in regard to the dates of the 

Sanskritic works, he al"layS prefers a later date, ,,:1 thout 

explaining the grounds on \-lhich he prefers them, it is 

obvious, his theory of the later date of the KU~al rests 
- I 

on weaJc foundations. 

One other renSon offered by Vaiyapuri Pillai in 

support of his thesis is that there are a Great number of 

1 QQ.~., pp. 83- 84. 



S3.l'1s1\:rit "lords in the Tamil Classic. The argument seems 

to oe that, linguistically, the Kural is contemporaneous - . 
/ 
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,·lith some of the Sa.nskritic "iOrks like Artha-Sastra rather 

than vlith ca1u~am classics. The implication is that the 

'non-pure' (i.e., the non-Dravidiru1) Tamil used in the 

Kur3.l. Vlould straight avlay negative the thesis of' its - . 
'earlier origin', viz., 1st cen. B.C. - 1st cen. A.D.). 

It seems to us important to emphasize here that even if, 

for argument's sake, ,,,e accept that the Kural belonged to - . 
the 

/-
same age as that of Kau~ilya IS Artha-Sastra v:hich is 

accepted, on historical evidence, to belong to the 5th-

6th cen. B.C., the reading of the date of the Tamil Classic 

as the 6th cen. A.D. does not have any justification, on 

this count. (He I:1Ust, ho\<,'ever, concede, Vaiyapuri Pillai 

does not COQIDit a logic~l inconsistency here, he 'shifts' 

the date of the Artha-SQstrg itself 'further dovm,1, just 

as he 'shifts dO\vn' the dates of the Tamil epics, to suit 

his theory.) For, the KuraJ, will then have to be considered 
- -

to belong to an earlier date (around the 5th cen. B.C. or 

to a date a little later than that) rather than to a date 

l:iJ.ce the 6th-8th cen. A. D. as Vaiyapuri Fillai maintains . 

It is ir.:lportant here to observe that the loan-i,!Ords 

1 Q2. cit., p . 83 
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argument of Vaiyapuri Pillai is effectively cO'U..'l1tered by 

Zvelebil, who otherwise supports him. Zvelebil first 

refers to the complete list of 10a..'1-vlOr-ds 1 as prepared by 

Vaiyapuri Pillai a..'1d then observes: 

Now from this list \ 'le have excludect a number of 
items ,,;hich ,.;e re considered to be Aryan loan
words by S. Vaiyapuri PiLlai, but v,hich have 
since been proved, mainly by the labours of 
Burrow and Emeneau, to be of Dravidian origin. 
The lexis of TiruldruI'% is thus no so heavily 
Sanskritized after aJ.l. The follo"ling items 
have to be r~garded as Dravidian in origin: 
~ (137) uru (608) e~~ (760), er (2313), 
kavar_i (11 i 5-Y;=-k:;j.Vti} ~ 112 ,kalal\:aID (1132), 
k~, YiF ~116), kuti (17f), !£Ql: (1578), 
k5tt2J11 l ' 09), takar.---r21+30), tinmC!.i (2631-1-), 
tukil (2687)~ iOtti (2925), tol V

(2940), nay~~ 
( 2977), nil.' ~305' 5, n~uti (3'"f)4), l2iVJtam (3220), 
~ ~(3309), pe~fr (3 31), tey (3 635); ma~~ 
(j798), mf.iI' (3t5 ), I!Il),rtl 3793), mil (:':;90), 
rt~ (3999 , mu';:~D (4003 t valg (LI-34t5), L-~t;i 

' j51 ), ve1.l!.i (4555). Some i ten,s are of lU1-

certain 8t}mology; thus e.g., l!Dd, uruV1J (566) 
mayor may not be a 1',1 from ,skt. rup'~-. 

The Sanskrit vocabulary of' irirl:l1f}a~.~. shrinks 
considerably; from 137 items to abouT. 102 items. 
And if a more intensive et:Y1l1010~ic8l work .... Jere 
done. it maY still shrinl;:. (cf. the uncertain 
etymology of such items as ku~£nblI" ~ul, etc., 
\V'hich :t:ny ultimately prove to be Dravidian. ).2 

Apart from the presence of 10(Jn-words \ole would also 

concede that there is definitely a higher percentage of 

Sanskrit words in the Kur8J. than in t he Tolk5.DDiy~2. ;:1.nd in 

-
- . 

1 QQ. cit., p. 170. 

2 ~., pp. 170-171. 
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the cankam works. The Tamil expression pirfl.viI2pertul kataJ,. -
(lit. 'the great ocean of rebirths') doe s remind us of the 

,-.. 
He do find paralleUs 

\. 

in the KurEJ.. \-!hich seeD to reflect ideas and vie\'ls \,' e find - . 
in Sanskritic \vorks . For instance TK 4.3 is comparable to 

H9.ffi! 111.72 and TK 5.3 and 5.8 respectively reserr:ble 

B;wu IX. , 12 and Ve155. The parallelism between t-1anu 11.212 

and TK 39.6 as also bet\,leen 1,IBnll VII. 99, 100 and TK 38.5 

are indeed striking. But, as Zvelebil poir~t s out: II ••• 

it \'iOuld be foolish to deny that Tiruvalluvar, a mind so .. 
universal, cultured and learned and ec1ectic, lene,', these 

basic Sanskrit sources of dharrr'9-. ,,1 Fron our point of vie\-, 

Zvelebil's observation: "He 'VJas \\r ithout doubt a )art of 
r') 

one great ethicv~, didactic traditicn"~ is significant. 

Furthermore, as N. Subrahmanian observe s, this may be 

tleue more to tr.e style and taste of indivj.du<:ll authors 

and dependent on the subjcct-mlltter' rather than to any 

particUlar trend in particular periods of the litera ture . 113 

Certain other lingui s tic cor:siderations al'e 3~SO 

suggested by Vaiyapuri Pillai to support his theory. lIe 

1 ~. cit., p. 171. 

2 ibid. 

3 Qrr. cit., p. 30. 



observes: 

He," forms of function;?l "lOrds appear in the 
Kur(!l for the first tir.:e in the history of 
T8f1iI 12J1guage ••• rJouns, ir..cludine those of 
uy:"l'=-tj.ng category, have begun ta1cing the 
suffix '1 gal ' to denote plural (e. g., PuriYarg~d-, 
919). Verbs have begQD to take the infix of • 
'2:nirrun' to denote the present tense (e.g., 
ir~vr.r1ir:rrt, 1157) and the termir"ation 'an r 
has berruii to ta1{e the place of 'al' indicating 
future~tense of 1st person, singular (e.g., 
ir~.ppan, 1067). 

The subjunctive endings 'el' (§l.lin enil§.J., 386) 
and anal (~-~-in ayiD.-al-8n?~t 53) are late 
arrivals very far frorn the 'in' ending of the 
Sangam post-fixing therr:selve s to the roots 
'en' and 'a' respectively. The adverbial 
ending 'mal' added to the negative particle 
'a' 1:lith verbal them8s as in wr-r.-li-m,nl (101, 
313) is ummmm to early Snngar.l i·'or1'.:s, the 
earlier ending being 'tu' as in Hp.rrj.r;n.,i 306. 
So also is trw n2Gative ! al-l-ril' in¥aning 
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I exce::;t ', the earlier forr:: being 'anri' as in 
-'J ; • 27 I·'; , -, I -, d' -1-1 • , 1 ~rr ~n~l • · .. oreoVer L-"ill, PQP an lli'l u,U 
are "late endinGs of verbal participles. Of 
these two occur in the KUl'ilJ - ariv~n (701) 
]<::araP:lJijku (1127,1129) and-v~n2-k}<: rl (1128 ). 
Finally in the case of i'lOrds i!hich have changing 
forms in course of tj.me, later forms are found 
in grral - poltu (11-12,539,569,930,1229) and ' 
be side::; "the se r,iQny ne\.] ,iords \'lhich are defini
tely YJ10viD to h<J.ve been in use about the begin
ning of the 7th cen. A. D. and not earlier are 
found in Vall UVar 's K(r.~ . Example s are 
oppari (1071j, Appar V,3,1 ), patti (1074 
Appar V,5,1), J'7lr1c1u (,,'eaJ.th), 400, Appar V,77,4), 
tuchcnu (340 Appar IV 69, l:::5 ), p2JddviJ,El (ICurai' 
11401, Appar ~,tI-U,6), Dtr~cmn;L (18 J Ap~Xlr IV,7 ,4) , 
n~D8' (360, Appal' V ,90,) J, }::odu ,,1264, Appal' 
V,5 , ) • 

• • • So '''e shall be faiY'ly justified in concludin G 
that Vall UV2r liVrd about the time of Appar , that 
is, about JJ) 600 . 

1 ~. cit., pp. 83- 24. 
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Our cOrrr:Jent here is that \ 'l e greatly value the 

painstaldng research of the great scholar into the linguis -

tic aspect but since the Kur.;J,. can, by no means, be con-- ~ 

sidered perelY as a master-piece of Tamil literature, 

linguistic considerations alone are not sufficient \>lhile 

eX2JTlining the question of the date of its composition. 

Especially in vie\·! of the cooplexity of the v1hole question, 

,vhatever data available must also be taken into considera -

tion. The certainty in regard to some historical 'details' 

relevant to our question ~as vIe have indicated above) 

cannot simply be brushed aside as totally irrelevant, as 

the scholar does. 'Philosophical data! \'~e have referred 

to seems to us as no less si gnific8nt than historical evi-

dence since the philosophical content of tl-:e Fury. is an 

undisputed fact. 1 

Coming nO'\'J to consider Zvelebil' s vie\·!s on the 

date of the Kural: follovling th e tradition of Vaiyapuri 
-"--r 

Pillai, he maintains tr..at tl:.e best date for the }~ur~ that - . 
can be suggested is the 5th-6th cen. A.D., probably SOI:1e

time bet'veen 450 A.D. and 550 A.D. Zvelebil concedes that 

1 Similar arc our cor:mKmts in reGard to some 
recent atteJ':lpts at analysing the contents of the Kur31 

tthrough purely structur['J-lin.r:;uistic r::ethods , as for ins
tance, Yu Ya Glazov' slone p2:per , "I';orphemj.c A..l1alysis of 
the L;:,.n guage of Tirukku~a111 in 1\. Zvele oil, Yu. la. Glazov 
and ii. Andronov, Introduction to tIle Eistoric81 Gr?J.llI:lar of 
the 7()mil 11;lngu:;lre , : los C O'.- l : .. :auJ:a ?ublishin e E<2use ~ Cent
ral Dept . of Ori~ntal Literc:.ture , 1<)67 , pp . 115-17 ) . 
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the historical problem of the date of '..Lirukkural is compli-- .. 
cated, though it has been thrashed out in a r:uIi~ber of papers 

and books, published in Tamil as \'lell as in '.:est8rn lanbua

ges. Our criticism of Zvelebil is that apart from 'choosing' 

t 'te date of the Kural as the 5th cen. A. D. he does not 

argue out his case. Though the complexity of the proble~ 

of the date calls for a more detailed analysis and referen-

ces to historical evidences on vlhich there is general agree-

ment among scholars vlho have done good vlOrk on South Indian 

history, Zvelebil chooses not to discuss the issue. He 

merely observes: liThe internal evidence (the language of 

the work, allusions to earlier works, indebtedness of the 

Kurol to some Sansl~:rit tI'eatises, etc.,) all point to a - . 
date \'lDich is considerably later t11an the early classical 

poetry (and in this respect tr~ e Kural does certainly not - . 
belong to the c~l{am age), but ear11er than the beginninc;s 

of bhakti in Tamilnad." 1 

The historical-linguistic approach he prefers to 

take to tile IIhole issue of the date of the EurM may have - . 
its mm II!erit but, in re gard to a \-lOrk lil{e the Kural, it - . 
seems to us that such an a pproach ~kL one cannot be vlholly 

relied upon. His r eference to r allusions to earlier \-J or ]-~s' 

is far fr om clea r since the }~urnl do e s not cont2in 'nllu-- .-
sions to earlier .... lorks' a s :"':ve lebil "'ants us t o believe. 

1 22. cit ., p. 156. 
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rIe does not Q.t all substantiate his ' statement . 

Zvelebil adopts Vaiy~puri Pillai's line of argument 

in regard to Sanskritic literature vis-a-vis Tiru}j~ur~. 

Zvelebil too refers to Tiruva~luvar's 'indebtedness' to the , . 
Sanskritic sources. Though the ,;hole issue is admittedly 

complex, Zvelebil dismisses it by just one oblique referen

ce to it by observing that Va~+uvar llia:.§. influenced by the 

Sa..l1skritic sources. \-Ie have taJ~en pains to argue in our 
/ 

thesis that thou0.'J. the Dh8.rr:a-Sfistra$ideas and ideals are 

fOUl1d reflected in the Kural , it is i.]rong to consider the - . 
concept of .2.~am as having 'Idholly derived its significance 

from the S8.nskritic concept of dbaI'm?,. LikeHise vIe have 

rnaintainec. that the philosophy of TIorul is not derived from 
• 
/ 

the Sanskri tic work, Kautilya I s Artha-8astra. He have also 

pointed out that the resemblances behIeen V3:tsyayana I s 

liE.m~-Sutr;l and the third 'booJ~' of the Ku~~ are nothin~ 

when compared to the divergences of approach t hat they 

t2J«(~ to the subj Gct of sex and l ove . 

Zvelebil ref8rs to t~1e 'Sanslcricic 80urces ' a 

little later in his 1.JorJc 
1

, though the reft?rences are in 

connection idth his discussion of lOan- \Jords in the ;(ur4.' 
But it is cr 2,.tifyi?1g to n ,te th2. t his 't one of refGrence' 

is entirely different, his c:ltcGoricCll r efe rence to 

---. ._--------------------------------------------------
1 QQ. c i: . , p . 171. 
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'indebtedness' being replD-c ad by a Llore guarded stateDent. 

This 'YTill be 8lrident fron his observation: 

Just 2.S there is a not negligible influence 
of Sanskrit vocabulary on TiruvaJ.-Jiuvar f s lexis, 
the author of the KU~'al is undoubtedly to some 
~,~t~nt indeb~~d to Sans~:itiC source s lik1 
i'ianc:CvadQ,armasastrg" Kau ,:1.lya 's i-lork , etc. 

It is not surprisine, therefore, that he mal~es the stace-

ment: 

It is important that he (TiruvaI1uvar ) i'las o.lso 
a very integral part of the non':Sansl~ri tic 
Tal.1il tradition, this fact is seen not only 
from his conception of 'pleasure' ,·,hich is s o 
t~ic~ly a ref13xion of tbe ~{~:l eenre, but 
also from the all-pervadj,ng pra.snatic, this 
'\'lOrldly, empirical and, to a great extent, 
hur.lanistic and lU1:Lversalistic character 05 his 
particular conc81')tion of dhq,rr!la and niti. 

he also appreciatively take note of Zvelebil's 

content-OJ10.lysis of the Kural ",hieh, as he iDplies, OUgl1t - , 

to be understood alongside the structural anCllysis of the 

T anil classic. In view of the importance of the state-

ments he ma):e s, froEl our oem point of view, "Ie deeD it 

~t,1ortln·!hile to quote them in fu11 . 

1 QQ. ill. , p . 171. 

2 ibid. 

Zvelebil . "'-wrlv8S: 



1'he content of' the Tirl.l.1druT~ is undoubtedly 
patterned. In fact it is ~~ructured very 
carefully, so that n o 'structural gaps' occur 
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i::1 the text. Svery single cou~)let is indispens a 
ble for the structured \-.'ho13 . Bve:cy distich 
ha.s, so to sa.y, ti-IO Idnds of me aning: if iso
lated and thus removed fron the content-structure 
the couplets lose a very important neaning
cOD:;.Jonent - tl1eir 'structured meaning '. An 
isolated couplet may be charming and interesti::1g 
in itself, but it is just a 'i·/ise sa.ying', a 
moral max:il~, a 'litera ry proverb! in perfect 
form, possessing, in varying degree, the proso
dic and rhetoric Qualities of gnoDic 1)oetr-y. 
It acquires a 'structural meaning' only in rela
tion £0 other couplets, forming hi~ler patterns, 
and finally, i::1 relation to the entire text, 
which forms a perfect total structure. This 
fact is in sharp contrast with the early classi
cal poetry, lv-here each stanza I-las a perfectly 
self-contained unit; various stanzas \'Jere ga
thered in anthologie s; \,!hi13, as 2,lready stress
cd, the Tiruklrur"al is not an anthology_ - . 
Han in the totality of his relationshi1Js is the 
subject of the Kural. After a cosmic introduc
tion, .... .'hich praisesD"God, rain, superrJen and vir
tue, the author of the book turns tOHards mGIl, 
\-lhose person8.-~i ty is gr:J.dually unfolde d in 
rever expandi..11g concentric cycles f: \d thin 
the family "'i th hi s ,,;ife and children, ,-lithin 
the community ,'Ii th hi s friends, and iyi thin his 
country, in his rela.tionship tml3.rds the ruler 
and the state. J.io.,..r} is shmm not in a static 
state but in develop~ent , 8nd the force that is 
behind this dynami¢sL1 is sympathy, even love 
~anifesting itself throufh kind thouGht, sweet 
vlords and right actions. 

' .. lhile vie 'i-lelcome the above statement as sicnifi-

c Qnt for understanding the philosophy: of the Kural ';Ie a.lso 
:0;; .. 

want to emphasize th~t the linr;uistic-structuralistic 

approach is considered inad2quate by hi;o ,'lhi18 cODrJenting 

1 2l2.. cit., pp . 163-164. 
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on the content of the Classic . 'He hep,rtily :J.pprave of 

the argument of Zvelebil here but He c an't help reiterati :rlg 

the fact that to the extent that he e~phasizes the content-

analysis of the Kur::t1. his arguIilent regarding the date of -. 
the Hork on purely linguistic-structural grounds gets 

weaJcened. 

Furthermore, even if the Sanskri tic ,'!orl"s referred 

to are, for the salce of argument, considered to have influe n

ced the thought-content ?f the Classic, it is extremely 

difficult to draw the conclusion that Zvelebil does, viz. , 

that the Classic must have been produced during the 5th-

6th cen. A. D. since the accepted dates of the 'vorks mention-

ed ranGe froD the 5th-4th cen. B.C. (Kautilya's Artha-
• 

.... - .L) ) qas LJTQ, for inst ance to the 1 st cen. B. C. U1eJ1usmrti • 
• 

Finally, - and this seeQS to be a decisive point 

in favour of our view - the f tone of tolerance I tovJards ;:,11 

religions 'vhich is the characteristic feature of the Kural 

cannot be accow1ted for if it ivas the product of the 6th cen. 

A. D. For, by then the Pallavas had come to pouer and the 

Pallava age, 6th-9th cen. A.D. \'.'itnessed the attitude of 

fanatical devotion to particular religions. From the 

6th cen. A. D. omoJards we have clear historical and archaeo

logical eVidence and these point precisely to the Pallavas 
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enjoying supreme power in South India. From the spirit of 

acceptinG all that is best from various religious philoso

phies that ~ .. .Te see in the !fu.ral, it is obvious, the sugges-- . 
tion of the 'later date' for the Tamil Classic becomes 

extremely hard to accept. In sum, the earlier date iIIe 

have suggested seems to be much more plausible, to express 

our 'claim' in modest tones. 



APPZNDIX II 

Olr THE ILLAf)l.N-TTJl.lAV ~Al1 QUESTIon 

In vieH of the firm stand that ,·:e have talcen on the 

1l1ar3~-tu~varam question a few more observations seem to - --
be necessary to clear some misapprehensions in the minds ' of 

our readers regarding the use to Hhich "le have employed 

the categories or illaram and turavara,rq,. A fei" problems - --
that may arise here are: "RoV! are He to be sure of the 

distinction that ,·,e have drawn betHeen illa~a:'11 and turava

~- even though we are rererring to them not as 'stages' 
/ 

in the Dharm51-§K.stra sense?" "\-! as the distinction intended 

by the author himself or "laS it I imposed r by the cOmr:J.enta

tors?1I "If the latter Has the case, vlould it or would it 

not ,,'eaken the nerve of ou:;.n areument in the thesis?" Simi-

larly it may be asI~ed "lhether the chapter and other divi-

sions aTe the 'Hor};: of the author or the cOl:'uYlent;),tors and 

vlhether the acceptance of the latter alternative night make 

a difference to our thesis itself. 

It seeDS to us that the cllvi::;ion of the \-.rorI\: into 

three maj or parts, the ArattuPPM, PorutpOJ, and the Eapa t t u iJ-- . 
Qr11. "las the author's mm. References to the \-loTl~ as 

?80 



Huppn~ (a 'I.vork of 'three parts') that \,;e find in 

Tamil classical 'Horks as also the general agreement ' ,Ie 

"'ole find among the classical comrnentators regarding the 

three-fold division of the ''lOrlc lend support to our 

vie'i'l here. Any further division might have been the 

"lork of cOr:TIJ.entators, though the possibility of some 

major divisions at least having been thought of by 

the author cannot be ruled out completely. That is, 

the labelling itself (into illaram ~~d turavar~) - --
might have been done later on, - after the time of 

the author - but this itself does not signify that 

t h e idea of the distinction behleen i1la~am and tu::a

y a;:am !:La§. absent in the author r s mind; for, such a 

type of dis t inction ~~d prescriptions of virtues for 

the house-holders and the ascetics was 'in t h e air' 

- \'laS part and parcel of the Dr ahmanical Hindu, the 

Jaina and the Buddhist traditions. Tiruvallwar must . . 
have 'kno'Ylll' the di s tinction but his emphasis has been 

on considering them as 'stages' which are continuous 

''l ith each other. 

Even if it is a ccepted for areumed 's s ru{e 

t hat the illar am-t uravaram l abelling \.Jas done by the - --
commentators, it doe s not affe c t our thesis at all. 

For it seems more re a sonable to hold t hat the labelling 
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itself reflects the 'thoughts contained in the original than 

maintaining that the process of labelling does not bear 

any relation Hhatever to the actual contents of the '-lork. 

The Hork of the connnentators of any classical Iwrk , it seems 

to us, consists in their trying to 1.ll1derstand the lL'1derlying 

theme and giv±ng a proper interpretative exposition of it. 

In some sense the commentators t I" orl~ is comparable to the 

Ylorl~ of an f editor' in so far as the latter is not expected 

to import ideas \·;hich are extraneous to the work. The la-

belling of the broad diVisions of the Arattu-;:ma;;t. certainly 

cannot be visualized to have been done in a haphazard v1ay, 

v/ithout having any consideration for the actual content 

of t he DiVision (DaJ) dealing \'li th A~am. 

£l. It is obvious, eVen if the illa~am-tu~ava~ labell-

ing vIaS not by Vat~1Nar himself, it does not make any dif

ference to our argument since it cannot be denied that the 

idea of the bIO 'states' vlas very much in the mind of the 

author, his distinct contribution being the insistence on 

ther~ being no I status change' bet\-leen them. In this 

connection Zvelebil's emphatic pronouncement: "the poet 

himself was responsible for the basic structure of the book 

and for the sequence of individual couplets; ••• there do 

not seem to be any later additions to +'he text ll1 is quite 

1 QQ. cit., pp. 152 :lnd 160. 
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significant, for, in spite of the strong disagreeLlent be 

h2~ S vii th the maj ority of the scholcl.:rr: i .n regard to the 

date of the "\wrk, he shm-/s complete agreeL1ent on this 

important question of the text not beinci ~t~bjected to 

later al tera.tions or additions. If there Here no interpo

l~tions at all to the original text of th8 Classic, the 

illgr~l.m-ty.ra.v~ram idea, it is obvious, was 'native I to the - ...-
text. The commentators, both classical and modern, can 

at best be considered to have brou~1t out this basic idea 

clearly to the surface and not r found r sometbing "\vhich 

Has not already there in the text.-



APPI~KDIX III 

ON otm TF:EATl·JEl'IT OF TIlE KA1~TTUPPAL 

Our relating the concept of knmam as lL'1derstood by 

TirlNalluvar to the ca~\:am traditions may, in SOrle quarters •• 

give rise to tt.e que stion why, uhen ",e \"ere discussing aEG.nl 

and Doru1 in our present \wrk, vIe did not adopt a sir:ilar • 
procedure (of relating them to the classical. Tamil tradi

tions). It may be pointed out that for the salce of 'keep_ 

ing the symmetry I (at least) such a procedure could have 

been adopted in our treatment of ~ and porul too. 
- -

Our general line of meeting this possible cri ticis.m 
. . is that He do not consider the r,ura]. as a post-cankam "vork • 

• 
\Ie • do not accept the vie", t118.t C2Jl1;:81l1 polity, for instance, 

influenced the Kur;:li' s idea of the state . Rather He main-- . 
tain that the Kural ' s ideas have had their Sl:aY over tbe - . • 
cankam social ond politic3.1 philosophy. I·Ience it seems to 

us that 3..l'1 ClI1alysis of the Kllr~ I S philosophy of society 

i~directly, though sicnificantly, helps us to get an insight 

into the car.Kam institutions tl1emselves . But since \ 'le have 

been concerned v:ith deli~eatine the phil oso -:>l:y of the Kural 
- . 

'de have not investi6ated the question of how the insti tution
aliz~tion 

2,34 



of ideas and ideals of the middle-cankam and/or later

cankam periods (depending on vlhether the Kur:f1J. is consi-- . 
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dered the product of the early-ciill~am or middle-ca~am 

period)is understandable in the light of Kural 1 s philoso-- , 
phy of institutionalization. Further, since i:;e are not 

sure 'I."hether the Kural belonged to the early or middle - . 
caru..:am period (due to absence of Rrecise historical evi

dence), it seems to us that the question of pointedly 

relating the Kural and cankam ideas is beset vlith diffi-- . 
culties o{' a historical nature. On the other hand, under

standing the Kural idea of fu~1!.l1 in rela tion to the ca.i1kam 

tradition of love was comparatively easy since both could 

be shm-In to have been derived from Tolkappi ya.m. The Sar.1e 

could not be said about QLgIQ and poruJ. . The ~,Sanskrit 
- lil- • 

traditions of dharmp. and 0.rthn ,"ere found to be helpful 

in understanding ar~1 and porlU respectively. - . 
Furthermore, our concern in the thesis has been 

to underst a.nd the distinct sicnificQ11ce of the KuraJ- con-
- . 

cepts and not just to indiCate tlle relationship bet'h'een 

the Kural concepts on tJ::e one hand and the cahkam and - . 
Sanskritic sources on the other. To indicate the distinct-

ness of the concept of a::ap iJe contrasted it 'l.vith dharr;ln 

as understood in the Sanskritic sources, just as the real 

significance of poru} Was indiCated by DOinting to the . ~ 

different tyPe of approach to t he concept of 2.rtha in th e 
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S[!)1skritic tradition. The contrast between the lcama-

autra and the Ku~ in the treatment of the love-sex - . 
theEe WaS also dra'Ym. The distinct aP:9roach of the 

Kural could be highlighted best by relating it to the - . 
Tamil tradition of love "'hich "laS not merely cOl1ceptupli

zed but ,.,hich 'VlaS also current in the ~amil society at 

t'C.e time. 

Incidentally 'Vi e t1ay also emphasize here that the 

stylistic v8,riation v,e see in the IGpattunpal need not 

be feared to "leaken our thesis that there is one t her1e 

running throughout the work, viz., a philosoph~ of f;ood 

life. Does the poetic style adopted in the I5ffiJIm,ttl.1.pp~ 

which is definitely not found in the ~attuppib and 

porutpM suggest even obliquely tllat either the ICural . -
was an anth oloGY or that its author left off the serious 

tone he adopted eo.rl1er on in the 'books r on AE.an and 

Porul and dealt vlith an entirely different theme with a 
-~ 

'sensuous intention'? Regarding the former quest ion 

there i s unanirrous agreement among scholars that ~ the 

Classic 'vas not an ant t olo[y, that it had a sinr;le auth or , 

also that there 'Here no interpola tions to the oriGinal 

t ext. :;:Wen though in regard to the second question 

there is only near-unanimity, Q.D. ~ H1101e scholars s eem 

to agree that the 'sensuous intent ion' interpretation 



is not \"holly acceptable. Even a scholar like Zvelebil 

who misunderstands the significance of the l§mattupnaJ.. 

exhibits an insight into the integral scheme of the good 
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life envisaged in the Kural . This 'Hill be evident from his - -
observations. He ,,,rites: 

The man \-.'ho has unfolded his personality in 
the moral arld spiritual order and '\vho is taking 
part in the social and political life, is also 
entitled to pleasure, and to strictly private 
life. In fact, only a meaningful relationship 
"lith IVOI:lal1, physic8~ and emotional, makes him 
"'lhole'. After spiritual treasures and moral 
wealth, there is emotional richg~; after 
exercising his intelligence and knm'lledge, there 
is the heart ,·,hich must not be neglected. The 
hypertrophy of virtue, as "lell as the hyper
trophy of skills and prmless \oJQuld be catas
trophic; beauty, leisure, feelin gs and emotions 
are indispensable parts of human life. 'And in 
the ~JJlattupp31., w:e have the lover and his 
sweetheart in physical and emotional rapture, 
described in about 250 charming couplets. 

• • • 
If there is true poetry an)'\'lhere in the Tiruldmral, 
it is here, in the erotic couplets of the third ,. 
book. Because here, the teacher, the preacher 
in VaJ.ilNar has step:)ed aside, and V ~ilNo.r 
spew{s here almost the language of the superb 
love-poetry of the classical age. 

The misunderstanding of Zvelebil consists in his 

interpretation that V aJ.~uvar I steps aside ' ~ ,·,hile 

dealing .... lith the love-sex theme. Our sUGgestion here is 

that . such an interpretation of the treG.tment of l:amam 

1 QQ. cit., pp. 165-1 66. 
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does not do justice to the integral philosophy of 'goud life 

that Valluvar has suggestively indicated. KPDcqn as 'diver-
• I .... 

sification of ~am' is no doubt not evident at first, but 

as 'He have already indicated in our chapter on l\:~r.l~, con-

sidering the deeper mea.ning of individual couplets in the 

KalTIattuDPPJ. points beyond doubt to the intimate relation-

ship bet1-leen the theDes of ' love' and 'virtue I. It seeDS 

to us that Zvelebil' s observations on the couplets consti

tuting the ;' section on Porul are themselves significant 
I 

also for an understanding of the K5.mattuDDal couplets. 

He observes: 

HOHever, one should never contenplate the couplets 
in isolation. He must again and aGain stress 
that they have true validity and meaning only in 
their patterned relations to other couplets) and 
to the uhole. And ,·]hen read and contemplated in 
this \'lay, Tiru-va1-1uvar I s ethtcs is never that of 
a Canakya or a Eacchi8yelli. . ' 

lim·lever, . it ' shoUld be pointed out here that very 

fe\·, serious studies on the Kur~ have ~ attempted to - . 
touch on the question of the one underlying theme. Perhaps 

ours is the first attempt in this dir8ct:Lon. Our interpre-

tation of the stylistic variation is the follovring: True to 

the Tamil tradition of the ~-pUral!l distinction, the 

author must h.:we adopt3d t h e 'poe tic [lode' to express the 

1 Ql?.. cj_ t., p. 165. 
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delicate 10ve-G8x theme'; Explain:Lng the significance of 

the akap 'mode I in the Tamil poetic tradition K. Kailasa-

pathy obseYves: 

To11diPl)iyar divided the subj ect-matter of all 
poetry or hur,1an emotions into ti'!O broad categories, 
viz., aJ~am, 'inner I and Dur .. £lLh I outer I. Follovl
ing the classification scholars down the ages 
have accepted it as the standard division of 
poetics. IlaJ1pu;ranar (A.D. 9) \.'hose coomentary 
on the TolJ~appi Vam is the earliest extant, has 
defined these ti-!O teI'TDs: 'The author called it 
n,kan (the inner) since its content is the enj oy
ment of sexual union and its results realized 
only by the hJO uersons concerned. He called j_t 
Q..~"lli!. ( the outer) since its content is ihdulg$npe 
in acts of ,·;ar and acts of virtue and its resuJ.ts 1 cOInDrehensible to the others I (Tol. Porul -IntI'. ) 

• • 

Hence the adoption of the poetic style does not 

point either to a dilution in the philosophic tone of the 

Classic or to a loosely knit scheme of presentation of the 

various aspects of huraan personality or the corresponding 

"lays in vlhich the diverse aspec cs of it are proj ected in 

real life-situations. 

He have no doubt already areued our case in the 

chapter on Kam:vn , but ' .. 18 "Ianted to reiterate here that 

though on the face of it the t\JO different style s Ctdopted 

by VaJi +'L..1V ar 1:1hile dealing "lith the ther~es of (l.~;,.un ;.U1d 

porul on the one hand and l(5n~m on the other, do pr esent 
• 

1 Tanil He ro ic Poetry, Oxford : At t he Cla rendon 
Press, 1963 , p . 4. 
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some difficulty on the surface, an in-depth study of the 

Kurr.li in general and the Kamattu-::mal in particular reveals - . 
that the stylistic va:c'iations themselves are not syrnptolJa

tic of a 'treatment ef diverse themes' (unrelated to each 

other) in a single \.Jorl~ but indicate a concern fer giving 

'a psychologically SOlUld treatment of each of the human 
• -L • ~ aSplravlons. 



APPENDIX IV 

ON OUR USAGE OF THE TERNS PHILOSOPHICAL AND EXTENSION 

Though it may sound a truism, 'He consider it neces-

sary to emphasize that the term philosophy of ~ life 

as used in our thesis ought not to be understood in the 

same sense 2.S it is understood in contemporary discussions. 

Ho doubt, recent a.'1alyses of the term Good have enriched 

the concept so much that they have added valuable dimen-

sions to our understandi::lg of a si~nificantly inportant 

philosophical concept like the Good. Y .L. e v, \vhile looking 

at an ancient ~'isic like the Kural 'Hhich we have tried - , 
to situate in the more ir.wJediate context of the Indian 

religious and philosophical traditions, tuo factors need 

to be borne in mind: 

1. PhilosoDhy is Cl. purely Hestern term and is 
, 

only the nearest equivalent of the term do.rsana in tho 

Indian tradition. 

2. Philosopl1Y. in t'!1e \'; est is ul tiT.1ately tl'aced 

to the GreeJe termph.il~5,opk;a.. w~~h literally !:1ennS the love 

or the pursuit of wisdom. 
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In regard to 1. 'He cpncede that darsana, like 

philosophy connotes both a deliberate analysis of concepts 

and an 'application' to life- situations, bringing to the 

fore the 'ultimate seriousness' of life itself in the pro-

cess . Yet, the activity of philosophizing that can be 

discerned in an ancient Indian classic lilm the Kural 
- if 

(for, unless the ,_~t,philosophic activity' is presupposed 

we can't refer meaningfully to a philosophy of Good life 

, in the Classic) deserves to be described as 'pre- systema-

tic philosophy'. The usage of the term is intended to 

emphasize that before the serious activity that vIe call 

'philosophic' 'emerges', lots of preliminary and preparatory 

'an8~yses' are involved. Heedless to say, these stages 

are as iDporta..l1t as t h e !later stac; es' of philosophizing, 

in so far as they provide the strong foundations upon i'lhich 

the mansion of philosophy is built later-on. 

In regard to 2. we note that four at least of the 

Hays in Hhich philosophy "las conceived in the ' classical 

Hest' are inportant. 1 These are : (i) philosophy as a 

study in i'lhich the various special sciences are to be re -

lated tOGethe r and understood as parts of one system; 

(ii) philosophy as enbodying a contrast beti-Jeen .1\P7)8n.ra.nce 

and !;eality; (iii) philosophy as consideri:'lg the 'Form' 

1 See .Article on P'niloso;>hy in The =ncyc1 0pl-2c.ia 
Brittanica, Vol . XVII. 
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of the 'Good' as the source both of being and of intelli

g,ibility; and (iv-) philosophy as prov-idingan intellectual 

insight gained through the practice of the method of dia-

lectic. He consider these significant in indicating 

further the meanLng of our expression 'pre-systematic 

philosophy' here. It \"Jill probably be noticed here that 

(i) and (iv-) are just helpful in pointing to the pre

systematic philosophic activ-i ty in the fillr.& and (ii) - , 

and (iii) vindicate the usage of the term Dhilosophy 

itself (v!hether understood in the pre-systematic sense or 

" otheI'\.Jise) in the context of the Kur£lJ.. - .. 

It is in keepine "Hi th such a conception of the acti-

vity of philosophizing that \·;e are maintaining that our 01:711 

approach to the study of the Kural is philosoDhical. The 
- #0-

study of the l~ur3J_ signifies, then, not merely understanding - . 
the meaning of the couplets (hm'lever important this might 

be) but also interpreting the significance of the totality 

of meanine that the Kur~ incorporates. The process - . 
invol~les basically the study of the text and the conunenta-

"" ries to start "lith, but [lOre importantly it ~volves also 

an in-depth study of the ar0W~2nt that can be discerned in 

the Classic. This ap) roach also calls for an evaluation 

':Ihich is philosophico..l too. 

In brief, t:u!:a.}. t s thou,~ht, \le have contended , is 



philoso~hical in so far as there is discernible in the 

Classic a serious analysis of the Good and an underlyinG 
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conception of the Appearance- Reality question. 1 .. [hi1e offer

ing an interpretative analysis of the thought-system fou."r1d 

in the Classic 1::e have also evaluated it as embodying a 

\vholesome approach to problems of human life, though our 

'cor:nnendation' is deliberately not explicit . He h ave 

indicated this eValuation in terms of our argument that 

by steering clear of sectarian Vie'ltIS and approaches, the 

Kura;L presents a vie'l;J and \-;ay of life \-Ih ich is comprehensive - .. 
and 'integrated'. Not a single aspect of human life is 

overlooked by the Kuru, \ 'le have maintained. In addition - . 
... -1e have also shO\m that each aspect is inte gral to the per-

sonality of man even "\!hi18 indic o.tin ,s hOH a pq,ttern evolves 

by this i~tegrative-comprehensive aP9roach. If our attempt 

here is successful, our submission is that it does not 

itself 'prove' that the!'e can be no other type of interpTe-

tation, just as a non-acceptance of our approach does not 

necessarily involve a I disproof' of tl:.e correctness of our 

eva1ua t ion, lL'1le ss it is shOi-ll1 that an interpretative

evalUative approach to the text itself is irrelevant. 

COLling nO"\'l to our US :.:1£.':e of the ter!:1 e:-:te n s i on : 

ThouGh I'l e h ave, in the body of t h e t h e s is, deliberated on it, 

a ylord r..'3re way be a dded t o h i Ghlicht an i mportant point \.;e 
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have Llade . 

In one sense our r;;e .JJ1ing of ' extension' could h2.ve 

been conveyed better had He referred to por~ aJ.1d k~aIJ 

as 'Ar2Jl1 in extension' rather than as 'diversifications -
of A::,arn'. Yet ,,,e preferred 'diversification' even at the 

cost of crea.ting s.ome misunderstanding of our position. 

He feared that in spite of our carefully delineating the 

.meaning of 'extension' \·;e may still be mistaken as over

emphasizing the role of ar.am. in the spheres of polity, -
economics and love. Hence iIe deliberately avoided the 

use of the exnression fAram in extension' • .. --
We vlanted to indicate, ho-Hever, that no:rul and 

• 
have their 0\.,'11 spheres of autonomy just as the 1 2.l1-

gUage of love is different from the la.nguage of cmmerce 

or politics. The 'pla.ne of reference' for poru..~ and h:aJ':1a.rn , 

\1e wanted to shm", Has clearly visualized by V alluvarto be 
• • 

different fr om each other iand also different from t hat of 

.a!:~"TI.. All the same, we \'!anted to also reiterate that the 

originality of the author of the Kural consisted in his 
• 

maintaining precisely that no a spect of humo..n life Can be 

totally autonomous in the sense of their not incprpo~ating 

the principles of ara.m in thewselves. This, according to 

us meant that DO~ul and 1~~:nab1 can be referred to :lS diver-
• 

Sil~ications in so far as the~r represent expressions of 



aratl in dif.'~erent spheres of life. -
\ie may also r~~emphasizetthe aspect of 'vertical 

diL1ension 1 here to point to ai'1other aspect of' the usage 

of the term 'extension'. To the extent that hUma)1 perso-

nality itself CG)1 be understood both in terr.'1s of its 

ethical-socia~ dimensio:1~ 2nd in terms of its metaphysi

cal dimensions, i'le f'eel that our giving the deeper mean

ing of dimensionality to the term ext~nsiop~s, from the 

point of vie,,, of the philosophy of the KuraJ." not un-
- . 

W
arrS:1ted, to express it mildly, and logically required, 

to Give a more positive 'description' of' our stand-point. 



OIJ TEE COHC'"GPT OF TM GOOD III THE KTI~_AL 

fJ?I?2HDIX -v 

OlJ THE COIJC'~PT OF THE GOOD III TEE KURAL 

The emphasis \Je \v'ere laying through out our thesis 

on the ethical-social perspective taJ::en by Valluvar is 
• • 

likely to give rise to the question \'lhether or not V a.1~uvar 

had also a concept of the Goode' Ca".'1 V all UVar r S 2.ppe al . . 
be attributed to the fact that he philosophized on good 

life \v'ithout at all goi~g into t h e metaphysic;ll question 

of the Good? If so, ,·,hat lends support to the ,.!hole 

structure of the moral life ezhorted? lJould not a referen-

ce to good life ,vi thout a poi71ted reference also to the 

Good go against the 'claim' that Tiruvalluvar's 'system' .. 
j_s reflective of the Indian philosophical ethos? 

These are indeed signifiC~1t questions and need 

some analysis here. One reason \'/hy \ve did not even touch 

on this question in the chapter on A::am vias th€!t \ve "Ia,'1ted 

to indicate Tinrvalluvar' s ' model' of philosophizing. He . . 
vIas averse to jHelling at length on metaphysical questions, 

his poi:1t of enphasis beinG on the need to achieve transfor-

mation of individual and institutional life. The question 

at issue here is "lhethe r He can Vis'..lalize a \ '0.'l of ill§. 

being exhorted Hithout an ur.dcrl:ri.r..G vi:;,·: of' re :LLit:.-. Ca..11 
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['.ny sound system of' philosophy- sUGgest (siLlply) 2,...71 ideal of 

conduct ,,;hich claims I alle[;ir:mce I to the entire personalj_ty 

of Dan I'lithout raising, by ir1plication at least, questions 

about ulti~ate value, the nature and destiny of the indivi

dual "lho accepts the scher:le of life and his relation to 

the ultimate ideal? 

Our reaction to these possible questions is that 

though Valluvar I s emphasis was on the good life, he did 110t .. 
disregard the question of the nature of the Good itself. 

That ',Ie are not taJdng up such a position in an apologetic 

spirit \,;ill becorJ.e evident in the sequel. 

It needs to be reccliled here that ,-,hile referring 

to the methodology adopted by VaJJuvar ,,,hi1e philosop~izing 

on the good life, ,,'e delineated the hw aspects of the plli-

losophic activity in ancient India, viz., having the focus 

of concern on metaphysical cateGories and also d\..;elling on 

a systeLl of values '''hich cohered \-:ell Hi th the former. Our 

point ' ... as that traditionally the philosophic activity in 

India tended to be 1001:e d upon as identical vli th analysir.C 

and dHelling on metaphysical catecories. Axiolocical as-

pects vlere certainly not i Gnored, but considering them as 

all-ir:1portant '''as perhaps not popular. One reason for 

t h is situ;:tion rniCht !n.ave been the .. ~ fact that in VIe ulti;;:ate 

analysis a conceDt of value rested on a theory of TIeality. 
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In terns of Indian terminoloGY \Ie rnrty consider philosophic 

activity to be explicable both in terms of tattva and ~yru

s~rtha. Hok~a ",1as considered as the suprene puru::artha 

but 'realizing it' irwolved also realizing the hature of 

Obviously, the concept of molcsa 'ias intir:mtely relQ-
• 

ted to the concepts of Being, Heali ty and Truth. P'fliloso

phizing on good life, in terns of realizing the Suprer!1e 

hwnan Value could also have been done by emphasizing the 

''lay in ,,]hich eVen secular values could or ought to be 

realized. This procedure 'Hould necessarily have meant an 

idealization of all inter-personal relationships. Certainly 

here a concept of the Good as the Real, as::the Truth, as 

tl'le nature of one's Existence, is involved a.Yld lends sup-

port to the vJhole system of ethical and social philoso;>hy. 

Our submission is that Tiruvalluvar brought to the 
•• 

fore this aspect of philosophizing on the good life tlillt 

\ -laS inherent in the Indian r elisio-philosophical tradition. 

That vJe are not just 'reading' principles of Indian philo-

sophy into the philosophy of cood life in the Kural 'oJOu1d 

be evident from the fact that the text refers to both 

types of categories, the ethical and the netaphysical, 

but 'With ~ Great emphasis on the former . iIe ,·.rere d,.;ellin~ 

at length on U:.e ethiCal categories mainly in the course 

of our discussion of the Kural's philosophy of cood life - . 
and merely hintr.'?d at the clear acceptance of the rJ.eta:;!hysi

c:D. 
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categories as \:811 by Voll"L.':Var 'I/{:C:1. \: e 'I']e re exnlai ::1i n ;:( 
to , .L. '-" 

the v.ertical dimension of ~ram. The usage of the 'meta---physical lansuaGe ' that i.'e find in t he lCural may be illus -- . 
trated by specific references to t he text but before doine 

so '.1e should suggest certain general considerations in 

re gard to the Qood- Good life question; 

(i) Tiruvalluvar's concept of the Good C&l be ex-•• 
plicated not through references to doctrinal definitions 

but through his exposition of the good life for the sit~le 

reason that he does not enter into a discussion of the 

concept of the Good as it is usually done in the moksa-
• 

tnstras of Indian philosophy. 

(ii) The Good, therefore i s presupposed GS the 

Qasis of good life. This is evident from the contexts in 

uhich Valluvar refers to the Good as such in contradistinc-.. 
tion to the good life, 1. e., he has made use of specific 

terms '.,.,11ich in Tamil !:lean the Good. 

(iii) The nature of the Good is clearly indicQt ed 

by Vo.1luvar by reconceiving dharma in such a ll<lY (and t l"'ci s . , 
is all too evident fror1 his conception of 3.E,am ) t hat it s 

nth dimension itself is identified "lith realizing -:he 

ulti!:late human value or perceiving reality. It is because 

-of this that tl'lC c1iviclin 3- li1':8 beb!ecn vi ~u o.nd a:::-.TT: is 

extrer;,ely thin. 
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points to '",here' lie have to 1 001: fo::c fOJ~ cettinc; o..t Vall u-.. 
Val" s concept of the Good. 

(iv) Any aspect of life 'beconles good' 'because of 

2,nd only becQuse of its re12.tionship vlith an intrinsic 

Good. This is apparent frotl Valluvar' s insistence that . , 
there is not a sphere of life in i"hich 0::,am cannot be ob

served., that in fact realizing vitu is impossible unless , 

aram pervades every aspect of one's life. The ultimate 

realization of ~ in this sense is synonYL10us i,dth reali-, 

zing the Good. Here it should be reiterated that though 

this line of interpretation may sound as if the Good is 

considered identic<JJ. '1.-1i th a~1.m, it is not so. Vitll is 
• 

cOrJ.ceived as the QQ.Q.Q, but since vrtu itself cannot be :.ea-
I 

lized lUlless aI'9:£!. (noral perfectibility) is realized in -
every sphere of life, a::arn realized fully may be referre d 

to as tbe perfect state of Eeing, as t h e state in ",hich 

the Good is realized in one I slife. 

It is in the light of the above considerations t llQt 

specific references to the concept of Good found in sone 

sic;nificant couplets of the KUrt~,l become e:dl'emely import a~;t. - . 
1,[e may just mention sone of the specific terms used f or tIle 

concept of the Good in the Tamil Classic, to rna.ke our po i nt . 

Tbe terms portil (TK 36. 1 ), rieylmon1~ (TK 36.5-6), pe:5: 
• , ~c1 

;~1 ~ ~'~ (T l' r. 37.1 0), c i u CT" \. 1) 1..1 - (Tl-. - ~ --;':l1:!l2- 1\. -~. ,CCD i)O r U .1\ c:' r7)U h 

l .... r . ~ :~_ 
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refer to the Good. 

That the metaphysical-idealistic conception of 

the Good Has given 2. supreme place of importance by Va:n.u
var becomes evident also from chapters 34-37 of the KUTC'.I. , - . 
the chapters \vhich are considered extrenely significnnt 

by nIl COLITuentators . It is significG~t to notice that 

on the basis of these four chapters 3.10ne the Kural is - . 
sOmetimes referred to as an Advaitic \wrlc in TaLlil . 

Since our r.lain obj ect in this 'post script f is to empha

size that there is a distinct concept of the Good in 

V 2l1uvar' s system of philosol!hy as \'Iell , He do not ,,,c:u-:t " . 
to [. 0 into this 'claim' from the ' ;side of Advaita. 
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